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Preface

With The GIANT Book of Amateur Radio Antznras by your

:;rrlc, antennas should become the least of your worries while

lurnrming...and possibly the most fun. Whether planning to
l l rild or buy, design or admire, or test or enjoy a ham antenna,

yrnr'llprobably find what you need in these pages. With this

lxxrk as a foundation, the new ham will breathe more easily,

;rrxl the old-timer will awaken to novel and improved antennas.

To enlighten novices and re-educate more-experienced

r r.;rtkrrs, Chapter 1 describes the basics of antenna theory and

;rrrrcnna testing. Antenna radiation is simplified, and

r(.ir('tance-versus-impedance is explained' There is an easy

w;ry to decibels, and also an easy way to design beam anten-

rurs: by computer.
Chapter 2 discusses non-directional antennas, ideal for

tr;rffic handling and round tables. Covering the hobby's

r r u rinstays-the balanced dipole and quarter-wave vertical-
,r:; wcll as the unorthodox-a short 160-meter antenna and an

rrrnlrrt:lla antenna-Chapter 2has omnidirectianal as its con-

:.1;rrrt theme.
A rarity today is owning acres of land to provide for an

.urt(.nna farm. College dormitories, apartments and small lots
rkr rrot allow such a privilege, so Chapter 3 comes to the

r ('s('uc. Abandoning the old theory that the bigger an antenna

r... tlrt' better it is, In-Door and Limited Space Antennas in-

r lrrrlt's a mini vee-beam, a small loop antenna, miniature an-

t('nn;rs fur 80 through 10 meters, and even an 18-inch all-band

',1rcci:tl.

Chapter 4 is particularly for those lucky few, the ones

rvrth ;rcrt's of land, but any ham should feel attracted to Beams



irn(l lr r;rli,rr;rl Arrlt'rrrurs. All sorts of directive aerials are cG.
vr.rr.rl, :;rrclr ;rs krg 1rt.r'iodics, take-apart beams, an SGmeter
lrf r;*,t.rl ,;l l;ty, lt rlilrruurcl ivray, and a 10-meter beam for the
lx'grrrr rirr11 lurrrr.

'l'lrt. ()u:rd, rxre of the most controversial antennas in
;ururlt.lrr r;rdio, is the subject of Chapter b. Quads are expen-
sivt., lirgc, hcavy, square antennas, right? Wrong! youll find
Lr Clralrtcr 5 an inexpensive Quad, a mini-Quad, alightweight
version, one that has circular elements, and a 40-meter euad.
So set aside your ctreckbook, your barbell set and that old
40-meter half-wave dipole.

Especially when it comes to antennas, the real haven for
amateur radio experimenters is vhf-uhf territory. Chapter 6
analyzes ffierent vhf and uhf antennas from the commonplace
2-meter mobile whip to the unusual vertical J.

Chapter 7 covers antenna accessories, those inconspicu-
ous components that permit the obvious ones to work. For
without the tuners, matches, baluns, couplers, filters,
rotators and watt meters that are thoroughly described in this
chapter, many antennas would be virtually useless.

Imagine the possibilities! An apartment dweller with the
best signal in the whole traffic net. The only member of a
repeater club using a halo antenna. A double inverted vee for
working DX. Your home shadowed by a large multi-band log
periodic. The topic of any ragchew would be-wouldhaoe to
be-your antenna.

Or during the colder months when antenna experimenta-
tion is normally impractical, spend some time building your
own antenna accessories. Homebrewing a rig just is not finan-
cially sound nowadays, but why not an accessory here and
there? It isn't at all rlifficult to make an antenna balun, gamma
match, or wide-range antenna tuner, and you can be proud
that something sitting in your shack was soldered by you.

Of course, many of the concepts of antenna theory fly
right over the heads of most of us. The GIANT Book of
Amateur Radio Antennns.is handy here, too, and is both a
reference as well as a construction manual. So go ahead and
look up your favorite antenna...or one you've heard of but
know litfle about. Have fun!
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Chapter 1

Antenna Theory and Design

A PRIMER OF BASIC ANTENNA THEORY

Anteruras are a very popular subject among radio amateurs
loday, as they have been almost from the beginning of radio
science. In fact, of all the pieces of equipment an amateur
owns tle one he probably spends the most time talking about,
lxrth on and off the air, is his antenna. There are at least two
gtxrd reasons for this. First, the antennas themselves are
prctty simple, at least from the standpoint of circuitry. They
tnntain no transistors or vacuum tubes or other amplifying,
oscillating, modulating or detecting devices, the exact opera-
lions of which are difficult to comprehend. Antennas are usu-
rrlly simply pieces of wire or tubing with perhaps a transformer
tlrrown in for impedance matching. Thus, they are at least
t,asy to visualize.

The second reason for the great deal of attention anten-
rurs get is their performance. Every ham who has been around
vcry long knows that there is no easier way to improve his
sl;rtion's capabilities than to improve his antenrn. When a
significant change for the better is made in the antenna, the
irrrprovement in the station's ability to communicate is im-
rncdiately apparent, on both transmission and reception.
St'ven hundred dollars spent on an antenna installation will do
worlds more good for the amateur than will a similar amount
slrcnt on a big "pair of shoes" for the exciter.



Also, ;rrrlt'nn:rs :lr'(' popular because they are easier to
Irorrrt,llrt.w IIr;rrr nrost picces of equipment, andeasiertomake
<4x.r':rtt. propcrly after their construction.

'l'hus, the antenna deserves its popularity. And if this is s,
then the simple theory behind the antenna deserves to be
understood by us all. So, the reason for this article. These few
pages will discuss the very simple theory of antenna gain,
efficiency, capture area and effective height. These are sub-
jects of which very few amateurs seem to have a good grasp
today. Much is heard about antenna "gain" especially, but few
seem to have an exact understanding of what they are speak-
ing about. Perhaps this article will help to clear up a little of the
confusion.

Antenna Reciprocity

An antenna can basically be thought of as a device for
converting energy from one form to another. When an elec-
tromagnetic (EI\O wave strikes an antenna we find that elec-
trical power is available at its terminals. On the other hand,
when we apply electrical power to the terminals of the anten-
ra, we find that an EM wave is radiated by the antenna. Thus,
the antenna is capable of converting electrical energy to EM
energy, and EM energy to electrical energy. This property of
working both "backward and forward" is called "reciprocity,'
and is characteristic of antennas.

Now because the antenna is only a go-between for con-
version of electrical to EM energy and vice-versa, a complete
understanding of even basic antenna theory cannot be had
without also obtaining some basic knowledge about EM fields,
and electrical circuits as applied to antennas. Consequenfly, in
this article we shall first discuss some things about EM fields
before turning to antennas themselves. Later we will discuss
basic antenna circuitry.

Electromagnetic Fields

Most of us realize that it is EM fields or "waves" that
provide the invisible link between transmitting and receiving
stations in a radio communications system. But the fact is that
no one, even the professionals, knows just what an EM field
is.
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li,rr scveral thousand years men have known that, after
lrt'rrt1 t rrlrlrt:d, certain substances, amber for instance, would
,rllr ,rt l other bodies. This was a form of action at a distance,
,lrr I r ;rrrc to be called "electric" attraction. Other substances,
,rrrr ll ;ts kxlestone, could also attract matter at a distance, but
r hr I rro| l't'quire rubbing. This sort of attraction became known
;r,r "rn;ri{nctic" to differentiate it from electric attraction from
rvlrrt'h it ;rppeared to be different. These sorts of attraction
r,.rrurirrt'cl ttpuzzle for thousands of years and to some degree
irlr' :;lill puzzlng. But thanks to the work of James Clerk
[\l.rxwr.ll, engineers and physicists today have a mathematical
gr rp, :rt least, on the elusive phenomenon of electromag-
rrr'lr:,nr. Maxwell's theoretical work showed that there was a
v,'rv rlt'finite relationship between electric and magnetic
Irr.kh;, ;rnd that they were really parts of the same natural

lrlrrrrorrrenon. Eventually he was able to express the relation-
,'lrrp lrt'tween the electric and magnetic fields as a set of two
rurllrt.ruatical expressions which have come to be known as
"[!l,rxwcll's Equations." These equations have been the foun-
r l,rt rorr ullon which most all mathematical EM theory has been
lrrrrll sirrce.

lho Traveling Wave

As far as radio systems are concerned the most signific-
iul l(';rture of EM fields is their ability to move, that is, to
Ir,rrrslxrrt energy from one place to another. These fields are
,.rlh.rl "traveling waves" and are composed of two compo-
r r.r rl s, an electric field component and a magnetic field compo-
rr.rrl. lf a person were able to stand in one place and watch an
l'M wave pass by he would see the energy in the wave
,rlllrnirtely in the electric and magnetic form. Actually, the
lr,rrrslirrmation of the energy from one form to the other is
rlr;rrhr:rl (sinusoidal) and is complete only at an instant each
r 1'r 

'lt '.
'l'he speed with which the transformation of the energy

t,rlir,s place is known as the frequency of the wave. For
,'r;rnr1)le, if the transformation from electric to magnetic and
lr,rr li to electric (one complete cycle) takes place once every
nrrllronlh of a second, the frequency of the wave is 1,000,000

' \'( l('s per second, or one megahertz.
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l,,h.r ltonurl,lrr.lic t.nt'r'gy irr tlre frlrm of a traveling wave
nrr)vr.:, ;rl ;r lr(.nr(.n(lous r:rtt: of speed, about 300,000,000
nx.lr.rs 1x.l sr.t'orrtl. 'l'lrt' wavelength of a particular moving
liM lir.kl rs llrr. tlist;urcc the wave moves during one cycle. For
our on(. rrlr'girlrt'rtz wave it is 300,000,000 divided by
l,(XX),()(X) or l|(X) meters. This relationship between fre-
(lu('lr(:y ;rnrl wavelength can be expressed algebraically:

(1) C - ftr,

where: C = speed of light
= 300 million meters/second

f = frequency, Hertz
tr = wavelength, meters.

Power Density

If you drop a stone in a quiet pond, small waves will
radiate away from the point where the stone struck the water.
Each wave will have a circular form around the starting point,
and will move away from the source. Thus we ann say that the
waves have a circular wavefront.

Now if we visualize a "point source" of EM energy
situated in space it is easy to imagine that EM waves will
radiate away from the source, and form a spherical wavefront.
The surface area of this spherical wavefront will of course
depend on its distance from the point source. From high
sctrool geometry we remember that:

where: S = surface area of sphere, meters (m)
n = 3.14
r = radius of sphere, meters.

Then if the point source were to radiate a certain amount
of energy every second (i. e. , power), the EM power would be
distributed over an ever increasing surface area as aparticular
wave radiated away from the source. Notice that the total
power is not diminished, it is just spread over a greater and
greater area as we move further and further from the source.

The amount of electromagnetic power containedin a unit
of surface area on the wave front is termed the "power
density" of the EM wave, and depends dn the distance from
the source:
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(2)D-+
4irr"

where:'D = power density, watts/m2
P = radiated power, watts.

Thus we see that as the wavefront moves away from the
s{)urce, the power density decreases with the square of the
rlistance from the source. This decrease of power densi$ is
tr.nned "spherical divergence". It means that the EM wave is
rlivcrging or spreading out as it moves away from its origin.

As we can see from the above, a very convenient way of
rncasuring the amplitude of an EM field is to measure its

lx)wer density. Power density is today one of the most com-

rrronly used measures of EM field magnitude.

Field Stren$h

We mentioned above that the EM field is made up of two
rnmponents-the electric field and the magnetic field. Since

lhe EM field is capable of transmitting power from one place to
;rnother it seems reasonable that the power must be embodied

in the two field components, and indeed this is the case. Thus

if we were to increase the power level (and consequently the

lx)wer density), there would necessarily be a corresponding
increase in the strength of the electric and magnetic field
rrrmponents.

The mathematics which governs the relation between
the power density, electric field strength and magnetic field
strength is quite simple:

(3) D = EH,

where: E = electric field strength, volts/meter
H = magnetic field strength, amperes/meter.

'llis equation holds so long as the point of measurement is at
k':rst a fbw wavelengths from the transmitting source, which is
;r reasonable assumption in radio systems.

There is also a very simple relation between the electric
;rnd magnetic field strengths:

(4) E = ZsH,

where: Zs = intrinsic impedance of space

= 377 ohms.
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Yorr lr,rvr. prolr;rlrly rrotit't.rl tlrc similarity between Ohm's Law
;rrrrI lrrlrurlrorr (4). Now il'we combine Equations (3)and(4), we
olrl;rrrr lwo ollrt'r' sinrple expressions for EM power densi6t

(b)D= ffi,una
(6) D = 377H2.

Summary

We have now discussed the very basic elements of EM
theory necessary to an understanding of antennas. The con-
cepts of point sources, electric and magnetic fields, frequen-
cy, wavelength, power density and field strength have been
explained. Power density and electric and magnetic field
strength are particularly important to understand, because
they are what we measure in order to determine the amplitude
of an EM field. Making a measurement of either D, E or H is
equivalent to specifying all three, because they are all simply
related by Equations (3) to (6). We are now ready to push on to
antennas themselves.

We mentioned before that an antenna was a reciprocal
device-that it worked both forward and backward. This
means that the theory for both transmitting and receiving
antennas must be identical. Thus it is only necessary to dis-
cuss one grpe, either transmitting or receiving, and the con-
clusions will be found to hold for both. For our purpose, we will
discuss the antenna from the transmitting point of view, be-
cause it is easiest to visuelize. Later we will have some

comments about the receiving antenna.

Antenna Equivalent Gircuit

When an antenna is attached to the output terminals of a
transmitter, power flows from the transmitter output to the
antenna and is radiated electromagnetically. The antenna
loads the transmitter, the same as an impedance would. Thus
the antenna could be represented, as far as the transmitter is
concerned, by an impedance. Almost always the antenna is
tuned to resonance (or nearly so) at the operatingfrequency,

14

t ig. 1-1 . Simplest antenna equlva-
bnt circuit.

',o that the impedance it presents to the transmitter is purely

r,'sistive. Then the input impedance of the antenna is purely

r.sistive, and the antenna could be represented by the simple

,'rlrrivalent circuit of Fig. 1-1.

In Fig. 1-1, R is a resistance equal in value to the antenna

rrrlnrt impedance. The transmitter knows not whether an an-

t,'rura ofinput impedance R, or a simple resistor of R ohms is

, onnected to its output terminals.

Radiation EfliciencY

Actually in a practical antenna not all of its input power is

r,rrliated as EM signal energy. Some is also radiated as heat,

rhrc to losses in the antenna structure. (Heat is just another

l.r'rn of EM energy. It is "incoherent" and at an extremely high

lr crluency.) Losses in an antenna structure stemfrom several
.',,,,i."., dielectric losses in supporting insulators, resistive

k rsscs in the antenna system conductors, losses due to leak-

, rpit' currents over insulators, losses due to currents induced in

rrt';rrby conductors and the ground, and corona loss' These

L rsstrs can be minimized by proper design and location of the

,ilrl('ltna.
In order to represent the splitting of the antenna input

powcr into two parts, we split R into two parts and represent

f ig. 1-2. Antenna equivalent circuit,
including etfect of losses. Rr is the
radiation resistance, R1 the loss re-
srstance.

'{

I
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llrt, ;rrrt.ruur ;rs in l,'ig. l-2. Here R, represents the portion of
llrt' irrprrt l)ow('r- that is radiated as useful slglal power, and is
r':rlk'rl tlrt' "r';rliation resistance. " Rr represents that portion of
irrprrt p,w.r which is lost as heat, and is called the ,.loss

r(.sist:lnce. "
ln order for an antenna to be a good radiator, it should

have very low Rr in relation to R , or in other words, by far the
greatest portion of antenna input power should be radiated as
useful signal. The "radiation efficiency" of an antenna is ex-
pressed mathematically like this:

(44=R*Rr,

where: 4 = radiation efficiency
R. = radiation resistance, ohms
Rr = loss resistance, ohms

If we desire to maxim2e this radiation efficiency, we want Rr
to be small in comparison to R. In the extreme case of a
perfect radiator, Rr would be zero and then 4 would be equal
to 1, or 100Vo. When Rr increases from zero the efficiencv
drops, and if Rr should equal R , for example, then q wodd bL
only Yz, or 507o.

The lsotropic Antenna

An isotropic antenna is one which radiates equally wellin
all directions. It is similar to the point source which we discus-
sed before. Such an antenna is a convenient reference to use
for measuring the "gain" of another antenna, although in real-
ity there is no antenna which is truly isotropic.

Antenna Gain

When discussing the "gain" of an antenna, it should be
emphasized that there are two kinds of gain-power gain and
directive gain (sometimes called directivity). The two are
related by a simple expression which includes radiation effi-
ciency:

(8)G=TGd,
where: G = antenna Power gain

Ga = antenna directive gain.
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Suppose, for example, tiat an antenna with a radiation
t'fficiency of. 50Vo had a directive gain of 4 (6 db). Using
f 
,)rluation (8) then, power gain would be /z times 4, or2 (3 db).

Itut what do these terms power gain and directive gain mean?

Any antenna which is not isotropic has some directive
g;rin. The directive gain is only a measure of the ability of the
;rntenna to radiate in one direction to the exclusion of others.
I r r other words, directive gain is a measure of the shape of the
"radiation pattern" of an antenna, as compared with the circu-
l;rr shape of the radiation pattern of an isotropic antenna.

Power gain, on the other hand, includes not only the
shape of the radiation pattern, but also the size of the pattern,
or, in other words, it measures how effectively the antenna
radiates in a particular direction.

An example should serve to make the above concepts
r'lcar. In Fig. 1-3 we have the radiation patterns (in two
rlimensions) of three antennas*a 1007o efficient isotropic
:rrrtenna (antenna A), and two directive arrays, each with a
r lirective gain of 4. One of the directive arrays, antenna B, has
;r radiation efficiency of.L007o, and the other, antenna C, anrl
of only 21%o.Notrcethattheshape of the patterns of antennas
It and C is the same, only the size is different. Also note that in
the favored direction, antenna C is no more effective a radiator
than the isotropic. Nonetheless it has directive gai& due to its
;rbility to radiate better in the favored direction than in others.

Flg. 1€. Radiation panems ol hl€e anlennas, one isotropic.
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Arrr.rur,;r lr, ,rr rlrr. ,rrr.r rrand, has the same directive
g;rirr ;rs ;rr rrt'l rrur (1, sir r.r' tlrr. shape of its radiation pattern islhe
s,rrrrr'. lirrr irs t'llit'it'rrt:y is four times greater, and thus, as
slrrwrr irr tlrt' rli;rgnrrrr, is a much more e*ective radiator in'the
lirvor r.tl tlirt.t tion.

'l'lrt. 
lrowr:r gain of antenna B is, from Equation (g):

(i1, (;tntetuu t]) = rl Ga = 1 x 4 =4 (6 db).
I,irr antenna C, the power gain is:
Gp (antenna C) = % x 4 = 1 (0 db).

'lh.e Gp, Go and 4 for the three antennas is summarizedin Fig.
t-4.

Power gain can also be thought of as the power density of
the EM wave radiated by a directive antenna in its favored
direction, divided by the power density radiated AV a rcOn
efficient isotropic antenna in the same direction. In Fig. i_i
antenna B gives twice as much fierd strength in the dJsired
direction than does the isotropic antenna. 

-t\nd 
since po*"i

density, from Equation (5), is proportional to field stiength
squared, it gives four times as much power density. Thus"its
power gain is 4. Antenna C, on the other hand, gives identi_
cally the same field strength, and therefore poweidensity, as
the isotropic, and thus its power gain is 1. From this it can be
seen that power gain can be determined from an antenna's
radiation pattern.

At this point let's look at a practical example of power gain
v.ersug directive gain. A three-element yagi, opiimally"de-
:igr,"d and adjusted, has a maximum directive guin of $out
II.7 (70.7 db). However, if loading coils or traps are added to
the elements to decrease their size, or providi for automatic
bandswitching, the efficiency is decrea."d du" to losses in the
wire from which the coils are wound. If the efficiencv is
decreased to as litfle as 80vo (not an unrealistic figure inthe
case of tri-band beams), the power gain will suffer"by anout i
db. of course this smal price has been paid for added ilexibilitv
in the antenna system.

. Normally power gain and directive gain are measured
with respect to an isotropic antenna, as we have done in the
examples above. Historically this has not always been the
case, however. In the earlier days of radio, gain was most

18

1ig. 1-4. A summarization of the
lnwer gain, di?ective gain and radia-
tion efficiency for the antennas of
Fig. 1-3.

ANTBIT{A A I c

FOWER GA|il,09 I a

ONRECTI\G
3Afi.3a I a a
RADIA?OT
EFFICICIGY n

I .A

often measured with respect to a half-wave dipole antenna,
:rnd this is still done today in the amateur radio community.
'l'he gain (either power or directive) is less when measured
with respect to a dipole than with respect to an isotropic,
because a dipole itself has gain with respect to an isotropic
;rntenna. AtUIVo efficient dipole antenna has a power gain of
1.64 (2.15 db) with respect to an isotropic. Thus to convert a
gain figure measured with respect to a dipole to that with
rr:spect to an isotropic, the figure should be multiplied by 1.64.

Which Gain is lmpoilant?

The question now arises, Which gain, directive or power,
is important in a radio system? In the transmitting system,
l)ower gain is the most meaningful criterion of antenna effec-
liveness, since the ultimate aim is to radiate in the direction of
the receiving station an EM field with the greatest power
rlensity. Power gain gives a good measure here because it
includes both directivity and radiation efficiency.

In a receiving system, the important type of antenna gain
depends on noise, and its origrn. If the largest portion of the
receiver output noise originates in the receiver itself, power
gain is necessary in the antenna. This is normally the case in
the frequency range above about 30 MHz. But if the output
noise originates external to the receiving system, such as is
the case with atmospheric noise below 30 MIIZ, then only
directive gain is necessary in the antenna.

Normally below 30 MHz we amateurs use an antenna
with high power gain for both receiving and transmitting, since
it allows us to get by with only one antenna. When transmitting
the power gain is necessary to system effectiveness, but for
receiving it is not, although it certainly does no harm. By
sacrificing efficiency (which we don't need anyway) we could
use a physically much smaller receiving antenna, though, and
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get equal results. At least one manufacturer is taking advan-
tage of this principle in small receiving antennas being built for
the commercial services.

Summary

Some important conclusions can now be stated from our
study of antenna gain. First, when speaking of antenna "gain"
two things must be stated for clarity-the type of gain refer-
red to, power or directive, and the reference, isotropic or
dipole. Second, high radiation efficiency, while always desira-
ble in a transmitting antenna is not necessary for receiving
antennas below 30 MHz where the large majority of the
receiver output noise originates outside the antenna. With low
efficiency both the signal and noise are reduced proportion-
ately in the antenna, and therefore the signal-to-noise ratio is
largely unaffected.

Receiving Antennas

So far as transmitting antennas are concerned, we have
now covered the basics, but for teceiving antennas we have
more work to do. While the antenna parameters we have
specified and described above for transmitting antennas are
also adequate for receiving antennas, two other unique terms
have come into great usage to describe receiving antennas,
capture area and effective height.

Capture Area

When using an antenna for receiving purposes, it is usu-
ally desirable to know the amount of signal po\t/er available
from the antenna output, to be supplied to the receiver input.
From the power density of the EM field of the signal we know
the amount of power per unit area in the field. If we knew the
effective capture area of the receiving antenna, then, we could
find the power available from the antenna simply by multiply-
ing the power density and capture area together. Thus, the
capture area is the ratio of the power available at the antenna
terminals to the power density of the intercepted EM field.
Capture area is related to the power gain of the antenna, and
the wavelength of the field by:

20

. (e)A=G "#
whcre: A = antenna capture area.

Lct's take a simple example. Say the wavelength is 7.1
nr(,r ('rs and G of the antenna is 8 (9 db). The capture area then
is

^ 7'l x 7't
8 x zffi = 32 square meters'

'l'ht'n if the power density of the EM field striking the antenna
werc 2 nanowatts per square meter, the power available at the
;rntcrrna terminals would be 2 x 32 - 64 nanowatts.

Large capture area is essential if a VHF antenna is to be
highly effective for receiving purposes. But Equation (9)
shows that capture area decreases with the square of
wavclength. Therefore, as we go to higher frequencies, and
conscquent shorter wavelengths, power gain must be rapidly
incrt:ased if we are to maintain a respectable capture area. The
result of all this is that highly effective VHF antennas are just
:rs physically large as those for the lower frequencies, despite
the shorter wavelengths. They must be in order to develop
the proportionately higher power gains necessary to maintain
a high capture area.

Capture area is coming to be used more and more today
as a measure of VHF and UHF receiving antenna effective-
ness. Historically, however, antenna "effective height" came
first, and we will explain that next.

Eflective Height

Back in the days when regular AM broadcasting was
getting its start, the amplitude of an EM field was most often
specified by its electric field strength, E. Power density was
very seldom used. Consequently, an antenna "transfer func-
tion" was needed which was based on field strength rather
than power density. The term settled on was "effective
height, " and it was defined in terms of the voltage measured at
the antenna terminals with no load connected across those
tenninals (the open-circuit voltage):
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,i n- antenna open-circuit terminal voltage
, tf ll | 

--\rw.' L - electric field strength, E

= antenna effective height.

This choice has turned out to be a bit ambiguous for two
reasons. First, for a given field amplitude, it gives only the
voltage available from the antenna. This is ambiguous for a
given antenna because it depends on where the antenna is fed.
If the feed terminals of a dipole antenna, for example, are
located at its center the open-circuit voltage is much lower
than when the terminals are located a good deal off center.
And besides, it takes power to drive a receiver anyway.

Second, the term 'nheight" has proved to be unfortunate
because it implies how high the antenna is above ground,
which connotation is purely incidental. A much better word
here would have been "length," and indebd it is now coming
into wide usage.

At amateur frequencies and higher, antenna capture area
is gradually replacing the usage of effective height, especially
among professionals. Its usage among amateurs should also
be encouraged, but the old term is still hanging on with real
tenacity.

Conclusion

You should have gained a basic insight into antenna
theory. The'knowledge you have gained will enable you to
interpret antenna literature more wisely, and this in turn will
mean better antennas at vour station for the dollars vou have
to spend.
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ATII I T{NA RADIATION. SIMPTIFIED

l'lrt' r:urrent theory of radiation depends on the elec-
tr"nr.rtin('ti(: wave theory: When an alternating current of a
,,1,r', rlt( ln'quency is placed on an antenna of a predetermined
L rrpitlr (t';rlculated by formulas familiar to all amateurs), an

r,['r tr osl:rtic field and a magnetic field are formed, one being
p''rrrr'lrit':rlly at right angles to the other. Both of these fields
rrr r. r rrnrf )onsnts of the thing we call the electromagnetic naae.

'l'lrt'se radio waves display certain characteristics, such

'r" tlrr. sl)ced at which they travel being equal to the speed of
Itglrt; r'r'itical angles-the angle at which they approach; the
,frrlr trorr-honzontal or vertical-in which they peel off the
rtill.'ililit.

All of these things have been studied, tested, tried, and

lrrr rvr.n lo some degree. Predictions can be made and results
tlr,rl lrirve been achieved by this popular concept of wave
f , rr | | r,;r I i( )n have been for the most part satisfactory. But don't
lx,lrr.vr. :r word of it. Many years ago, the earth was considered
t, lrr. llre center of the solar system, or even further, the
r r.ntr.r' of the universe. It certainly appeared to be, for it was
,lrvrous that all things in the heavens revolved about it.
f\l.rtlrr.nratical formulas, predictions of eclipses, tides, moon
t I r.n | ('rs, etc. , were all done with remarkable accuracy. Then
t ,,rhk'o looked through his telescope and realized that the sun
r'i tlrr , r'cnter of our solar system, and we are revolving around
rtr A whole new system had to be devised, and of course it
\1,, t' ,.

So it is with the electromagnetic wave. If you were to
h,,h | ;r pcbble above a still pond and let the small stone drop, a
'rr,r rr.s of small concentric waves would spread out from the

sx rnrt of impact in all directions; as the wave distance from the

1x rrrrt of iffip?ctincreases, the size of the wave decreases. The

'rrr.r fl! of the faling stone has been transformed into a wave
rrgrorr lll{l water.

'l'he important thing here is that the transformation of
r'rrr'rgv from the falling stone to the wave required a medium
l,,r tlris to happen. The medium in this case is the water;



wilhrxrt llrr. w;rlr.l', tlrr,r'r' worrkl bc no wave of energy to move
ltlx)n.

Arrollrr.r r.x;rrrrlllt'is the energy of vibrating vocal cords

lxrxlrurg ;rgrrirrst llrt: air, setting up an air wave that would
vrlr;rlr. ;ur r';rrrlrurn, allowing you to hear a voice. Take away
llrt. rrrt.rliunr (air) and there would be no means of transporting
tlre (rnergy from throat to ear.

llack in the days when the electromagnetic wave theory
came into its own, a small problem arose. ff light (an elec-
tromagnetic wave, in theory) were to reach the earth from the
sun sitting in outer space, how would it get here? If space were
a vacuum, there would be no medium and hence no sunlight.
Obviously, there must be a medium present. Classical physics
was so sure of this that the invisible medium was called the
efuer. TJ.te explanation of why we can't see it or detect it was
that we were like fish immersed in water: it's all around us,
thus not readily apparent.

It bothered some people that the ether was there but was
yet to be detected and confirmed. Two scientists decided to
do something about this situation.

Ihe Michelson-Morley Experiment

Albert A. Mchelson conceived the brilliant idea of split-
ting a single ray of light into two parts:

Opticalinstruments would cause one portion of the ray to
hit an optical screen; the other haH would be deflected by a
series of mirrors. The spin of the earth would cause an ether
current (like wind on your face as you mn forward).

The apparatus was set so that one half of the ray went
downstream in the ether; the other half deflected upstream
and then downstream. The two portions of the wave were
now joined to form one again. Since one fraction had to travel
further than the other, and to buck upstream ether flow, it
seemed logical that one fraction of the ray would be out of
phase with the other. This would mean heterodyning or beat-
ing of the waves to form new waves. The logic of this thought
was sound and the experiment was carried out carefully.

Unfortunately for Michelson, when the rays were re-
joined, they were in phase. This was a very disturbing result.
Fortunately, Mchelson was an honest man and reported his
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r(.sults as he found them. He did not believe that there was no
cthcr, but that his instruments were too crude to detect the
rliffcrence in phase.

Undaunted, he tried again. This time he improved the
r 4rtics and had Edward Morley move farther away to get more
rlistance between source and screen. This he hoped would
show the rays to be out of phase.

To his dismay, along with that of the rest of the scientific
world, therays carnebackin phase. Overandoveragain, the
experiment was carried out. Each time the optical instruments
were perfected, but alas, the results were the same. To his
rlying day, Mchelson believed in the presence of the ether,
but simply could not prove its existence.

The experiment had a very disturbing effect in the scien-
tific world. To some, it was almost easier to believe that the
carth stood still rather than scrap the wave-ether theory.

A few years later, a scientific "bomb" was dropped,
followed by a whole salvo of "bombs" by two giants in the
world of physics.

Among those who scratched their heads over the exper-
iment was Max Planck who took the bold view that light was
not a wave, but a "packet of energy"-a quantum. The quan-
tum of energy that referred to light became known as aphoton.

Now, this was a very different situation. If light from the
sun came to the earth through empty space as a particle, no
medium is necessary as in the case of a wave; a new step in the
understanding of the mechanics of the universe evolved.

The other giant in the scientific world was Albert Eins-
tein. He grasped a hitherto unknown phenomenon from the
Michelson-Morley experiment. The fact that the two light
beams arrived at the same spot at the same time, even though
one of them had to travel twice as far, brought forth the
remarkable conclusion that the speed of light is coz stant, mdrf.
ttrat is so, then distances must shrink and time must change to
accommodate light!

This not an easy thing to swallow; in the beginning, tlere
were very few people who could digest the concept. More
likely the man was stark raving mad. Imagine rulers shrinking
and clocks slowing down as they move fast enough to approach
the speed of light! If you were never exposed to Einstein's
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theories before, you are probably having a difficult time trying
to follow these weird statements. One might ask, ,,Do you
really mean that my watch would slow down and that my
twelve inch ruler would shrink if I were on a rocketship that
went fast enough to approach the speed of light?" That is
exactly what I mean!

Other predictions were made. If light were a particle,
then it would be affected by gravitation. Einstein predicted
that a light ray would bend if it passed near a large enough
mass. He then proposed that the heavens be photographed
before an eclipse and the locations ofvarious stars be charted.
Then the heavens would be photographed during a solar ec-
fuse, when day is turned to night. The stars nearest the sun
should appear to shift because the rays would be bent as they
passed near the sun.

On May 29, I9L9, men of science from various countries
of the world, even those countries that were at war with each
other, gathered in the equatorial regions in Africa to confirm
Einstein's predictions. The stars in the photograph taken
during the eclipse did shift, to the amount of Einstein's calcula-
tions.

EIiISTEIN Al{D RETATIVITY

Still more was to come. One step led to another until the
realization that energy and mass are one and the same, that is
to say that mass is coalesced energy and that one ann trans-
form mass into energy and energy into mass. The most fam-
ous equation in history was brought forth by Einstein:

E =MC2
C = Speed of light.

where e is energy, m is mass, and c is the velocity of light.

The dramatic proof of the validity of this equation was
given on a dark night on July 14, 194.5, in the Los Alamos
desert in New Mexico. The United States exploded the first
atomic bomb.

The world stepped into the Atomic Age.
What does all this history of quantum mechanics have to

do with a radiating antenna? To answer this, we have to walk a
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k.w steps further along the path of discovery of Einstein and
l'liurck.

Max Planck found a relationship between energy content
;rrrd wavelength l, of a quantum that is linked with the second
frrndamental constant of the universe (now known as planck's
runstant). He formed the basic equation of the quantum
thcory:

li -hV where I/ = frequency, h = Planck's constant, and
l,) = energy.

With this equation before him, Einstein made another
prediction, that of the photo-electric effect. Certain metals
rrntain outer electrons in their atoms, which are loosely
;rtkrched to their nuclei due to the relatively great distances
they are from their nuclei.

Einstein reasoned that if an electron were stmck by a
photon of light, it would be possible to knock it out of its orbit,
provided the photon had enough energy to overcome the
;rttractive forces binding the electron to the nucleus. Once the
t:lectron was ejected from the atom, the metal atom would
become charged positively.

As you can see from the equation, the higher the fre-
(Uency, the greater the energy content of the photon. There-
frrre, he predicted that it is nottheamount oLhghtstriking the
rrretal that anuses the photo-electric effect, butthefrery,enq
of the ray involved.

If the frequency of a ray of light is increased to the point
that the photoelectric effect occurs, it is this frequency or any
higher frequency that will produce this result, even though the
umount of light is cut down to a feeble quantity.

To illustrate why it takes a certain amount of energy to
knock out the electron, even though all light hits the metal at
lhe same speed, let us imagine that you are sitting on a small
dock, dangling your feet in the water. If a small canoe came
toward the dock at 5 mph, you could stick out your foot and
casily stop the canoe; however, if a 100,000 ton ocean liner
came gliding up to the dock at 5 mph, you had better get your
leg out of the way or it would be crushed, and for that matter,
the dock would be smashed and a hole dug out before the big
ship came to a halt.



RADIO

'l'lris clk'r'l ol t.rrt,rgy content of the quantum can be
rt.l;rtt.rl rlir t.t:lly witlr radiation of an antenna and the reflection
off tlrr, iorroslrlrcrc.

Arr rrrrratcur handbook describes critical angle of radiation
by s[rt.irrg that, as the frequency of an electromagnetic wave is
int:rcased, there is less bending from the ionosphere; theskip
dLslance increases until finally the angle is too great for any
bending or reflecting from the ionosphere. The wave then
strikes the ionosphere at an angle that allows it to pass through
and not be reflected.

The quantum theory explains this from another point of
view. ff the particle of energy does not have a high energy
level, it strikes the lower portion of the ionosphere and
bounces offlike a ball against a wall. The higher the frequency,
the greater the energy content of the particle; it goes deeper
into the ionosphere before it is reflected. The lower-
frequency particle may bounce off the ionosphere at 60 miles
up, whereas the higher-energy particle may bounce off the
150-mile level. (As the particle passes through the ionos-
phere, constant impacts with electrons drain its energy, until
eventually the particle smacks into an electron of equal energy
level and then rebounds back to earth.)

By increasing the frequency (and energy), the radio beam
finally reaches a point where the energy level is too high for
the ionosphere to stop or reflect particles, and it passes on
through into outer space. It is for this reason that the higher
frequencies are normally useful only for distances tangent to
the earth's surface.

A word or two about the ionosphere might be usefirl here.
In the outer reaches of the earth's atmosphere, the rarefied air
is subjected to radiation from the sun. The ultravi oletorhigher
energy photons strike the air molecules and cause the ejection
of electrons from the outer shells. The loss of an electron
ionizes (or charges) the gases positively and causes free
electrons to float around up there. These free electrons even-
tually find their way back to a positive ion and restore a neutral
state to the gas.

However, as long as the radiation continues, the sea of
electrons remains, since new electrons are continually being
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li, r rr x:ked out of their orbits. Any increase in solar activity such
,r. solar storms (sunspots) causes the sea of electrons to
r k't'ltcfi.

In quiet times the sea depth shrinks, and at night the
rorrosphere normally is less thick than in daytime.

HOW IS A PHOTON OR OUANTUM FORMED?

To besi understand this, we must picture an atom (of any
r;rrbstance) to be a miniature solar system, the nucleus acting
;rs the sun with the orbiting electrons as its planets. These
r'lt'ctrons orbit the nucleus in definite levels or orbits. Each
k'vel has a maximum number of electrons that it can hold. For
cxample, the first orbit will hold two electrons. Any more
t'lt'ctrons have to go into the next orbit up that can hold up to a
Iotal of eight electrons. The next orbit has a definite limit of
r.lt:ctrons it can hold, and so on.

It is in the nature of things that atoms tend to be in a state
r rl' balance or neutral. That is, each atom tries to be electrically
ncutral, with the number of electrons in orbit equal to the
rnrmber of protons in the nucleus. Each electron furthermore
It'rrds to stay in an orbit at its normal distance from the
rrucleus. Any movement out of this orbit creates an unstable
situation. If energy of one form or another is applied to an atom
;rnd forces an electron to move out of its normal shell or orbit
It.vel, it (the energy) is converted to a photon by the following
nrcans: the displaced electron tends to resume its normal
orbital level. In bouncing back to its regular orbit, ithas to give
rrlr the energy that forced it out of the orbit. The energy thus
lilrcrated is a quantum or photon. In the case of light frequen-
cics or higher (X-ray, etc. ) the electrons closest to the nucleus
crrft the photons. The outer electrons do not require as much
('r)ergy to be knocked out of orbit and I suspect these may be
rt:sponsible for the lower frequency radiations such as radio
lrcquencies.

From this point on, the waters muddy a bit. Some of the
lirllowing. statements represent the latest scientific thought
;rrrd some pure conjecture on my part. However, let us plunge
;r little deeper into the wonders of the universe.

The wave theory of light is not an easy theory to bury, for
some of the characteristics of light can be explained by parti-
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cles, but others seemed to be answerable only by a picture of
wave mechanics. The phenomenon of ditraction gave the
wave theory its greatest support.

If a beam of light were passed through a small hole in a
plate and allowed to project on a white screen, it would show
up as a white spot. If the hole is reduced in size to a minute
opening, the spot on the screen has a different appearance. It
no longer looks like a bright spot, but rather like a conventional
target, with progressive concentric dark rings, going away
from the center. Placing two small holes very close to each
other has the effect of heterodyning the two sets of waves so
that alternating dark and bright lines now show on the sc{een.
This can be easily shown with waves of water meeting with
each other causing alternative cancellation and addition of the
joining waves.

To further complicate matters, the famous French physi-
cist Louis de Broglie in 1925 threw a body blow to the quantum
theory by stating that electrons (which are particles) were not
hard spheres as previously thought, but also shorved wave
characteristics. Put to the diffraction test, lo and behold, they
too showed concentric rings!

Extension of this thought led to the amazing discovery
that whole atoms and even small molecules showed wave
characteristics! Is anything solid?

The interference patterns (heterodyning lines) of the
ditraction of light are now looked upon in a different manner. It
is now thought that the photon does not travel in a straight
Iine, but moves in a wiggling or spiral motion. That is to say, if
a photon were a bullet fired from a smooth-bore gun into a pipe
or long tube, it would travel straight down the center of the
firbe. However, if the gun bore were rifled, the br:llet would
travel off in a spiraling motion limited by the diameter of the
pipe.

I suspect the higher the frequency, the narrower the pipe
is, so that the spiral motion is tighter.

Exactly where the photon is in relation to the center of
theimaginary tube atany given momentis amatterof probabil-
itv.

Evidently, the photons that follow each other through the
small aperture display themselves on the screen in a wavelike
pattern.
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"We might say then, that photons are the components of
a light beam, whereas the wave is a description of it." (Scien-
ffic American, September 1968)

What makes some antennas good radiators and others
mediocre or poor?

The formula for calculating antenna length works very
well but does not give us insight as to why an antenna radiates.

Any conductor will radiate, but how well it radiates de-
pends on several factors.

First, it is a matter of matching impedances from trans-
mitter to radiatbr to allow a maximum transfer of energy from
one to the other. Unless the capacitive and inductive reac-
tances are properly balanced, this cannot occur.

ff you remember the method of quantum or photon pro.
duction and apply it to a conductor, it is only the outermost
layer of atoms that do the actual radiating.

In the case of the light bulb experiment it is interesting to
note that a light bulb gave a fairly good impedance match to a
transmitter, allowing a transfer of energy to the filament of the
bnlb. It is obvious that the filament of the bulb is not 132 feet
Iong, so that the surface area of the conductor is not as large as
the conventional antenna. The amount of RF leaving the butb
is not as great.

The energy backed up in the filarnent has placed enough
force on the deeper electrons (closed orbits) in the atoms of
the conductor'to fofm higher energy photons. The filament of
a light bulb does have a resistance to AC so that it will glow
(radiate light), but the impedance is a good match for the
transmitter.

The quantums or photons thus formed are larger (higher
energy content) so that a host of new and various energy
photons are formed. Now we have RF, light, and allfrequen-
cies in between being formed. If the filament had more surface
area, more RF and less of the higher energy photons would be
radiated.

On the receiver end, the photons (RF) striking the an-
tenna set up a displacement of electrons in the surface atoms,
causing an electrical potential to be set up in the conductor.

The longer the antenna, the greater thecapture area; the
more quanta striking the antenna, the greater the voltage. It is
as simple as that.
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MEASURE A]{TEI{NA IMPEDANCE WITH AN SWR BRIDGE

So far, the great majority of antenna impedance bridges
found in construction articles are devices that function only

with a low power rf source. The run-of-the-mill impedance

bridge is designed to operate with a grid dipper as the source

of rf excitation. Operation with tube type dippers is generally

intended as the transistor dippers produce an rf level that is
too low for excitation of this bridge type.

The conventional antenna bridge cannot be left in the
transmission line continually as excessive rf energy would
soon desffoy the device. This means that each time mea-

surement of antenna impedance is desired, the transmission
line must be opened and the bridge inserted and grid dip

excitation applied. Grid dippers are not necessarily the most

accurate rf source for a specific frequency in an amateur

band...therefore the station receiver must monitor the dipper '

output for any bridge acqrracy. A low power bridge will not
often present the true operating impedance of the anten-

na. . . especially antennas with parasitic elements. A bridge that
operates under full transmitter power will present a much

more accurate picture of your antenna system at a specific

frequency.
lnspiraSon for the "In Line" full power bridge came from

information concerning the standard swr bridge. Just about

every amateur has in his possession some sort of swr bridge

and the great majority are of the type illustrated in Fig. 1-5.

This bridge consists of a section of transmission line near

which are placed two inductors. These inductors are actually

two bridges along with their associated diodes and resistors.

One of the bridges reads forward power and the other re-

flected power. The resistors (Rx) at the end of the inductors

Ll and L2 are critical for accurate bridge null (balance) and

therefore must be the proper value for the specific transmis-

sion line used. For the average swr bridge the value for Rx is

100O for 75O line and 150O for 50O transmission line. Con-

sidering that resistor Rx is critical for the impedance of the line

in use, var''lng the value of Rx and devising a system of
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Fig. 1-5. Conventional swr bridge.

calibration for Rx would enable determination of the impe-
dance of a line when a null is achieved on the bridge meter.

The "reflected" inductor which is Ll in Fig. 1-5 is the
portion of the bridge circuit used for impedance measure-
ments. The value of Rx and the transmission line must balance
the bridge for a null to be realiz,ed. Any variation from the
above parameters will mean changng the value of Rx so that
the bridge again balances at a new impedance value.

By experimenting with various values of resistance at
Rx, it was determined that a 1000O potentiometer represents
a fair value. The 1000O potentiometer is inserted in place of
Rx on inductor Ll (see Fig. 1-6). This is the inductor with the

TO iCTERING
CXT(RG. I)

Fig. 1-6. The modified bridge leads to 1 K pot should be as short as possible and
shell (case) of pot grounded.
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diode pickup located toward the load or antenna end of the swr
bridge.

Make sure that all leads to the 1000O potentiometer are

short and that the metal case (shell) of the potentiometer is
well grounded. Excessive lead length or inductance will create

inaccuracy of the device. The position of the potentiometer

will be determined by the physical layout of the particular swr
bridge. It must be set at a point where the shaft can be

extended through the front panel of the bridge. Allowance

must also be made for a dial or other indicating device which

can be calibrated in ohms (impedance) on the front panel. It
might even be desirable to mount the present bridge in
another larger c:lse so that all functions can be accommodated.

Calibration of this in-line bridge was the major problem.

An ordinary grid dip meter will notprovide sufficient excitation
for readings. With full power applied, especially a kilowatt, it
becomes fficult to find resistive dummy loads of various

values to calibrate the bridge. Even with 100W of rf, proper

resistive load values are not common.
The solution to the calibration problem came in the form

of a CB transmitter. A CB transmitter is fortunate if it is able to
put out 4W of rf and at the same time is well within the
frequency range of an swr bridge. The most important fact is
t}at a CB transmitter will provide adequate excitation for
calibration of the bridge with ordinary 5W 57o carbon Garden
variety) resistors. For calibration, a good assortment of these
resistors is necessary. Use values such as 5, 27, 47, 75, 100,

150,220 and 470O. Intermediate values can be then interpo-
lated on the scale. The calibration procedure is simple...first
obtain a CB radio, then attach the 5W resistors across the
antenna coax connector of the bridge. Excitation is applied to
the remaining connector on the bridge. The sensitivity should

be set for a middle scale reading of the meter and the 10000
potentiometeris varied to reach a null on the meter' Mark the
value of the calibration resistors on the potentiometer scale
(dial). Do this for all of the available resistors and the bridge
will be in tair calibration.

This systFm does not measure reactive cornponents in
the antenna system. If an antenna is reactive, either inductive

or capacitive, the rneter will present a shallow, poorly defined

u

null at the operating frequency. A sharp, well defined null will
indicate a purely resistive irnpedance.

\4hen'using the bridge in its former function as an swr
bridge, set the resistance dial to the value of the transmission
line. When measuring impedance, vary the dial for maximum
dip on the meter and read the resistance (impedance) directly.

As a final point, it is wise to insert the swr/impedance
bridge at a half-wave or an even multiple of a half-wavelength
from the antenna. At half-wave points, the antenna impedance
is repeated. This will enable measurements to be much more
accurate. When determining half-wavelength points, take into
consideration the velocity factor of the particular coax in use.
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REACTANCE VS IMPEDANCE?

A problem encountered by technical people for many
years involves the two fleeting quantities known as impedance
and reactance. One never really knows when reading an arti-
cle or text which one is being discussed due to the ambiguity
fizditionally associated with these terms. Many publications
presently in print speak freely of reactance as having a "phase
angle, " or impedance as being a simple number quantity. Both
of these statements are totally incorrect.

Reactance is a term applied to a quantity having mag-
nitude only with no regard to direction. Impedance, on the
other hand, not only implies magnitude, but dictates a particu-
lar direction as well. The reactance of an inductor of 1 Henry
being operated at a frequency of 60 Hz would be:

Xr = 2 n [- = 2 rr (60) (1) = 377 ohms

This quantity is called reactance and has a value of 377 ohms,
with no consideration given as to direction. If at this point we
say that our inductor has a value of 377 ohms at angle (direc-
tion) of 90 degrees, we have immediately bridged the gap and
developed a new quantity called imPedance.

Consider the following analogy: A bullet is fired from a
rifle at a speed of 600 miles per hour. Only one correct
deduction concerning the bullet may be made with the infor-
mation gwen; namely, that it is moving fast enough to do
physical harm. It would behoove those concerned to also know
the direction of travel to avoid an early demise. In other
words, the information conveyed by knowing both the mag-
nitude and the direction is most beneficial. The same is true
with reactance and impedance. Reactance conveys magnitude
information only; impedance denotes magnitude and direction.

In order to manipulate these quantities from a mathema-
tical standpoint, the concept of Complex Notation must be
intoduced. It should be immediately pointed out that the only
thing complex about complex numbers is the name. This is
mentioned to overcome mental blocks, which usually arise
during the initial stages of development.
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A complex number is represented by the sum of two
numbers, one called the real part, and the other called an
imaginary part. Since both real numbers and imaginary num-
bers are simply numbers which we use daily (1, 2,3.9,2.7,19,
140.2, etc.), we rnust somehow distinguish between the two.
In order to do this, we introduce the imaginary operator j,
which acts as an indicator much the same as a flagman would in
traffic. As an example, let us assume we have the complex
number: A = 3 + j4. In this case, the real part of the complex
number A is 3; while the imaginary part is 4. Note that the
function of j is only to indicate that there is something "diffe-
rent" about the number 4.

Relating this concept to the realm of impedance, we note
that, in general, impedance is also a complex quantity. The
real part of impedance is called resistance denoted by the
letter R. The imaginary part of impedance is called reactance
and is symbolized by the letter X.

Let us now consider a circuit containing only an ideal
inductor. It is the object now to determine the total circuit
impedance looking into terminals AB. In the circuit shown
there is no resistance (R), therefore, there is no real part in
rur complex number. The imaginary part of the impedance is
the inductive reactance XL. XL may be found knowing the
inductance (L), and the frequency (0 as was shown in a
previous example. The total impedance is: Z = 0 + j Xr ohms,
where j indicates the direction.

Since this quantity possesses both magnitude and direc-
t.ion, it is often more easily understood when illustrated
graphically on a standard Cartesian Coordinate System. Our
real axis is along the horizontal, while our imaginary is plotted
vertically. By convention, always plot the real part first and
then plot the imaginary in a tip to tail fashion, utilizing the

Fig. 1-7. A very simple inductive cir-
cuit. It the resistance is zero the vol-
tage leads the current by 90 degrees
andwes?lZ=0+jXLohms.
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Fig, 1-8. Here we are saying
Z = 0 * jXl ohms, graphically. The
heavy arrow represents impedance.
Its length indicates the value of the
impedance, which we call reac-
tance.

previous example, plotting resistance first R = 0. Now add the
imagtnary portion to the real obtaining the value Xr, plotted
vertically on the imaginary axis.

We will pick the horizontal axis to the right as being
positive. .A,ll positive angles are measured with respect to this
axis when moving in a counterclockwise direction. Returning
to our example and measuring this angle with a protractor, we
see it to be a positive 90o. The significance of this angle will be
discussed later.

As a second example, consider a capacitor only, the
impedance of which is to be determined. The reactance of the
capacitor is given by: 

"r

xc =zb
Now by definition we choose the capacitive impedance to have
a -j associated with it" Therefore, the capacitive impedance
becomes -jXc, and it is plotted on the graph previously men-
tioned, vertically downward as shown below:

It can be seen by these brief examples that the j designa-
tion for the impedances saves confusion when writing the
values.

Let us now consider a combination of an R, L, C con-
nected in series. It will be our objective to calculate the total
impedance in both mathematical forms. Given the circuit in
Fig. 1-10.

The reactances of each of the components may be found
by the usual manner, Xl and Xc. We will now determine the
values of the individual impedances. The impedance of the
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Fig. 1-9. lf we replace the inductor of
Fig. 1-7 with a capacitor, still assum-
ing there is no resistance, the impe-
dance arrow now points downward.

resistance is the easiest, for it consists of a real part only, that
is, Zn = R + j0 ohms. The impedance of the capacitoris Zc = 0
- jXc ohms, and for the inductor it is equal to Zt = 0 + jXL
ohms. Impedance in series add and, therefore, the total impe-
dance is Zn * Zc * Zt = Zr or Zr = R + j0 + 0 +j& + 0 - jXc
ohms. We can find the sum by adding the real parts and the
irnaginaryparts separately. Zr - R + jXL - jXc, but since the j
termiscommoninthis case, Zrbecomes Zr -R+j Qft,- Xc).
This can be shown graphically by the following:

Note that R was plotted first, then jXr and -jXc in the tip
to tail fashion described previously. jXr and -jXc lie in the
same plane, however, in the opposite direction. Therefore,
the result of j (XL - Xc) can be found by algebraically subtract-
ing Xc from Xr. The result Xr remains unchanged but Xr is
now in the positive direction, this is because Xr is larger than
Xc in this example.

If the other case were true (Xr smaller than Xc), the
result Xr would point in the negative direction. Xr and R form a

Fig. 1-10. Here is a more complex
circuit. We might find this in a
bandwidthlimiting application. What
is its impedance?
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Fig. 1-11. Firstwe must knowthefrequency.Then we determine impedance by

ad?ing resistance and reactance valubs graphically, or by math having the same

meanlig. Flemember reactjance will vary with frequency, changing the impe-

darEe'

rigttt triangle and the lne7;r represents the hypoten'lse of the

rigtt triangle. Using the tleorem developed by Pythagorus

v,,hi*r says that the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equal to

the square root of the sum of the other two sides squared, the

magnitude of Zr becomes:

lhl=\iTry;lms
$thich is the formula given in rnost handbooks. However, this

is only half the picture; we still must have a direction. The

argle g on Fig. I-LZ can be found by the formula:

0 _ archn+

Read, theta is the angle whose tangent is Xr/R. Therefore,

the irpedance rnay be expressed in two ways:

Z=R+jQr- Xc) ar7;r<0
To summarize, let us now turn our attention to a numeri-

cal orarnple. Consider an R, L, C series circuit being used at

60 Hz. The value of the individual components are as follows:

R = 300 ohms, L - 0.5 Henrys and C - 10 rnicrofarads.

Calculating the reactances:

Xt- = Z,n fL = 2 rr (60) (0.5)

Xr - 188"5 ohms

N

Lc: -2nfC - Zn(60) (1x10-b)
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Fig. 1-12. Taking the difference bet-
ween inductive and capacitive reac-
tance, the inductive reactance wins
this time. At some lower frequency
they would cancel, leaving resis-
tance only. And at a still lower fre-
quency the capacitive reactance
would predominate.

Fig. 1-13. Working out the circuit of
Fig. 1-10. lf weapplya60Hzcurrent
to this circuit we will find the voltage
across itsterminals lagging 14.3 de-
grees. Or if we trigger out scope from
the voltage signal the current will
appear to lead by the same 14.3 de-
grees.

Xc = 265.0 ohms
Z=300. + j(188.5- 265.)ohms

orZ = 300. - j 76.5 ohms

See Fig. 1-13 for graphic illustration.
zr - \rcoo:..7ffi6)z - 309 ohms

o = arcti -74 q* TOF= -14'3 degrees

The total impedance for this circuit is 309 ohms at an angle of
-L4.3 degrees.

The angle associated with the impedance in actuality
represents an angular (phase) ffierence between the voltage
applied to, and the current in the circuit considered. By defini-
tion, if the angle associated with the impedance is positive the
voltage leads the current, and the circuit appears basically
inductive. Similarly, if the angle is negative, as in theprevious
sample, the current leads the voltage, and the circuit appears
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to be predominantly capacitive. The special case of no phase
strift occurring between voltage and current, (corresponding
to an angle of zerc degrees) simply indicates a purely resistive
circuit.

One can at this point begin to appreciate the significance
of the quantity impedance, and the enonnous amount of infor-
mation conveyed with it, as opposed to the simple quantity
reacumce.

Whether engineer, technician, serviceman or home ex-
perimenter, the blossoming age of electrical technology de-
mands an understanding of the subtle distinction between
these two very basic circuit concepts.
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IHE HATF.WAVETENCTH FEEDIINE

The antenna, one of the most important elements in a
communications system, is often the least understoodportion
of the radio amateur's station. It has been demonstrated that
many antennas, when correctly tuned, produce an increased
efficiency of 10 dB or more in receive and transmit signal
strength, compared to the amateur's normal tuning method of
using a VSWR Bridge. The purpose of this discussion is to
briefly describe the essential features of an antenna system
zurd their optimization for maximum performance.

An antenna is basically a resonant circuit. For maximum
performance it must be tuned to resonance for the same
reason that the transmitter output circuit must be tuned to
resonance. When the transmitter frequency is changed, it is
standard practice to "dip the final," and the antenna resonant
frequency should also be changed if maximum performance is
desired.

The antenna is basically a series resonant circuit with a
resistive component, as shown in Fig. 1-14. The resistive
component is referred to as the radiation resistance.
Maximum current flow will occur in the resistance only at the
resonant frequency. The value of the resistive component is a
function of antenna height, ratio of physical to electrical length
Qoaded antennas) and other factors. The resonant frequency
is a function of the physical characteristics of the antenna and
proximity to other objects. The major problem, when looking
at the overall system, is that the antenna must be physically
separated from the transmitter, hence the need for a feedline.
This article is concerned with coax feedline. If an antenna

lll
t\ 

|

ANTENNA I

p-.Eyi'&t5-r-....-+t

Fig. 'l-14. Series resonant circuit.



tunt:r is used, this line is short and the antenna is virtually
nrovcd into the shack. The normal procedure for amateur
antennas is to use a coix line length just long enough to go
from the transmitter to the antenna, and herein lies the prob-
lem. If a random length of feedline is used and the antenna
does not have the same radiation resistance as the coax
ctnracteristic impedance (nominally b0 ohms), the power
doesn't get to the antenna due to losses in the mismatch and to
radiation from the coax. For this case, t}re coax becomes part
of the antenna system. On the other hand, if a half wavelength
of coax (or multiple) is used, the effect of the coax may be
disregarded. The coax itself is the equivalent of a series
resonant circuit. When the coax and the antenna are con-
nected, if the line length is proper, the antenna feedpoint is
virhmlly moved to the transmitter end of the coax.

With reference to Fig. 1-lb note that the entire antenna
system canbe simplified to the resonant circuitof the coanand
the resonant cirorit of the antenna, with the radiation resis-
tance (feedpoint impedance) as the desired "load'for the
fransmitter. If the coax is a haffwavelengthlong (ormultiple),
it effectively will be series resonant and thus a short circuit. If
the antenna is also resonant at the same frequency, madmum
current will flow in the radiation resistance and hence
maximum antenna efficiency.

If the coax is not a half wavelength, ctranging the length of
the antenna can cause the entire circuit to be resonant, fut ttre
effect is to cause the coax to be part of the resonant circuit and
hence radiation from the coiD( occurs. In addition, the antenna
itself will not be a resonant circuit; hence, the resultant high
irnpedance of the tuned circuit will prevent maximum current
flow in the radiation resistance. This is not true if the antenna
radiation resistance is the same as the characteristic impe-
dance of the coax. Another effect is that the value of radiation
resistance measured at the transmit end of the coax is not the
same as the value at the antenna if the coa:r is other tlnnyz
wavelength and the radiation resistance is other than b0 ohms.

The problem is aggravated by the fact that the antenna is
resistive only at the true resonant frequency of the antenna. A
few kHz from the antenna resonant frequency, the value of
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Fig. 1-15. Simplified antenna system.

@acitive or inductive reactance reaches a high value for the
antenna itself. Hence, the coax is no longer properly termi-
nated, even if it were 50 ohms at the resonant frequency. The
effective bandwidth of the antenna will be greatestif amatctt-
ing network is used.

Most amateur antennas, particularly 80 or 40 meter di'
poles and mobile antennas, have a low value of radiation
resistance. These antennas will have low efEciencies unless a

matdring network is used to overcome losses in the antenna

conductor. Most beams use a matctring network and are

extremely diffcult to adjust properly using a SWR Bridge. The
SWR Bridge has the basiclimitation thatit cannot differentiate

between resistive and reactive components. Most amateurs,

not realizing this limitation, operate their antenna at the fre-
quency of lowest SWR, which is not necessarily the same as the

mast eft cient frequenq .

If a system is tuned using the following steps, madmum
efficiency will occur:

(1) Use half wavelength coax, or multiple thereof, or
locate the Bridge at the antenna feedpoint.

(2) Tune the antenna to the desired frequency.
(3) Adjust the matdring network for 50 ohms.

If this procedure is used, minimum VSWR will occur at
the frequency of optimum efficiency. If the coax is other than
14 wavelength (during tune up), the antenna is not properly

brned, or if the radiation resistance is not the same value as the
draracteristic impedance of the coux, minimum SWR will not
occur at the frequency of highest efficiency.

If the system is operating properly, changing the length

of coax will not affect the SWR reading. (Use lzn wavelength
coax for worse case measurement.) Thus, when adjusting an

antenna using a SWR Bridge, if the coax line length is alter-
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nately changed between measurernents, eventualiy a proper

combination can be reached. This is a tedious process and

does not give an indication as to what to do to adjust the

system. For this reason, an y' bridge is required to measure

independently the resonant frequency and radiation resistance
to allow tuning the antenna to the desired frequency first then
to allow adjusting the matching network.

A mobile antenna, particularly on 40 or 80 meters, must

utilize a matching network. The nominal radiation resistance is

typically very low and when the system is operated at the
frequency of minimum SWR without a matching network, the
resonant frequency will be out of band and the antenna will not
give maximum efficiency.

The same comments hold for beam antennas. Here
again, minimum SWR does not necessarily mean that the
antenna is resonant and the matching network is adjusted
properly. Also, if a coax line of other than 7z waveiength is

used, the entire system rnay be "down in performance" by

many db.
When using a multiband antenna, the coax length should

be chosen for a multipl e of" r/z wavelength for all bands. Exam-

ple For a L0-15-20 triband beam a Yz wavelength coax on 40

meters (approximately 44 ft. RG-8U) gives 1- wavelength on

20, lr/z wavelength on L5, and 2 wavelengths on 10. If this is

too short, , the next length would be 1 wavelength on 40
(approximately 88 ft. of RG-BU) which gives 2 I on 20, 3I' on

15, 41, on 10 meters. If this is too long, it is better to coil up the
excess in the corner rather than cut it off and not have the
proper electrical length of feedline.

To achieve maximum antenna performance these con-

siderations should be applied to all amateur antennas in addi-

tion to the normal choice of antenna type, height above
ground, etc. These considerations do not rule out the case of
using /a )" lines for matching networks.

As an example of the relatively critical tuning of antennas,

the antenna conductor forms the inductive component of the

tuned circuit. The capacitive component uses air as the dielec-

tric, and the capacitive component is distributed along the

conductor. If the dielectric constant changes, the resonant
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frequency of the antenna will change. Among other factors,
the relative humidity of the air is influential. A 40 meter dipole
has been observed and changes of 200 k}lz in the resonant
frequency are not uncommon from dry air to measurements
made while rain is falling.
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COMPUTER DESIGN OF BEAM ANTENNAS

The purpose of this discussion is to acquaint the reader

with the technique of using a machine to help make a decision,

or even to make the decision for him. Computers are used in

the business world to rnake marketing decisions, and in the

Pentagon, cost analysis is employed to justify major decisions

on the defense of the countrY.
Many articles have presented the problems arising in the

computer age, with forecasts of dire results to the average

rnan. W" ttoieto persuade readers who have doubts about the

value of computers, how such machines can be used for

helping us reach decisions, even on the merits of antenna

syrt"*t, a favorite for discussion at the amateur radio club'

The capability of the computer to do arithmetic at fantas-

tic speeds is used in various "languages" where the user

commands the machine to do his bidding. One common lan-

guage is called "Fortran," and a set of instructions makes a

progam. We can instruct the computer with a Fortran prog-

ram to do fast calculations on the merits of various systems'

provided *s lsalize that initiaily it knows nothing about the

iubject and we must prime it with knowledge. If the final result

is wrong, it is not the fault of the machine, but of the prograrn-

mer.
A relatively new development in the use of computers is

in the principle of sharing an expensive rnachine among many

customers. The new techniques in computer design have

allowed the calculations to be made in less time than a tele-

printer will type out the answer. So it is possible for a large
lornputer at a central location to be asked questions by a
person many miles away, using ordinary telephone lines to

carry ttre conversation between the computer and an inexpen-

sive teletype terminal. This can be located in an office or even

in a home a considerable distance away. This leads us to your

home in the not-so-distant ftrture, where your wife will use a

distant cornputer to help her do her shopping! Your children

will have been taught how to carry on a conversation with a

machine. In fact, programmers today are working towards the
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ultimate language, which will approximate normal conversa-
fion. Ttre future computer will be instructed and will answer in
speech, but today we type our instructions.

Most of us who like to dream of antennas onhigh towers
have limited funds, so there is a height of the tower, in
conjunction with the number of elernents in the beam, which
will give best results for our money. The question we want
answered is, for a variable height and variable beam size
(number of elements), what is the best value in terms of gain
per dollar, and is there an optimum height and number of
elements we could use for each band. For our purpose, we
shall consider 7 MLlz, 14 Nftlz, 2lNfrlz, and 28 MIIz amateur
bands, heights from 20 feet to 100 feet, and beams of the
close-spaced Yagi type from one (a rotary dipole) to six ele-
ments. Individuals have different ideas on construction
techniques, but for amateur home-built antennas we have an
idea of the approximate cost of an antenna with a tower. Based
on our knowledge, we then derive a formula which seems to
be reasonable. IJndoubtedly, the formula used will not agree
with the experience of many amateurs. However, the princi-
ples used can be exploited to suit individual ideas, so your own
formulae for gains and costs can be substituted. The cost
fonnula is a little complex, as the tower cost increases with
height and also with beam size, requiring greater strength for
a heavier load.

First consider power gain relative to a20 M dipole at 33
feet, or a half wavelength high. As the number of elements
increases, the gain increases. As the height increases, the
gain increases. As the frequency increases at that height, the
gain increases. To sirnplify the formula for gain we shall as-
sume a linear relationship. So we have Gain = Height x
Elements x Frequency divided by a factor A. A 20 M dipole at
33feetis ourreference. Therefore, 1 x 14 + A, A=470" To
dreck A, assume 11 dB gain for a 5 element beam at 66 feet
high on 14 MHz.

11 dB is a power gain of 12. Therefore, 1 = 33 x 12 : 66 x
5 x 14 +A. A=390. Selectavalueof400asreasonable. Now
we have G = (F x H x N)/400 as one formula for our program.
'[he equation for the cost of the tower plus the beam comes
from personal experience and can be varied to suit the indi-
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vidual. In this example, the final result was derived, Cost = 60
x Height x Square root of elements plus 600 x Elements all
divided by frequency.

We shall break down the system cost into beam, tower
and rotator. A reasonable formula for the beam cost is 500
N/F. For example, a 3 element beamatl4 Mc comes to $108,
and at 28 Mc would be $54. Some ingenuity will grve a 7 Mc 3
element beam for $216. The tower must be stronger as the
beam size increases at a given height, so a factor involving N is
used in the tower formula. with an estirnated cost of
50 x H x fA[A. For example, a 50 foot tower to hold a 14

Mc 3 element beam would cost $310. Adding 207o to the total
estimated cost for a rotator gives the final formula.

Cost =
(500N+50Hxr,@x1.2

Therefore, for the computer,

60xHxr,ffiOOOi.t-:T
Value can be defined as performance versus cost, or in

this case, decibels of gain for our dollars. Transfer the gain into
decibels by a logarithmic function to suit our formula, and we
get,V-LogG./C.

We are interested in the mnximum value obtained from 7
MHz to Z8MIlz for all combinations of heights from 20 feet to
100 feet in steps of.2 feet, with antennas from one to six
elements.

Each new calculation of V is compared with the previous,
and the larger of the two selected. First, at F = 7 Nftlz for a
range of heights from 20 feet to 100 feet, the best value in dB
per dollar is found for a dipole (one element). Then the compu-
ter goes through the next loop calculating the best value for a
two element beam at all heights, comparing with the previous
best for a dipole, and storing the maximum in its memory. The
process is repeated up to six elements. The best value for the
first frequency of interest, 7 MHz, is then printed. Similarly,
themaximum dB per dollaris printedfor I4MHz,21 MHz and
?8lli/f,Iz. We shall see lines of printinformingus of frequency,
number of elements, height, gain in dB, and cost for the best
value at that frequency.
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Note that the figures shown apply to single beams on
towers, so it should be obvious that we shall get better value
for our money by using a tri-band beam on one tower.

Don Gordon, W4VTT, pointed out that an extension of
the program would be to simulate the conditions when we
have limited funds available, a common occurrence! He re-
wrote the program to find out the best beam size versus height
for fixed costs, selecting $300, $400, 9500 and 9600. The
comparison in value now is limited at a fixed cost in eaci case,
and the print hds an additional column, allowable cost. The
print-out is now frequency, number of elements, height, gain,
ffue cost, and maximum allowable cost. The performance in
gain is compared to a half-wave rotary dipole at a half
wavelength high, so the dipole on7 MHz at?4feethas a loss of
3 dB with reference to a height of 66 feet. If you have 9600
available for a 28 MHz beam, using amateur construction
techniques, the computer shows a 6 element beam almost 3
wavelengths high with a gain of 15 dB over a dipole at 16 feet.

We have seen how the computer can give answers
rapidly when primed with knowledge. Knowledge is gained by
learning, and in the average human being is a long, slow and
sometimes painful process. But the computer can be rapidly
educated,or re-educated. Suppose in our case we do not agree
with our educated machine. We can erase the knowledge we
primed it with, in other words, alter the formulas we had.

Among DX antenna enthusiasts there is always the old
argument of height against beam size. Some believe in height,
others believe in large beams. Our program so far can be seen
to favor large beams at medium heights for best value for the
dollar. For those who disagree, we can re-educate the compu-
ter by emphasizing the value of height. Instead of a 3 dB
increase on doubling the height, we can assume a 6 dB in-
ffease. We now incorporate a new formula for gain. A 6 dB
increase is 4 times the power, so power increases as the
square of height. The gain formula is now re-written,
G = (F x H)2 x N/A. AgainweknowG = lforadipoleata
half wavelength high. Recalculating for A gives the value of
220,000. We prime the computer with this new formula and
run the program again. The results are shown to suit the
height-oriented DX chaser.
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Note that a new formula for gain does not allow us to
cornpare the actual dB shown in the gain colurmr from one
program to another. Gain comparisons should be made only
within the formula used. For example, in the list of 28\Mz,
antennas at $300, $400, $500 and $600, we see that the
increase in Sain is 6 dB from $300 ouflay to $600 , while at 7
MHz the increase is from-8 dB to 0 or plus 8 dB for aT M}lz
rotary dipole increasing in height from?4 feet to 60 feet.

We can now draw some conclusions from the four prog-

rams. The first gain formula, which ernphasizes the large
beams, shows that at 7 MIlz we must be prepared to invest a
large sum to get the best value from the antenna system,

$1386 for a large 5 element beam at 50 feet high. The second
formula for gain, which is oriented to suit the height-conscious
amateur asks for even more money for a 3 element beam on 7
M[lz at 100 feet high, quite an antenna!

The favorite DX band is 20 Meters, so our two best
values there are of interest. The first formula gives a 3 ele-
ment beam at 40 feet for a cost of $425. The second formula,
which emphasizes height, shows almost the sarne cost for a
rotary dipole 100 feet high. It is a debatable point which of the
two would give the strongest signal at a remote location.

Now let us examine the systerns available for the fixed
costs of $300 to $600. Our new gain formula should not make
any difference in the inexpensive 7 lvftlz antenna, but the
higher frequencies will be height oriented again. The 14 MHz
antenna for $600 in the first instance is a 4 element bearn at 50

feet, and in the second case is a 2 element bearn at 84 feet. For
$300, the choice is between 2 elements at 34 feet and arotary
dipole at 60 feet. At the highest frequency we have consi-

dered, 28WIz, at the rnaxirnum allowable cost of $600, we
can choose between a six element beam at 88 feet, or five
elements at L00 feet.

Consider the time required to calculate all the values by
conventional means, then compare our fust print-out of
rnaximumvalues taking ltr-lz seconds and the secondprint-out
taking less than half a minute of computer time!

The whole conversation with the cornputer for the two
programs is shown, but no attempt is made to explain details"
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For those interested, books on Fortran are easily obtainable.
You can substitute your own formulae to determine values for
quad anterlnas, and the computer can then answer the old
question, yagi versus quad! The result will vary, of course,
depending on the individual amateur's formulae, and the total
result of this article will probably be to have more heated
discussions in the club room.
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YES, I'VE BUITT SIXTEEII I.OG PERIODIC ANTENI{AS

W4AEO from Camden, South Carolina has built sixteen
log periodic antennas for experimental purposes. The broad-
lr;rnd, uni-directional HF Log Periodic beam antenna was orig-
inally developed about 1957. Although these very excellent
lrcams are used extensively by Commercial, Mlitary and
( )overnment agencies for both medium and long haul circuits,
their use has been rather neglected by amateurs.

It is believed the amateur fraternity may have overlooked
or shied away from these antennas due to:

1) Very little information has been published on HF Log-
l'eriodics in ham publications although there have been sev-
cral articles covering these for VHF and UHF.

2) These antennas are quite complex and are highly
nuthematical. Several pages of formulas, reference to log
lables and four or five graphs or monographs are required for
optimum design.

The antenna manufacturers producing LPs for Com-
mercial and Mlitary use, program this data on a computer. By
supplying the frequency range desired, gain required, etc.,
the computer prints out the element lengths, optimum ele-
ment spacing, boom length, etc., to provide for maximum
fonward gain, front-to-back ratio, minimum beam width etc.

Although these formulas can be computed manually, sev-
eral days may be required to design (on paper) an Lp having
optimum performance in a given space.

3) Most amateurs feel that Log-Periodics are extremely
o(pensive, which they are if purchased. The least e)rpensive
rotatable types by one commercial manufacturer are in the
$1500 to $3000 range for a rotary covering 6 to 30 MHz,
capable of.40, 20, 1"5 and 10m operation. Some of these are
used by MARS stations. Rotatable L-P ham antennas have
recently been announced in the $300 to $1000 class.

The larger fixed types for the 2-30Nftlz range having
higher gain are generally in the 10-30 "kilo-buck" range. How-
ever, by assembling smaller, less complicated wire L-ps for
the 14-30MHz range on a'rdo-it-yourself ' basis, one having an
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Fio. 1-16. Doublet log periodic configuration. This will cover a 2:1 bandwidth' say

|lq udii*-lqie iafuz. tal has i22o aperture angte and gives abour.10 dB

oain. Note the criss-cross method of transposition of the feeder. (b) is shorter'

ilitn 
" 

iO;ap"rtrre and about 8 dB gain. Note alternate method of transposition

of the feeder.

g-10d8 forward gain (over a doublet at the same height) can be

assembled for a material cost of $15 to $25, not including

masts or coztx which will vary, depending on the particular

site.
4) Many amateurs believe a fixed L-P requires a great

deal of ,,acreage." This is true of the large commercial tlpes

ftuuing a 10:11and width or a single beam covering 3 to 30

WIz.-These are 63.5-127 meters (250'-500') in length'

some even 203 meters (800'). However a 14-30 MHz L-P

for 20-15 and 10m having an 8dB gain can be erected in a

space 10.16m (40') wide by I2.7m(50') long' If the length can

bL extended to 17.78cm (70') the gain can be increased to
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lOdB compared with a doublet at the same height. By extend-

rng to 25.4m. (100), 12-13dB can be realized.

Log-Periodic Types

Log Periodic Antennas can be classified under tlree
general types:

1) The doublet Log-Periodic (DLP) Configuration. Fi-

sure 1-16 illustrates this type covering a 2:1 (plus) bandwidth

suited for a ham beam for 7-14.35 or l4-28MHz.
2) The vertical monopole Log Periodic working against

lryound or a ground plane counterpoise. Figure 1-17 illustrates

this type, also coverin g a 2;I band width.
3) The trapezoidal zig-zag or saw tooth configuration,

Figure 1-18. This type being more complicated and not too

suited for HF ham applications, will not be covered by this

;rticle which will deal only with the first two types.

.--NYLON CATENARY

,/VERTICAL RADIATING ELEMENTS

l- r "'.-
R- GROUND PLANE RADIALS

Fig. 1-17. Venical monopole log periodic-2:1 bandwidth.
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Fig. 'l-18. Trapezoidal log periodics.

Before outlining the construction of the doublet and the
monopole types, a brief report will be presented covering the
tests conducted over the past four years.

Test Results 0n [0g Periodic Antennas

During 1970 the first Log Periodic was put up experimen-
tally for 20m and 15m only, to be compared with doublets and
also a well known "store bought" trap vertical for 40-20-15 and
l"0m (using separate radials for each band). The verticai had
given fair results for DX, evidently due to its low angle of
radiation and its 8.9rn (35') height (at the base) above ground.
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The first L-P was quite simple, using only 7-elements for
20 and 15m and only 9.7m (38) in length. It is supported at the
rear end by the peak of the roof, L0.2m (40) above ground,
;urd the forward end by two cedar trees about 11.4m (45)
high. It is beamed South where other hams in South America
were capable of making good comparisons with the non-gain
antennas previously used.

The results of these first tests were amazing as were the
stations being worked. Reports on the non-gain antennas (at
the same height as the L-P) normally gave reports of S&9 on
20m from these stations. Switching to the L-P, these stations
would generally report an increase of two S-units, or at least a
10 dB increase over the doublet. Usually, when the doublet
was giving S-9, they would give "20 over" on the L-P. Al-

BEAM

COAX TO SHACK
(UNDERGROUND I

POSSIELE )

Fig. 1-19. For me$od of transposing the center feeder see Fig. 1-168 and Fig.
1-21. lllustrates the four masts used to support the antennas.
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though a 20dB gain would seem exaggerated, the "S" meter at
this end would generally confirm this increase on their signal

wtren switching to the L-P.
It is realized that many "S" meters exaggerate but most

arefairly linear and can be used,f.or relatiae campansons at the
lower levels. Further, the "S" meter here correlated very
closely with the gain figures reported when switching to the
experimental L-P.

Although the original L-P, Fig. 1-19 would only have a
theoretical gain of 8-10dB, L-P gain figures are often based on

VHF or UHF models tested over a line-of-sight path. It is
noted that one of the large manufacturers of Commercial and

Military HF Log Periodics, rate their 10-12d8 gatns "u)er

aaerage soil conditions." Itis therefore believed that this first
e>rperimental L-P gives an honest 8-L0dB gain by averaging

the many reports received from various stations to the South

over the past 4 years. Generally, if a station reports a two
S-unit or 12dB increase when switching from the doublet to
the L-P, the "S" meter here normally shows the same in-

crease in his signal.
Since the original, simple 7-element (L-P #1) for 20 and

15m was put up in 1970 it has continued to give excellent
results and is still being used as of this witing. Several others
having more elements and greater length, providing greater
gain, have been put up and thoroughly tested. Briefly, these

are (in the order tested):
L-P #2. l2-element, 17.8m (70') in length for 20-15-10m.

L-P #3. l2-elernent 6.35m (25') length for 15-10-6m.
I-P #4. 12-element, 10.16m (40') length for 20-15-10m.

L-P #5. (#2 tested on edge in the vertical plane or vertically
polarized for about two weeks).
L-P #6. 13-element, 22.86m(90') length for 40-20-15m. This

was a "skip band" type with a portion between the 40 and 20m

bands omitted. Two of these are now being assembled for
permanent North and South beams.
L-P #7, 5-element, 12"7 m(50') length for 40 m ordy.

L-P #8. Two 5-element (same as #7) for 40 only; back-to-

back in an inverted V configuration suspended by a single

center support line. One beamed North, one South-exactly
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1800 difference. Put up to obtain additional and more accurate
forward gain and better front-to-back data on 40m.
L-P #9. Improved S-element, 40m only at increased height for
additional forward gain data. Aimed South. Gave consistent
10dB gain over doublet "standard" at same height.
L-P #10. 5-element 10m monoband L-P. (See reference 18.)
L-P #11. l7-element, 25.4m (100') length for 20-15-10,
I5.24;m(60') above ground. This is the permanent West beam
which has a measured 12-13d8 forward gain to the West. By
far the best and highest gain L-P installed to date. Side attenu-
ation is down 25-30d8.
L-P #I2. 6-element, L2.7m (50') length. Experimental for
20m only. 10dB gain. Four additional forward parasitic direc-
tors (non-driven) were added later but little if any increase in
gain could be noted.
L-P #13. 5-element vertical monopole Log-P for 40m only,
using ground plane radials or counterpoise. Although this L-P
gave a 10dB gain, it had an extremely low angle of radiation.
Was good for DX but horizontal doublet type. L-P #7 or #g
was better for normal operation.
L-P #I4. Same as #13 except inverted as an "up-side-down"
inverted ground plane. Strictly an experimental antenna to try
for an even lower angle of radiation.
L-P #15. Selement vertical monopole Log-P for 80m only.
Results similar to 40m monopole, L-P #13. Good foy DX but
poor for close stations. Gave 10dB gain (over 80m doublet at
11.43m, 45') from stations greater than 1500 miles.
L-P #16. Trapezoidal L-P for 20 and 15m only, both the
zig-zag and the saw-tooth types tested.

In addition to the above L-Ps designed and tested here,
several other directional antennas were erected for compari-
son with the L-Ps. Some of these were:

1) A 6-element 15m "Long John" yag mentioned later.
2) A 20m phased beam consisting of two 1/2),'s in phase,

collinear with two collinear reflectors and two collinear direc-
tors beamed toward Europe. Although this showed approxi-
mately a 10dB gain, the lobe was much more narrow than the
NE L-P and the band width quite narrow. At is0kHz, the
SWR exceeded 1.5:1.
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3) A 5-element Bruce array on 20m beamed for Caracas.

The gain was lower than any of the L-Ps tested in that direc-
tion or possibly, being vertical, the angle of radiation may have
been too low for this distance. It was only tested a few weeks.

In addition to the ham I--Ps assembled here, several
other L-Fs have been designed 'non paper" for friends and
others, one covering t2-24MIlz for several MARS frequen-
cies as well as 20 and 15m. Several commercial LPs for
3-30MHz, 2-4, 4-8 ; 6-L2, 8- 16MlIz and several VHF and UHF
for 30-50, L40-145, 150-470 M[Iz, including two for TV:
L74-215 and 475-750MH2. Several have been cornpletely as-
sembled for others on "custom built" orders.

Yry5DLT-W4AEO TEstS

fire most accurate 20 and tr5m tests have been made

with WSDLT of Caracas, Venezuela. We have been con-

stanfly testing the L-Ps for several years. I{e is able to give
very accurate readings on any changes made here.

During the original testing of the first three L-Ps,
schedules were kept daily between 1200 and 1400local time
here as these hours gave the worst case conditions on 20m.

Other sctredules were kept on 15m.
It was during this period that the LT .78m(70)I-P #2 md,

the t5 and 10m L-P #3 were put up for comparison with the
original L-P #l which had performed so well on both 20 and

15m. L-P #3 was especially good during the 15m tests,
generally showing 5 dB over L-P #1 and even slightly better
than L-P #2; however #3 was aimed at approximately 1650.

Caracas is 1490 true, 1854 miles Statute. The other two t-Ps
were approximately l-80o. All three were about the same
height above gpound.

After several months of 15m tests on #3, we wished to
make a direct comparison with a good yagi aimed in the same

direction. I assembled a 6-elennent 
o'LongJohn" Yagi per. This

was erected to the side of LP #3, exactly parallel and aimed in
the sarne direction; both 11.43m (45), or about a fulIwave
above ground.

Several weeks were spent comparing these two beams.

Invariably WSDLT would report L-P #3, 3-5 dB better than

the yagi. The "S" meter readings here confirmed this.
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tf0m !.-F Tests

Most of the 40m tests were conducted over a period of
severalmonths with W4QS and K4FBUinFloridaatthe same
tirne daily" During this period four different 40m LPs were
beamed South for Florida at various times for comparison with
a good 40m horizontal doublet at i-1.43m (45). One 40m LP
#8 was also beamed North for comparisons in that direction.
All of these L-Ps produced 8-10dB gain in these directions
over the dipole; however, many of the tests indicated as much
as a 20dB improvement which was confirmed by the "S" meter
at this end and a number of other stations in various parts of
Fiorida.

Since the usual 2-element 40m yagi or two extended
/zl's in phase collinear do not normally exceed 3-4.8d8 gain,
the 10dB average gain of the L-Ps testedis worth considering
especially because of their low cost and ease of construction

75 or 80m lfertical Monopole [-F Tests

A Selement vertical monopole LP, #15, was assembled
for 75m. Since the mast height limited the longest rear ele.
mpnt (the reflector) to 16.51m (65', Ya\ * \Vo) this LP was
limited to 3.8-4.0 MHz, and all tests were within this range.

It was soon evident that this vertical beam was strictly for
longer range communications, due to its lower angle of radia-
tion. The /z), 80m dipole up 45o (not an inverted V) used as the
"standard" was better for distances from 400-500 miles.
Beyond this range the vertical L-P was better in the forward
direction. At night the doublet was better to about 1000 miles;
beyond, the monopole L-P would show its increase, gving a
good gain over its beam width.

For ranges greater than 1000 to 1500 miles, the 75m
rnonopole, L-P #15, showed at least a 10dB gain over the
dipole. llowever, for the normal working range on 80m or
75m, the doublet was better for the shorter distances.

A similar test using a Selement 40m vertical monopole,
L-F #13, was conducted with similar results as the 75m test.
The horizontal doublet type Selement 40m L-Ps #7, 8 or 9,
being better for normal operations and the vertical monopole
for DX. This beam was aimed NW.
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During a pre-dawn 40m test with L-P #t3, aW7 (work-

ing a VK on phone) in the NW about, 2000 miles from here,

was monitored. On repeated "S" meter readings taken, the
monopole was consistently 2 "S" units or 12dB better than on
the 40m dipole when receiving the W7 in line with the
monopole beam.

Receiving Advantages of the Log-Periodic

In addition to the excellent forward gain of the L-P whidt
is quite apparent to those being worked, the received gain is

also quite noticeable. Another plus factor of the LP is its
excellent diversity or "capture" effect during reception.

When QSB is bad on the dipole used as t]re "standard,"
switching to the L-P reduces fading considerably, since the
'?eadability" on the LP is much better.

Evidently the number of elements andits "boomlength"
produces the diversity effect due to its size and length com-
pared with the doublet or even a smaller 3 or 4 element beam.

The greater the number of elements and the greater its
lengtr, the better it performs for reception in addition to the
increased gain apparent on both transmission and reception.

For those more acquainted with the yagt, the L-P can be

considered as a multi-element, uni-directional end-fire array
having a driven (rear) reflector, aYz\ driven "active" radiator
and a numter of forward driven directors.

L-P theory implies that for a given discrete frequency

within its bandwidth, 5-elements are generally excited or
driven as an "active cell." However, while testing the 17.78m
(70), l2-element, L-P #2, itwas excited with low power on

20m. Rf voltage could be detected (using a neon bulb) on a//
elements except the long rear (reflector) element. The sec-

ond or /2tr driven element (on 20m) was quite "hot" at the
ends as would be expected. The rf voltage on the following

driven director elements 3, 4- 11 andI?, decreased gradually

toward the forward end. Some rf could still be detected on the
short forward element #12.

Evidenfly these multi-element, driven directors add gain

and also possibly help lower the angle of radiation in the E
plane and concentrate the forward lobe in the H plane. This

u

rnay be the reason the apparent gain generally exceeded the
theoretical during tests.

Front-to-Back Ratio

The front-to-back of the tr -P is generally less than a well
designed mono-band yagi. The L-P seems to be 14-lbdB
rmximum with 10 to 13dB as typical. From the tests made
here, the front-to-back improves as the L-P is raised to at
least a Yzlt above ground (at its lowest cut-off frequency).

The front-to-back of the 40m dipole L-Ps (DLP) tested
appeared to be better for the honzorrtal than the inverted V
r:onfiguration, as would be expected and the forward gain also
better.

Ihe Forward Lobe

The forward lobe of the L-P is generally wider (about
90-1000 beam width) than that of a well designed yagi; how-
ever, for a large fixed beam this is good as it can be aimed to
cover a certain part of the country or a particular DX conti-
nent. For example the NE (L-P #2) covers Europe quite well
and the 30.48m long, l7-element West beam (L-P #11)
seems to cover all of Australia. The side attenuation of this
long L-P is down 25-30 dB.

A Wl, -2 or -3 could use one or two L-Ps to cover most of
the states. A W6 with an L-P beamed East would cover most
of the East Coast. At this QTH 4L-Ps will cover most conti-
nents of interest NE, Europe; East, Africa (andAustralialong
path); SE or South, South America; West, Australia; and
NW-Alaska, Japan, etc. One for SW may be tried later for
long path to Europe.

Fixed Beam Antennas vs Rotaries

An advantage in using several fixed beams over a single
rotary is that they can be switched instantly from one to the
other (and to the doublet used as a "standard"), whereas, it
takes some time for the rotary to swing, making quantitative
readings difficult, especially when QSB is bad.

The following comments are comparisons of the L-P wittl
several other beams.
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Oompared with the Yagi

As more hams no doubt use yagis than other bearns,

these will be compared frrst. A well designed and properly

adjusted 3 or 4-eiement montl-band yagi should give about the

sarne gain as a moderate size 20-15-10rn L-P when both are at

the same height above ground. The L-P will, of course' cover

all frequencies X4 and 28MHz and can be operated with a
comparativelyflat SWR any place in the three bands. The band

width of a high Q yagr rnay be limited to a portion of a band as

the band width at resonance may be anly 2.5Vo"

Compared with a tri-band yagl for 20-15-10m, which is
generally a cornpronrise antenna, the L-F should give the
greater gain.

Of all the contacts rnade while testing these I--Ps during

the past four years, not a single station worked (rnost using
yagis for 2A, 15, and t0) had a doublet for use as a "standard"

or test antenna for comparison with his bearn. Many have been

most cooperative in rotating their yagis the full 3600 to de-

monstrate the front-to-back, but none were able to de-

monstrate its forward gain. The front-to-back on sorne of the
mono-band yagis was quite good, while others were very
poor.

One IiIARS station worked had both a rotatable L-P and a

yagr. He obliged by rotating the L-P 3600 whictr gave a good

demonstration of its pattern. When both antennas were
beamed in this direction, the L-P showed greater gain; how-

ever, he did not have specifications on the yagi.

An advantage of having several fixed beams for various

directions is that they can be selected instantly by a coax

switch or relay. This allows for more accurate data in compar-

ing antennas. Even under fading conditions a fair comparison

can be made by switching rapidly and averaging the readings.

Oompared With a Rhombic

Anyone having room for a rhombic certainlyhas roomfor
several L-Ps for various directions and is then not limited to
one direction as is the rhombic.

The TCI engineers (Technology for Communications [n-

ternational of Mountain View CA) advertise their "Extended

Aperture" L-P which is only 60.98m (200') in length and has a
gain of 17 dBi. A rhombic toproduce this gainrequires alength
of 518.29m. x 228.66m (1700' x 750') width according to the
fCI ads.

Further, the gain of a rhombic generally decreases at its
low frequency end (less wavelengths per leg), whereas, the
gain of the L-P is approximately the same over its bandwidth.
If anything, at least from the tests here, the L-P seems to give
slightly better gain at the low frequency cutoff end. The
forward lobe of the L-P is generally wider than the rhombic,
requiring less accurate aiming than the latter.

Gompared with Phased Arrays

To date only two comparisons were made with phased
arrays on 20; a 5-element Bruce and a G-element collinear
array mentioned earlier, both strictly single band antennas.
Neither gave the performance of the L-Ps.

The SWR of log-Periodics

As a general rule the SWR of a L-P does not exceed 2:1
over the band width for which it is designed, i.e., l4-28Nft12.
From the tests, the SWR over an entire band,7.G7.3; 14.0-

Table t -1.

SWR Readings

kHu

tD,t
T.elemeot
20& 15

LP .2
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20-15't0

=t I
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For 80m only
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.1:l

.l: l
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25.1
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Table t-2.

Elernent Lengths and Element Spacing f)istances

LP & Length , LP I ,38' | .2-70' . .4. 40. .j 50,
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b
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I
I

I

I
I
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l
I
I

I
I

ii t0
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,rt.5
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s8.s'

t3?.8
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23t.5
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2$" i" = 1r.5)

8-10 d8

20+ t5

22'(.=11')

l0 d8

20-t5-t 0

36" (. . rB')

8d8

20-r 5-r 0

32' (. . 18")

t0 d8

40 of,ly

16" (- = 8')

12-r3 d8

20-r5-t0

32" (o.61

l0 dB

20 only

74.25 ar 27.A-2I"45 does not exceed 1.5: tr. Table 1-1 gives
some of the readings taken from several of the L-Ps tested.

log-Periodlc $ite Selection

The flrst step is to determine if space is available for the
L-P when beamed in the desired direction. The second step is
to decide the desired band width or the bands it must cover
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.urd the gain desired. These will, of course, determine the size
tlt'ngth) of the L-P and if it will "fit" the space available.

The lorig rear element (reflector) must be at least SVo

kxrger than the lowest cutoff frequency. The short forward
r .lcment should be 507o shorter than the high frequency cutoff.
'l'he pages of math required for their complete design will not
lx: presented here.

To simplify the design and eliminate the formulas entire-
I y, Table 1-2 presents in tabular form some of the doublet type
l.-Ps (DLP) assembled and tested for the ham bands as men-
lioned earlier.

This tabulation gives frequency band width, element
Itrrgths and element spacings, overall (boom) length, apex,
;urgle, etc. of each,

Similar information on the vertical mono-pole L-Fs for
40m and 80m is supplied by Fig. 1-25.

If space is available for a L-P at your QTH, at least one of
lhese can be tried.

Figure 1-19 is a sketch illustrating four masts used to
support a typical DLP for 20-15-10m. These masts can be
irrexpensive 12.20m (40') collapsible guyed TV masts, power

lxrles, towers, trees (as used here) or other supports if availa-
lrle.

Figure 1-20, illustrates two high and four stub masts for
rrninverted V-Log-P is called the "A-Log-P" configuration.

sM-4 gTr.rB tvtasTs

Fig. 1-20. Inverted Vee log periodic.
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NYLON CATENARY

Fig. 1-22. Vertical dipole log periodic-acreage saver model.

Fig. 1-21. Five element monoband log periodic-fine for any band 10 thru 80m.

Figure 1-21 illustrates a simple Selement mono-band

L-P which requires the least space. This is especially adapted
for 40m.

Figure 1-22 illustrates an "acreage saver," using a DLP
on edge in the vertical plane. This only requires one high and
one lower mast and little width.

This one is only suited for the higher bands due to the
rear mast height. The vertical DLP will usually have a lower
angle of radiation than an equivalent horizontal DLP. It will

.generally not be too good for short-haul on 20m or 15m but
might be better on longer, multi-hop circuits. The one tested
worked extremely well on 10m.

Being vertically polarized, it is more subject to man-made

QRM. This type is only suggested as a space saver orpossibly
mounted on the roof of a building where length may be availa-

ble but with insufficient width for a four mast horizontal DLP.
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Figure 1-23 illustrates a single band vertical monopole

L-P using ground radials suited for a 40m or 80m beam.

The advantage of the monopole is that only a single high

rear mast is required (which might be the tower for a rotary
beam) and a shorter wood pole for the forward mast. As the
vertical radiating elements are only /atr, the rear mast can be

approximately one haH that required for a vertical DLP, Fig'
!-22for thesame frequency. ,4, rear mast height (for Fig. 1-23)

af. t5.24m (50') is required for 40m and 22.87m (75') for
3.84.0MH2 or 24.39m (80) for 3.5-4.0MH2.

The disadvantage is that at least 307o more antenna wire
is required for the monopole L-P using ground radials com-
pared with a DLP.

A vertical beam of this type should have an open area in
the direction of the beam. Aimingtowardahill, heavywooded
area, etc., should be avoided due to its low angle of radiation.

From the tests made, a two or three story dwelling in the

bcam's path seems to give about 5dB attenuation. No doubt
lhe plumbing, electrical wiring or air conditioning ducts either
nrsonate or give sufficient screening to cause this attenuation.
It is, therefore, suggested that vertical beams be used only on
rpen terrain, having good ground conductivity: Avoid trees or
other obstacles in the path of the beam.

The ideallocationforavertical beam of this type wouldbe
:rt a coastal area as near the shore line as possible with the
beam aimed seaward toward a DX continent. Those lucky
cnough to have such a location would no doubt have excellent
results with a monopole L-P having a 10dB gain on 40m or
ll0m. One aimed across a lake might also be good.

A vertical rnonopole for both 40m and 80m of the "skip
band" type is not out of reason but would require at least
45.73m (150) in length by 42.68m (140) or 6,M2.44rrf
(21,000 sq. feet) of open space which is quite an area except
for one lucky enough to live on a ranch or farm.

The following is a step-by-step procedure for assembling
simple, inexpensive 2:1 bandwidth DLPs for 20-1S10m,
single band L-Ps for 40m or 20m and 40m or 80rn vertical
monopoles.

Log-Periodic Assembly Procedure

After determining if there is sufficient area for the LP
when aimed in the desired direction, it is suggested that a
scale drawing be made showing the proposed mast locations
for the L-P as it will be when suspended from the masts. By
drawing this to scale, it is quite easy to determine any needed
or unknown dimensions.

Next procure the necessary material for the L-P
selected. Figure 1-24 illustrates the construction or assembly
<f a typical DLP and Fig. 1-25, the monopole LP configura-
tion.

Note that for the long rear element (#1) and the short
forward element of a horizontal DLP, small ceramic egg type
t:ompression insulators are used as these two end elements
mrry rnost of the load or strain of the center 2-wire open feed
line and its center insulators or spacers. The latter are home
rnade from .64m (Yt') thick Lucite or Plexiglass, This can

MAST FOR ROTARY BEAM

ADD PULLEY FOR HALYARD

NYLON CATENARY

BEAM

WOOD POLE
40-50ft. (8om)
35-40ft.(4OmJ

_q:raaLUN

COAX TO SHACK

b
\wooo sraKES To suPPoRT

EARTH GROUND TO COAX
(CLOSE TO BALUN)

COUNTERPOISE ABOUT IOft,
ABOVE GROUND

Fig. !-23. Single band vertical monopola-for tO or 80m. About 10 dB gain.
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3) Center insulator for the monopole L-P. Same as the
DLP type except these have an extra center hole for securing
to the /aL vertical elements. For this type the two outside
holes are for securing the /al, ground radials or counter-poise.

The hole spacings for above are illustrated in Fig. 1-26.
These are all the same size to simplify production.

Lucite is used for these as it is fficult to locate a ceramic
insulator of this type. The Lucite is light in weight, easy to cut

Fig. 1-24. 15 element 20115110m periodic.

usually be purchased at hardware, building supply or radio

stores.
The Lucite is cut into strips 1.59cm wide x lS.VLan

long 7s1"" x 6"). These are then drilled to make three type
insulators for the L-Ps, which are:

1) End insulators for all elements (except the front and

rear as mentioned above). Two holes are drilled in this type.
2) Center insulators for the DLP center feeder which

serves as the center insulator for all elements (except front
andrear), also supporting and spacing 1-0.16cm (4') the 2-wire

center feeder. 4-holes drilled.
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Fig. 1-25. 5 element vertical monopole log periodic.
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,lf-----ftlo.29 oRILL (ALL HOLES)'-r- +

+.-+ -+--+

CENTER INSULATOR (MONOPOLE)

END INSULATOR

Fig. 1-26. Hole spacings for the insulators"

and drill, low loss and less expensive than commercial in-
sulators. They average L0 to 201 each.

The importance of transposing between elements can not
be stressed enough. This is accomplished either by criss-

crossingthe feeder as illustrated in Fig. 1-164 or by transpos-

ing the feed to the elements as illustratedin Fig. 1-168. Both

work equally well in providing phase reversal to alternate

elernents. The latter method is better suited for wire beams

from a construction standpoint as shown in Figs. L-21 and

1-25. This method has been used for all but one L-P. It is the
method generally used for the large commercial L-Ps.

An I"-P is in effect a multi-elernent end-fire array and

must haue a phase reuersal' between adjacent elements as with
any end-fire array (example, the "ZL Special" or the "W8JK.")
If there is no phase reversal between elennents, you do not
have an L-F.

Briefly, an L-F is similar to a yagi except all elements are

driven. The "active" section of an L-P consists of a rear driven

reflector, a driven or "active" /zA radiator, and a number of
I

I
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driven forward directors. It must, therefore, function as an

end-fire array " If the adjacent elements are not approximately
1800 out of phase, there will be no forward lobe or gain.

Several have written that their L-Ps were non-directional
and gave no gain. After checking, it was found they tailed to
ranspose.

Antenna Wire

Because the forward and rear elements and the 2-wire
center feed line are the only portions requiring a strain type
wire, these should be #7 /22, #7 /24 or #L4 copper or copper
dad.

All of the other elements can be #16 soft drawn bare
copper, enameled or tinned (hook up) wire. This can be
purchased economically in 3M.88mm (1000) spools. Even
#18 has been used here which seems entirely satisfactory at
least to 500W. This saves weight and cost.

Since an L-P has a lower Q than ayag{, there is not the
high rf current in the elements. The yagi generally requires
tubing whereas wire is entirely satisfactory for anLlT. Wire is
used for the large commercial or military fixed LP antennas
(reference A, ts and C). Further, since there are several
'hctive" elements per band, the rf current is no doubt distri-
buted ove.r several elements, therefore, wire is entirely satis-
factory.

Soft drawn wire is suggested for all elements except #1
and the short forrward element since there is practically no pull
on the remaining elements. Being soft drawn, the wire will not
tend to coil up or kink as does hard drawn or some of the
copper clad. There is enough tension on the forward and rear
elements to prevent this problem.

After all material has been collected, and the Lucite
insulators fabricated, proceed as follows:

1) First assemble the two wire center feeder.
Select two sturdy posts, trees or other supports with

ahout 1.53crn (5') greater separation than the required length
of the center feeder for the LP selected. Secure one end of
the pair to or around the post at a height of approximately 1.83
(6) above ground level. Now thread the center Lucite in-
sulators on the ?-tnrre feeder at the free end. This end mav
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now be secured to the second post or tree. Stretch the two
wires so they willbeparallel and separated about20.32cm(8')
at the support ends. They will tighten to 10.16cm (4") separa-
tion after the center insulators/separators are spaced. They
should be at about shoulder height to make for easy assembly.
If necessary, two turnbuckles can be used temporarily at one
end to tighten the two parallel wires and to adjust them for
equal tension.

Now slide the center insulators (spacers) and distribute
along the feeder in their approximate locations as given in
Table 2. Starting at one end mark or indicate the location
where the 2-wire open feeder will be attached to the center of
the long rear element #1. A piece of Zcm1zlo"1masking tape
can be used on each of the two wires to indicate this starting
point, which should be about 30.48cm (12") from one of the
end supports. The #1 element will be located at this starting
point.

Now measure from this point with a steel tape the first
spacing distance, Sl which will separate Elements #Land#2.
The first Lucite center insulator will be located at this point
0ocation of the second element, #82). This insulator is held in
place between the Z-wire feeder by means of a few turns of
2ur' (slntl masking tape served on either side of the Lucite
insulator on both wires. Allow a slight distance or "play" on
each side of the insulator so the tape will not be snug against
the insulator. The wires should be able to turn free in the
insulator holes. This helps keep the 2-tntre line from twisting
after the antenna is completed. The masking tape hardens
after a few days in the weather and prevents the center
insulators from sliding on the wires, which would alter the
correct spacing of the elements.

Next measure the spacing distance, 52 and secure the
next center insulator. Continue measuring and securing the
insulators until all are in position. Then measure the last
spacing distance and mark with tape as was done for the
starting, #1 element. This last marhng will be the location of
the shortest end element (egg insulator) and will also be the
feed point to the L-P.

The distance from the back side marking to the last
forward marking will be the overall length (boom length) of the
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L-P and will total the spacing distances, 51 + 52 * S3...etc.
It is suggested that this total length of the center feeder be
rneasured to make certain no errors have been made in any of
the spacing distances. This total length is given in Table 1-2.

2) The next step rvill be cutting the various elements (or
rloubiets) to length; LI, L2 etc. It is suggested that the rear
element #1and the short forward element be cut last as these
will not be connected to the feeder until all of the other
tlements are cut and secured to the center insulators; thus
leaving the feeder attached to the supports for convenience
until all except the forward and aft elements are in place,
connected and soldered to the feeder.

In addition to the actual element lengths, allow seveal
centimeters for connecting to the end insulators and about
25.4cm (10') extra for the center connections from the ele-
rnent center ends to the 2-wire feeder, aseaery other elementis
lransposed as illustrated in Fig. 1-168 and I-24. By using a
continuation of the element centers, it eliminates an extra
splice.

An odd number of elements is recommended since this
:rllows the 2-wire feeder to be connected directly (non-
transposed) across the center (egg) insulators of the end
clements.

Also note that the rear of the center feeder is "fanned' or
separated at the rear element. This helps in keeping the two
feeder wires separated on the longest rear (S1) span, espe-
cially important for lower frequency L-Ps. This precaution
helps prevent the two feeder wires from becoming twisted or
l'rom touching during a high wind. Additional I-ucite spacers
lrctween 51 + 52 andpossibly 52 + 53maybe necessaryfor
40m, or even 20m L-Ps. This can usually be determined after
lhe L-P is finally assembled at the 1.83 rn (6') level.

3) After the elements are cut to the various lengths, they
r:an be attached to the center Lucite insulators, starting with
tlement 2. Ttre connections from the elements to the feeders
t:an be made after all elements (except the rear and forward
t:lements) are secured to the center insulators. Note that eaery
other elwnent is tran$osed, i.e., Element 1, non-transposed;
#2, transposed; #3, non-transposed...etc.; or all euen
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number elements transposed and uneaen numbers non-
transposed.

Figure 1-26 illustrates the Lucite center insulator, the
transposed and non-transposed rnethod of connecting the
element center ends to the feedline and the method of con-
necting the feeder to the short forward element and the long
rear elements which use the egg strain insulators.

4) After the elements (except forward and rear) are
attached to the center insulators and in turn connected to the
feeder, all joints can be soldered while the centerfeederis still
eievated 1.83m (6').

The ends of the center feeder can now be removed from
the 1.83m (6') supports and lowered to the ground. The
feeder can now be attached to the rear and forward elements
and soldered. Spread the complete L-P on the ground at its
approximate location (when aimed in the desired direction)
between the four rnasts (Dtr P type) from which it wil be
suspended.

llylon Catenary Support Lines

The DLPs used here are supported by two catenary side

lines. These are stretched between masts A-C and B-D and

the L-P suspended between these. Nylon line, .32cm (Ya') is
used. .48 cm (3/16") nylon is used for supporting the long rear
element, #1 and the short forward element as shown in Figs.
1-19, 1-21 and 7-24. Nylon does not shrink when wet or
stetch when dry as does most rope. Further nylon will not rot
and should last several years. After four years in constant use
here none of the nylon line has broken.

The next step is to suspend the L-P between the two
catenary side lines.

At this point the L-F has been assembled and is spread
cxrt on the ground between the four masts or other supports,
aimed in the beam direction. It should now be raised 1.83-
3.05m (6-10) above ground level and suspended at this height
between the masts to be used in its final fiJl height position. By
using these masts, all angles and distances will be the same as

when the L-P is hoisted to its maximum height.
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The long rear element, #1, and the short forward ele-

ment are attached to the .48cm (3/16") nylon line which

supports the rear element between supports A & B. The

short element is stretched between C & D.
The .32cm (7s") side catenary lines or bridles are now

stretched between A & C and B & D. Actually these are

supported A-B and C-D, however, these splices will be near

the masts; the .48cm (3/16") lines carry all the load and will be

tied to the mast halyards.
Next, add the Lucite end-insulators to all elements ex-

cept #1 and the short forward element. These use the egg

sfain insulators.
Now, starting with element #2, tte short lengths of #18

(1651b test) nylon cord to the end insulators. These will in turn
be tied to the side catenary lines, A-C and B-D. Element #2
will then be suspended between the side bridles.

When first tieing these element support cords to the

catenaries, make a knot which can be easily untied. It may be

necessary to adjust the tension on the various elements sev-

eral times before they are correct and the catenary lines start

taking their proper "suspension bridge" shape as shown by

Fig. 1-19; l-2I; or I-24.
Elements #1 and #2 should be parallel, by making certain

that their end spacings are equal to the center spacing, S1.

After element #2 has been attached and adjusted parallel with
#1, proceed to suspending and adjust element #3 and the
following elements, #4, #5, etc., until all are suspended

between the side bridles. As these are attached, the
catenaries will start taking on the shape of a commercial L-P.

Adjusting the tension of the elements between the side

lines is the only "cut-and-try" procedure required for the L-P

assembly. When constructing your first L-P it may require

several tries but it will soon assume the correct shape illus-

trated by Figs. I-I9; l-21; ot L-24.

Note: All elements other than the tear #L and the short
forward element will have some sag. This does not seem to

affect the operation. If the elements are pulled too tight bet-

ween the side support lines (to try and level the elements), too

much strain will be placed on the side lines, possibly requiring

larger line and even sturdier masts.
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There will also be some sag of the center feed line

sagging toward the center. This shows no ill effect in the I--P's

operation. Some sag or "give" in all elements (except the long

#1 and the short forward element) is desirable. If all lines are

too tight, they might break during heavy icing conditions.

None of the L-Ps here have come down over the past four
years. During this time there have been three heavy ice

storms. The LPs sagged almost to the ground from the ice

build-up. As soon as it melted they returned to their normal
height. They have also withstood several high winds without
damage.

After all element support cords (#18 nylon) have been
adjusted (and readjusted) several times so the sag of these are

approximately the same, all elements parallel, and the side

lines appear identical and have a similar catenary "curve" as in
Fig. 1-19 cords can be secured permanently to the side lines.

I suggest that a few turns of 2cm (7a') masking tape be

served on the .32 cm (ye') side lines on either side of the #18
nylon support cords. This will prevent the latter from sliding
out of place along the side lines after the antenna has been

raised.
Before raising the L-P to normal height on the masts, an

SWR should be run while the antenna is still 6 to 10 ft. above
ground. Proceed as follows.

Feeding the Log-Periodic

The simplest method of feeding the L-P is to connect the
high impedance balance winding of a 4:l broad band balun at
the feed point (short element end). The coax is then con-

nected to the balun. Two other feed methods will be pre-

sented later but tJre 4: 1 balun method is the easiest for running

the initial SWR before raising the L-P to full height.
A low powered transmitter or transceiver should be

placed on a box or table directly under or a short distance in
front of the short element feed end. Connect a short length of
coax from the 4:1 balun to the SWR meterand another short
length to the transmitter or transceiver.

An SWR run should be made over each of the bands for
which the L-P has been designed to cover. Readings should be

taken at least every 100kHz over each band. Record these for
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comparison with a second SWR run to be rnade after the L-P
has been hoisted to full height and the final length coax used
between the antenna and the shack is positioned.

While the L-F is still at a workable height it is interesting
to check the element ends for rf voltage on each of the bands.
Either a small /a watt neon or a "sniffer" can be used. This test
will grve one a better idea as to the operation of the L-P.

If the SWR readings are 2;L or better, the L-F should be
O.K. after it is raised to full height. Generally the SWR
readings will improve after being raised higher above ground.
They should then be similar to the SWR examples given by
Table 1-1.

0fter Feed Methods

The feed method mentioned above using a 4:1 balun
directly to coax is the simplest and is recommended; however,
two other feed systems can be used:

1) Tuned open line from shack directly to the LP feed
point. This, of course, requires a tuner at the shack which
must be returned when changing bands. The tuner with open
line is O.K. for a mono-band LP but is a nuisance when more
than one band is used.

2) 3000 TV flat line can be used from the L-P feed point
to the shack, then thB 4: l balun and coax to the set. This is the
method used here. Since trees are used as "rnasts,"
RG-8/GU or RG-1l/U coax is too heavy, causlng the LPs to
sag. The 3000 TV Iine seems entirely satisfactory for low
power "bare foot" operation. Further the TV line has ex-
femely low loss if properly terminated and is quite inexpen-
sive for long runs. Some of my L-Ps use over 107m (3b0) of
TV line between the L-P feed point and the 4:1balun.

After the final method of feed is selected, it can be
corurected permanenfly to the L-P feed point.

The beam is now ready to be hauled up to maximum
height by the mast halyards. After the L-P is in place, another
SWR should be run over each band and compared with those
run at the lower level. They should not exceed 1.5:1 over any
band (or any frequency within its band width, if necessary test
equipmentis available to make rneasurements outside theham
bands).
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A doublet at the same height and broadside to the LPs
beam should be used as a "standard" or test antenna for
comparing gain in the forward direction.

Monopole Log Periodic Assembly

The assembly and erection of the monopole L-P config-
uration is similar to the DLP. Fig. 1-23 illustrates the general

construction for either a7.0-7.3 or 3.5-4.0MHz monoband

monopole L-P. Fig. 1-25 gives element lengths and spacing
distances for 40m and 80m.

A single catenary line is run from the high rear mast to the
shorter forward mast, .64cm (1A') nylon line is suggested.
The 5 vertical elements are suspended from the.support line.
Note the "suspension bridge" shape of the catenaryillustrated
by Figs. I-I7 & I-23.

The short forward mast should be a wood pole or any
other non-metallic support since it is directly in the line of fue
of the vertical beam.

Note that the ground radials decrease in length from the
rear end Oelow the longest rear vertical reflector, element
#1.) to the #5 forward element, the radials being the same

length or slightly longer than their /aO vertical elements.
The radials should be about 3.05m (10) above ground to

allow access under them. Although the radials can slant down
from the center feeder, the ends should be high enough to
prevent contact as some are quite "hot" with rf.

The 2-wire feed line is identical to the DLP type; how-
ever, the elements connected to and supported by the Lucite
center insulators (Fig. 1-26) are affanged ffierently in that
the two outside holes are for the two /aL side radials and the
center hole is for the Ytltvertical,element. Actually the center
insulator and the 2-wire feeder are suspended by the 5 vertical
radiating elements and they in turn by the single catenary line.
Fig. 1-25 ilustrates these elements, showing the jumper con-
nection between the two side radials. Transposition or the
"criss-cross" feed is accomplished as illustrated in Fig. 1-25.

The suggested method of feed is by the 4: 1 balun, then to
coax. Be sure the coax shield is grounded to an earthground as

near the balun as possible.
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For these mono-band monopole
"active" radiator is approximately Ya\

L-Ps, the
from the

#2 or %lt
balun feed

point. This lzd),line provides a matching stub bbtween the low
impedance feed point of the #2 element and high impedance at
the feed point which is probably in the order of 200-3000,
rnaking a good match to the input of the 4:1 balun.

Summary

Anyone having observed the gain of the L-Ps discussed
here will agree as to their effectiveness. When using the 1Z
clement 20-15-10m West beam, (L-P #11) on 20m, W6's
rften report "strongest W4 on the band at this time." Consid-
cring that many of the other W4's are using the legal limit with
rotary beams, a report of this type is encouraging.
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AII EASY WAY TO DECIBETS

One of the most often used yet little understood terms in
amateur radio is the decibel, commonly known as the dB.

Introductions to this not-too-complex topic are generally pre-
sented with the formula:

dB = 10 losPfor power and-Vr

dB = 2o 
"*# 

for voltage

Each has its use in amateur radio. However, the amateur
not versed in mathematics and logarithms, when confronted
with these formulas, usually backs off. Most hams, therefore,
are content with the knowledge that anincreasein the number
of decibels is desirable and that a loss in the number of decibels

is not.
This knowledge suffices for all practical purposes. How-

ever, considering the many times decibels are used in the
operation of a station, it behooves the amateur to become
more familiar with this elusive term. The amateur may con-

sider increasing the power of this station or changing anten-

nas. Howi'nany decibels willthis change represent? Willitpay
to increase transmitter power or install a more efficient an-

tenna system? This discussion will help to answer these ques-

tions without the use of complex mathematics.
Decibels as such are not an absolute quantity, Theyrefer

to a ctrange. This change expresses ratio whether it be cur-
rent, voltage, or power. The ratio rneans nothing until some
reference level is established. Once the reference is set this
reference is considered zero (0) dB. For example, some

communications engineers may use 6 milliwatts (. 006 watt) as

reference while others will use 1 milliwatt (.001 watO. The
reference level or zeto dB, when used in amateur radio, is
whatever the amateur starts with.

For the purpose of illustration, assurne Joe Ham has a 10

watt rig which is operating under ideal conditions (no losses).
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Itmust be realized that there are always losses. However, for
the purpose of facilitating the understanding of decrlbels all
conditions will be considered ideal. The power input to the
fual (the 10 watts) is the reference level or zero dB. Any
station changes to increase power will be referred to this
starting power. If the station was running a 100 or 1000 watt
transmitter, this would be the 0 dB or reference level.

Fig. 1-27. A gain in transmitter power brings a gain in decibels.

Any contemplated ctrange in the transmitter power will
result in a change in decibels or a change in the power ratio.
Joe ham decides to increase his power from 10 watts to 20
watts. What will the result be in decibels? Referring toFig.L-27
will disclose that the increase will be 3 dB. Observe that to
obtain an additional3 dB gain the 20 watts must be increased
to 40 watts. Therefore, an important point to remember is:
each time the power is doubled the gain is increased by 3 dB.
Conversely a 3 dB loss reduces the power by Ah.Knowing
these facts any multiple of 3 dB can be calculated. Accordingly,

looo
roo
aoo
700
aoo

a
F- too
5eo
*.o
870
$o460

ao
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dB gain 0
watts 10

dB loss 0

watts 10

369L215
5 2"5r"25 0"625 0.3125

let's see how this works out for an arbitrary value of 15 dB'

In order to extend our ability to calculate dB's it will be

advantageous to review some basic arithmetic. When a

number is multiplied by 10 you affix a zero to the number'

Multiplying by 100 you affix two zeros, etc. This is known as

sffiing the decimal. Dividing by any multiple of 10 moves the

decimal in the opposite direction. The ability to shift the

decimal is all that is required to be able to calculate decibels in

multiples of 10.

Calculating decibels in muliples of 10 is simple if you

consider the reference as 0 dB, if it is desired to determine the

increase in power for 10 dBs we've changed the reference 0 to

10 by putting the digit 1 before the zeto. Essentially this digit
(1) tells you to addlzercto the reference. Therefore, the 10

watts with a 10 dB increase becomes 100 watts. For 20 dB the

digit before the 0 is 2. This digit (2) tells vou to add 2 zetos'

The 10 watts with a 20 dB gain wil become 1000 watts' In

order to clarify this let's utilize this information to make a

darl.

10 20 30 40 50

100 1000 10000 100000 1000000

Zercs
added0l2345

To consider losses. It is best to consider that the digits

before the zero indicates the number of places the decimal

must be moved to the right. Observe the chart below'

dB loss 0 10 20 30 40 50

watts 10. 1.0 0.1 0.01 0.001 0'0001

Places deci-
malmovesO 1 2
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Thus far we are able to calculate decibels in multiples of 3
dB and 10 dB. Combining these two facts with addition and
subtraction we are now able to determine the gain or loss for
any number of decibels. To ascertain that we do, we'll find the
value for any number of decibels between 10 and 20 still using
tle originai 10 watts as zero reference. Starting with 10 dB
gain adds a zero to our reference, increasing the 10 watts to
100 watts. Each additional3 dB gain doubles the power.

Decibels 0 10 13 16 19
watts 10 100 200 400 800

Now starting at 20 dB the 10 watts with two zeros becomes
1000 watts. Each 3 dB reduces the power /2.

Decibels 0 20 IZ t4
watts 10 1000 500 250

The only values we have not determined are values of decibels
for 12, 15, and 18. These values are multiples of 3 and can be
calculated by utilizing the method described previously.

The practical application of decibels in terms of power,
ann now dictate the advantages or disadvantages of station
changes. Increasing transmitter power is a one way street.
The old adage; you can't work what you can't hear is applica-
ble" Therefore, when looking for dB gains; travel the two way
street via the antennas. Improving antenna capabilities in-
creases the number of decibels in both the transmitted power
and the received signal.

When antenna gain is specified by the manufacturer, the
gainis based on whatthe beam will doincomparisontoa dipole
under the same conditions. ff a beam rated at 8 dB gain is
replaced by one having L5 dB the gain is 7 dB. Stacking
antennas increases the gain 3 dB. Raising the antenna an
additional30 feet will result in a 10 dB gain. These facts are
presented so that you can start using this method of calculating
decibels in terms of power the easy way.

3691215
20 4CI 80 160 320

11
L25

dB eain 0

watts 10
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Chapter 2

Non-Directional Antennas

I/ERTICAL ANTENNAS

Obviously, how well an antenna performs is determined by tle
percentage of the power fed into it when it radiates in the

desired direction. Direction in this connection means both the

compass direction and the angle above the horizon at which

the radiation takes place. The latter is important, because

practically all radio communications over distances much in

excess of 50 miles on the frequencies between 1.5 and 30 mc

are accomplished by signals radiated by transmitting antennas

at angles above the horizon striking the ionosphere between

65 and 250 miles above the earth and being refracted back t<r

the earth miles away.
For example, between the U.S.A. and Europe, signals

arrive at angles between L0 and 35 degrees an7 mc99%o of-the

time. On L4 mc, the arrival angle is between 6 and 17 degrees

9Wo of" the time. Nine degrees is the median angle for DX

signals on l-0 meters. Higher angles of radiation are' of course,

useful over shorter distances, particularly on the lower-

frequency amateur bands.
With these facts in mind, refer to the vertical radiation

patterns of the sirnple horizontal and vertical antennas shown
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Fig.2-1A, 18, 1C and 1D. Radiation patterns in vertical plane of horizontal
nntennas tZ,7a,3/aandl wavelength high respectively. Perfectground assumed"

Fr*,,,o.0,.,,l/
HORIZONTAL ANTENNA I/4 WAVELENGTH HIGH

VERTICAL PATTERN OF HORIZONTAL ANTENNA I/8 IYAVE.
LENGTH HIGH IS SIMILAR, EXCEPT LESS POWER IS
RAOIATED EELOW 45O.

v€RircaL axls

I{ORIZONTAL ANTENNA I,/2 WAVELENGTH HIGH

IOFITONIAI A}ITENNA 3/4 WAVELENGTB AIGH

HORIZONTAL ANTENNA I WAVELENGTH HIGB
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in Fig. 2-IA to 2- 1D and 2-2 A to 2-2D. From these patterns, it
is easy to see that a horizontal antenna requires a height of 65

to 70 feet (Yz wave on 7 mc, 1 wave on 14 mc) to achieve the
low angles of radiation most desirable for DX work. But a

vertical antenna r/a to 5/s wavelengths long is a powerfttl low-

angle radiator. (Even a /e wave vertical is a low-angle radiator,

but the losses introduced by the necessary loading coil and

other factors touched on later decrease the efficiency of such

short antennas.)
lncidentally, Fig. 2-2A-2-2D apply to vertical antennas

operated against an artifici'al"ground plane." ln its simplest
form, a ground plane consists of three or more (usually four)
Ya,-wavewires arranged like spokes of a wheel under the base

of the antenna. Strictly speaking, the artificial ground must be

at least /a wavelength above the earth to function as a true
ground plane. At lower heights, the effective ground es-

tablishes itself somewhere between the earth and the artificial
ground; nevertheless, these lower quasi-ground planes usu-

ally work quite well.
From the above information, it is easy to see why the

vertical antenna has the reputation of being a good DX anten-
na. But how does it live up to its promise?

What Amateur Users Say

In the following paragraphs, the opinions expressed are

based upon personal experience and observation and conver-

sations with hams who had taken some pains to achieve

reasonable results from their antennas, whether they were
vertical or horizontal, as well as on the footnoted and other
articles.

On the 3.5 to 4-mc band, one W8 reported, "The vertical

worked fine on DX-I got 59 reports from South Africa, but my
reports from U.S. stations were definitely weaker than with
the old horizontal antenna. As I work the U.S. every day and

South Africa about twice a year , I put the horizontal back up. "
Another ham questioned said,f 'Aftertrying a vertical, I can say

that the worst horizontal antenna I every used will outperform
any vertical antenna made." A third ham said, "I must be

satisfied with my verticab I took down all my other antennas."
On the average, a 3.5-mc vertical antenna is superior to a
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Fig. 2-24, 28,2Q and 2D. Radiation patterns in vertical plane and all compass
directions of vertical antennas Ve,y4,1/2and s/s wavelengths long, respectively.
Antennas rnounted a few inches above earth or ground plane. Power at angles
below dotted lines absorbed by ground losses.
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o
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o
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horizontal antenna over distances in excess of 850 rniles,

especially if the horizontal is less than 60 feet high. Converse-

ly, the horizontal may be several S units better over shorter
distances.

On 7 mc there is trittle to choose between a good vertical
antenna and a good horizontal antenna for working Xong-haul

DX-provided that the horizontal is 67 feet high. But com-

pared tolower horizontal antennas, the verticalis abetter DX
antenna. On the other hand, the horizontal usuatrly works
much better than a vertical over shorter distances.

Even on 14 mc, a low horizontal antenna usually outper-
forms a vertical over "short-skip" distances. But, once agfu,
the vertical usually forges ahead of the horizontal over dis-

tances beyond 1,000 miles, at least until the horizontal an-

tenna is a minimum of 50 feet high. And occasionally, the
vertical will even outperform ahonzontal bearn on DX-just
often enough to thrill the vertical owner and shake up the beam

orwner. On the 21 and 28 mc bands, there is little choice

between the two types-if the horizontal is at least 45 feet
hish.

Incidentally, a vertical antenna is fine for working mobile

stations within ground-wave range. Conversely, cross polari-

zaton effects between horizontal and vertical antennas can

reduce signal strengths as much as 23 db over these dis-

tances, although the difference is seldom this great. Dorit
worq/, h'owever, about cross polarization effects on signals

that travel through the ionosphere. The trip so mixes up the
polarization that there are equal amounts of both in received
signals, without regard to their original polarization.

lnwering Ground Resistance

Returning to earth-mounted verticals, you could obtain a
good ground connection in the center of a salt march by
dropping a length of wire in the water. In rich, permanently-

moist soil, driving an eight to 12 foot pipe about an inch in
diameter into the earth will produce a fairly low-resistance DC

or low-frequency AC ground return. In dry, sandy, or rocky
soil four additional pipes in a 10 foot square around ttre fust
one, all five connected together with heavy wire is recom-
mended. Such an installation is good for iightning protection,

but it isnt a particuiarly effective rf ground.
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Actually, rf currents are introduced into the earth for
many feet agound an antenna. As a result, these currents must
bavel long distances through the earth to reach the ground-
return point of the antenna system. Furthermore, because of
rf "skin" effects, the effective ground resistance increases
with frequency.

To obtain a low-resistance, rf ground, in addition to the
ground rods, four or more heavy wires should be buried a few
inches in the ground iike spokes of a wheel around the base of
the antenna and tied together at the center. For best results,
each buried radial should be at leastVr wavelength long at the
lowest operating frequency of the antenna. Also, the more
radials buried the better the results, although the rate of
improvement goes down after about 12 are installed.

Before treatment, the rf resistance of an average earth
ground will be 50 ohms higher. With the installation of a buried
radial system, this resistance can be reduced to less than five
ohms. As aY+wavevertical antenna has an effective radiation
resistance of approximately 32 ohms, lowering the ground
resistance from 50 ohms to five ohms will increase the radiat-
ing efficiency of the antenna from39Vo to 867o.

An even more dramatic improvement is obtained by re-
ducing ground losses when a shortened antenna is used. For
example, a /a wave, loaded vertical (33 feet long on 80 meters)
has a radiation resistance of about 10 ohms. Wth such an
antenna, reducing the ground resistance from 50 ohms to five
ohms will raise the antenna efficiency from an anemi c LTVo to a
respectable 67Vo.

Short radials will still bring down the ground resistance.
Increasing their number will help compensate for their lack of
length. In one installation, sixteen 25 to 40 foot radials de-
creased the ground resistance from 50 ohms to 7.6 ohms at 4
mc.

But even if all the local losses resulting from an imperfect
ground were eliminated, this doesn't mean that the resulting
antenna would necessarily be as good as one located where
natural ground losses were less. Actually, the characteristics
of the earth for miles around an antenna can affect radiation
characteristics.
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Signals radiated at very low angles frorn anantertna graze

the earth's surface, and over the best possible earth, energy
radiated at angles below 3/z degrees is absorbed within a few
miles. Over a lossy earth, energy at angles up to 10 degrees
can be absorbed in this manner. The dotted lines at the bottom
of the curves in Figs. 2-2ND show the effects of this attenua-
tion over an average ground. Fortunately, the power loss in
this manner is not too high, simply because practical antennas
just don't radiate a very great percentage of their power at
very low angles. Nevertheless, the effect is present.

No dotted lines are shown in Fig. 2-1A to 2-1D because,
at the heiglrts shown, horizontal antennas just don't radiate
any appreciable power at angles below five degrees.

Practical Vertical Antennas

Probably the simplest effective vertical antenna is the /n
wave coaxial-fed one illustrated in Fig. 2-3. Fed with 50 ohm
coaxial cable, the feedline swr will be approximately LYztolat
the antenna's resonant frequency. If the antenna is being
operated as a "ground plane," dropping the ends of the radials
to produce a 30 degree angle below the horizontal (eight feet
for al6r/z foot radial) should bring the line swr down to near 1
to 1.

-ro eenrn'GRoutto' oR
CENTER OF GROUI{D PLANE

Fig. 2-3. Quarter-wave vertical antenna.
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TO
GROUiID SYSTEM

TAP APPROXIMATELY I/3,0F TURNS FROM BOTTOM
ADJUST FOR MINIMUM SWR.

Fig.24. Gonnedion of a turned circuit between the base of the antenna ard
ground.

Connecting a tuned circuit between the base of the an-
tenna and ground as detailed in Fig. 2-4 will permit using the
antenna on twice the frequency, also with low feedline swr.

Referring to Fig. 2-5 an antenna 7s wavelengths long at
the highest frequency will perform efficiently over a 4 to 1
frequency range and fairly efficiently over an 8 to L range.

Carefirl positioning of the taps on the loading coil will
produce minimum swr on all except the second highest fre.

14.35 TO 1.8 Mc.
21.5 TO 35 Mc.
29.7 TO 3.5 Mc.

1
I

TO
GROUND SYSTEM

F' HIGHEST OPERATING FRE0UENCY

Fig. 2-5. Simple 3 to 5 band venical antenna.
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quency range of the antenna. At this frequency, the series

capacitor will produce a lower feedline swr than taps on the
coil.

A properly installed vertical antenna is an excellent ham

antenna. However, its low-angle radiation characteristics
make it somewhat of a DX antenna. As a result, its operating
performance may not please 3.5 and 7 mc operators who
prefer to make solid contacts over short and moderate dis-

tances to squeezing out the last mile from every call.

A MULTIBAI{D GROUND PLANE

This antenna is sirnple to construct with a litfle plumbing
ability or help. The top section is an old CB whip antenna.
These are easy to come by. The whip is bolted to a one-ha$
inch pipe cap by driling aVanchhole in the center of the cap
(Fig. 2-6). This assembly is installed on an 86 inch section of
one-haH inch pipe. A coupler from one-half inch to one inctr
pipe is used to add the remaining 12 inch section of one indr
pipe. The overall length of the vertical section is about 16 feet,
but length is not critical.

Prepare the dielectric union by welding four 3/16 inch
eye bolts to it for attachment of the ground radials.

The mast is l/a inch pipe. The higher it is the better. The
plane of the radials must be at least r/t wave length above
ground to be a true ground plane. The radials serve as guy
wires and should be at a 45o angle to the mast.

By feeding the antenna with 4500 open wire and using a
match box and an swr indicator, this antenna will perform well
on 15, 10 and 20 meters. SWR is usually less than 1.3 to 1 on
these bands and the antenna can be used on 40 meters with an
SWR of only 3 to 1.

|6!6"
TOTAL

t02"
C8 WHP

I--J
.1"

r/2"PlP€

DIELECTRIC
PIP€ HION

I' PIPE

t?'
IO WRE

I t/4.' PIPE ANY LEilGTH
FM D€SIREO HEIG8I

Fig. 2-6. Length of elements not crit-
ical. Feed with 450 ohm open wire
for use on | 0, 1 5, 20 meters.
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USES FOR THE s/eTH WAVE VERTICAI

In fixed-station usage and particularly for VHF mobile
use, the 5/a L vertical has various advantages over a r/a L.

vertical or whip. The advantages are discussed and a

simplified matching system is presented.
Many amateurs use quarter-wave verticals in both

fued-station and mobile use because of the lowradiation angle

and constructional advantages that they possess combined
with a direct match to a coaxial transmission line. Not every
situation will allow extension of the antenna length to approxi-
mately twice its quarter-wave lengtl, but, if it can be done,

additional gain can be achieved and matching thes/a )' vertical
to a coaxial transmission line need not be complicated. In a vhf
mobile situation, even a construction advantage will be

achieved since, as is discussed later, the 5/a ), vertical mounted
in the same position as the regular automobile radio antenna
will equal or outperform an awkward to mount roof-top
quarter-wave ship.

Why a 7s tr long antenna should show a "gain" over a /rtr
long antenna while both antennas still exhibit omnidirectional
radiation patterns is a subject that many amateurs still find
somewhat confusing. So, a brief explanation of vertical an-

tenna gdin might be in order.

Gain of Vertical Antennas

The word 'gain" itself is often misused with respect to
antenna systems. It is defined as the relative amplitude of the
maximum radiation from an antenna as compared to the
maximum radiation from a reference antenna. The key points

are that the maximum radiation determines the gain figure and

the figure can vary widely depending upon what antenna is

used for a reference antenna. Whether the maximum radiation
takes place in a direction or at an angle that is useful in a given

communications situation is another question. It is quite pos-

sible that an antenna with a higher gain figure will perform
poorer than an antenna with a lower gain figure.

A half-wave horizontal dipole is frequently quoted as the
reference antenna for directive antennas, such as beams,
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quads, etc. However, it is not the most basic reference an-
tenna used and is a particularly awkward one to use when
speaking of the gain of a vertical antenna. The most basic
antenna used is a so-called isotropic radiator. Such an antenna
does not exist in reality, but in theory it is an antenna in free
space which radiates equally in all directions (its radiation
pattern is a perfect sphere which surrounds the antenna).

By looking at the radiation patterns shown in Fig.2-7 for
various vertical antennas, it should be clear why these anten-
nas have gain as compared to an isotropic antenna. If the same
input power is used for the isotropic antenna and the vertical
antennas, and all the antennas radiate all the power fed into
them, the vertical antennas must radiate more energyin some
directions than the isotropic radiator in order to account for all
the power fed into the antenna.

t/4 A

3/4 A

5/8A

Fig.2-7. Pictorial representations ot the radiation pattern ol various length
vertical antennas over a perfect ground.
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Compared to an isotropic radiator, the direction of
maximum radiation from a /a I' antenna shows a gain of about

1.6dB and that from a 5/s ). vertical is about 2. 5dB. Fig. 2-8may
provide a clearer illustration of the maximum radiation from
the Y+ and 5/a ), verticals. The figure shows relative field

strength versus the radiation angle measured from the ground
plane surface, the /a tr vertical presents a single, constantly

decreasing radiation amplitude as the radiation angle in-

creases. The 7s tr vertical presents also a constantly decreas-

ing radiation amplitude; however, with a relatively greater

amplitude at the extreme low radiation angles and with a

secondary peak centered around 50o. If the graph included the

7a tr vertical, it would show approximately, the relative
amplitudes of the low angle radiation and 50' radiation from the
5/a L vertical interctranged. High angle radiation takes place

from the 7a tr vertical because the currents in various sections

of the directly extended antenna do not reinforce each other
sudt as to keep the radiation angle low. By means of phasing

networks, it is entirely possible to build a vertical antenna

nuny wavelengths high but with extremely low angle radia-

tion. One prime example of such an antenna is a commercial

uhf-Tv transmitting antenna built by RCA. The horizontal
radiation pattern from this antenna is omnidirectional, but yet

it has a 60 dB gain because all the radiation is concentrated
within an extremely narrow band around 1.

Ground Effect

The solid lines in Fig. 2-8 represent the radiation that
takes place with a perfect ground surface. This condition can

be approached fairly well on the vhf bands where the antenna

is placed over a large metal surface, such as an automobile

body, however, it is rare on the high-frequency bands unless

an extensive ground radial system is used. The dotted lines in

Fig. 2-8 represent the loss which takes place in extreme low
angle radiation over a fair to poor ground surface.

An interesting point to note is that, although both the /a tr

ands/a L verticals suffer considerable low radiation angle los-

ses, for fhes/e ), vertical it is not so severe at the low angles

below 5. For DX operation where one-hop F layer propagation

is used, the 7e L vertical usually shows an apparent gain over a
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Fig. 2-8. Graphic representation of the vertical radiation pattern from t/c and ?6 tr
verticals. The dotted lines show the approximate effect of ground losses.

/a ). vertical that is considerably greater than the approximate
ldB difference theoretically indicated.

Although the increase in antenna height from l/n \tos/e\.,
where feasible, represents one of the least expensive ways to
gain effective dB's either for long-haul DX or extended ground
wave coverage on the vhf bands, many amateurs are hesitant
to try this approach because a 5/e )\ vertical does not direcfly
match a coaxial transmission line. However, it is quite simple
to match the antenna to a coaxial line for single band operation
without the need for an antenna coupler or any expensive
components.

Figure 2-9represents the terminal orbase resistance of a
vertical antenna while Fig. 2-10 shows the reactive part of the
base impedance. These graphs may appear somewhat compli-
cated but lead to a very simple matching means for a 7s ),
vertical (or for most other length verticals as well). The
graphs are drawn for various A/D ratios. (Antenna length
divided by antenna element diameter.)

An example should make the use of the graphs clear.
Suppose that it is desired to use a1/a )\ vertical (of about 52"
long) on 2 meters which is constructed of tubing having a 4
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5

FiE. 2-9. Vertical antenna terminal resistance as a function of length. r'VD is the
ratio of antenna length to antenna diameter (d).

mm. diameter (which would be the typical, average diameter
for a telescoping automobile whip). This results in an A/D of
aboffi2A0-250" From Fig. 2-9 it can be seen that the resistive
portion of the vertical's impedance is about 60 ohms and could
present an almost perfect match to a 52-ohm coaxial cable.

Frorn Fig. 2-10 the reactance is noted as being 180 ohms
capacitive. Once this reactance is cancelled, therefore, an

excellent match to the transmission line will result"
There are several ways by which the capacitive resis-

tance can be cancelled. One of the simplest ways is shown in
Fig. 2-1"1" A shorted coaxial stub is connected to the base of
the antenna and its length chosen to present an inductive
reactance that just cancels the antennas capacitive reactance.

Determining the length of the stub can be done either by
cut-and-try or by formula. For those who don't mind wasting a
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bit of coaxial cabie, the cut-and-try procedure involves simply
making the.stub initiatly 7a i, long at the operating frequency
and with an sun meter in the transmitter coaxial line at the
antenna base, cutting back the stub until unity swr is achieved.
Note that every time the stub is cut back, the inner conductor
and outer shield must be shorted together. The starting length

FiE.2-10. Terminal reactanceof averticalantennaasafunctionof itslength.r'/D
is the length/diameter ratio, both expressed in the same units.
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TO TRANSMITTER

INNER AND

OUT€R CONOUCTORS

JOINED

Fig. 2-11. Use of stub to match a coaxial line to a s/atr vertical.

of the stub would be, in inches
2808

f(mc.) x V.
V is the velocity of the coaxial cable used, usuallyabout .66.

The stub length can be determined by formula to a very
good degree of accuracy by the formula:

L stub inches = ffi
V is again the velocity factor and L is an angle whose

tangent is the value of inductive reactance desired divided by
the impedance of the cable used for the stub. For example, the
2 metervertical L would be (using a 52 ohm cable for the stub

. 190 ^^__FAtil, T =J.o E tJ'

Placing this value in the formula would yield

T _ 32.8 (.66) (75) _ 111"' ^+lffi = Lrr/q" stub length'

If one desired to use an actual coil instead of a stub, the
required inductance, in microhenries, would be

180

A coil of this value can be formed but unless the equip-
ment to measure its inductance is available, the stub method of
rnatching will be found to be far simpler and quicker.

Mobile Application

The 5/s l, vertical is usefrrl in any situation where the
geatest amount of omnidirectional low angle radiation is de-
sired without resorting to a complicated antenna structure.
However, for mobile applications on the vhf bands, the 7a l,
vertical has particular appeal.

It can be mounted on the automobile in the same location
as the regular automobile whip. In fact,lt can be constructed
from any ordinary telescoping automobile antenna since its
length would be about 52" on 2 meters. The sections of the
automobile whip should be soldered together at the telescop-
ing joints to insure good electrical contact. Figure 2-12 shows

Xr

COWL MOUNTED
5/8 A VERTICAL

RELATiVE FIELD
STRE NG TH

6.28 (f mc) 6.28 (144) Fig.2-12. Tests by many manufacturers have shown that a simple to mount y8I
cowl antenna will equal or outperform a roof mounted /4tr antenna.
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a comparison of the radiated field from aYa, |, whip mounted

directly in the center of the car roof and that of. a,/e I vertical

mounted in the same position as the regular automobile radio

antenna. The 5/a f, vertical is never worse than the very'
awkward-to-mount /a L vertical and shows usable gain over

the % ), whip over a fairly broad portion of its pattem.

Other advantages of the 7e tr vertical are that it offers a

much closer match to a 52-ohm coaxial cable than a rh It
vertical and its bandwidth is broader. The latter results due to

the stub nnatching system since the reactance of the antenna

and the stub change in opposite directions Out at different

rates) with changes in frequency. At least until the rate change

becomes excessive, this means that the reactances cancel

each other and the swr will remain very low over almost any

band when the antenna is designed for the band mid-
frequency.

Summary

T}ire 5/a tr vertical offers one of the simplest ways to
extend the performance of a vertical antenna system where

low-angle radiation is desired. On the high-frequency bands

for DX purposes, the real gain from such an antenna can far

exceed the expected gain since it seems not to suffer the

severe loss of extreme low angle radiation that occurs with a

more grqund-dependent /a ), vertical.
On the vhf bands for rnobile operation, it offers wide

bandwidth perforrnance combined with a sirnple and incon-

spicuous installation.

SIMPTE GROUND PLANE ANTENNA

One of the classic vertical antennas for VHF work is the
ground plane, and one of the classic problems is how to
assemble it mechanically. Lacking machine tools to make
special parts, this can seem formidable, but the exploded
drawing shows how to assemble a sturdy groundplane quickly
from parts available in any well stocked hardware store @g.
2-13). The size of pipe and fittings to be used is not critical, and

ffi u.nlcou ELEMENT

| ,ll'o"''n"'*'*'
lil

till
FORCE FIT

f{ n.r,-"n, couPLrNG

(4) srA,NLEss,,,,. fig'ffiit$JJ'
MACHTNE scREws 

l|

(4)HORIZONTAL ELEMENTS
(ALUMIN!'M TUEINGI

Fig. 2-13. Assembling a sturdy ground plane.
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can be determined by what is available. For a 50 MHz antenna

a reasonable size of 7a inch pipe and the aluminum tubing of

such diameter to make a firm drive fit into the nylon coupling.

For a high wind area the pipe might be a 1 inch or one could use
r/z :rirch to make a light portable job. In addition to quick

assembly this consffuction permits quick disassembly merely

by unscrewing the pipe mast and loosening the four bolts that
hold the horizontal elements in place. For optimum matdt to a

52 ohm line the horizontal elements may be bent down about

30 degrees. This is best checked with a standard SWR bridge.

A1{ EFFICIENT 75 METER MOBITE ANTEIINA

The success or tailure of mobile operation depends en-
tirely upon the efficiency of the antenna installation. In mobile
operation, one must compete with extra-ordinary noise
levels, QSB, and high-power fixed stations. Considering all of
these factors, the highest efficiency mobile antennapossible is
cssential for good, solid communications. The physical config-
uration of this antenna was chosen with regard to the highest
lnssible performance.

The Whip

The top section whip is adjustable in length. It is a two-
section telescoping unit with a setscrew on the side for locking
the length after adjustrnent has been made. The base of the
whip is threaded and will mate with the top of the loading coil.
At the top of the whip is a large corona ball about Yz n. n
rliameter. The extended length of the whip is 54 in. and the
rnllapsed length is 43Yz in. This $ves I2Yz in. of adjustment.
See Fig. 2-14.

Capacity Hat

The capacity hat (Fig. 2-15) is of the homebrew variety"
It consists of three equally spaced (120 degrees a part)

58-9/16 *
(3.4 MHr)

a7 - 5/g
{3.45 MHr,

36- t/?
(3.9 MHz)

FG---- 35- 3/8

| 
(3.e5 MHzl

I l4--- 32 - | t,/ t6
| | (4.o MHr)tl

54 in EXIENOED
45-l/2 in COLLAPSEO

I lg.2-14. Top section whip.
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resistance of the whip and the inherent losses of the loading
coil as the terminating load for the tuning device.

Unfortuhately, most loading coils are far from perfect.
Ihey exhibit resistance as well as reactance. The ratio of
reactance to the rf resistance is given by the symbol Q. A coil
having a reactance of 1200O and a resistance of 100 is said to
have a Q of 120. If this coil is used with an antenna having a
radiation resistance of 8O, the coupling efficienry is then
8/(8 +10)x 100, or 457o. Over half the output power of the
transmitter is lost in the loading coil. If the radiation resistance
<f the antenna is only 4O (as it may well be with base loading),
the coupling efficiency is then 4 / (4 + 10) x L00, or 2SVo.TItts
rneans that727o of the transmitter output power is lost in the
loading coil. This power can only be dissipated in the form of

Fig. 2-15. Capadty hat detail.

threaded brass rods 8Ya in.long. The use of this capacity hat

above the loading coil effectively lengthens (electrically) the

top section whip. The hat increases the effective capacity of

the top section whip to ground. This also allows for the

shorting out or removal of some turns on the main loading coil

rryhich is desirable. The overall effect of the capacity hat is to

bring the rf up into the upper portions of the antenna and away

from the car body which has detrimental effects on perfor-

nnnce such as absorption and detuning of the antenna.

Ihe loading Coil

The loading coil is the heart of the loaded low-frequency

whip antenna. Its purpose is to cancel the negative reactance

offered by the short antenna to the tuning device. The shorter

the whip antenna (compared to a quarter-wave antenna), the

greater the negative reactance offered to the tuning device.

The loading coil adds an equal and opposite amount of positive

reactance to the antenna circuit. This willnettahzethenega-
tive reactance of the short whip, leaving only the radiation
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TAP CO|L AS SHOf,TN USr{6
SOLIO INSULATEO 12 OR t4
AWG TINNEO COPPER WIRE.
ROUTE WIRE THROUGX
EXISTING DRAIil FIOLE IN
SOTTOM COVEN. DISCONNECT
EXISTING COIL CONNECTIOT{
AT EOTTOM OF COIL A'{O
FOLD BACX.

TAP COIL AT II-3/A
TURNS UP FROM
BOTTOU OF COIL

8AI{ANA PLUG

MOUNTITIG BRACKET FOR
ROTARY ITTIDUCTOR

BOTTOM

l:ig. 2-16. Loading coil detail.
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heat generated in the loading coil itself. For this reason' center

loading was chosen. Improving the efficiency of the loaded

whip antenna rneans increasing the radiation resisknce by

using either a center- or top-loaded whip antenna. The

centerloaded version is the most practical method to use from

the standpoint of available commercial parts. The longer,

thinner coils, rather than the shorter, fatter ones, consistently

give higher field-strength readings. This would indicate that

the coil is actr.lally radiating energy in conjunction with the whip

antenna. With this type of coil, overall antenna efficiency

should be on the order of 60 to 707o. The coil chosen was a

lMaster-Mobile Ultra Hi "Q" 75/80 meter loading Coil Oig.
2-16). It has well-spaced coil turns (about r/s in.) to eliminate

arcing at high power. The coil is lSYz in. long x 3 in. in
diameter and contains 95 turns.

trhe Rotary Inductor

The rotary inductor is a Master-Mobile McroZ unit.

The basic rotary coil measures 1 x 3 in. long. The housing

measures 3 x 4 in. It is designed for manual rotation and has a

turns counter (numerals marked on one end cap). The tap to

the coil is accomplished by a grooved wheel, mounted so as to

slide on a bar. The grooved wheel rides on the coil. There is a

coupling capacitor mounted between one terminal and one end

of the rotary coil (Fig. 2-L7).The capacitor is removed and

discarded and the input and output contacts are made continu-

ous through the coil via the roller contactor. The rotary induc-

tor is mounted to one side of the main center line of the

antenna.

Operation of loaded Antennas

One of the penalties that must be paid for high Q and high

efficiency in the antenna system is that the tuning of the

antenna becomes extrennely sharp. It is necessary to adjust

the loading accurately, and to adjust it for each significant

change in operating frequency. To put this in practical terms, if
the frequency is shifted Skllz without reloading, no appreci-

able loss will result; 10 kHz and the output and the plate
qrrent of the transmitter will start to drop; 15 or 20 kIIz and

theperformance will seriously suffer. Obviously, some means
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Fig. 2-17. Rotary coil detail.

must be provided for adjusting the antenna loading or some
other portion of the circuit to tune out the antenna reactance at
eactr frequency setting.

On 40 meters, the problem is somewhat less pro-
nounced. First of all, the loading coil is smaller, and the whip is
longer in proportion to the wavelength than on 75 meters.
Changes in frequency of 30 kIIz may be made with no appreci-
able loss of antenna circuit efficiency. However, for ctranges of
50-100 kHz, some means of varying the antenna loading must
be incorporated into the system.

Maintaining Antenna Resonance

On 10, 15 and 20 meters, the whip antenna (usually one
electrical quarter-wavelength long) will usually tune the entire
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phone band or the entire CW band with little difficulty. On 40

meters, the loaded whip antenna will tune about half the phone

band. Going beyond that requires some means of varying the
inductance of the loading coil. On 75 meters, unless one is
satisfied with being restricted to one very naffow operating
frequency, some means of varying the inductance of the load-

ing coil is an absolute must. The resonant frequenry may be

varied by either of two basic means: by altering the length of
the whip antenna above the loading coil, or by varying the
inductance of the loading coil itself. Both methods may be

employed. To vary the length of the top whip section by any

other means than doing it manually is very fficult. The
inductance of the loading coil can be varied manually or by
remote control. Tuning is done by running an insulated metal

strip from the top of the loading coil down past the side and

adjusting the length of this strip by rolling it up and down with
an old-fashioned can opener key, or a sliding tap on the coil will
do the trick. Or try running a brass slug up and down inside the
inductor with the slug electrically and physically connected to
the bottom side of the coil. Relays may also be used to switctr
in kps on the coil, or use a rotary inductor in series with the
main loading coil.

To obtainhighperformance on 75meters, one mustfirst
get the radiating portion of the antenna as far away from the
metal body of the automobile as is practical to prevent body

absorptioh and the detuning effect it has. A long mast is
mounted on the rear deck adjacent to the corner of the rear
window.

This tilt-over mast measures 55 in. long. With the extra
heavy-duty stainless steel base spring, it brings the length of
the base mast to exactly 5 ft. The total antenna length ap-

proaches 10/z ft. This puts the top of about 13 ft. in the air. This
is a lot of antenna but to get out, a lot of antenna must be out in

the air and be properh matched and tuned. While driving, in

order to keep the antenna in a vertical position, which is also

necessary to maintain antenna resonance, a large nonmetallic

washer is slipped over the top section whip and rests on top of
the loading coil. A small hole is drilled in one side of this

washer. Through this hole tie some waxed nylon lacing twine
as shown in Fig. 2-18 and run it up forward to a gutter clrp on
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Fig. 2-18. Assembly and installation of 75m antenna.

the driver's side of the car. This is a very low-loss line and
does not affect the performance of the antenna even when
wet, because it is waxed.

Tuning the Antenna

Tuning this antenna is a relatively easy job using nothing
more than the cathode current meter on the transceiver and a
field-strength meter.

Most mobile antennas exhibit a feed-point impedance
Iess than the characteristic impedance of the transmission
line. The feedline is matched to the antenna by using a simple
matching network. It is composed of a rotary inductor which
will be called Lru and a capacitor, CM, which is used to shunt
the feed point of the antenna to ground. The required values of
Cru and Ll.r may be determined from the following formr:la. See
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Cy zrfK'dn Ro and
10r

LM=
.FGiEJx ro'us

2r !KHz

Fig. 2-19. Equations for obtaining Cm and Lm.

Fig. 2-19. Re is the antenna feed-point impedance and R" is

the characteristic irnpedance of the transmission line. If the

antenna impedance is 20O and the line is 50O coaxial cable and

the operating frequency is 4000 kHz, the inductance is as

shown in Fig. 2-2A. T\e chart at Fig. 2-2L shows capacitive

reactance of Cu, and the inductive reactance of l-rta necessary

to match various antenna impedances to 50O coaxial cable. Lu
can be duplicated by adding an equivalent amotmt of induc-

tance to the loading coil. If Lu is to be a fixed inductor, Crr'r at

least should be variable until the appropriate value of capaci'

tance is found. When this value is found, fixed, high-voltage

c4acitors of the same value can be substituted. A rotary
(variable) capacitor can be used if the shaft is secured by

locking it in place so it will not change capacitance due to
vibration.,

First start tuning up the antenna at the low end of the
phone band about 3.8 MHz. This is done by extending the top

section whip up and out all the way and setting the rotary
inductor so the maximurn number of turns were in use. Inject

"rT
"__ 

(e.za)(rqgoxggl\l 50:20, 
__- JE6I56=I6IxI0,ro3 t u--'i6llEi666j-

=*tW =#=ffi=o.sty.'
=(1256X0.816)=1024 FF

Fig. 2-20. Inductance equations.
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HI.O 80.40 METER VERTICAL ANTENI{A

80 meter operation has enjoyed considerable interest by
all amateurs. The reliable but generally moderate transmis-
sion range has been welcomed by the "old time" amateur for
frouble-free "local" round table "rag chews," whereas, the
novice, because of FCC restriction, is relegated to this par-
ticular niche in the spectrum.

To secure maximum transferral of power, the time
proven half-wave dipole has been the standard method of
radiation; however, few operators are fortunate enough to
construct this type of system due to the demanding erection
area. As a consequence, the vertical base loaded antenna has
been the logical substitute. Notwithstanding several inherent
defects, the small space requirements and low angle of radia-
tion justify its employment.

Construction

The radiator segment is constructed from two 12' lengths
of telescoped aluminum tubing. The lower base section is 7*"
diameter, and the upper section is 5/s" diameter (both .058"
wall) and telescoped about one foot. The uppermost part of
the base section was slotted lengthwise and a 7/s" stainless
steel clamp positioned to secure both elements.

The coil assembly is the most electrically critical compo-
nent feature. A HI-Q ratio was chosen to insure sharp attenua-
tion of spurious harmonics since the promixity of a number of
concentrated city-located television antennas would normally
have led to serious TVI complaints. The coil was constructed
from #14 magnet wire stock. A tin can of.SYz inch dia. will
serve as the coil form. Approximately I2-L4 turns were close
wound and removed from the form. Adjust 8 turns to occupy
1" insuring that equal spacing has been provided throughout.
kr order to reinforce the coil, short lengths of polystyrene
strips (/n" x IYz") were placed across the winding and glued
with liberal amounts of liquid polystyrene or Duco cement for
low loss. One strip can be made somewhat longer and a hole
drilled to allow for subsequent securement to aSYz x 5 x 7"

Fig.2-23. Dimensions of mounting plate for rotary inductor.

just enough carrier to get some ouQut, then begin running the

tap up on the main loading coil until some output indication on

the field-strength meter is obtained. Locate the point on the
loading coil where maximum output occurs and then back up a

turn or two and solder the tap in place. Now, start lowering the

top section whip until maximum output is again obtained as

indicated on the meter. Once this point on the top whip is
located, mark it.

Now, turn the rotary inductor all the way in and retune

the ffansceiver for maximum output. This process is repeated

and other marks made for other frequencies.
In reference to the matching capacitor Crvr, shunt the base

of the antenna by using a ceramic rotary switch mounted on an

angle bracket which in turn is mounted on one of the antenna

body mounting bolts. This switch is a single-pole, multiple
position switdr. On this angle bracket mount the ceramic

rotary switch, the matching capacitors and a coaxial fitting
(FiS. 2-22). Any of 10 different capacitors, all of different
values can be switched into the circuit.

Results

The results obtained with this antenna have been excel-

lent. Ground-wave communication is excellent with little or no

fade.
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For those interested in tuning the vertical for 40 meter
operation, either a remote or manual low-loss ceramic short-
ing switch rhight be integrated to shorten the coil lengfftto 4Yz

TP from the input terminal. As a consequence, the assembly
will be resonate at 7 MHz"

Although antenna placement is not especially critical,
some care should be exercised to prevent resonating the
vertical supports of neighboring TV antennas or similar
power-absorbing objects.

The HI-Q characteristics of a coil result in a sharp dipper
null at the operating frequency and will insure a maximum
fransferral of RF potential.

Fig. 2-24. Goil assembly.

plastic food conkiner. The container will afford a measure of
protection from direct moisture accumulation. One end of the

coil is soldered directly to the center terminal of a mounted

SO-239 connector. A rnoderately spaced 5Ommfd variable

capacitor is placed across the coil to allow for initial tuning

and./or retuning due to minor frequency excursions.
A short length of 58U cable is soldered 10 turns from the

input terminal and the other end is connected to the vertical
antenna base. A grid dipper tuned to desired frequency will
assist in adjusting the capacitor-coil factor once the entire

antenna assembly is operative. A resistive bridge placed in the
line will indicate the characteristic 30-35 ohm resistive load.

The antenna is coupled to the transmitter via 50 ohm cable

with a minimum SWR reflection. A reasonably non-floating
ground is necessary at the transrnitter and SO-239 connector
tor proper loading and propagation.
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T}IE UMBRE!.I"A ANTET{NA

Short vertical antennas for the low-frequency bands are

certainly nothing new. Inductively loaded mobile whips are a

common form. They take up very little space and perhaps for
the mobile situation are the only practicable antenna form,
However, considered for usage in a fixed station situation
uihere even a moderate arnount of space is available, it ap-
pears foolish to accept the limitations of such a form. The
limitations of the loaded mobile whip-poor efficiency, very
narrow bandwidth and an awkward value of terminal
impedance-arise because of the form of loading used. A small
loading coil is required because of space limiktions and in
order to provide even usable efficiency the coil must be of high

"Q" vviLh resultant narrow bandwidth.
If the space limitations did not exist, it would be desirable

to make the loading coil as large as possible to increase
efficiency. Also, it would be desirable to include some form of
capacity or n'top-hat" loading since the reactive effects of the
inductive and capacitive loading will act to maintain antenna
resonance over a greater bandwidth. It is rarely possible to do

this in a mobile situation but it is possible in a fixed station
situation. A form of antenna is described which combines a

very effigient method of combined inductive and capacitive

loading while still requiring very little space compared to any

conventional anterura of full-size dimensions.

Umbrella loading

The basic form of the umbrella antenna is shown in Fig.

2-25. The vertical mast is relatively short (10 feet on 40
meters, 20 feet on 80 and 160 meters) and the wire web on top
introduces inductive loading by linearly extending the length of
the mast and capacitive loading due to the capacity effect
between individual web wire and between the wires and the
mast. A side view of the antenna is shown in Fig. 2-258. The
dimensions shown were not randomly chosen as one might at

first imagine. They are a compromise between a nurnber of
factors. trf the web wires are brought closer to the mast, the
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Fig. 2-25. Basic dimensions of the umbrella antenna.
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effect of the loading is reduced. If the web wires are made

more horizontal, the ground area required increases (how-

ever, the loading effect is increased and if the antenna is
mounted on a structure such that a large area is available, this
approach may be used.) The vertical projection of the web

strould be held to within Vz the height of the mast. Making the
web wires longer will increase the loading effect but the
radiation pattern will change such that high angle radiation
results and the antenna does not perform as the equivalent ofa
flrll-length quarter wave vertical. If one does not object to the
high angle radiation or, in fact, prefers it for short-medium
distance work on the lower-frequency bands, the web wires
can be made as long as desired.

The number of wires in the web will influence the reson-
ant frequency as well as the feed point impedance of the
antenna. Six is the minimum which should be used and proba-

bly 10 or 12 is a reasonable number considering loading and

constructional complexity. Increased loading effect will take
place up to at least 20 wires.

The feed point impedance is not as high as one is used to
with a purely inductively loaded antenna. Because of the effect
of the capacity loading, the feed point impedance when a good

ground connection is used will vary between 5 and 8 ohms.
Any one of the conventional methods used to match a low
impedance load-such as the driver element on a multi-
element parastic beam*to a coaxial cable may be used and so

they will not be shown here. One slightly different method to
match the antenna by means of a quarter-wave transmission
line transformer is shown in FiS. 2-26. Three lengths of coaxial

cable are paralleled to form the required simulated low impe-
dance transformer section.

Gonstruction

The main vertical section of the antenna was made from a
standard 10 foot aluminum TV mast. The mast was mounted

to a ground stake by two standoff insulators (Birnbach No. 448
pillars with tube clamps at each end). A home-brew standoff

can be easily fabricated from a block of wood or polystyrene

and cutting a hole at both ends for insertion of two adjUstable
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50 oHx coax
(R6 50,nC 8,€TC)

Fig. 2-26. Transmission line matching transformer for use between base of
umbrella antenna and 50/70 ohm coax line.

hose clamps. Since the base is at a low voltage point, the
quality of the insulator used is not critical.

The ten wires comprising the top web were fastened to
the mast by means of an ordinary ground lug. Hook-up wire
was used to construct the web although it is suggested that
stronger wire be used-common TV guy wire would be an
excellent choice, for example, for rugged installation.

As with any antenna being worked against ground-be it
firll-size or a loaded type-the quality of the ground plane has
an important effect upon antenna performance. In moist soil a
ground rod driven several feet into the ground may suffice but
otherwise a cluster of 10 to 12 radials buried several inches
and extending at least to the point where the extension of the
web wires touches ground is very desirable.

The test antenna was constructed following the outline
dimensions given in Fig. 2-258 to resonate on 40 meters.
After installation and testing it was found that resonance was
very slighfly below 40 meters. The situation was colrected by
placing the ground terminal for the web wires slightly closer to
the mast. This was done experimentally while checking the
fransmission line SWR. There are several variables involved
in determining the exact resonance of the antenna and either
one can vary the angle of the web wires to "fine-tune" the
antenna or these wires can be firmly placed on either a small
inductor or capacitor used at the base of the antenna for final
adjustment.

Summary

Antenna efficiency is at best a difficult thing to measure or
estimate even under the most ideal conditions on low-
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frequency bands. Compared to full-size quarter-wave ver[i-

cals, the best estimate is that the umbrella antenna is from 60

to 7Mo as efficient. This is certainly better than the usual

loaded mobile whip whictr has efficiencies of"2-57o (100 watts

transmitter output, 2 to 5 watts actually radiated)"

The bandwidth depends upon the band for whidr it is

constructed. On 40 meters when resonance is adjusted for

7150 kc, the antenna will satisfactorily cover both the CW and

phone band edges with an SWR of fotm2:l to 2.5:1. On 80

meters either the entire phone band can be covered or the CW

portion; the bandwidth is about 250 kc overall. No tests were

made on 160 meters but the coverage should be in the order of

75 to 90 kc which is certainly adequate for most uses on that

band.
If the antenna is constructed for 40 meters, a double

resorumce will be found to occur on 21mc-the same as for

any monopole or dipole operated on odd multiple harmonic

frequencies. The antenna should be quite efficient on 3rd

harmonic operation but the problem is one of the resultant

radiation pattern. The pattern appears to produce mostly

high-angle radiation which, of course, is useless for DX pur-

poses. Nonetheless the antenna may still be useful as an

auxiliary antenna on this band.

The umbrella antenna appears at first glance to be a
rather simple and elemental type of loaded antenna. Actually,

it is not when one considers its advantages in terms of preserv-

ing a low radiation angle and achieving quite good efficiency-
all within reasonable dimensions. This form of antenna may

not allow an apartment dweller to put out a booming signal on

80 meters but it should certainly permit someone with a

moderate amount of space to considerably improve his signal

on any low-frequency band as compared to using a whip or
randomly placed and tuned length of wire.

MU TTIBAI{D VERTIGAT AI{TEI{I{A

Many hams would like to install a vertical antenna but are
stumped for a suitable design that will work for all bands and be
structurally strong. Here is one suctr design that will be very
successful on both counts.

The schematic of the antenna is shown in Fig. 2-27. The
trap is resonant at 7.1mc. Because the impedance of a parallel
tuned circuit is infinite at resonance, the trap serves to discon-
nect the portion of the antenna above the trap from the portion
below the trap aI7.l mc (40 meters). The mectranical length of
the lower section is not a classic Y+ wave length long at 40
meters because the effective diameter of the antenna ap-
proaches that of a Sinctr diameter cylinder. The capacitance of
such a body with respect to earth greatly reduces the mechan-
ical length required to obtain the desired electrical length.

On 80 meters the trap is inductive and this inductance
plus the total length of the antenna serve as aYt waveradiator.
On 20 meters and above, the trap is capacitive in character and
therefore shortens the electrical length of the antenna. The
feed impedance varies from 22 ohms to 196 ohms and RG-8/U
was selected for the feed line.

Fig.2-27. Sciematic of multiband vertical antenna.
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The VSWR on 40, 20, Iland 10 meters is less than 2 to 1
across each of the bands. On 80 meters we run into the
perennial problem of bandwidth with small diameter radiators.
It is impossible to cover more than about 75 kc and remain
below 2 to I on VSWR. The VSWR on 80 meters will be about

3.8 to 1 over the entire band and less than 2 to 1 over the 70 to
80 kc bandwidth just mentioned.

Note the rf choke from the base of the antenna to ground.

This choke bleeds off electrostatic charges and therefore
reduces the possibility of damage to radio equipment con-
nected to the radiator. It is wound on a piece of 1 inch solid
polystryene rod and mounted at the base of the antenna. It is
connected to the antenna and ground with copper braid made

from the braided shield of RG-58/U coax.
The grounding relay is wired in tail-safe fashion to ground

the antenna when it is not in use. This relay is mounted inside a

3 x 4 x 5 inch Mini-Box and mounted at the base of the
antenna. Copper braid is used to connect the relay from
ground to antenna. The box can be easily waterproofed by
sealing all seams with liquid rubber. This liquid rubber is
obtainable at any hardware store.

The antenna ground system consists of seven radials of
aluminum stranded wire buried about 6 inches beneath the
earth's surface. A sod edger shovel can be used to slice a slot
in the ground. The aluminum wire should then be laid in the
slot and tlie earth tamped shut. Each of the aluminum ground

radials should be clamped to an aluminum pipe driven 3 feet
into the ground at a distance of 6 inches from the base of the
antenna. The use of an aluminum strap prevents problems

from dissimilar metals when clamping the radials.
A practical design of the antenna element is shown in Fig.

2-28. Thebase of the lower antenna section is mounted on six
Ls/a, :rrrch high ceramic honeycomb stand-off insulators. Since

the load on these insulators is both compression and shear,

they are of good quality. The insulators are screwfastened to a

fir wood block which, in turn, is secured to a one cubic foot
block of concrete in the earth. For the design shown, a large 1

quart soft drink bottle will make an excellent insulator. To
install this insulator, the bottle should be coated generously

with petroleum jelly. After digging a 1 foot cubic hole in the
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Fig.2-28. Construction of antenna.

Sound, place the botfle on a brick in the hole. Pour cement
into the hole and around the bottle. When the cement is just
about firm, carefully rotate the bottle to free it slightly from the
concrete. When the cement is hard, removal of the bottle will
be possible should it ever need replacing. As a safety feature,
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insert a steel or aluminum rod inside the bottle. The length

should be such that it extends up into within r/+ inch of the lip.

With this rod in place, the foot of the antenna cannot slip out

should the insulator ever break.
The structural details of the trap are shown in Fig. 2-29.

Notice the hole through the center line of the trap insulator.

This hole prevents water from lodging in the antenna and also

prevents split tubing in climates where the water would

freeze. The insulator is phenolic resin reinforced cloth and is

obtainable from many plastics supply houses. Seasoned white
oak could also be used if it were first coated with transformer
varnish or boiled in wax for 3 or 4 hours. A high sc,hool wood

strop or a friend can usually be counted on to perform the
simple lathe work required.

.After machining the plastic insulator it should be placed

inside the smaller diameter tubing. Using a number 41 drill,
drill about t0 or L?holes in the tubing and into the insulator to
at least Yz nch depth. Remove the insulator and tap eadr of
these holes with a 4-4A |urp. Drill out each of the holes in the

aluminum tubing with a number 32 drill to clear a 4-40 cadmium

or nickel plated machine screw. Reinsert the insulator and

fasten it to the tubing with one or two 7s inch long screws,

lighflv. With a % nch drill, drill a hole all the way through the
diameter of the aluminum tube and insulator in two places as

strown in Fig. 2-29. Remove the insulator and, using a Yznch
drill, enlarge the la inch holes in the aluminum tubing only.

Assemble the insulator inside the smaller tubing permanently

with 4-40 screws 7a inches long.
Referring to Fig. 2-29 agan, locate two Ya, inch holes in

the large aluminum tubing as shown. D.rillonly the lowerhole
marked "A" and drill this oneonly through one wall of the tube.

Now place the smaller tube inside the larger tube and when the
lower holes of each are lined up across the diameter, dillar/t
inch hole througb the other wall of the large tube using the /n

inch hole in the insulator as a guide. Remove the drill and place

aYa rnch machine bolt into this hole. Measure the location of

the other through the hole in the insulator from the lip of the

large tube. After carefully locating this position on the outside

of the large tube, drill a hole through the large tube, t}rougft
the insulator hole already drilled and through the far wall of the
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Fig.2-29. Structural details of the trap.

Iarge tube. Remove the % inch machine screw and pull the
small tube out. Clean up the burrs on the inside of the large
tube.

Make 4 spacers as detailed in Fig. 2-29. Fasten these to
the outside of the small tube with az e l.ayer of plastic electrical
tape. These spacers must be in line with the through holes of
the insulator.

Carefully re-insert the small tube inside the larger tube
and place Ya nch cadmium or nickel plated mactrine bolts
through the assembly. The joint is mechanically strong and
electrically forrns a capacitance between large and small tub-
ing.

The coil is wound with #10 wire and supported with
aluminum straps around the large and small tubing" The wire is
prevented frorn shorting against its neighboring turns by
means of a split insulator made from 2 strips of plastic. The
two strips are clamped together and a hole for each turn drilled
through the parting line. This labor can be avoided by using
ready made coil stock.
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The antenna could be guyed from the top of the lower
section or mounted on the side of the house. By using 20245-

T4 aluminum tubing of 0.043 wall thickness, the antenna is

very light and yet doesn't require any support other than at the

base and a bracket to the house about 8 feet up from the base.

Using an SW12 meter lengthen or shorten the uppermost
length of the tube to obtain resonance at the desired point on

80 meters. The other bands should exhibit an SWR of 2 to 1 or

less.

DIPOLE INSTALTATION

If you're a beginning ham operator or SWL, why don't
you try a twinlead dipole? The half-wave dipole offers good

lrerformance from a design as simple as a random long-wire
;ntenna, but without the longwire's grounding problems. Its
relatively narrow-band performance is usually no inconveni-
t:nce, and it can be tuned up without a transmitter or SWR
Irridge.

The Twinlead Dipole

Two pieces of 300-ohm twinlead will make a very fine
lrided dipole, usable for receiving and lowpower transmitting
applications. One piece is to cut slightly under a haf-wave
lcngth at the operating frequency and hang parallel to the
ground. The other piece is attached to its center to serve as
feedline, as shown in Fig. 2-30. The feedline may be any
t:onvenient length.

The 300-ohm antenna and feedline impedances are prop-
t:rties of the folded dipole antenna.

LE33 THAil

frt
ne rxa,r$

EOTX
G STUB
El{0s

75rL COAX
(R6-59/Ul

Fig. 2-30. This is the complete antenna system you're going to build.
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Fig.2-31. This coax balun is as simple as possible. Avoid shorting between
center and outer conductors!

iVlany radio receivers will take 300 ohm balanced or 75

drm unbalanced inputs, but most amateur transmitters are
designed to feed a 50 or 75 ohm load. These two load systems
cannot be connected directly, one to the otler, but a trans-
former or an electrical circuit which seems to act like a trans-
forrner may be used as an almost perfectly efficient adapter.
From the unwieldly term "balanced-to-unbalanced" came the
modern word "balun."

Three types of baluns are used in most amateur work. All
are equally appropriate for transmitting and receiving, if they
are heavy enough to handle the transmitter's rf. They are the
toroidal transformer, the interwound coil, and the coaxial

cable varieties. Only the coaxial cable balun, shown in Fig.

2-31, requires tuning.

The easiest and least expensive way to get a baiun is to
nnke it frorn coax cable. The exact length of cable required
depends upon how fast the rf travels through it, so, if the balun

is made up from a piece of coax perhaps 57o too long, simply
use the haywire bridge described later to zero in on the proper
dimensions. This eliminates difficulties with a piece of cable

whose specs may not be quite right.
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The dipole's "radiation pattern" indicates which way the
rf goes once it leaves the dipole. For receiving purposes,
efficiency is best in the directions that get the most rf when
transmitting. The dipole's radiation pattern varies sharply
with height above ground, and the highest possible installation
is not necessarily the best. Figure 2-32 shows the striking
variations in radiation pattern as the dipole's height is in-
creased from 0.2 wavelengths above ground to 0.b
wavelengths.

The dipole's electrical properties also depend upon dis-
tance from ground. Figure 2-33 shows how the input resis-
tance varies with height. For best results try for some height
ne:r one gving a 300-ohm input resistance.

STROT{C AT
HIGH ANGLES

r\--ENo

WEAK AT
LOW ANGLES

Fig.2-32. The dipole has two basic radiation patterns. Here they are, as seen
from the dipole's end.
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ANY HEIGHI MF
OVER O.5 WAVELEI{GTHS

Fig. 2-33. The dipole's input characteristics depend upon height. Here are the
two important numbers again: 0.2 and 0.5 wavelengths.

Although the dipole is said to show zero response or
radiation off its ends, quite good signal reports may be ob-

tained in these directions. This is because the dipole really
does radiate off its ends, but only steeply up into the sky.
Signals in these directions would be improved with a second

better-oriented dipole.

Putting Up,the Dipole

Trees, drain pipes, lightning rod systems, and towers,
will all affect the folded dipole. The usual result is a measured
resonant fi'equency lower than calculated. The dipole seerns a

little too long. Andvarious nearby structures may also electri-
cally unbalance the dipole.

Suppose L is in feet and F is the operating frequency in
MHz. Cut a strip of twinlead at least 4A4/T feet long, short
both ends and attach the feedline to its center" Add tuning
stubs to each end, both stubs equally long, for a total length of
4628 to 468/F feet. The twinlead makes good stubs. The
dipole, minus stubs, is too short, with stubs fully extendeditis
too long. See Fig. 2-34. By folding the stubs back, it is possible

to tune or retune the dipole to frequency, and baiance out
uneven effects of nearbv structures.
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Assemble the antenna in any convenient way similar to
ttre handbookandmagazine descriptions. Nylon line will do a
fine job and the insulators can be omitted for low power. Seal
twinlead openings and splices since moisture leakage may
change the twinlead characteristics or corrode the wire. Tie
the tuning stubs back against the dipole as shown in Fig. 2-344
and pull it up into the air,

Testing and Tuning the Dipole

With the twinlead dipole in place and the transrnission line
strung to the vicinity of the receiver or rig, everything that
could affect its tuning or input characteristics has come into
the picture.

Compare the dipole with a resistor at various frequen-
cies, and specially note the frequency which gives the best
sirnilarity. The haywire bridge shown in Fig. 2-35 does this"

It's a simple Wreatstone bridge with a diode detector.
Assume that the antenna terminal h as a 7 5 or 82 ohm composi-
tion resistor across it, the same value as R3. Then the LH and
the RItr component strings are 2:1 volkge dividers, points A
and B see the sarne rf voltage, in phase, and there is no DC fed
to the meter.

{A)'TAILS FOLOED

(8} TAILS EXTENDED

Fig. 2-34. How the tuning stubs are placed tor highest (A) and lowest (B)
resonant frequency.
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Fig. 2€5. Schematic of the haywire test bridge.

If the antenna resistance is replaced by any other value,

or if inductive or capacitive reactance is added, the balance is

disturbed and a meter reading is obtained. This circuit tells
when the antenna terminals look most like a resistor, which is

enough to get by.
The bridge circuit will grve the best results if it is built of

properly chosen components. Capacitors Cl and C2 are not
critical, but should measure the same value on a capacitor

tester. Rl and R2 are also ballpark accuracy if they measure

the same on an ohmmeter. R4 and R5 are uncritical isolating
resistors. Choose a good new resistor for R3. All resistors
should be composition variety. D1 is any known, good ger-

manium rf diode.
Assemble the parts with short leads in the relative posi-

tions of Fig. 2-35. Then, fold the entire assembly, like a book,

around the diode, bring the two outside rf points together, and

solder them to the rf input line.
Feed enough rf into the bridge to bring the meter to

fi.rll-scale with an open circuit across the antenna terminals.
Without changrng anything, place a resistor equal to R3 across
the antenna terminals, and the meter reading should go very
close to zero. lt should stay there, independent of large

changes of rf frequency.
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Fig. 2€6. Block diagram of the antenna test setup. A signal generator could
roplace the GDO. See how this fits into Fig. 2-30.

Connect a 300 or 330 ohm composition resistor across
the balun's twinlead side, set up the bridge, and checkfor drop
from full meter deflection to near zero. When using a coax
balun, the null will be frequency dependent and belongs on the
drosen operating frequency. Double check by finding the
signal on a receiver.

Now test the antenna (Fig. 2-36). As before, adjust the rf
source and bridge for full scale deflection, attach the balun and
antenna and find the best null frequency. Repeat the test with
the stubs fully extended, to find the lowest operating fre-
quency. The target frequency should be between these ex-
tremes.

ENDS I{OT SAME HEICHT.

Fig.2-37. Vvith the new dipole in the air, the sag reduces load on the supports.
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When the new dipole is in the air it's likely to look

different from the handbook sketches. See Fig. 2-37 . The sag

reduces load on supports. The trim stubs are pulled off to the

sides to guarantee their location and to improve their influence

upon tuning" The floppy cords that are probably hanging

around should be secured in place.

rHE DOUBTE INVERTED VEE

A beam costs about $200 and a quad over $100. Then
&ere is the problem of what to hold it in the air with. A tower is
the most popular device, ranging in price from perhaps $50 for
a used tower up to many hundreds of dollars, depending on the
type desired. The more expensive types might be crank-up,
non-guyed (with tilt over action). Of course a heavy duty rotor
such as a Ham M costs around $130 plus cable, freight, etc.,
and the cost never seems to end.

This antenna, whictr may also be built for other bands if
desired, is known as a double inaerted uee, gqves good directiv-
iW and power gain in the direction chosen, but also allows
signals to be heard and worked from the sides and back.
Construction is relatively simple and cost can be held to a
minimum depending on how it is constructed. The antenna will
give a much lower angle of radiation and thus a better signal to
DXareas notnormally workable with simple antennas suchas
dipoles.

When finished the antenna looks like the outline of a tent,
Fig. 2-38. The lower this antenna is placed to the ground the
shorter the elements become due to ground effects. This can
be determined by experiment with an SWR meter and cut and
try, the easiest method being to allow a foot or two of the
element to hang down beyond the end insulator, where it may

Y**ttzr*^--*1

PHASING LINE
50Jl coAx

Fig. 2-38. The antenna resembles the outline of a tent.
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Fig. 2-39. Connections are made at the feedpoint.

easily be trimmed. This saves unfastening insulators each

time. Fig. 2-39 shows how the connections may be made at
the feedpoint. Alternatively the elements and coax may be

soldered together at the appropriate points using egg in-

sulators or similar supports. Theoretically a 1.1 balun should

be used at the feed-point, but it does not appear to make such

difference.
The antenna will work well with 75 ohm co-ax but the

SWR will be slightly higher, although not excessive (less than

1.5 to 1). With 52 ohm co-ax SWR should be near unity,
depending somewhat on height and surrounding objects.

If no co-ax is available a twisted pair of wires will serve
the same purpose as 72 ohmco-ax and should substitute quite

nicely. Another possibility is 75 ohm twin lead, which will
make the whole structure lighter.

More elements can be added for higher directivity and

gain. Element ends are insulated and tied off on bushes, trees
or stakes in the ground. The beautiful thing about this antenna

is that it is highly transportable, fitting into a box when travel-
ingto a Field Day site and easi$ erectedin a matter of minutes
in emergency conditions. Note when more than 2 elements

are used the element length, co-ax length, and spacing are

exactly the same. Just add them on.

BALANCED DIP(ITE (WITHOUT A BAL['N)

Dipole antennas and the method of feeding them are well
linown among amateur radio operators.

llere is another method of feeding dipole antennas that
results in a balanced antenna with a low swr, and it is fed
rlirectly with RG-8ru coax. A balun is not necessary to pro-
rluce a 1-1 match.

Present day transceivers and transmitters are designed
lor 52 Ohm output impedance. With this fact in mind, this
;rntenna was designed to a circuit with a feed point of 52 Ohms.

Construction is very simple and can be checked out easily
and quicHy. A great many circuit changes and tests have been
nnde to arrive at the design shown in Fig. 2-40.

The coil in the circuit is not used as a loading coil but is
r rsed in the antenna circuit to determine the 52 ohm feed point.

Coils for low and medium power are made from Ya"
(\)pper tubing or No. 9 copper wire. Coils for high power are
rrnde from 1/a" copper tubing. All coils are spaced the diameter
rf the tubing and all the coils are self-supporting.

The coils are supported by a center insulator or to an
insulator that is fabricated from a durable insulating material.

The length of wire needed for each half of the dipole is
krund by the formula

238 ? !,

ffi = Length (ft')

No. 12 solid or stranded copper wire may be used.

I i9.240. Construction design of a dipole antenna.
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ADJUST
FOR 52J}
POINT

GROUND
REACTANCE
BRIDGE

GDO

Fig. 241. The reactance bridge and gdo are connected.

A convenient rnethod to determine the antenna fre-
quency is to suspend the antenna about six feet above the
ground, supporting the antenna coil on a wooden plaform on

top of a six foot step ladder. Using the plafform for a work
table, set a gdo to the desired frequency, bringtng it into
inductive relationship with the antenna coil. Adjust the length

of each element until resonance is obtained, keeping eadr end
the same le.ngth.

Locate the center of the coil and solder on a tab there.
Connect the reactance bridge and gdo as shown in Fig. 241.
With the reactance set at 52 Ohms and the gdo set at the
desired frequency, slide the terminal from the reactance
bridge along the coil until 52 Ohms is indicated on the bridge
meter. At this point solder on a tab.

Before any checks are made of the swr, a variable
capacitor is placed in series with one side of the circuit as
shown in Fig . 242. This capacitor is used in the circuit to tme
out the reactance, and should have a capacity of 7 pF per
meter. The capacitor may be left in the circuit or replaced with
a fixed unit of the same value.

Attach feed line and swr meter as shown in Fig. 24 md
adjust the capacitor to the lowest reading swr. Use lowpower
for this operation.

Precautions

. Be certain test instruments are calibrated correctly.

. Do not allow the leads from the coil to droop down
along the coil, let them come straight out for an inch or
two.

. In construction of the coils be sure the spacing of wire
or tubing does not change.

. If swr is high do not start to cut the feedline, but check
the work and adjustments.

. Seal the ends of the coax so moisture cannot enter.

ADJUST
FOR LOW
SWR

swR
BRIDGE

Fi1.242. A variable capacitor is placed in series with one side of fte cirqit,

BAND DIA. TURNS
80 2.5 l3
40 2" 9
20 2 5
r5 I 4
to 1.25 5

COIL TABLE
PORCELAIN CENTER INSULATOR

Fi1.243. The feedline and swr meter are attached.
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TRAPIESS MULTIBANII ANTENNAS

The harmonic relationship of the high-frequency amateur
bands has over the years generated a multitude of multi-band
dipole designs. That is, a dipole form which can be fed with a
single feedline (preferably coax) and operated on several or
preferably all bands 80-10 meters without any tuning ad-
justments. "Trap" type dipoles have been most popular over
the past several years and any number of variations of trap
antenna designs are available. In general, trap type dipoles
when constructed of high quality components give a good

account of themselves. Their disadvantages are usually sharp
resoftmce within each band so that it is difficult or impossible
to obtain optimum performance in both the CW and phone
portions and the physical loading of the antenna structure due

to the trap components. A number of amateurs have been
fying to get away from the use of traps by finding the right
combination of dipole element lengths so one can construct an

efficient multiband antenna solely from wire elements. The
following is a description of some of these designs which have
proved popular and interesting. One can duplicate these an-

tennas directly, if desired, but they also provide some very
useful ideas for individual experimentation with antenna de-
signs.

G5RV Multibandel

The antenna design of Fig. 2-Mis often called the G5RV
antenna. By a proper combination of choice for the antenna's
flat-top elements lengths as well as for the length of the 300O
feedline, resonance can be achieved on all of the amateur
bands from 80 to 10 meters. The impedance present at the
end of the 300O line is about 50-60O and a regular coaxial
cable of any desired length can be used after this point.

Although not absolutely necessary, it would be well to use a

1:l balun for connection between the coax and the 300O line
(note again that a 1: 1 balun should be used and not a 1:4 balun).

The antenna is slightly "short" on 80 meters and the 300O line
section serves as a form of matching stub on this band and a
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36tf. 300oHM L|NE

50 OR 70 OHM COAX. ANY LENGTH

Fig.244. The multiband 80-10 meter antenna.

combination of stub and/or impedance transformer on the
other bands. An SWR maximum of 2: 1 can be achieved across
most bands with a minimum of about 1.3:1 at the best fre-
quency within the band. One should take a bit of time to
properly trim the 300line section for the best SWR, pafticu-
larly on the 20 and 15 meter bands. A few feet, plus or minus,
depending upon the installation environment, can make a con-
siderable difference in the SWR on 20 and 15 meters. Gener-
ally, as far as the cost of construction goes as related to
performance, the G5RVC design is about the best design
available.

Dr4B0 Double-Dipole

An only slighfly more complicated design is the DJ4BQ
multi-band double-dipole as shown in Fig. 2-45. This antenna
operates on every band from 80 through 10 meters. One
dipole (the longer one) operates on 80, 20 and 15 meters while
ttre other dipole (the shorter one) operates on 40 and 10
netgrs. So, on every band only one dipole at a time is opera-

2OO OHM FEEDLINE OR 4:I BALUN
( 5EE TEXT)

Fi1.245. The DJ4BQ double dlpole for 80-10 meters.
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tive and, in fact, if one were only interested in the bands on

which the individual dipoles operate, one could put up just a

single dipole. The theory behind the operation of the antenna

is to choose the dipole element lengths just to be slightly short

on each band such that about a 200O feed point impedance

results on each band. This is accomplished by the dimensions

shown for the dipole. If the feedpoint impedance is matched

correctly, an SWR of no greater than 1.5 to l- should be

achieved over most of each amateur band. The dipole which is

operative on each band can, of course, be fine trimmed for
almost a perfect t 1 SWR in any specific portion of a band. The

matctring of the 200O feed point impedance can be done easily

with a 1:4 toroid balun worhng from a 50O coaxial line. The

t4 balun can be connected directly to the feed point of the

antenna and coax used to the transmitter or 200O open wire
line constructed for a light-weight and more economical ap-

proach and used as a feedline with a 1:4 balun at the transmit-

ter. The developer of the antenna recommends spacing the

dipole wires at least 6 in. apart to prevent interaction of the

elements. The flat-top could be constructed from 300f1 twin-
lead with each wire in the twinlead forming one of the dipole

elements. Heavy duty twinlead with copperweld wires should

be used (Belden 8230). Some experimenting with the ele-

ments lengths will be required because of the close spacing of
the elements.

A Modern Windom

Some old tirners may still remember the classical Win-

dom antenna shown in Fig. 2-46 and named after the amateur

who developed it in the 1930's. It is simply a half wave antenna

feedl4%ooff of the center point with a single wire feeder of any

length. It operates only on the even harmonically related

bands (80, 40, 20 and 10 meters for the basic 80 meter

antenna; 40,20 and 10 for a 40 meter flat-top, etc.). It enjoyed

great popularity in its day as a simple but very efficientrnuq-
band antenna and a theoretical analysis of its construction
proved the soundness of its design. tsy studying the current

and voltage relationships which exist along the flat-top on each

band, it can be seen that the feed point chosenl4%o off center
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r38fr. FOR 80,40,20,tO
69fi. FOR 40,20,rO

SINGLE WIRE. ANY LEN6TH

Fig.246. The Windom antenna of the 1930's.

does indeed provide the correct matching point on even bands
for a single wire feeder. The characteristic impedance is 500O
at the feedpoint. The era of TVI pretty well killed the Windom
because of the rf that the feedline brought into the shack which
in turn made efficient transmitter shielding and filtering almost
impossible. For a short while in the mid-1950's a variation of
the Windom became popular where the flat-top portion of the
antenna was broken and fed by a 300O line at approximately
the same point as the original single feed line was connected.
The 30N) line could be any desired length but at some point a
4:1 balun had to be used to bring the feedline impedance down
to 75f) for a coaxial cable feed. The requirement for this
multiband balun, which was not a simple thing to construct
before the event of toroids, caused the antenna to fall into
oblivion.

Recently, a modification of this antenna has come to light.
Instead of using 300O twinlead, it goes directly from a coaxial
cable through a 1:6 balun transformer connected in the an-
tenna flat-top as shown in Fig. 2-47. A L 6 balun can be wired
using one of the toriod balun kits in much the same nxmner as
the common 1:1or 1:4 baluns. The balun serves the purpose

BALUN TRANSFORMER

50 OHM COAX, ANY LENGTH

Fi9.247. The modernized Windom. Same dimensions apply as shown in Fig,
246. Balun is made using toroid kit.
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of impedance stepup from the coaxial line as well as the
unbalanced coax to balanced antenna transformation. An SWR

of under 2 to t can be easily achieved with this antenna over
the entire amateur bands on which it operates. Note, how-
ever, that this method of feeding the antenna does not ctrange

its basic nature. It will operate only on even harmonic bands

and 15 meters is not covered by a basic 80 or 40 meter
antenna. One simple way to include 15 meters would be to
erect parallel to the Wndom a regular half wave 15 meter
dipole connected in parallel to the coaxial feedline on the low
impedance side of the balun transformer.

Performance and Construotion

The trapless types of antennas desctibed here, once
properly adjusted and checked for SWR, will generally per-
form as well on the low frequency bands as a trap antenna and

usually better on the 20,15 and 10 meter bands. The latter
effect is due to the fact that on the higher frequency bands, the

full antenna is still used while in the trap antennas, the traps
are affanged so that the antenna remains a half-wave dipole on

eaclr band. Trapless antennas on20,15 and 10 start to exhibit
some gain and hence directivity.

Naturally, the performance of any antenna depends upon

its height above ground. However, this also effects the impe-

dance developed at the terminals of an antenna. Since the
electrical h'eight above ground changes as the antenna is used

on different bands, the feed point impedance is also changing

on various bands. A bit of patience is required to carefully
checkthe SWR on each band before rushingtoputthe antenna

into operation. Some tirne spent in trimming the flat-top ele-

ment lengths, or the feedline in case of the G5RV antenna, will
pay dividends over the long run with far better SWR perfor-
nunce on each band.

Many amateurs will undoubtedly think of using these

multi-band antennas as V types from a tower support. Basi-

cally, the antennas should work fine in this manner as long as

the SWR is properly controlled. The Windom antenna has also

been reportedly used with the shorter leg vertical and the
longer leg arranged at a right angle to it with satisfactory
results.
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TEl{ METER FOLDED DIPOIE ANTENNA

The length of a folded dipole can be found using the
formula 468/f which will give the length of the dipole in feet.
The length of 16 ft 6 in is a good compromise for the whole of
ten meters. The advantages of using a folded dipole are
numerous: It is a broad band device. This is good for ten
meters where the operating range is from 28.0 MIlz to 29
MHz. The nextadvantage and most desirable characteristic is
that it does not accept power at twice the fundamental fre-
quency. This means that it should attenuate the channel two
harmonic providing there is no capacitive coupling at the tun-
ing end. Cutting the feeders 22-32 feet long or the length
52-Mfeet long will also help.

The folded dipole does not accept power at even multi-
ples of the fundamental, because the folded section acts as a
continuation of a transmission line. The folded dipole is better
than a single dipole because the current in the two conductors
flows in the same direction and acts as two conductors in
parallel and the current, therefore, in each conductor is di-
vided. Thus the feed line sees a higher impedance because it is
delivering the same power at half the current and the impe-
dance is about four times greater at the feed point than a
regular dipole. This enables the use of 300 ohnn twin lead to
feed the antenna.

The folded dipole antenna mounted in a vertical position
with the bottom L2 to 24 inches off the ground offers a low
angle of radiation andprobably a lowerangle thanmostbeams,
but without the gain. The lower angle is really an advantage
when reaching out for the extreme DX. The all around pattern
is also an advantage for SSB round table discussions.

For the investment, the vertical folded dipole is a good
solution for those who do not want to put up a beam for the
short period of ten years is open.

Construction

Make a trip to the lumber yard and buy a 20 foot? x 2
and give it an undercoat and three coats of Z-Spar boat paint"
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Fig. 248. The folded dipole antenna mounted in a venical position.

1il

Put two brass screw eyes at the top of the pole and two at the
bottom a sufficient distance away to accommodate the length
of wire and insulators plus turnbuckles. String the wire on
each side of the 2 x 2 between the insulators and tighten the
turn buckles. Solder jumpers on each end. The center in-
sulators where the feedline is attached should be a short one.
Wires can be soldered from it to several &32 machine screws
on a piece of lucite which has been screwed to the 2 x 2 to
help take the strain when the 300 ohm line is pulling. The 300
ohm twin lead should come away from the antenna for about
ten feet. It can be held by end slotting some sticks whictr are
then nailed to the house or garage to support the line.

The antenna mast can now be nailed to the eaves of the
house or garage. The bottom of the 2 x 2 can be bolted to an
angle iron or aluminum four inches long which in turn can be
bolted to the concrete with lza x 20 bolts set in the cement.
An easy way to do this is to star drill Ts holes about l inch deep
and put the head of the bolt in the hole. Heat some sulphur in a
can with a torch and pour it in the hole, and it will be secure.

Since most transmitters use Pl-Network outputs, it will
be necessary to use an antenna tuner. Link coupling to the
tuner and the condenser adjustments will provide a means of
obtaining zero SWR throughout all of the ten meter band as far
Irs the transmitter is concerned.

For the few dollars investment in wood, paint and wire
t:ompared with the beam, tower and rotor, this is a remarkable
;rntenna.
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ALL.BAI{D ROTATABI.E DIPOTE

Want an antenna with 8 to 10 dB gain, small dimensions,

all band operation, low angle radiation, low SWR, and a low
price? No such animal.

This antenna is simply a dipole for 4G10 meter work, on

80 meters, it can be loaded with a little experimentation. Get

this antenna up 50' off the ground on a rotator and it will
perform well.

The coils, Lr and Lz, are B&W #3022 miniductors. In-

sulators are Johnson type 65' The two 1"6'elements are\b"
diameter electrical thin-wall tubing, either aluminum or steel

conduit. Thewoodensupportis a2 x 2,about6feetlong, and

the mast is a TV mast, preferably leading to a rotor at the

bottom.
Mount all of this as shown in Fig. 2-49 and that's it. The

antenna should be fed with 52 or 75 ohm coax and the coils

tapped for the lowest SWR on the preferred band. If tapped for
40 meters (usually about 10 turns onto the coil from the

element) the antenna works fine on 40 and 15, and sometimes

even 80 meters. Tap for 20 (low end of the band, about l turn
of coil; high part of band, bypass the coil completely) and it
works well from 20 through 10 meters. For 10 meter opera-

tion, the lowest SWR will occur when there is no inductance at

the antenna (bypass the coil).
Check the SWR while the antenna is still on the ground if

desired, as very little, including transmission line length, will
effect it to any great extent after it is raised. The SWR on all

bands will be better than 2:1 at resonance, and SWR's of 1. t I'

at resonance are not unusual. The SWR will not go above 2. 5: 1

anywhere in any band if the antenna is built and installed

correctly. An antenna tuner will provide nearly instant
bandswitching without touching any taps and a pi-net in the

transmitter will also help.
Incidentally, this antenna works quite well on 80 and 75

meters by erperimenting with the tapping on the inductor,

which for these bands, will be near the bottom of the coil (from

the element) for maximum inductance.
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A BALANCED DIPOTE ANTENI{A

The dipole antenna described displays the following fea-

hres: rf balance to ground; lightning protection; low loss

ground system; multi-band capability; and simple erection
procedure.

The principal radiation from such a dipole is in a plane

perpendicular to its direction; the polar plot of field strength is

essentially a circle tangent to the surface of the ground. Thus,

the radiation is concentrated at the high angles, near the
vertical. The desirable low-angle radiation will increase as the

height of the antenna is increased. In addition, the losses in the

antenna and in the ground are decreased as the height in-

cTeases.

An effective compromise between operating results and

cost of the installation normally calls for a height of about 40 to
60 feet. Greater height is desirable but expensive, whereas at

lower heights the efficiency and the pattern shape become

unacceptable.
It turns out that the five-section telescoping TV masts,

available in the popular TV supply stores are satisfactory for
supporting the center of the dipole at a height of 45 feet. This

mastcanbe assembled on the grourtdandwalkedup orhoisted
to a vertical position. If clamped against a house or other

stucture dt about the 15 foot level the mast need only be

guyed at the top.
The two halves of the 80 meter dipole serve as top guys

in, say, the north-south directions, and the two halves of the
40 meter dipole (with a common coaxial feed line) double as

east-west guys.
For ease of erection the mast is pivoted at its base. This

base support is a 5 foot length of" LVz" diameter galvanized

steel tubing projecting 1 foot above the glound. A 5/16" bolt

through the post and mast provides the pivoting shaft. The

side of the mast is hacksawed diagonally at the base to clear

the supporting post.
The coaxial feed line for the dipoles is inside the mast;

this decreases wind problems and also serves to shield the

outer sheath of the coax from unwanted rf coupling.
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A balun coil arrangement is frequently used to assure
balanced currents at the center of a dipole antenna. In this
instance a nbvel method is used which not only provides the
required balance to ground but which also offers a low-
resistance DC current path to ground from both sides for
hshtrring protection.

The mast itself forms the outer conductor of a coaxial
section having the sheath of the feedline at its inner conductor.
The length of this coaxial section inside the mast is approxi-
mately one quarter wave length. Therefore, if the shield is
shorted to the mast at its base, the impedance viewed from
the top will be high so that it can be connected across the
center feed point of the dipole without appreciable loading.
This unorthodox arrangement is completed by connecting the
center conductor of the coaxial feedline directly to the top of
the mast. One half of the dipole antenna is connected to this
common point, the other half to the shield. The arrangement
provides DC current paths to ground for lightning protection
of both sides of the dipole and it achieves balance of antenna
currents through its balun action.

The rf transmitting currents in either half of each of the
dipoles are convenienfly indicated by means of four flashlight
bulbs, not shown in the figures. Each bulb is shunted across a
3" length of the antenna wire just outside of the top insulator.
A 3" length of #18 copper weld wire is used from each side of
the bulb so that the latter is soldered in place at a corner of a 3"
equilateral triangle. This area of pick up loop gives adequate
brillance for tests without burning out the bulbs. The equal
brillance of the two 80 meter bulbs, for example, provides an
excellent indication of the balun action of the unorthodox mast
connection used.

In order to insure a stable dipole pattern with symmetri-
cal ground reflection and to reduce ground losses, a grid of
nine parallel ground wires, each approximately 200 feet long,
spaced ten feet apart, was buried under the dipole parallel to
its plane. A single cross-buss was placed across the middle of
the grid and soldered at the cross-over points. The base
support of the antenna mast was connected at the center of
this ground system.
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The clamping hardwar:e supplied with the mast was dis-

carded. The mast was extended horizontaily on blocks on the
ground and the overtrapping sections were secured against

vibration by use of #18 self-tapping screws. The mast was

painted to discourage rust.
The antenna wires and the coaxial feed line are supported

at the top of the mast by a cylindrical piastic insulator. This

insulator, which combines high strength with low wind resis-

tance, is made by sawing offthe grooved male portion of a "T"
fittins for plastic water pipe" There is a size which is a snug

push fit over the L-1/+" o. d. mast. The grooves serve to anchor

the wires and they also provide an improved leakage path for rf
currents.

The details of the insulator assembly are shown in Figs.

2-50 and 2-51. All wires are #12 stranded copperweld. The
"Dou-shaped wire loops pass through the insulator, one above

the other, as shown. There are no screw connections to
loosen or corrode and, of course, all connections are twisted
and soldered. A radiator hose clamp holds the insulator in
place. The RG-8ru coaxial feed line is supported from the
"D"-loops, centraily within the rnast. (This feed line is cut to
be a multiple of a half wavelength-approximately 82' 2" far a

Fig. 2-50. Top insulator-side view.

160

Fig. 2-51. Top inslllator-top view.

3.955 MHz.) A noise bridge is used for this and all other
resonance measurements.

The mast was hoisted to the vertical position using an
inexpensive 4-pulley rope hoist attached at the tr6'height.
After erection the mast was clarnped to the house roof at the
L5'level using a steel strap and lag screws.

The four halyards at the end of the antenna wires are of
Ys" mylon rope" These are supported by 2-Vz" drameter gal-
vanized posts seven feet high. These posts are each located at
a atristance of 80 feet frorn the base of the mast and are
connected to the ground systern. The ropes are secured by
swivel snaps attached to the tops of the posts, for ease of
lowering for antenna adjustments.

The dipole was adjusted to resonance, using a noise
bridge, by adding equal lengths at either end. Resonance was
aclrieved at 3.955 MlIz with a length of 120'9" and an input
resistance of 50f,t.

The SWR of the antenna is quite low (approxiruately
1.01:L) and its response is sufficiently broad to cover the 80
meter phone band without appreciable decrease in signal
strength.
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OtD AIITENNAS AND NEW BATUNS

Anyone who has been in amateur radio for ten to twenty
years will remember the days of elaborate "wire" antennas.
Newcomers can also glance in some of the old antenna manu-
als and find them replete with "wire" antenna designs. Wire
antennas as the name indicates, are simply more elaborate
antenna forms than a simple dipole which provide some gain
and directivity and which were usually constructed from wire
hung between the necessary supports. The advantages to
such antennas was primarily cost, since relatively high gains
ould be achieved for the cost of additional antenna wire. AII
sorts of collinear arrays, broadside arrays, curtains, etc.,
were developed and used successfully. The problems as-
sociatedwittr suchantennas were many and one of theprimary
ones was the often awkward feed point impedances and the
requirement for a balanced feed. Open wire lines had to be
used to feed the antennas at impedances ranging from 15G
600,0 and then the balanced open wire line converted via an
antenna tuner to an unbalanced coaxial feed. For these and
otherreasons, elaborate wire antennas have falleninto disuse.
Nonetheless, for the amateur who has the necessary space
and is primarily interested in working single-band DX, these
antennas can provide very good service at minimal cost. For-
fimately, the advent of the toroid balun transformers with
variable impedance ratios has also eliminated the feed problem
once associated with these antennas. The purpose of this
discussion is not to re-present every type of wire antenna
array developed. A few examples are given and the use of a
toroid balun illustrated. One can, however, glance back in
some of the older antenna manuals mdmagaznes and find any
number of elaborate wire arrays to which the same feed
techniques illustrated here can be applied.

Variable lmpedance Toroid Balun

A toroid balun is usually thought of being a 1: 1 or 1:4 ratio
type unit. That is, going from 50O unbalanced to 500 balanced
or from 75O unbalanced to 300O balanced. But anv toroid
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TAP ON 3-4 f,IIRE

Fig.2-52. Variable impedance transformation balun 'l:4 to 'l 10 or more.

balun kit can also be used as a variable impedance balun with
tansformation ratios greater than 1:4 possible up to about
1:10. Figure 2-52 shows a typical toroid balun winding. The
instructions contained in any balun ht can be used to place the
initial windings on the toroid core for a 1:4 balun. Note that if
the coil tap on the 34 winding is placed at point 4, one has a
normal 1:4 balun. If, however, this tap is moved closer to the 3
terminals, the transformation ratio of the balun increases
according to the formula shown. For instance, if the tap were
placed at the quarter way winding point between 3 and 4, that
is one quarter of the turns from 3 to 4 away from 4, the
transformation ratio would be approximately 1:10. A 50O
unbalanced input would be transformed to a 500O balanced
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Fig. 2-53. Extended double Zepp with balun feed.

output. In a similar manner, the other tap points can be figured

out for any impedance transformation ratio.

llouble-Zepp Antenna

The Double-Zepp antenna is a form of extended dipole

as shownin Fig. 2-53, where the dipole elements are made as

long as they can be while still having the radiation pattern of
the antenna not split up and remain at right angles to the line of
the antenna (in and out of the page). The gain achieved is an

easy 3 dB. A, srnall phasing section is still required at the
center of the antenna, as shown, before the connection of a t 4
balun.

7*r\ Dipole,

The 3/atr dipole of Fig. 2-54, also has its main radiation at
right angles to the line of the wire and produces 3-4 dts gain.

This form of antenna may be somewhat easier to constmct
than the Double-Zepp since the balun (a t6 unit in this case)

may be connected directly at the center of the antenna. The

Fig. 2-54. Classic collinear array balun feed. See text for extending antenna to
increase gain.

181

Fig.2-55. s/atr folded dipole may be operated on two bands if desired by using
stub switch.

phase reversal stubs between theYz),, elements can be made
of simple 300O twinlead shorted at the far end. The antenna
can be extended with another TzL element on each end (and a
/nl. stub to connect to the adjacent /z), element) to raise the
gain anothe dB or more. In this case, a 1:10 balun has to be
used to feed the antenna.

Dual Band 3/*tr Dipole

The 7al" dipole shown in Fig . 2-55, can be used either as a

single band or dual band antenna. Its total length is 7a), long at
the lowest frequency band used. If used as a single band

antenna, the shorted /nL stub shown is not required. If it is to
be used as a dual band antenna, the stub is made /atr long at the
lowest frequency band. On the next higher harmonically re-
lated band, the stub will act as a short circuit, since it becomes
r/z|,.long, and allow the antenna flat-top to properly resonate.
Whether used as a single band or dual band antenna, it can be
fed via a 1:10 balun.

Super Loop

The large loop antenna shown in Fig. 2-56, can be
mounted from a tower or other support. Its radiation is hori-
zontally polarized and broadside to the plane of the array (in
and out of the page). The gain is about 4 dB in both directions.
It can be fed directly from a coaxial line via a 1:10 balun at the
base as shown.
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1J

upper and lower set of elements can either be open wire line or
300O twinlead with a single twist.

Summary

Many other antenna forms which present a resistive
impedance on a single band but of an awkward value can be fed
via a properly constructed balun. Other antenna types whidr
suggest themselves are V beams, rhombics, half rhombics and
single tilted wire antennas.

Fig. 2-56. Super loop or bi-square requires only single support and produ@s
easy 4 dB gain.

The array of Fig. 2-57, is just one small example of a
curtain array including such types as Sterba, Bruce Arrays,
etc. The gain that such arrays can provide become quite

significant if one has the space to extend them one to two
wavelengths. In this case, the array will provide a broadside

eain of 7.5 dB in both directions. The antenna can be fed at the
point showp via a 1:6 balun. The phasing line between the

Fig. 2-57. The six-shooter array provides 7.5 dB of gain. Lower elements should
be 7nI high.
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A SIMPIE, S}IORT 160 METER ANTENNA

A thirty-foot vertical antenna, top-loaded and using as

good a ground as possible, can produce good results on 160.

The antenna described here is designed for field day and

portable operations, but may be made a permanent installa-

tion. trt makes use of readily available materials and is inexpen-

sive to build and easy to tune uP.

Almost anything can be used for a mast, as long as it is
capable of supporting the loading coil and can be made a solid,

low-resistance structure. The mast used was made of tele-

scoping 8-foot sections of aluminum tubing, using self-tapping

screws at the joints for good bonding. Other possibilities rnight

be copper water pipe, thin-wall tubing such as conduit, or even

a wooden mast with a few heavy aluminum wires stapled to it
to form a low-resistance conductor. Ninety lb nylon string was

used for guys, but if a permanent installation is to be made,

wire guys and suitable insulators should be used. Four layers

of scotch electrical tape are wound over the bottom of the

mast as an insulator, although a better insulator might be made

by using a section of old bicycle irurertube slipped over one

end.
The adjustable end-section above the loading coil is a

broadcasfband replacement automobile whip of the telescop-

ing type, designed to fit over the broken-off stub of the old

antenna and is available at most auto supply and electronics

stores. This whip is used as a tuning device. Varying its length

will allow tuning of resonance at the portion of the band

desired, in the same manner tlat the commercial mobile whips

are resonated.
The loading coil form is a piece of PVC water pipe, LYz

inches i. d. , with a lz/e o.d. , and makes a light, strong coil form

of excellent Q. It is readily available at plumbing supply,

hardware or home handyman centers. The coil itself consists

of 10 in. of. #20 closewound. The ends are secured with a drop

of epoxy cement after passing through a hole in the form, and

lugs are soldered to the ends for connections as shown in the

sketch.
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Fig. 2-58. A simple, short, loaded
'160-meter antenna.

The end pieces, which are held in place with a screw
passing through the coil form and end piece, are made of l-inch
thick lucite, 1/z inches in diameter to fit inside the coil form.
They can easily be fashioned using a coping saw and a hand
drill. The bottom end piece is drilled to fit over the end of the
mast. The top stud is a 2 inch 5/16 bolt, passing through the
center of the top end piece and allows the whip to be clamped
solidly over this stud using the screws provided by the whip
manufacturer.

After the entire loading coil assembly is completed, place
a piece of shrink-tube over the coil and apply heat. This will
form a good weather seal and offer protection to the coil
windings.

Tuneup of the antenna is simplified by placing the coil on
the top section of mast, supporting it temporarily, and adjust-
ing the whip for resonance as indicated by lowest swr. Adjust
for resonance 25 ktrIz HIGHER than the desired operating
frequency, then when the rest of the mast is added, the
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Fig.2-59. Detail ol the loading coll.

frequency will be at the correct point. If a gxd dipper and

impedance bridge are available, they will simplify the proce-

dure. A direct connection to 50 Ohm coax is satisfactory, and

no elaborate matching system is needed. The test antenna

strowed 1.2 to 1 at resonance. In use, the antenna will show a

VERY narrow frequency range, on the order of 8 kHz plus and

minus the selected frequency for an swr below 2 to 1. How-

ever, this is not too bad on 160, since the band is most active

on the bottom 1.800-1.825. Any segment which is active in a

specific area may be selected and the loading adjusted for that

frequency.
The best available ground should be used. A rod driven a

few feet into the ground is useiess except for lightning protec'

tion. Use a connection to a cold water pipe, and at least two
130 foot wire radials , zig-zaggedif necessary, to fit the space

available. DON'T shorten the wires, even if the space is tiny.
Run the radials straight out, and don't bury them uriless

necessary and then only a scant inch deep.
This antenna works well for local contacts, and does well

on DX if the band is quiet.
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NOVET 160 METER ANTENNA

An antenna like this can be mounted almost anywhere.
Limited space means almost nothing. It can be fitted to ac-
commodate the contour of just about any size or shape of
building or lot.

In very noisy locations, consider that an antenna of this
type has probably the lowest noise factor of anything possible
to erect. Static discharges are minimal. While Iightning hits
can ruin just about any equipment, the chances with an an-
tenna of this type would be less than most conventional anten-
nas if a small spark gap across each meter is provided.

This is a nominallygrounded antenna-that is, one end is
connected direcfly to ground*rather unconventional, but
practical.

It is a random-length antenna. As long as there is some
wire, somewhere, of reasonable length, it will radiate, and
quite efficiently. The only drawback is that it takes two guys
to properly adjust it. But when properly adjusted, the swr
sttould be around 1.1 at the tuned frequency, and not more
t]ran 1.5 when 25 kllz away which can cover the whole 160
meter band nicely without subsequent adjustments, if tuned
for the center frequency of the band. The test antenna has 64

f-wrne- 64 METERS uorua-J

12 METERS ApaRr--{

Fig. 2-60. A 160-meter test antenna.
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meters of wire. It is strung from the first tuner in the base-

ment out through a basement window, up alongside the house
(with standoffs), and around the side of the house (near the
top) at roof level. From there it runs up at an angle to a tower,
back down to a pole near the front of the house, and from this
pole down the front side of the house (on standoffs) to a

window in the front of the basement, through it, and down to
the second tuner and grounded.

Note from the diagrams that two tuners and two meters
are required. The meters actually should be a matched pair if
possible, i.e., of same make and range. Two 0-5A rf meters
were used, 27o accwacy.

The two tuners were identical Air Dux coils 6.35 cm in
diameter, L4-gage wire, spaced, with 40 turns per coil. For
160 meters about half the turns were used. The coils could

have been half the number of turns. For any higher frequency
bands, less turns would be satisfactory, depending of course

on the amount of wire between the two. The two coils are

about 60 feet from each other (the length of the basement), so

no inductive effect was noticed.
The grounds at each end were positive. In addition to

making use of the water pipes, three 250 cm ground rods were
driven at the feed end, and one at the grounded end. The
water pipes all through the house acted as a counterpoise-
ground.

The tuning is a matter of cut-and-try, tapping down from
the zero-turns end of each coil one turn at a time (equally) until
each meter reads the same as the other, at which point the
antenna will be tuned and the 50O feed point from the RG8/U
cable matched.

One very good reason why the antenna was more effi-
cient than most on 160 was that for about equal power QSO's
the S-meter readings were better on reception than the read-

ings on the other ends. On transmission, better reports were
received than other stations like distances away with cornpar-

able powers and different antennas.
The principle of operation of an antenna of this type

seems rather obscure. It might be compared to a radiating
transmission line, with equal current at each end, balanced.
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Fig.2-61. This 160-meter antenna works well.

This antenna works well on 160. Further evaluation of its
merits will necessarily have to wait until many hams try some-
thing similar on 80, 40 and 20.
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GO.GO.MOBItE

If you've had the urge to go mobile at the least possible

cost-particularly regarding the mobile antenna-here's a

good, inexpensive way to do it. All the parts are easy to obtain,

construction is simple and quick, and a highly effective antenna

is the result. The "Hi-Q" coil arrangement has been found

very effective, and on field tests, the performance of this unit

exceeded that of two popular commercial antennas. Cornpara-

tive S-meter reports at several hundred miles' distance

showed one full S-tmit higher, and local field strength mea-

surements showed appreciable gain over the comrnercial un-

its.
The base section is electrical-mechanical tubing (EMT'

which is light, sffong, and attractive)" The top whip is a

walkie-talkie, CB replacement unit, or a standard auto radio

item-whichever is preferred. With their sliding sections,

these units give smooth and rapid adjustment to your exact

transmitting frequenry.
The unit illustrated here covers 40, 20, l-5 and 10 meters

by tapping the coil and adjusting the height of the top whip

section.
Construction is begun by fitting a plastic or maple rod into

the EMT'base section tubing and securing it with a seH-

tapping screw through the tubing into the plastic rod. The next

step is to mount the whip by tapping into the top of the plastic

rod with the same screw-thread size as provided on the

bottom of the whip.
The loading coil is supported on the plastic rod by three

wires, top and bottom, soldered l20o apatt, on the coil turns

at each end of the coil. These wires are then bent toward the
plastic rod and clamped in place by the worm-drive hose

clamps. One of the tlree wires on each end of the coil should

be extended to provide electrical connection to the base sec-

tion on the bottom and to the whip section on the top.

The pipe cap on the base section is drilled with a3/a"-hole

mdas/e"-21threaded cap screw is inserted and soldered in

place. This is best done over a gas flame, flooding plenty of
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Fig. 2-61A. The loaded go-go-
mobile antenna.

solder over and around the head of the previously well-cleaned
cap screw. Then the EMT base section is fitted with an EMT
compression fitting, which is then screwed tightly intothes/4"
pipe cap.

The antenna is now ready for installation*nm 52-ohm
coax between the transmitter and the antenna base, making
certain that the coax braid is well grounded. The antenna must
now be tuned to your operating frequency; this is best done
with an SWR meter and test clips, tapping down a turn at a
time until the lowest SWR is obtained. Coarse adjustment may
be made with a GDO, if available, followed up with fine adjust-
ments obtained by changing the length of the top whip in
increments of Yz" or so. The overall length of the top whip
should thenbe measured forfuture reference when makingan
appreciable frequency change within the band in use. After
setting the top whip for the correct length for the operating
frequency, the sliding section can be easily locked in place with
a single wrapping of transparent Scotch tape.
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On the antenna illustrated, the 4O-meter phone band

required all but two of the coil turns, and the top whip was

e>rtended to 47r/z inches; on the Z0-meter band, the coil was

tapped down to 10 turns; for l5-meters, 5 turns. For opera-

tion on 10 meters, the coil is completely shunted and resonant

frequency adjustments are made entirely by adjusting the top
wtrip section. In order to minimize the amount of dielectric in

the field of the coil, no cover was used, thereby retaining the
highest "Q" and efficiency.

If a spring mount is used with this antenna, a fish line is

used to stabilize it and to minimize swaying while under way.
Tie the line between the car and the underside of the coil

support.
If you haven't gone mobile before, you'll be surprised and

delighted at the additional pleasure to be obtained from ham

radio and the amazing DX that can be worked using an effi-
cient, centerJoading mobile antenna.

WHIP A]{TE[{T{A ADD.ON

Various attachments for vhf mobile whip antennas have
been described which can be used to modify the directive
pattern or even the radiation polarization of the basic antenna.
Most of them provide a significant gain factor.

Often it is desired to mount only a simple whip antenna on
an automobile for use on vhf bands. Such an antenna suffices in
nuny cases for local contacts while "in motion," especially in
large city areas. However, when outside the local area and
especially when the automobile is stationary, a more effective
antenna is necessary if any contacts are going to be made with
reasonable slgnal levels.

Two approaches can be taken toward this type of antenna
problem. The one approach used by many vhf mobile en-
thusiasts for stationary hill-top operating is to pack a full-size
beam and mast. Unpacking, assembling, connecting, etc. of
sudt an antenna can be quite a chore. Of course, the results
are often worth the effort as far as vhf dx is concerned. The
other approach is to utilize some form of auxiliary antenna
structure which can simply and quickly be attached to the
mounted whip whenever the automobile is stationary. A
rnrmber of problems arise when one tries to devise an auxiliary
antenna structure. It must provide a significant improvement
in antenna performance, not upset the matching conditions to
any great degree to the whip antenna, be relatively simple in
construction and, yet, attach to the mounted whip in much the
same fashion as a cap is put on a bottle.

Basic Considerations

Adding an auxiliary structure to a /atr whip mounted in the
middle of the roof of an automobile has been done before.
Figore2-62 shows the addition of.aVz L element to the basic /a
tr whip. The phasing stub is necessary to insure the same
direction of current flow in the Ya )t and /z tr radiating elements
and prevents the vertical radiation pattern from splitting and
sending most of the radiation out at useless high angles.
Otherwise the phasing stub need not be used as far as impe-
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Fig. 2$2. Addirion of phasing stub
and Yz)\ radialor to basic Vatr whip
retains venically polarized radiation,
omnidirectional in the horizontal
plane but with about 3 dB gain in the
venical plane.

dance matching is concerned. The phasing stub can be formed
dstiff wire rod wound in a arclearound the vertical elements.
A gain of about 3 dB will result but the radiation will still be
vertically polarized and omnidirectional in the horizontal plane.
This design can be extended to as many elements as desired,
but the basic radiation characteristics will not change, except
for gain in the horizontal plane.

Another concept is necessary to modify the performance
d the basic whip antenna. Ifs based upon the old Windom
antenna idea Fig. 2-63. This was a form of off-center-fed
dipole. It used a single wire feed line which represented a 600
ohm feed system using an earth return path for the ,,missing"

half of the usual 2 wire feed line. Due to the earth return path,
it performed best over earth of high conductMty

The usual mobile mounting of a vhf antenna provides an
excellent high conductivity gound path via the automobile
b$V. So, ground conductivityis not a problem in adopting the
'TVindom" feed system concept to a mobile whip.-What is
different, however, is the irnpedance relationships. The Win-
dom feed line was connected to the dipole flat-top at a point off
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center which provided a 600 ohm impedance. The transmitter
end of the feed line was connected to an antenna coupler set to
match the leed line impedance. If the Vq,I mobile whip is
visualized as the windom feed line, it does not match the
impedance of the coaxialfeedline to which one endis attached.
The only way the impedances will match is if the /n ), whip_
furned "windom" feed line also acts as ayt ), transmission line
impedance transformer between the coaxial transmission line
and the antenna structure which it feeds. This requires that
the antenna structure (the whip,,add-on,) present a very high
impedance at the point of connection.

Typical "Add-0n" Designs

If the feed system concept explained in the preceding
paragraphs is understood, find many designs thaf codd bE
used as whip "add-ons." The few that are presented here are
relatively simple and seem to work well.

Figure 2-64 shows two configurations. The Spider_Leg
(A) provides horizontally polarized radiation with; bidirecl
tional radiation pattern centered on the intersection of the
Iegs. The horizontally porarized radiation could be further
ernphasized by keeping the entire length of the legs mounted
horizontally. Some gain in the horizontal plane could be
adrieved by making the legs longer in multipies of. yz )t.

tr;-l
SftGLE WIRE LINE

TO AilT CqJPLIR

fis,.2'T. Ord styre window antenna. rts singre wire feed system idea is used as
the basis for other antenna types shown. -
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The modified n'Bobtail" 
antenna of Fig. 2-&B produces

avertically polarized signal but one with a good amount of gain
(about 7 dE). The radiation is bidirectional and broadside to
the array.

Figure 2-65 shows a more elaborate "Zig-Zag" add-on. In
spite of its appearance, the radiation produced is horizontally
polarized with several dB of gain and a bidirectional radiation
pattern. Due to the current reversal that takes place every /z
)., the vertical components cancel while those in the horizontal
plane enforce each other. If more convenient structurally, the
antenna can be mounted with the first element in a horizontal
plane to form a staircase outline, but this would result in the
production of some vertically poiarized radiation.

It would seem feasible to form beam antennas by place-
ment of parasitic elements either in front of or in back of the
main antenna. The spacing would have to be kept fairly wide

Fig. 2-65.'Zig-zag" configuration
provides directive horizontally
polarized radiation. Two sections
are shown but only one may be
used, if desired. The gain will be re-
duced but the polarization will re-
main horizontal.

Fig.2€4. "spider{eg" configuration (A) provides combination horizontally and
vertically polarized radiation. Modified "bobtail" configuration (B) produces quile
directional vertically polarized signal.
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(Va )t or more) in order not to appreciably lower the feed point

inrpedance of the main antenna since there is no way to adjust

the match to the main antenna.

Gonstruction

Depending upon how durable an add-on must be made, it
can be constructed from anything from No. 8 to No. 10 wire to

3/16" or /a" duraluminum rod. It is suggested that for initial

experimentation, the "add-on" be constructed from heavy

gauge wire with wooden or plexiglas rods used for insulated

support structures when necessary. The add-on can be sec-

ured to the whip by a variety of clamps.

An swr meter should be inserted in the coaxial transmis-

sionline tothe whip to determine the effectuponswrwhenthe
add-on is used. Generally, the swr should not change to any

great degree. It may, in fact, improve slightly, in some cases'

depending upon how good the original match was, by canceling

some reactive components.
The improvement in performance can be checked with

another station by simple comparison. When making such

checks, due consideration should be given to the fact that

some add-ons will change the polarization characteristics of

the radiated signal. Therefore, the station with which checks

are made should have available an anterura that will matctr the
polarizatioq of the radiated signal. If this is not observed, very
confusing results will occur as an antennapolaizafron differ-

ence between stations can easily produce a 20 db loss in the

received signal.

SUICK BAND.CHANGE MOBITE ANTENNA

All antenna systems represent a compromise. One of the
greatest is that of squeezing a 3 MHz quarter-wave onto the
back of an automobile.

A look at the price tag affixed to commercial antennas
should provide you (as it did me) with a strong incentive for
'brewing your own."

And price, while a major factor, may not be the only
consideration. For example, I needed a positive, quick-change
antenna, to hit Air Force MARS frequencies. Namely, 7305,
4590, and 3311 kHz.

The antenna shown in the picture is the result of four
brewing ventures. Prototype 1 was temporary, being wound
on a bamboo fishing pole. Taps were brought out, with many
ffials and more errors; however, this temporary antenna
worked so well it literally stayed on the car until the base
"rotted" off. Had I coated the fishing pole with €opxy, I would
probably still be using it. This antenna was wound with
plastic-coate d 20- gage stranded wire.

At the demise of the bamboo pole, I decided to be smart
and refer to the handbook. I read and studied, and ended up
with a very nice looking "outer-space" antenna, with a big-
wire coil in the center. The transmitter loaded. The receiver
worked swell. Only one small problem: Nobody could hear
me.

Maybe it wasn't quite that bad. But the signal was down
many dB. The center-loaded antenna did not deliver the signal
that the top-loaded fishing pole punched out.

So I set to work to rebuild a better looking and more
rugged "fishing pole."

The antenna now in use has two coils, each 2 ft long. The
only reason for using two coils is that by loosening a clamp, the
top section of the antenna may be easily removed. Also, it
requires a long coil to hit 3311 kHz, and t}re necessary forms
may be available in shorter length. Whether the coils are
wound in one or two sections makes no difference in the
operation or tuning of the antenna.
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Fio. 2-66. Antenna installed on
Ch-evrolet with Motorola SB3. The
coil is wound in two sections but
would be equally successful if
wound in one section. Past models
have been made in one section.
Shorting bars are in Place for 40
meters. Two sections are used here
because of available coil forms'

Also, a shorter coil length may be used if only higher
frequencies are to be covered. For 40-10m, a coil about 14

in. long is required. (Increase base length to 60 in.) For
75-10m, approximately 3 ft is needed.

Actual construction and tuning of the antenna is easy. No
special tools or equipment is necessary.

The base section of the antenna is a piece of aluminum
tubing 30 in. long. The bolt, with threads to matctt a heavy
duty spring mount, is securely anchored in the base with
epoxy. Three sheet-metal screws with the tips filed so that
each barely touches the bolt, are useful in two ways. Helping
to center the bolt, and keeping the epoxy plug from turning in
the tubing after hardening, braid is soldered to the bolt and

'"r*'
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Ftg.2-67. Antenna materials and dimensions"
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brought out through a small hole in the tubing. The braid is

later clamped to the antenna with a hose clamp which rein-

forces the base and holds the 47 dial light indicator socket.

Wadding keeps the epoxy where needed. Be careful. The bolt

must be straight when the epoxy is poured.

One satisfactory way I have found for winding ttre coil is

direcfly over a wood dowel. If you have access to a lathe the

dowel should be grooved to space the wire about one diame-

ter. Or you may wind a string or another wire between turns,

which may be later removed. (The coil should never be

closewound, unless plastic insulated wire is used. The plastic

provides the spacing.)
At least 6 in. of the wood dowel should be sanded,

whitfled, or turned down to fit snugly into the aluminum tubing

base. Slot the top of the tube 1 in. A hose clamp will hold the

coil in place and provide a terminal for the wire.
The tip section of the antenna may be any conductor.

However, since this tip will receive some hard bumps, I
recommend a section of r/a tn. brass rod. Solder a wire to the

rod. A 5/s in. hole is drilled in the end of the wood dowel coil

form. Wire and rod are anchored in the dowel with epoxy.

After the coil is wound and tip fitted, cover it with a good

coat of resin to securely fasten the wire in place.

Another method of winding the coil is to use a piece of 17a

in. plastic pipe or other coil form and slip this over the wood

dowel, which may be an old broomhandle with a layer of tape

applied. Fasten the ends of the plastic to the dowel with

screws. Dowel should be long enough to extend 6 in. down

into base. Tip is attached as previously outlined.

Or the plastic tube may be "splinted" to the base and

temporarily "outside taped. " Then the coil form and 6 in. of the

base are filled with epoxy. The tip is placed in position and the

whole thing hardens. This method is especially useful for the

short coils, 40m and up.
A 36 in. plastic tubing form may be bought at a sporting

goods store for about a dime. Just ask for the plastic covers

designed to keep goH club handles from being scratched in the

bag.
I have used coils constructed all of these ways. Using the

wood is easier and works equally well. In any case the wire

must be cemented in place.
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Fig. 2€8. Closeup of sllder tap and shorting bar connections.

After the coil is dry and both ends of the coil attached
electrically to the base and tip, you are ready to start the
tuneup.

For each frequency to be covered you will need a slider.
Each slider is made of one hose clamp and one 6-32 brass bolt
and nut. File the bolt head slightly flat. Drill a hole through the
hose clamp. Insert the bolt from inside the clamp, securing
with the nut. The bolt head will make contact with the wire
coil.

By using the approximate measurements shown, esti-
mate about where the tap should be for the frequency you wish
to hit. Wth a coarse file cut through the resin and any insula-
tion on the wire for 4 in. Your coil at this point will resemble a
100W slider resistor.

Now install the antenna on the car and place the receiver
in operation. Work on the highest frequency first. For exilm-
ple I tuned 73051<11z first. Then 4590, and finally 3311kHz.

Attach a wire to the top of the base section long enough to
reach the top contact area of the coil. Run the wire back and
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forth over the contact area. You will hear the receiver
background noise peak sharply. If it tails to peak, but gets
louder in one direction, you may have to file some more- At the
point where the receiver peaks, the antenna will take a load,
but will probably require a bit closer adjustment.

Next install your output indicator, a 47 hghtbulb. I leave
this indicator in place at all times. It provides positive "on the
air" indication, not to mention what happens at night when a
carpulls up behindand sees the sideband modulation wavingin
the air. The indicator is a loop of wire about 16 in. long, with
one side of the loop taped to the antenna at the base and the 47
bulb in series with the outside of the loop. If it is desired to
leave it permanently in the circuit it may be tapped across
about 8 in. of the base using the antenna itself as one side of the
bmlb loop.

Using the bulb as an indicator, finish tuning until the
desired loading is obtained.

Fig. 2€9. The 47 dial light output
indicator. This light bulb shows at all
times positive indication of on-the-
air and is all you need to tune and
load the transmitter. The loop in this
instance is completdd by the an-
tenna itself. Can also be used as a
complete loop taped to the antenna.

Repeat the tuning procedure for each lower frequency
desired. Then permanent shorting bars should be made.
Brass welding rod and alligator clips are ideal.

. Changing frequency is simply a matter of removing, or
using the proper shorting bars- If several frequencies itose
together are required, several taps can be brought out every
turn or every two turns, and a braid with attached anigator crip
may be used to short out the unused portion.

This antenna has delivered plus performance. And when
it comes to changing bands, it can be done in less than 30
seconds without hurrying, and this includes getting out of the
car and back in. Every time the antenna witt ue in perfect
resonance.

- I scrounged everything. But if you have to lay out the
cash, $5 should suffice.

hiterested?
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COVERING ADDITIONAL FREOUENCIES WITH DIPOLES

A half-wave dipole, center fed with a low-irnpedance

transmission line is simple, inexpensive, is easy to erect, and

it is an efficient radiator. Unfortunately, it is usually consi-

dered to be a singleband antenna. But this is not necessarily

true.
First, at its resonant frequency, the center impedance of

a /2tr dipole has a purely resistive value of approximately 70O

and closely matches standard 50 and 72'f) transmission lines.

But when a dipole is operated off its resonant frequency, its

center impedance becomes complex and no longer matches

low-impedance lines. At its second harmonic, for example, the

center impedance increases to well over 1 k'f) and is obviously

a very large mismatch to a low-impedance line-as trying to

operate such a 3.5 MHz dipole on the 7 MIlz band quickly

proves.
At ttre third-harmonic frequency of the dipole-so the

theory goes-the feedline again "looks into" the center of a

/z), dipole (that has a lzzl, dipole connected to each end) and

again sees a low-impedance resistive load. At progressively

higher harmonic frequencies, the center impedance of the

dipole swings between a very high value on even harmonics to

a low value on odd harmonics.
These facts prompt many amateurs to attempt to use

their 7 MHz, low-impedance, center-fed dipoles on the 21

MHz band as third-harmonic dipoles. The usual results are

that it is impossible or difficult to load the transmitter properly

on2IMIlz, and the measured swr on the transmission line is

high. But all is not lost. Once it is learned why these antennas

apparenfly defy basic antenna theory, the knowledge to per-

suade many other dipoles to work efficiently on two or more

amateur bands can be used effectively.
The basic problem is that, although radio waves travel

through space at the velocity of light-roughly 186,000 miles

or 300, 000, 000 meters per second*their velocity of propaga-

tion slows down on a conductor. Consequently, a /2tr (the

distance a radio wave travels in the period of a half cycle) is
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Fig.2-70. Y2 tr antenna pattern.

measurably shorter on a conductor than in space. Worse, the
speed and shortening effect varies from conductor to conduc-
tor.

In an antenna, for example, the amount of shortening
depends on the ratio of its length to its diameter,- and,
especially, the capacitance between its end sections and sur-
roundng space. As a conventional antenna has only two ends,
no matter what its length, a short antenna (measured in
fractions of a wavelength) is shortened a greater percentage
tlnn a longer one.

The standard formula for calculating antenna lengths
compensates for this variable factor. The formula for the
length in feet is:

T - (a92) (n-0.05)
L-- r :EQ-(r)
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outside the high-frequency edge of the band is of minor impor-
tance as far as radiating efficiency is concerned. If it can be fed
power, the irntenna wtll.radiate the power. Rather, the prob-
lem is that the off-resonant condition of the antenna produces
such a high swr on the transmission line that the output circuits
of most transmitters cannot compensate for the mismatch.

But by increasing the length of the antenna to make it
resonant at the desired 2L MHz frequency, these problems
disappear. In fact, the antenna should outperform a /zL dipole
for the same frequency, simply because a harmonically oper-
ated antenna exhibits gain in its favored directions over ar/zlt
dipole" While the gain of a Yz\antewraover a /z), dipole is only
0.8 dB, it is enough to refute the belief of many amateurs that
operating a low-frequency antenna on a higher-frequency band
is an inefficient substitute for separate dipoles on each band.

At first glance, it may seem that increasing the antenna
length for improved2IMHz results is simply trading one set

fig.2-71.1/2 tr antenna radiation pattern.

where n equals dre nurnber of half-wavelengths in the antenna,

and/is the frequency in megahertz.
When n ='1, (aYz\ dipole), the formuia simplifies to:

From either formula, the length of a Yz tr antenna for 7 .L7 5

MlIz (the center of the 7 MtrIz Novice band) is 65 ft., ZL/z n.
And Eq. l shows the length of alYz\antennafor 21.15 MHz in

the 2L MHz Novice band to be 68 ft 7y4 in. Working the

formulas backwards, the 7.175 MFIz dipole has a third-
harmonic resonant frequency af. 22.25 MHz. Conversely, the
21.15 MHz, 1/2tr antenna resonates at 6.822 l!ftIz as a I/ilt

anterura. Forwards or backwards, there is enough difference
in the lengths of the antennas for an oversize yardstick.

These figures indicate why the average 7 \lftlz' dipole

does so poorly on the 2L MHz band. tseing resonant far
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Fig.2-72.272 tr antenna radiation pattern.
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of problems for another. Certainly, the increased length reso'
nates the antenna outside the low-frequency edge of the 7
MHz band. Fortunately, however, most transmitter output

circuits have enough range on the 7 Nfrlz band to compensate

for the increased feedline swr at the operating frequency. And

the mismatch is more acceptable onT MJtrz than on 2llVfrIz,
because electrically a feedline of a given physical length is only

a third as long aswavelengths on 7 M/}lz as it is onZlNfrlz
Therefore, a particular value of swr increases the losses in the

transmission line less on7 MJIz than on ZlMIIz
Moreover, if the antenna is an inverted V with the ends

close enough to the ground to be reached without undue

difficulty, its.length can be adjusted for operation at the de-

sired frequency on theT MIlz band, and extensions approxi-

mately 20 in. long may be clipped to its ends fot 2L lvftIz
operation. The extensions may be allowed to drop vertically

from the ends of the antenna.

Fig.2-73.3/2 I antenna radiation pattern.

Other antennas and other bands. Plugging the ap-
propriate figures into the formulas will show that aVzlt dipole
for 3. 925 MfIz (119 ft, 3 in.) will also resonate as a 3lzz), dipole
near 28"73 MlIz. Other figures show that a 116-footer reso-
nates near 4 MHz as a Yz l, dipole and near 2L MIlz as a 2Yz )t
antenna. This pair of frequencies will not be of interest to
many amateurs, but it might interest some MARS members.
Also, if the ends of the antenna can be reactred from the
ground, butting itfor ZYilrresonance in the 21 MHz band will
permit clrpping extensions to its ends for operation in the 3.5
and 28 MHz bands.

The possibilities: A Novice might cut his dipole for 2Yztt
resonance near 21.15 MHz and use 6/z ft extensions to reactr
3.725 MIIz. A General class phone operator, on the other
hand, might select a length of 114 ftfor ZYz\resonance near
2I.36I[lftIz and,2Yz ft extensions for operation in the 3.8 and
?8Ntrlz bands. A third possibility is alVz\antenna for around
14.3 MHz (101 ft 6 in.). A couple of clip-on extensions at eadr
end will permit operating on the 3.5, 2L, and,28 MHz bands.
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Ghapter 3

ln-Door and Limited-Space Antennas

MII{IATURE ANTENI{AS FOR 80 THROUGH 1O METERS

You can buid,antennas that are only L/z}thconventional size

and, amazingly enough, have almost imperceptible losses'

-lr/z dB, compared with full size half waves'

Theory

Thetheoryinvolvedisquitesimple:Tlteindlt'ctiaereac-
knce of a short copper element and the capacitive reactance of

a r/t |t section oi 
-op"n 

wire line are combined to form a

resonant antenna system. See Fig. 3-1'

Since the open-wire line carries currents 1800 out of

phase and the wires are separated by oniy '024X, there is very

iltfle radiation from this section. All radiation, therefore, takes

place from the short copper element.

Losses

Reducingthesizeofanelementlowerstheradiation
resistance cJnsiderably. An element only '024)' long' fte

f""**, used here, shows a radiation resistance of only 0'5 f,}'

ioiu"u"r, the efficiency of the radiator remains better than
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Fig. 3-1. The inductive reactance of
a short copper element and the
capacitive reactance of a 7q ), sec-
tion of open-wire line are combined
to form a resonanl antenna system.

,["<', ^

987o since the ohmic resistance of the short 3/a inch copper
elements average less than 0.008 O. PR losses in the open-
wire line section are shown graphically in Fig. 3-2. ff the line is
rrnde of at least #16 wire, the losses are small averaging
slightly over -1 dB.

In addition to the IzR (heat) losses in the element and line
ruflined above, there is an additional loss, termed the directiv-
ity loss, that results from shortening the radiator. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3-3. The radiation from a full size haH-wave
clement forms the classic figure eight pattern. However, as
the length of the element is made smaller and smaller the ovals
rf the eight become more nearly circular although the general
radiation pattern remains the same. The result is a loss in the
immediate forward direction of - 0.39 dB, and some filling out
along the sides.

E|.,lfl I
u

t8 16 t4
wtR€ stzE

I'i1.3-2. Short antenna average lzR losses vs. line wire size.
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Fig. 3-3. Field pattern comparison short vs' full size element'

Summarizing: The directivity plus I2R losses in these

short element antennas average -LYz dB when compared

with full size elements, a loss that could hardly be detected in

the received signal.

Construction

Table 3-1 includes all the information required to size

antennas for 10 through 80 meters. Figure 3-4 shows

suggested construction details.

Additional Construction ilotes

Horizontal arrangements are shown, although, vertical

polarization could be used just as well.' 
Individual coaxial feeds are used on each band; however,

one could design aparallel single feed thatwouldfunction with

very little additional loss.
Tap distances for use with 52 O coax are shown; how-

ever, feed lines of any impedance, balanced or unbalanced, can

be used by merely tapping down on the line. Series capacitors
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Fig. 34. Construction details.
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fable 3-1. Antenna Sizes.

10M
15M
20M
40M
80M

Lengtt

Radiator Line (1) Tap (2)

10" 831/z'
15" 11',11/2"

20' 16'8V2" 4V2"

&" 7"
80' 62',10" 12'

B.W. (3) Loss (4)

245Kc. -1.3 dB
215 Kc. -1.4 dB
140 Kc. -1.5 dB
80 Kc. -1.7 dB
50 Kc. -2.0 dB

Notes: (1) Adjust line length for SWR 1:1 (see text)
(2) 52 o tap
(3) Bandwidth atSWR 2:1

i+i tnctudes line lzR losses and 0.39 dB directivity loss. #16line
wire size assumed.

are not required since the system is resonant and a purely

resistive load is offered to the feed line.

Good quality, moisture resistant end insulators should be

used since extremely high r.f. voltages appear at this point.

High impedances and higher voltages are the effects of stand-

ing waves on the open-wire line.
Because the capacitive reactance (of the Ya ),line section)

changes rapidly with frequency, the tuning of the line is quite

sharp. Thg dimensions given in the table, if followed closely,

will place the resonant point of the anterma at the lower endof'

the respective band. The construction details show short

pig-tails on each side of the line. These should be trimmed

one-quarter inch at a time until the SWR is 1: 1 at the operating

frequency.

Design Details

The inductance, LR, of short lengths of 3/n inch copper

pipe is shown graphically in Fig. 3-5. The inductive reactance,

Xn, may then be calculated from:

Xn = 2zrf*. Ln

The length of open-wire line, 10 (degrees), required to

fumish the necessary resonant capacitive reactance can be

determined from:
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RADIATOR LTH (INCHES)

Fig. 3-5. Radiator length vs. inductance.

Corlo= S
Zo

The line impedance, Zo, for various spacings is shown in

Fig.3-6. Line spacing vs. impedance, Zor wire size #16,

Results

Tap distances, antenna "Q", and bandwidths were first
calculated and then substantiated by testing.

Antennas for each of the bands have been constructed
;urd used with results comparable to any of the fulIhalf waves
used at various times. Comparisons were run against a long
vnre (275 feet) antenna by switching between the two. In the
direction of the maximum lobe of the long wire, the long wire
rutperformed the miniatures by Yz to 2 S units. In all other
tlirections the miniatures were equal to or better than the
longer wire.
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APARTMEIIT DWELLER'S ANTENNA SYSTEM

The basic requirements for an apartrnent dweller's an-

tenna system are 1" the antenna shall put out a good signal, i' e.

if a station can be heard, it can usually be worked, and 2. the

antenna shall be as inconspicuous as possible so that neighbors

and your landlord do not object, particularly where the apart-

ment lease forbids antenna installations.

System Testing

The antenna is tested during a period of high activity on

the various bands-during a contest. The contest period is

chosen so that reports from a large number of stations can be

obtained in a relatively short period of time. Note that the

failure of a station to respond to a call is a valid "negative"

report.
Theinvisibility of the antennais testedbyusage. Itis only

visible during actual operating periods. ff at those times it is
inconspicuous, then no complaints will result. If after a month

or so, no complaints have been received, the test is success-

tuI.

System Descdption

The'antenna used is a Hustler mobile whip, operated out

ofan apartment window at about 25 ft above ground as shown

in the sketch. This antenna system was chosen in preference

to others because it was easily collapsible and did not fall down

under the weight of ice or due to the effects of high winds.

Setting Up

Attach a hook or other fastening elernent to the wall or

roof outside the building above the window. If a convenient tie

point is available, it may of course be used. A piece of string is

tied to the hook and a loop about 3 in. in diameter is tied in the

other end of the string. The mast is screwed onto the bumper

mount and laid to one side. The resonator element is passed

through the loop, then screwed to the mast. The antenna is

then pushed out of the window and the bumper mount placed
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Fig. 3-7. Antenna set-up on apartment window ledge.

on the windowsill. The mast is supported by the string. The
window is then closed, wedging the antenna in place.

The first time the antenna is used, the length of the whip
is adjusted for minimum swr in the same way as is done in a
mobile installation.

Dismantling the antenna only requires opening the win-
dow and pulling it in. The string may be left hanging or tied
down to the window frame by catching it between thswindow
andframe when the windowis closed. The whole operation of
erecting and dismantling the antenna takes only a matter of
seconds.
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Using the Antenna

ln ordertokeep the antennainconspicuous, the 75and40

meter resonators are used only during the hours of darkness

when the whole antenna cannot be seen. By day, the small size

of the 15, 20 and 10 meter resonators keeps the antenna

inconspicuous.
ln use it is possible to alter the effective angle of radiation

of the system by varying the length of the string so as to

change the angle of the antenna with respect to the vertical
position.

Summary

The aparhnent dweller's antenna system puts out a good

signal on all bands. While it will not replace or outperform a

beam or a quad, it does allow transmitting operation under

manv unfavorable conditions.

.There is nothing new about base inductive loading of a
vertical antenna. The method is convenient and often allo*.
easy construction. The disadvantage, of course, is low effi_
ciency when the antenna is shorter than %1, long at the
gReratinS frequency. As shown in Fig. 3-8, the high current
flowat the base of the antenna means that the greatest current
flow takes place through the coil's relatively small conductor.
various solutions have been tried to get around the problem of
distributing the current flow in an antenna such thal the reac-
tive elements necessary to bring the antenna system into
resorumce do not also produce the greatest losses. The helical
antenna $ras one solution. By distributing the inductive loading
along essentielly the entire length of the antenna, the average
curent flowing through the base section was reduced. center
lumped inductive loading Fig. 3-8 has become the most popu_
larmethod, however, since it allows the heavy bu." currlni to
flow through the bottom section of the antenna, which is not
loaded, and because ofits constructional advantages, particu_
larly for mobile antennas.

The method is not always practical for fixed station situa_
tions, however, where the antenna center may not be acces_

BASE.TUI{ ED CEI{TER-IOADED ANTEI{ 1{A

Fig. 3-8' rmproved current dislribution of center-roaded anrenna (B) over base-roaded antenna (A) aflows highest currents totro* *tr"i" onric rosses are row.
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sible to change coils for various bands. Usually, the fixed
station operator who is constrained to using a vertical antenna
on several bands has had to settle for base loading and could
srnply take the approach of making the base loading inductor
as hefty as possible in an effort to reduce its losses. This
discussion explores a method by which the efficiency of such
antenna can often be considerably improved by a form of
pseudo-center loading using a transmission line to transfer the
reactance of a loading element located physically at the base of
the antenna electrically to its center.

Anote shouldfirstbe made concerningthefunction of the
loading inductor in a center loaded antenna. The inductive
reactance is necessary to make the electrical length of the
antenna equal a /al, so that the base impedance will match a
coaxial transmission line and the antenna will accept a transfer
of power from this line. Unless the loading inductor is ex-
tremely long or wide, it does not radiate any appreciable
signal. The radiating is done by the rest of the antenna. If the
copper losses in the inductor are not kept low, the inductor will
act in a manner similar to a dummy load and simply produce
heat. The inductors used for the center loading of short mobile
antennas are usually not shielded because weather protection
canbe obtained by epoxy coatings and a shield will reduce the
inductor's Q or efficiency. The coil, however, could be
shielded with a large enough enclosure so that the effect upon
the Q would be small and antenna performance would not be
affected thereby.

So, if the antenna saw the proper value of loading induc-
tance at its center, regardless of where the physical inductor
was placed, it would operate the same as it did with the
physical loading inductor at its center.

Reactance Transfer

One method that can be used to transfer a remotely
located reactance to the center of an antenna is via a transmis-
sion line. Transmission lines can actually be used not only to
transfer reactances but also to simulate them. The latter
feature is commonly used when stub matching is employed to
simulate the necessary inductive or capacitive reactance to
correct a mismatched fransmission line condition. Bv a combi-
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nation of using a lumped reactance at the end of the stub and

the effect of the stub itself, almost any value of inductive or
capacitive reactance can be created. The reactance so pro-

duced can have quite high Q and a low power factor depending

upon the quality of the lumped reactance and the losses of the
transmission line. By using the proper length and/ or termina-
tionfor a transmission line, it can also reflect an open or short
circuit and be used as a remote switch.

Figure 3-9 shows how a length of transmission line also

can act as either a capacitive or inductive reactance. The chart
shows how a short circuited stub can increasingly act as an

inductor until it is /nl, long and then start simulating a capaci-

tive reactance beyond YEI,.lf. the stub were open-circuited,
the opposite reactive condition would apply. That is, capaci-

tive reactance would be produced until the stub were /rl' long

and then at exactly /n\ length it would act as a short circuit.
By performing some simple math, the reactance pro-

duced by the stub when up to a /atr long is:

Xr (short circuited stub) = Z tan (2rr L/I)
Xc (open circuited stub) - Z/tan (2n L/1,,)

Z is the impedance of the transmission line used to make

up the stub and LII is the line length in wavelengths. The
physical line length is affected by the velocity factor (usually

.66 for coaxial lines) and shorter by that factor than a free-
space wavelength.

Although the reactance values repeat as the stub is made

odd multiples of a /ntr long, such long lengths should be

avoided if possible. The highest Q will be obtained when the
stub length is less thanl/....l.\. Once the reactance produced by

the stub is known, one can calculate or look up a reactance
gaph to determine how many rnicro-henrys or picofarads are
produced at any particular frequency.

Also, to obtain the best Q, a cable of the lowest loss

possible should be used and also one with an inner conductor
radius to inner radius of outer conductor ratio of 3 to 5. Not all

cables can satisfy the latter criterion, RG/59 cannot, for
example. RG/58 and RG/14 both are usable and the latter
cable is particularly usefiI, although it is a bit large ('55"
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diameter) to satisfy the requirement for low ross and theproper geometry for high e as a stub.

-Shor! or.open-ended stubs alone are limited in ability toproduce simulated values of capacitance or reactance simply
because of fhe fixed impedance of the cair" 

"."0. 
n"p[.ii

&.9 sfort or open-ended termination ,iU, u lumped reactancewill, however, extend the range to unv j".ired value. As ageneral indication of what effect rumped constant termination
will have in order to experimentauy aetermine ttre requrreJ
reactance, Fig. 3-9 can be used as a gurde.

Practical Application
Figure 3-10 shows how the principle outrined for transferof the center-loading reactance can be applied. nr".irry tf,"

urongr y{ue of roading reactance, the oveialr ant"nnu is ieso-ruted either as a /nl, o1 %L vertical, *O .o it. i""J poi"t
irnpedance will match a b0-ohm t*n..nl.son tine directly. Thetnaxial line used to transfer the base reactance is placed inside
the lower element of the antenna. The reacUve components

I 
'r1. 

3-10. Coaxral un" o,""
Irrxn base to junction of upper ano towei anie-nnrJrJr"nt".
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themselves can be placed in a shielded enclosure' if desired'

lut not" tftut both sides of the coaxial transfer line must remain

insulated from ground. There will be some radiation from the

;*ril;.feiline although the portion enclosed in the lower

;t"* section *il noii'ut" any problem' The exposed

portion can cause various problems, including pattern distor-
"d;;;G vertical it it i, *ua" too long. Basically, the method

;i;;;.ttt." transfer was meant to function with the physical

i"u.tun 
" 

at the base of the antenna and not 100 feet away'

t"r"tor., the dimensioning of the antenna sections and the

iJ;*rn; ,n" .o*iurtt"ntf":t tin" must all match to achieve

ilil il;ation of the antenna on various bands and position-

ing of the base reactive elements'

With some crt", **y tombinations.can be found that will

work. One combination that was experimented with used a

.t ta*JiO foot TV mast as the antenna lower element and a

smaller diameter 5 foot tube, insulated from the lower ele'

**t, u"tft" top elementinside the tenfoot section' Since Yztr'

;i thi cable on 10 meters was 10'8 feet' it provideda very'

convenient length to the base of the antenna' Either a B & W

.t*r. ggos-l coil (6 TPl, 2lz" diameter) or a 500 pf variable

;;;;;;^ ur"d to resonate the antenna' depending upon

tfrl ma and the antenna's mode of operation'

On 10 meters, some slight inductance was used at the

base to make the antenna operate inas/a\ mode in order to

t*ich tft" [ansmission line io the transmitter' On 15 meters'

capacitive r"u.t n." *as used to make the antenna operate in

,?J.oa". On 20 meters some very slight capacitive reac-

tance was also required' On 40 and 80 meters' the transfer

line length is quite sttJ in terms of wavelength and additional

inductive reactance at the base was used'
----- i*i"g of such an antenna can initially be done using an

SWR metJr in the transmission line to the transmitter' Try

both the inductive and capacitive element at the base on each
-:a-uutying 

their value until the SWR is brought down as-

close to 1:1 as pot.ibi"' Generally' the minimum amount of

i"u.tuo." that will achieve resonance should be used since

additional reactance means additional losses' Some confusion

will occur onthe trigheifr"qu"nty bands because the length of

the transfer tine aria antenna ma-y allow various combinaticrrs
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of base reactances to resonate the system. The only solution
in sudr a case is to use a field strength meter or, perferably,
check signals'with a distant station to determine which reac-
tance value produces the best radiated signal. Once the proper
reactance values are found, they can be bandswitched, if
desired, although the tuning does become critical on some
bands; a better solution might be to switch the inductor and
capacitor (with various taps on the former) and use a simple
tuning chart on each band to locate the correct settings.

Wth a vertical antenna, the transfer of the loading to the
base does not affect the fact that either a radial system or good
gound connection must be provided if the antenna is always
operated tn a Vr or s/nlt mode for direct match to a 50 ohm
transmission iine.

Summary

The method presented for transfer of the center loading
in an antenna to a more convenient location presents various
interesting antenna construction possibilities aside from the
one described.

If a location is used where no adequate ground connection
is possible, it would seem possible to use the reactance tans-
fer idea to resonate the antenna in a /zL mode. The base of the
antenna would then be at a high impedance point and an
antenna coupler would be necessary to couple to a coaxial
transmission line. Another approach to make an antenna with
less ground dependence would be to form a dipole antenna,
center loading each element via a reactance transfer cable to
the center of the dipole.

Removing the physical reactance a distance away from
the base of the antenna presents the problem of line radiation
whictr was mentioned. A possible solution to this problem may
be the use of triaxial cable with the outer shield grounded and
the inner shield and inner conductor used for the reactance
transfer. How longthe cable could be while still retaining good
krading Q and withouthavingthe tuningbecome too criticalare
rpestions that only trial and error experimentation can ans-
wer.
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ClW DWEI.LER'S MULTIBAilO ANTENNA

The antenna, being the mostimportant single component
of the station, poses an especially critical problem for thc
city-bound amateur whose space may be limited.

One satisfactory solution is described. The characteris-
tics of several simple antenna forms are reviewed briefly, the
goal being to incorporate as many desirable features as possi-

ble from each, into one efficient, compact multiband system.

the Horizontal Linear Dipole

The center half of a half-wave dipole contributes most t<r

the radiation process. Increasing amounts of the radiated
eners/, which proceed direcfly upward, are wasted as the
operating frequency is raised, never returning to receivers on

earth. This energy may be channeled to lower, useftd angles
by forming the radiator into the popular inverted dipole. A
more desirable omnidirectional radiation pattern then results,
becoming slightly more directional off the radiator ends in
some cases. This arrangement reduces the amount of ground

space required and elevates the important center half of the
radiator by the use of only one tall support. Efficient multiband
operation requires open-line feeder and match box arange-
ments.

The Folded Dipole

Broadband characteristics and simplicity of construction
are represented by the folded dipole. However, operation is
limited to fundamental and third harmonic frequencies, such as

7 and 2I MTlz. This antenna also may be installed as an
inverted dipole to enhance low angle radiation.

Ihe Trap Antenna

For fast band changing, the trap antenna is probably the
ultimate choice. However, this convenience is accomplished
at the expense of some losses in the isolation and matching
networks. Also, in many designs, only a small portion of the
structure is actively radiating on the higher frequency bands.
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The.extensive guylng necessary to some vertical trap anten_
nas has been known to elevate eyebrows, both wiihin andoutside the household.

The Windom Antenna

In the true Windom the single wire feeder offers theIowest loss feed line system, because no insulation i. us"O
except air. Multiband operation is available on the even har-

Fig. 3-1 1. Invefted *ndot
transmitter final.
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monically related 160,80,40,20 and 10-meter bands' using a

silrrpler tuner. The entire radiator actively contributes to its

opeiation on everY band'

Application

All of these simple antenna forms have been tested in the

above order, *oun 
"J 

i" it" same position, over the past 5

vears. The inverteO-Winaom surpassed all others in signal

ieports, simplicity and space requrements'^-'^d"-l"ngtrr, 
iao i""i, remains un-pruned for extra-class

cw use on g0 throughlo *"t"r.. The iingle feeder istaPPed

at 20 feet off-center' The inverted configuration was bor-

rowed from the inverted dipole antenna design *-d fg.t [:
same reasons. The radiator ianbe supportedby the family TV

mast and wiU appear to U" un unobtrusive pair of guy wirT:

The simple tuner in itg' g:[it m9u119a at a window to avoid

dielectric losses *ftitii-*oufa result if the feeder were routed

inside a building. T;;;"ti. .onventional, tapping the coil for

thebesttran.t"t of 
"n"igy, 

while maintainingresonance of the

tank.

Results

Signal reports and resceived signal strengths favor the

multiband antenna described over the discussed systems'

THE MINI VEE.BEAM

Many of the current crop of hams do not have even a
nodding acquaintance with the Vee beam-yet it is an antenna
with some very positive advantages: it will provide excellent
gain on three or more bands; is easy to build and tune up for
real efficiency over a wide range of frequencies; and it is so
neat and inconspicuous that it will be a lot more popular with
the neighbors than the usual quad or tri-bander.

Probably one of the reasons that the Vee beam has been
so neglected is that those hams who do know something about
the configuration usually feel that the antenna is not practical
unless located on an acre of ground.

Happily, this point of view is not quite true. Size does
help, of course, but it is possible to build a Vee beam which
provides very worthwhile gain on 20-15-10 meters, yet can be
put up on the average city lot.

Such an antenna does perform effectively. The one illus-
trated was first put on the air on 28 megacycles. In actual use,
a flattering number of CQ's resulted in three and four station
pile-ups on the frequency-from stations 1500 to 2500 miles
away.

The theoretical gain of a Vee beam of the dimensions
shown is approximately 6 dB on 10 meters, or about that of a
typical3 element beam. On 15 meters, gain is somewhat less,
approximately 5 dB, and the gain is in the neighborhood of 4 dB
on 20 meters. A long wire antenna of any type will deliver
rnore in actual communication gain than a parasitic array which
is rated at the same level.

Tlnsisprobably true for at least two reasons. First, long
wire antennas do not seem to require as much height, to
t leliver low angle radiation, as is needed for the smaller beams.
Second, receiving "efficiency"-if there is such a thing-
seems to be markedly better. At any rate, a Vee beam or
other long wire tlpe of antenna, will often dig out DX whidr
other local stations are having fficulty receiving, and pull in
that DX with less QSB. This could be accounted for by the fact
lhat the long wires develop both vertical and horizontal
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!UNIVERSAL JOINT.
MAOE FROM PIECE OF CLEAR PLASTIC

+OPEN WIRE 3OO OHM OR 4OOOHM
TV LEA}IN

TUNER

The antenna is likewise very simple, consisting of twod"-?, mounted parallel with the grouni, and as higlias IoJ
conditions permit. The antenna show, in the pfroios.uph i.
approximately 2b feet above the ground, higher, 

"i;;;;;wonld be better.
Ideally, the feed line would drop down from the antenna

gt right angles, however in practical ipplication ttris rrequenuv
is not possible. Figure 3-ri shows r tina of "universi joint;
madg un from a piece of clear plastic, which serves as the
termination point for the feed line, and allows the feed line to
leave the antenna at almost any convenient angle.

The feed line itself i1 the open wire ,,laddel, 
type of TV

line, either 300 ohm or 450 ohm (preferably the futi".l.-ffri,
line is adequate for any ssB rig which does not have a linear
amplifier-or for a CW rig up to200 or 800 watts. For powers
above that, the line should be made up with nu*u"ir?-*ir",
and either ceramic or clear spreaders.

Remember that even a 90 foot wire, loaded up with ice,
can.become pretty heavy, so be certain to u." .t ong
turnbuckles, screws, etc.

_ The 70-degree angle is about optimum for an antenna to
be used on three bands. However, ii this angle isn,t possible,
narow it to b0 degrees, or, preferably, us" i larg", ;d;;";Fig.3-12. Small Vee beam layout.

polarization;-and in addition, the larger capture areaprovides

for a kind of diversitY recePtion.
Perhaps none ofthese theories is entirely correct-but

there is no question about the results; long wire antennas,

particularly Vee beam and rhombics, have justly earned a

reputation for generating outstanding signals'

A Practical Vee Beam

The drawing Fig. 3-12, shows the layout of a Vee beam

whictr is small enough to be practical for many hams. It is fed

by a tuner, the circuit of which is shown in Fig' 3-13' Despite

its simplicity, the tuner will bring the antenna to exact reso-

rulnce it *y frequency in the three bands, and will nrovi{9 a

virtually perfectload for the transmitter, allowing standing

*uu" titib. as low as 1.1 to 1, or beyond the accuracy of the

usual swr meter.
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Lt,L_a t9 TuRitstrt4 wtRE 2. DTAMETER
L3 3TURIIS(SEETEXT)
coLS ilAD5 1p 6p41 Stt{GLE pt€c€ oF cotl srocK

Fig. 3-13. Antenna tuner circuit.
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to as much as 90 degrees. The last-named angle will 
'"dut'

gain somewhat on 10 meters, but will give better results on 20

meters.
The Vee beam provides a "figure 8" bidirectional pattern'

With the dimensions given, the pattern is quite broad.

Building the Tuner

The tuner for the Vee beam is made up on a 5 x 7 x 2
inch chassis. Building the tuner requires a minimum of parts:

two tuning condensers, one length of coil stock, a switch, a dial

light bulb, some insulators, and miscellaneous hardware'

The smaller of the two variable condensers, (50 pf'),

should be double spaced. Since it is used at a low voltage point,

even a midget variable like that shown is adequate for a fair

amount of power. A single spaced variable condenser, 150 pf

or larger, likewise should do the job even for the more power-

ful SSB rigs run barefooted" For full, legal power use conden-

sers with more spacing at both points.

The coil can be of standard coil stock (B + W 3900)'

Notice that the coil is actually three cotls. This is ac-

complished by ctipping the coil stock at the proper point qth
sidecutting pliers. Clipping the coil is easy, but following the

turns by eye to make certain which winding is which can be

confusing. The best answer is to use an ohmmeter as a

continuity meter-or a flashlight bulb and a battery. It sounds

ridiculous, but the tuner illustrated failed to work properly,

and it took all afternoon to discover that the connections to the

clipped-apart-coil were wrong!
The tuner is so simple that the actual wiring is at most an

hour's job. Use some scrap lengths of No. 14 wire, if possible,

for the leads. Note that the variable condenser above the

chassis is mounted on an insulator so that both the rotor and

stator are "above ground." The variable condenser below the

chassis can be mounted directly to the chassis, since the rotor

is grounded.

Tuning Up The Antenna

The Mini Vee beam, like any center fed antenna fed with

a tuned line, can utthze a simple resonance indicator which

shows when there is actually power in the antenna. And this is
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what counts -not the swr ratio. A low swr is a fine idea.
especially with an antenna fed direcfly with co-ax, but contrarv
to what appears to be an unfortunate popular opinion, a low
swr reading mrry mean simply that you have lucked into a
critical length for the co:x you are using. Low swr does not
guarantee your antenna is working efficiently.

With a tuner like that shown you have the best of both
worlds: the tuner resonates the antenna and its f.eeder_and
allows tuning out the reactance on the coax which runs bet-
ween the tuner and the transmitter. An swr meter inserted in
this line will show low swr, and furthermore the reading is
honest.

The resonance indicator on the tuner is simply a dial light
bulb in series with one feeder. (The system is balanced, so-in
theory, at least, the same current will appear on both wires of
the feed line.)

A number 44 bulb will handle up to 35 watts or so_and if
two bulbs are put in paraller, they will handle considerablv
rnore power. Higher power will require use of a Christmas
tree light bulb, or, if # blows out, simply chpping a flashlight
bnlb over a portion of the feeder, as shown in Fig. 3_14.

Step One

. In tuning up any antenna system, start out by tuning up
the transmitter to a suitable dummy load. As the fust step it is
;rlways nice to know that the transmitter is putting out power.

Next, tune up on 28 MIlz. Remove the dummy load from
the fransmitter and hook up the coax to the tuner. place the
r:lips on t}te tuner coil at approximately 8 turns from each end.

Set condens er C2 atapproximately one-half capacity (as_
suming 150 p0.

I tg. 3-14. Resonance indicator on feedline.
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Adjust the load controls on the transmitter so that meter
readings indicate the antenna appears to be taking some
power. Now rotate Cl, and watch for the bulb to light. If it
does not, throw the switch, and try again. If there is still no

indication, move the clips either closer to the center, or
further out. Try to have the same number of turns on both
sides.

In a couple of minutes, a point where tuning condenser

C1 throush resownce will cause the bulb to light should be

reached. Now, adjust C2 ftor maximurn brightness of the
indicator bulb, and "touch up" the tuning of the transmitter.
The name of the game is to achieve maximum brightness on

the indicator bulb without, of course, overloading the
transmitter-which probably has a plate milliameter to indi-

cate proper input.
After discovering the proper tap points for 1.0 meters,

indicate them with a dab of paint (or finger nail polish)

alongside the clips so that it will be easy to rehrrn to the same

spot.
Tune up on 15 meters and 20 meters follows exactly the

same procedure. When maximum brilliance on the bulb is
obtained the system is in resonance.

Additional Bands?

Yes, thg Mini Vee will ttme up on the other bands as well.
It will tune up on 6 meters and it may tune up on 2 meters as

well, although most of the coil will have to be shorted out and it
would be better to use a smaller coil. The radiation pattern will
not be a bi-directional "figure 8" (as will be true on the lower
frequency bands) but rather a figure 8 plus a number of other
lobes, many of which will be higtrly useful, and tend to give

coverage in all directions.
In addition, the antenna can be used as a random length

long wire (fed with an L network) on 80 meters and 40 meters

so the IMini Vee is actually an all-band antenna. All of this can

be done with a somewhat more complicated tuner plus a
sinple switching arrangement.

AN EFFICIEI{T II{DOOR AI.ITENiIA SYSTEM

Having to work with an indoor antenna system inside an
apartment or house is, of course, a major handicap. No indoor
antenna system will ever work as well as an outdoor antenna
system constructed of the same materials, at the same height,
etc. However, rather than take the defeated approach dth;
indoor antenna problem, it is very worthwhile to examine the
possibilities concerning what things can be done better with an
indoor antenna system than with an outdoor antenna system.
After all, with an indoor antenna system, the materiis used
are not subject to the same wear or stress requirements as
tlose on an outdoor system, and the antenna ijusually more
accessible to make adjustments.

one of the chief factors that is desired to achieve in anv
antenna system is low-loss. That is, regardless of how good
the matching is to an antenna system to transfer power tJ the
system, one still wants to keep the basic O loss of the system
as low as possible. such a condition insures at least thai each
delivered watt of power really radiates and also leads the way
to the development of a broad-band or multiple-band antenna
system which does not require critical tuning.

Thin copper sheeting is an ideal antenna material, and
most amateurs would have been using such material if it were
as readily available as common household aluminum foil. The
advantages are numerous as compared to the aruminum foil
material various amateurs have used for the indoor construc-
tion 9f loop or dipole antenna systems. The losses of copper
are far lower and the copper can be directly sordered with
ordinary soldering materials. Unfortunately, one can't walk
down to the nearest hardware store and obtain a roll of thin
copper. But, it can be found by searching out the various
wholesale metal product outlets.

The total cost will depend upon the length of sheeting
purchased.

. - But, why try to obtain such copper sheeting or foil when,
if copper is so desirable, copper tubing is readilyivailable from
plumbing supplyhouses? The advantage of the sheetingis that
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it covers far greater surface areafor less cost and it is far
easier to handle and form in different antenna shapes.

A Practical Antenna

One of the simplest but most effective indoor antennas
which can be constructed if space is available is an ordinary
dipole. ln one qrse, a dipole antenna which is constructed is
strown in Fig. 3-15. "I\e L2' wide copper sheeting is cut with a
pair of heavy shears to two strips of 6" width and each strip
used as the arm of a dipole. Little loops of wire are soldered to
the top edge of each sheet at intervals and these loops used to
attach plastic cord which in turn is used to suspend the antenna
from a roof beam, at about a 12" spacing from the beam. At the
center of the antenna, the copper sfrip is folded together
torvards the center where the coaxial feedline is attached. The
folded over edge of the strips is soldered along eactr edge to
the body of the copper strip. This is done to insure absolutely
minimum resistance at this high current portion of the anten-
na. The copper strips are first cut to "formula" length for a
regular dipole on the band being used. However, there is no
way to predict exactly how much longer the antenna will be
than required. One has to use an sur meter in the feedline and
carefrrlly frim the antenna length down until proper resonance
is found. This procedure is easily done with a pair of shears,
fimmingthe copper stripping down equallyatboth ends of the
dipole until a Ll, or as close as possible to 1:1, swr ratio is
actrievedinthe center of the band for whictr the antenna is cut.
This procedure requires patience but it is absolutely essential.
One of the greatest faults made with indoor antenna systems
of the self-resonant type is that many operators forget that the
capacitance of the building stmcture surrounding the antenna
conrpletely changes its resonant frequency. The antenna must
be ctrt for resonance where it is mounted or one will end up
blaming the indoor location for poor performance results
whidr are not really justified.

A Multi-Band Antenna

The use of the copper stripping to construct an indoor
antenna demonstrates its versatility when constructing a mul-
tiband parallel dipole tlpe of antenna system. The multi-band

n2

type of antenna *r, b: y3{e for any cornbinations of bands,
3lthough the space available in most indolr situations will allowit to be constructed for only 20, rs analo meters or some twoband combinations of these frequ"n.iu.. rrre basic murti-band
antenna is constructed for the rowest frequency to be used rikethe antenna shown in Fig. S_lb a"Jl;;;;up for operation onthis band. Then each side of the Or.i. aipof" is cut using shearsto form either two o1 three strips oJ?"u.f, dipole side as
:P.* in Fig. 3-16. Try.to cut the .opp"r.o there is about aYa" gap between the strips. tlow, if ttiibasic dipole were cutfor 20 meters, the center strip would be cut back equally on

Fig.3-15. Basic dipole constructed from thin .offi.uipr.

l'0. 3-16. One halt of a fii_band dipole.
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each side ofthe dipole until the antenna resonated p'op"'iy on

15 meters. Then the bottom strip would be cut away equally

on both sides of the antenna until the antenna resonated

properly on 10 meters. Little pieces of tape placed periodically

between the strips will be more than adequate for physical

support. The large area surface of the antenna is such that

trimming of the strips to form dipoles on each band does not

appreciably affect the resonance on any one band, but one

should recheck the resonance on each band. Corrections, if
necessary, are easily done by soldering on a few inches of

copper stripping cut off during the tuning process on each end

of the dipole strip. solder these correction strips vertically on

the end of each dipole strip.
The same procedure can be used to construct almost any

form of dual or triband antenna when there is sufficient space

to run a dipole on the lowest frequency band being used'

Variations

The ease with which the copper stripping can be bent

and, particularly, soldered makes it possible to vary the con-

stuction of an indoor antenna to suit almost any situation' For

instance, as shown in Fig. 3- 17, if not enough space is available

to run out a full length dipole, the dipole strips can be bent to

hang vertically at the end of the antenna to make up the

necessary length. Inductively loaded or trap antennas are also

easily constructed by soldering the necessary components

between sections of the copper stripping. A 80-10 meter loop

antenna can be formed as shown in Fig. 3-18 by constructing

as large a loop in the attic as space will permit to be hung and

using a trans-match type of tuner to resonate the system'

Oor t nang such a loop horizontally unless it is relatively small

and operation is desired only on the 80 or 40 meter bands' The

r"uron for this is that the dominant radiation from a loop will

either be broadside to the plane of the loop or along the plane

of the loop or a combination thereof, depending on the rela-

tionship of the loop size in wavelengths to the frequenrybeing

used. A horizontally placed loop operated on the higher fre-

quency bands might well operate in a mode such that the

dominant radiation is wasted because it is straight up and

down.
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Baluns

The use of a balun for an indoor antenna system is
recommended. There are usually enough problemi with rf
fields with indoor installations because of urb dose proximity

Fig. 3-17. A space-saving version of the multi_band dipole.

Fig. 3-18. A multi-band loop for suspension in an attic.
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of the station equiprnent and the antenna that it doesn't pay to

aggravate it by-additional R'F. problems' Inexpensive home

bGw or kit-type toroid baluns can be used since no weather

protection is n"c".sury. The toroid winding ends ge 9olde19d
directly to the coppeistripping which form the dipole and to

the coax feedline.

Gonclusions

Theusageofindoorantennasisoftenassociatedwith
lower power 6peration so that one suffers a double handicap.

Ttre use of copper stripping as described goes just about tt lg
u, 

".ono*i.i$ 
possibte in keeping antenna losses low' So' if a

matctr of whatever power is available is obtained at least one

source of loss can be minimized.
A word of caution when handling copper stripping' espe-

cially the hard-drawn type. With normal care, there is no

problem in the handling of the material' However, the edges'

ihen cut with shears can become like knife blades'

T}IE SMAI.I LOOP ANTENNA

When attempting to operate an amateur radio station
while living in an apartment it is often desirable to use the
smallest antenna possible. Since in the interests of social
harmony it is often mandatory that the antenna be concealed,
the antenna may be restricted to indoor operation. In the
course of trying to matctr a number of different shapes of wire
to a coaxial transmission line it was noticed that when the loop
forming the gamma match in the center of an 'S' shaped
antenna was made large enough, a close match to the trans-
mission line could be obtained. While the first surprise was
tlat the loop forming the gamma match was a large as it was,
the second was that the match to the line was little affected
wtren the arms of the 'S' were shortened and eveu removed.
That the loop which remained was of a useful size for an
antenna was evident since at 7.L5I$lfrlz the length of wire in
the loop was about 6.7 meters (22 feet) and the total height
when erected vertically was about 2.1 meters (7 feet). An
antenna this size was easily manageable while there was
sirnply not enough room to put up a half wavelength antenna 20
meters long.

At first it seemed to be a bit strange that a loop antenna
this small would have as high a radiation resistance as it did. In
a nurnber of books the radiation resistance of a loop antenna
witha uniform orrent distributionis calculated and aloop with
a circumference of about .7 wavelength is needed to obtain a
radiation resistance of 50 ohms. Since this would mean the
calqdated loop circumference would be some 4.5 times the
actually measured size a qualitative &eck was made of the
current distribution in the loop. As can be seen in Fig. &19 the
current distribution was certainly not uniform. Indeed it was
not even symmetric about the two points where the antenna
was fed; a much greater current flowed in the side connected
to the capacitor. This held tme with the connections to the
coa:r braid and center conductor swit&ed. Once it is estab-
listted the current is not uniform it is to be expected that the
radiation resistance will be higher than the uniform current
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,,n lhe ground floor of a two story frame apartment building.
llrt: concrete floor, which is essentialiy at ground level, was

r oVor€d with at least two layers of regular aluminum foil. This
gilve a solid ground plane rougtrly 6.7 by 4 meters and.0032
r r rr I hick (which is about the skin depth of. a7 MHz rf current in
;rhrrninum). The antenna was made of 19 strands of aluminum
ivirc in a loose bundle. Each strand was slightly less than 1/16
rur:h in diameter. The antenna was erected in a vertical plane
,rrrrlfed with RG-58/U at its lowest point which was 20 cm (8
rrlhes) above the ground plane. The ground plane was not
,lin'ctly connected to the antenna, feed line or signal source. A
lr;ursceiver was used as the rf source and the swr meter gave
.r 1.0 to 1.0 reading for a 51 ohm load. The antenna was about
t rl meters from the transceiver.

The small loop antenna, as might be expected, is induc-
lrvt: and from Fig. 3-21 it can be seen that the inductive
rr';rt:tance increases as the length increases. This can be
r ontrasted with the short linear dipole which looks capacitive

Fiq.3-19. A plot of the approximate current flowing in the antenna' Current is

pi6tt"o on the verticalaii-s in arbitrary.Y!!1 ]l:..:l1ll"1^"llT.,:ditates 
tho

ieneral radiation polarization of the antenna positioned as shown'

model would predict. Thus it appears that a more accuratcr

physical modet would have to be used to explain why thc

current flow assumes the form it does. (These measurements

are not precise but are probably accurate enough to ascertain

the antenna current. They were made with a loop of wire a

couple inches in diameter held several inches from the anten-

na. This test loop and a four germanium diode bridge werc

mounted on the end of a four foot piece of plastic pipe and thc

DC output was fed through a coax line to a galvanometer')

It needs to be said that the above mentioned and all thtr

following measurements were made with the anterula indoors
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t (y. 3-20. The radiation resistance of the loop antenna versus the length of the
, iroumference measured in fractions of a wavelength. The bottom scale gives
rln circumference in feet for a signal frequency of 7.15 MHz.

,rrrrl whose reactance goes to and crosses through zero as its
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Fig.3'22. The swr of the small roop antenna across the 40 meter band. Theantenna was matched to a 51 coaxiar transmission rine at the band center.

Fig. 3-21. The inductive reactance ol the loop antenna versus the length of the
circumference. The scale on the right indicates the value of the series capacitor
needed to tune out the antenna's reactance for a signal frequenry of 7.1 5 MHz.

length is increased. The radiation resistance of the loop as a

function of its length is given in Fig. 3-20. Comparing the
points on the graphs where the radiation resistance equals 51

olms it can be seen that the reactance is almost eight times as

large as the resistance which indicates that the setting of the
capacitor in series with the antenna will in practice be critical.
Adding to this problem is the very rapid ctrange in resistance
as the length increases, which indicates that the length of the
antenna will also be a critical factor. Experience confirms that
only srnall variations in the length and in the capacitance can be

tolerated if a close match to a transmission line is sought.

These readings were taken at low power with a calibrated 100

ohm carbon potentiometer inserted in series between the
coan inner conductor and the variable capacitor.

The swr of the loop antenna across the entire 40 meter
band is shown in Fig . 3-22. Here the length of the antenna and

the setting of the capacitor were chosen to give the best matctt

at7.lllfrlz. As can be seen the swr is less than 1.6 to I even

at the band edges. In Fig. 3-23 the length of the antenna was
not changed but the capacitor was adjusted to give the lowest
swr at each frequency. One can see that for a fixed length the
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Fig. 3-23..This is the same plot as Fig. O-22, except that the series capacitoGadjusted to give the lowest swr at jach trequeriby. 
--
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antenna can be tuned to keep the swr below about 1'2 to 1

even at the band edges. In Fig. 3-24 swr plots are given for

several different capacitor settings'

Some tmportant Practical Aspects of Small Antennas

While a loop antenna that is '05 wavelength high can

radiate as well as any simple dipole antenna, there are a

number of very important practical considerations that have to

be kept in mind. .Indeed, these considerations apply to any

short antenna whether it is a dipole, loop or whatever' even

though the discussion here will focus on the loop' The first

*n E* is with tuning out the reactance and obtaining the

pioper radiation resistance while the second invplves minirnlz-

ing nonradiative energY losses.

1. Tuning out the reactance and obtaining the proper

radiation resistance.
Most short antennas will be reactive and the loop is

especially so. For maximum operating efficiency in most situa-

tions, it is desirable to have the feedline see a purely resistive

load.'It is also usually desirable that this resistive load be of a

particutar vAue. Sinie in most short antennas a small change in

it. t"ngtfr will have a profound effect on both the resistance

and the reactance, thL length has to be determined rather

accurately. one difficulty here is that the "right'' length is

going to depend on such ttrings as the proximity of conducting

6oaiE., antdnnas, feedlines, towers, etc', as well as the height

above ground and the nahre of the ground itself. The reac-

tance needed to tune the antenna will be similarly affected.

wrat this means in practice is that the length of the antenna

and the value of the tuning reactance will have to be adjusted in

eactr situation to make sure a reasonable match is being ob-

tained. Thus it is essential that an swr meter, antenna bridge

or other accurate device be used to determine that the an-

tenna does indeed provide a close match to the feedline being

used.
Inconnectionwithtuningtheantennathereisanother

detail to consider. Since the loop antenna has much inductive

reactance, the capacitor used to tune it will also have a high

reactance which means that the voltage appearing across the

capacitor will be large. For the loop antenna under considera-
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Fig. 3-24. These plols are the same as Fig. 3-22 with the exception that each one
was made with a different setting of the series capacitor. The antenna length
rwnained fixed.

tion here it means that 100W of rf fed into a 50 ohm loop will
produce about 800V peak across the capacitor, which indi-
t:ates that even at this power level there are few capacitors
other than air or vacuum dielectric ones which can be used that
will not arc through or burn out. For an rf power level of 2 kw
l'}EP into the loop it means that something like 3600V appears
;rcross the plates, which indicates that the capacitor will have
Io be chosen with some care.

2. Minimizing nonradiative energy losses.
trn principle the ability of an antenna to radiate does not

rlnnge as the antenna is made smaller since the current goes
rrp as the length is reduced. The problem is that as the current
r ises the energy lost too heating the antenna wire increases as
lhe current squared so that what may have been built to be a
';rrnll antenna may in fact be a big resistor that generates a lot
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of heat and radiates litfle rf. If the assurnption is made that the

loop antenna electrically looks like an antenna that is '05

wauerengtrr high with a nonuniform current distribution then

tfr" -t"iru has an intrinsic radiation resistance of. about Yz

ohm. This low value should not be confused with the much

higlrer resistance presented to the feedline. In order that at

teast gOqo of the energy be radiated, this means the antenna

wire has to have a circumference of about 4cm or, for a single

conductor, a diameter of about 1. 3cm (Vz' ) at TMHz' All that is

i*pott*t i. the effective 'surface area' of the conductor' The

thickness can be quite small since a flat strip of aluminumfoil

*"t i four layers thick and 2cm 1zln',1wide is sufficient. If a

small antenna is constructed by joining sections of tubing or

wire or whatever together than care nnust be taken to insure

that the joints do not constrict the diameter enough to create

points 
"i 

lrigtt resistance and accompanyrrg high heatloses-

The seiond source of nonradiative energy loss that af-

fects every antenna, regardless of its size or type and in

almost all locations, is the heating of the ground near the

antenna. This subject is sornewhat involved and will be men-

tioned only brieflyhere even though ground losses are proba-

bly the *ijot limiting factor on the lower ham bands in most

ur*t"ut radio stations. The less the height of an antenna the

greater the ground losses are. Indeed, for antennas close to

fr" grounA 
"lurfu.", 

the ground loss is horrendous and only a

smal fraction of the rf fea to the antenna is radiated. Ground

losses can, however, be greatly reduced and such low anten-

* *n be highly etricient radiators if an adequate ground

.vrt"* it ot"L Wm" the size of the ground system needed

wiUaependonsuchfactorsasthegroundconductivity'the
tr.igtti *a size of the antenna and the frquency, a minimal

.v.f,* *igt t consist of 100 wires each a quarter wavelength

long shallowly buried in a radial pattern'

The aluminum glound plane used with the 7 MHz loop

antenna should be about as efficient as an extensive wire

;ild system of the same dimensions (6'7 by 4 meters)'

[*tu*ing a local ground conductivity of 1'5 millimhos per

;;;;, alough calcirlation indicates that, neglecting wire los-

ses, the efficGncy of the antenna system is reduced by ground

losses to about 357a. Thus about two thirds of the rf energy
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fed to the antenna merely heats up the ground near the
antenna and is wasted; 35Vo is radiated to the atmosphere.
Wire losses in the loop antenna itself may reduce this to near
3Wo . T o compound the losses a bit further, if the final amplifier
in the transceiver used here is assumed to be about two thirds
efficient, then a dc input power of 200W to the final amplifier
tinally results in about 40W of rf being radiated to the
afrnosphere-this is an overall efficiency of about 20Vo. Wth-
out the ground plane the losses would be expected to be much
greater than they already are.

Some Possible Uses of a Short Antenna

The small loop has two disadvantages relative to a con-
ventional full size dipole. First it has to be constructed of a
muctr larger wire size to minimize resistive wire losses. Sec-
ond it has to be tuned fairly accurately-both the length and
the series capacitance have to be within narrow tolerance
limits. In addition, the capacitor has to have a hefty voltage
rating which for many hams means using a suitable air or
vacuum capacitor or a section of coax trimmed to the proper
Iength. In practice, once they have been recognized, the
disadvantages can be readily overcome, giving the user a small
antenna that can be expected to work in much the same
numner as a regular dipole with the same orientation at the
same height.

Since the 7 MJIz loop is abolt 7 feet in diameter it is
possible to construct it of a self supporting conductor such as
copper or aluminum tubing or fairly stitff 3/a" diameter coax and
to suspend it from a single support. It could, for example, be
mounted instead of a center supported horizontal dipole or
inverted V. The loop has the advantages that no end supports
are needed and that it will usually be possible to orient it as
desired instead of orienting it to fit space limitations. The loop
also possesses the unique advantage that in such an installa-
tion it can be orientated to radiate vertically; it should work
much as would a vertical dipole whose center was as high as
the center of the loop. In choosing a particular orientation it
should be noted that in Fig. 3-19, with the antenna fed at the
bottom, the orientation of the radiated rf will be mostlv vertical
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- with a sizeable horizontal component; it looks like a tilted

vertical. For true vertical radiation it will be necessary to

rotate the loop, capacitor and feedline counterclockwise' A

suitable clockwise rbtation wilmake it radiate like ahorizontal

dipole. It will also radiate horizontally if the plane of the loop is

panllel to the ground. In many installations it will be possible

1o erect two or even three loops, so the operator has achoice

of polarization.
In adddition to being usable where space limitations rule

out a full size dipole, the small loop antenna lends itself to

emergency and portable operations. If erected close to the

ground without an extensive ground system, it can be ex-

pected to work as badly as any other antenna at the same

ireigtrt, although there are many situations in which such

p"iot**.e is adequate. The loop is a lot smaller than a full

iize dipole and it can be oriented to radiate vertically or

horizontally. As indicated in Fig. 3-22, it canbe constructed to

cover a fairly wide range of frequencies and still maintain an

acceptable swr. It might be noted that while the effect de-

pends on the conductivity of the ground, the radiation resis-

?ance of an antenna that is not above an extensive ground

system will be affected by the height above ground. As a rough

figure, the effect can become important below a quarter

wavelength and drastic below an eighth wavelength'

Table 3,2 gives rough length, capacitance and minimum

singte conductor diameter (for alumintlm) for the lower ham

Table 3-2. Approximate Length, Gapacitance and

Minimum Conductor Diameterforthe llF Ham Bands.

Amateur LooP Serios Condrctor
Band Circumlersnce Capacitance Dismotor

160 meters 88 feet 20O Pf 1.0 inches

80 44 100 .7

40 22 50 '5
20 ll 25 .4

15 7.3 12 .4

10 5.5 6 '3

Approxirnate loop circumf erences, tuning

""pr"itrn""t 
and minirnum conductor diameters (if

a single round conductor is used) for the lower

ham bands.

bands. Wth aluminum conductors, either solid or hollow of the
diameters given, the wire losses should be less than I}Vo.
Lossesina copper wire of agiven size shouldbe about.8times
the aluminum losses. To obtain a suitable conductor it is
possible to use two conductors with half the diameter, four
conductors with a quarter the diameter, twenty conductors
with a twentieth the diameter, etc., provided the wires are
well separated from each other and not tighfly bundled to.
gether. These numbers were obtained by scaling the7 lv&lz
results. If '?'is the frequency, the length and the capacitance
are proportional to uL/f," while the conductor "surface area
per unit length" is proportionalto "I+fl/2." The exact length
and capacitance values required may well vary with different
installations and it is urged that, as with beams, quads, and
many other antennas, the length of the loop and the series
capacitance be adjusted for an optimum match to the feedline
with the antenna at the intended height and orientation.
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THE 18 INCH ALL.BAND ANTENNA

A simplistic explanation of this antenna is that it is not an
antenna in the common meaning at all. Rather it might be
thought ofas a capacitor coupled to all the rest ofthe universe.
In this universe are quite a few other antennas connected to
bansmitters.

The size of this capacitance must be very, very small as
its elements are very far apart. Any capacitance existing must
represent an extremely high impedance. Thus it is necessary
to build a transformer which will convert this high impedance
down to something manageable, kke 52 Ohms.

Today, this enterprise can be managed with real compo-
nents by the use of an FET source follower, as shown in the
diagram. An input capacitor is used to prevent inadvertent DC
coupling to the FET gate and its subsequent destruction. At
the input of the FET is also the only special component, high
quality low noise metal or carbon film resistor of about one
meghohm resistance.

This is required to reduce resistor noise at the input
which will soon develop if carbon composition resistors are
used. Of course, a choke would solve all the problems if only
one could find one with a high enough impedance and no
strange chBracteristics like resonances at undesired frequen-
cies or lgw Q figures to eat up the signal.

The "antenna" portion of the unit also is a bit critical in
ttrat the capacitance to the rest of the world often needs to be
adjusted to fit a particular location in the real world. For
example, a nearby broadcast station or a bad fluorescent light
could cause cross modulation. The "antenna" used is a re-
placement receiver whip which could extend from about 8
inches to about 4 feet.

But 18 inches seems best for most locations. Remember
again this is a capacitive device, and any stray capacitance to
ground from the antenna or circuitry leading to the gate ofthe
FET causes the signal to be divided into an unwanted capaci-
tive branch. So use a big insulator at the base of the whip and a
short lead to the FET base. The units built use "free form"
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elecfonics with all components soldered together in space

and the grounds soldered to a piece of brass . 010 shim stock or
printed circuit board.

All of the circuit following the source follower is simply a

30 dB gain broad-band amplifier. The roll-offis at 3 MHz on the

low end and at about 35 Nftlz at the high end. By using this

amplifier, the result is a lot more gain at the receiver input (and

possibly some cross modulation if the antenna is extended too

far). The extra gain makes the receiver think it has a quarter

wave whip connected to it at any frequency from 3 to 35 MHz.
It should be noted that this particular broadband amplifier

has been designed to be tairly foolproof, but don't bring the

input and output close together. Hard core cases of local cross

modulation may require a filter between the FET source

follower and amplifier to remove the offending station. Or an

FET broad-band amplifier may be used to handle the large

signal levels of a local station without cross modulation. Sofar
the capacitor-FET antenna has worked so well that neither
has been necessary.

In use the capacitive antenna has been remarkable. It
draws only about 6 mA from a 9V battery. Any frequency in

the working range can be tuned with good strong signals. It
doesn't seem to be frequency selective at any place within its
range and once the whip has been adjustedfor the location, 10

meters, WWV, all major shortwave bands, etc., can be tuned
with nothing but a small box sitting on top of the receiver and a

twist of the dial.
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Ghapter 4

Beams and lrrational Antennas

A WDESPACED BEAM

'[his three-element, widespaced beam is plenty sturdy; it is of
;rll-aluminum construction and can withstand winds of up to 80

rnph.
When building this beam, do not alter any of the physical

tlimensions, as this will decrease the efficiency of the antenna.
'[he frequency of the array is set in the middle of the band to
:rllow its use on the CW and phone portions of 20m.

The elements are constructed of thin-wall aluminum tub-
ing, of the diameter and length stated in Table 4-1.

Each element is constructed of seven pieces. The center
portion is 1 in. inside-diarneter aluminum conduit to give

strength to the remaining portions of the elements. The con-

tluit is slotted at each end on both sides for about 3 in.

The remaining portions are fitted together to the values

shown in Table 4-2. About 4 in. from each individual piece of
tubing is placed a self-tapping screw to insure that the ele-

rnents do not nnove or rattle. At the end of each element is
placed a drip hole about 1 in. frorn the end and a cork is

lrress-fit in the end of the tubing to prevent the elements from
whistling in the wind.
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Table 4-1. Thin Wall LengltF.

ELEMENT
SECTION

ELEMETT T{'I|nG
OIRECTOR ORIVEN EL. REFLECTOR tEf

A 2tt ?t1 8fr !/.1 in. o!
I 5-t/2 t] 5fr 6-t/? tr 7/C In. O.D

c c-t/? lt 6fr 6-t/? ll I in. O.D.

o lo lt AL. coN. |o fr AL. coN. to fr aL. coN. I in. l.D.

All three elements are constructed in the same manner,
the only difference being their physical lengths. To obtain the
proper length on each side of the center of the boom, the
thin-wall aluminum portions of the elements are adjusted in or
out of the aluminum conduit. Once the proper distance has
been attained, drill a hole about 8 in. from the edge of the
conduit and drop a self-tapping screw in, and also place a hose
clamp about 1 in. from the end of the conduit.

Just a small note here on cutting the thin-wall aluminum.
Most of the tubing comes in 12 ft lengths, so on the antenna
portion cut the tubing in half and to obtain the proper lengths
for the director and reflector for their overlap cut the tubing 6
in. off center.

The boom isa27 ft4in. piece of 3 in. aluminumirrigation
tubing. It is the most expensive single portion of the antenna,
but is well worth the money spent, from at least the
standpoints, of the strength it gives and its light weight.

At each end of the boom there is a circular block of wood,
the diameter of the pipe, which is fitted in the end of the pipe
and then nailed. This precaution is necessary unless you are a

bird lover.

fable4-2. Lengths of Remaining Pieces.

Fig. 4'1 . The values given are from the edge of one piece to the edge of the other.

The main feature of this antenna is the method used to
rnount the elements to the boom and keep them there.
Aluminum plates (0.25 in. thick) are used in this deal. The
plate is held to the boom by two 3 in. muffler clamps. The plate
in turn holds the element with two smaller muffler clamps as
shown in Fig. 4-2. The plate is first mounted on the boom with
the 3 in. clamps and tightened slightly. It should be mentioned
llnt all hardware used was galvanized heavily and then lead
plate was used on ail the nuts and bolts to prevent seizing and
msting.

The aluminum conduitportion of the elements is mounted
;rnd tightened on each plate. There are two pieces of grappling
rron, about 6 in. long, which are placed on each side of the
lrrnm, one each under the nuts which are the furthest away
lrom the ends of the boom. Make sure that the distance from
lhe center of one parasitic elernent to the other is 26 ft 8 in.

ORIVEN

ELEMENT LENGTHS

REFLECToR 33 ft-S in.
DRIVEI{ EL. 33ft-5 in.
OIRECTOR 3t ti-s in.

ALL MOUNTIIIG PLATES
ARESin.rSin.SOUARE

Itt-3 in

3 ft- 3 in.
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The center plate is a two-fold job. Two pieces of 2 x 4

are cut to iength of the plate and iong boits about 7 in. arc
placed through the plate and boards and slightly tightened.

This plate is rnounted to the boom as the other two were,
using rnuffler clarnps again. Ttren the conduit is rnounted and

clamped in its place. Ey sighting at the end of the boom, look at

the three pieces of conduit and make sure that ali three are
parallel to each other, then tighten all the muffler clamps.

l{ow the rernaining portions of the elements are placed in

their respective places and finally the hose clamps are installecl

and tightened. When you do this make sure that the drain
holes are on the bottom facing the ground.

Matching

On this particular antenna, a garnma match was tried and

when adjusted properly, proved to be a very wise choice

because tlee swr was flat across the band and did not exeecl

i..2:1. It was constructed out of a TV antenna element. The

shorting bar was constructed from alurninum and was made scl

that the center of the aluminurn conduit to the center of the 4f]

in. piece of TV elernent was 6 in. This is very important. The

capacitor was rnade out of a length of RG-8; 41 in' of the outer

covering was taken off and then 40 in. of the copper shield had

the same treatrnent" On the rernaining I in. of braid, there was

soldered a brass or copper bracket which will later be used to
mount it to the bearn. The remaining portion of the stripped

end of the coax was placed inside of the gamma tubing.

The bracket nnust be mounted onto the boorn and it rnust

keep the 6 in. from center to center constant.
The bracket is held in place by two self-tapping screws

placed on either side of the hurnp in the bracket. At the other

end of the coax a coaxial connector was placed to provide easy

connection to the feedline. The inside of the shorting bar is 44

in from the center of the boom.

Inshllation

The beam is installed on the rnast by means of another
plate. This plate is rnade of Ya in. steel and is drilled ttr
accomrnodate the four long bolts which are on the center plate
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of the beam. This plate is welded onto the mast to provide for a
good slip-free connection.

The antenna is lifted onto the steel plate and the bolts
placed in the hole. The nuts and lockwashers are placed on it
and all rnounting hardware is tightened.

Adjustment

There need not be any adjustments necessary to the
elements if precautions were taken in acquiring the proper
sized tubing and the measurements followed to the inch.

There may be, however, some adjustment needed on the
garnma match. The values given were used on tlree previous
antennas identical to this one and no adjustment was needed.
However, should the need arise that it does need attention,
then the bracket on the gamma match must be taken off and
the end of the coax trimmed. about half to a whole inch until the
swr is down to at least 1.5:1.

2 EI"EMENT BEAM SPACED A OUARTER WAVE!.ENGTH

This simple beam antenna for 15 meters can be made
lrrrm wire elements strung between some trees and still pro-
vicles various directional patterns.

These requirements are satisfied quite easily by a driven,
lwo-element array with quarter-wavelength spacing.
()uarter-wavelength spacing of two driven elements repre-
,i('nts a very interesting case because of the variety of direc-
lional patterns which can be obtained without any complicated
rrrrpedance-matching problems. This is due to the fact that at
{ luarter-wavelength spacing the impedance of each element is
;rhnost the same as its free-space impedance, while at closer
:lracings the presence of each element severely affects the
rrrrpedance of the other element.

The three directional patterns which can be obtained
lrom such an antenna are shown in Fig. 4-3. The cardioid

Specifications

Gain
FBR
Side ATT
Boom
Turning Radius
Weight

8.5 dB over a dipole
25-30 dB

50 dB
27ft4in" x3in.

22.5 ft
45lb

I b a;Q. A representation of the three directional patterns possible. (a) is the
r .nlioid pattern obtained with a 90-degree phase difference between eiements,
(lt is the same pattern switched in the opposite direction, and (c) is the pattern of
;rrro-degree difference between elements.
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t/4 L XFMR

ffi t VELOCITY FAdTOR. 7'-4'

Fig.4-5. An additional matching circuit which can be placed between the pattern
switch and transmitter to improve the SWR. lt replaces the RG-58/U phasing line
shown in Fig.44.

Actual practice will show an SWR of closer than 2.0 to 1,
probably because of some slight mismatch between the
Rc-sgru and the dipoles. The 2.0 to l SWR should cause no
difficulty as far as transmitter loading is concerned and the
actual power loss in the short length of RG-58/U used bet-

Fig. 46. Feed system for a fixed-direction beam pattern. The sections marked
with an "X" are made up from RG-59/U and may be any convenient, but equal,
longths.

Fig.44. The pattern selector switch. Maximum radiation is in the direction
shbwn by the arrow for the switch position show. When the switch is in tho
bidirectional position, the antenna is also grounded through the quarter-wavo
phasing section as a lightning protection feature. The dimensions shown are for
15 meters.

patterns will provide gain of 4-5 dB while the bi-directional
pattern in (c) of Fig. 4-3 will provide about 3-dB gain"

The antenna which is constructed for 15 meters is showrt

in Fig. 4-4. RG-59ru is used to feed each anterma as well as for

the quarter-wavelength phasing section. Rc-5gru was cho-

sen because when the two feedlines are effectively paralleletl

by the pattern selector switch, an impedance of 36 ohms will
result. When RG-5S/U is used to the transmitter an SWR o[

about 1.5 to 1 should result.
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ween the pattern selector switch and transrnitter is insignific-
ant.

An alternative connection between pattern selector
switcla and transrnitter is shovm in Fig. 4-5 for those who insist
upon the lowest possible SWR.

The same scheme of feeding and phasing the antennas
could be used with an antenna dimensioned for another band or
with vertically oriented dipoles. For horizontal antennas, they
should be elevated at least a quarter-wavelength to insure that
the impedance of the dipoles is 60-70 ohms.

For someone who is just interested in a beam pattern in
one direction, the simple feed system shown in Fig. 4-6 can be
used. The RG-58/U feedline should be limited to about 100
feet, however, because it may operate at an SWR of up to 2:1.

This type of antenna is certainly not new but the type of
feed system considerably simplifies construction. The direc-
tivity is not as sharp as a two-element, parasitic beam but it
provides almost the same gain in several directions at a
minimum installation cost.

TAKE.APART BEAM

This portable take-apart 2-meter beam can be disassem-
bled and stuffed into a long umbrella case for ease in carrying.

It features simple construction using junkbox parts andis
ideal for portable operation.

The main boom and the take-apart extension is made
fromYz in. aluminum tubing. The six elements are made from

'/e in. brass rod with the ends threaded 6/32 to fit into the
banana plugs. They could also be soldered in place. Mllen
#37222 binding posts are used for the jacks, and fitted in the
holes in the boom and secured with 8/32 nuts. The slight
offset of these jacks at each far end of the boom does not
rnaterially affect the performance. The ceramic center in-
sulator is a surplus unit with 8/32 *veaded holes to accommo-
rlate the binding posts. The threaded ends of the posts are
shortened a bit so they will screw down tight to the center
insulator, securing solder lugs or clips for the coax feed.

It works well and the compactness is a bonus for people
who travel.

AHE

EOTH EIIDS

I tg. 4-7. Details of end elements.
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I trr. 4-9. Driven element details.
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BEGII'INER'S BEAM TOR 'IO METERS

With the steady improvement in 10 meter propagation

conditions, it looks like DX prospects will be pretty bright by
the winter of.I967 /68, and many old-timers will be dusting off
their beams and looking forward to a return of the "good old
days." However, there are a great many newcomers to the
ranks of ham radio who are inexperienced on this band, and

this article is really intended for them.
Most people will argue that the power output of the rig is

the least important factor in 10 meter DX operation. Naturally
a kilowatt will make a big noise, but a 100-200 watt rig will
make just as much noise if it's hooked onto a good antenna.
The size and weight of 10 meter beams are well within reason
for even the most crowded back yard or roof-top.

The beam described here is ideal, especially for the
newcomer, as it combines light weight, standard components,
very simple constructiono and of course, low cost. Despite the
simplicity, the gain will be 7 to 8 dB for the tlree-element
version, and around 9 or 10 dB for the four element one. For
the small extra cost and work involved, the four element
version is much to be preferred. The front-toback ratio will
also be better, and the extra gain is worthwhile.

Depending upon your operating preferences, the lengttr
of the elements should be decided bv reference to the stan-
dard formulae:

Driven element length = Freq MHz
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Reflector length = -101--
F-req. MHz

Director length Ooth) = = 
459==' Freq. MHz
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Since the elements are adjustable, the exact lengths are

easy to corne by. If the material is purchased new, choose rigid
aluminum tubing 1" and 7/8" in diameter (or similar relation-
ships in size) so that the center sections can be made of the
larger tubing with the smaller tubing inserted into the ends to
form the adjustable sections. For a 4-element bearn, you'll

need four lengths of the larger size, and three lengths of the
smaller. This is assuming you get 12-13 foot lengths which are
pretty well standard. The three lengths of smaller tubing can

be cut into four foot pieces for the end sections, with a little left
over. If cost is a prime factor, you can use old booms from
defunct TV antennae as I did. I scrounged a bunch of these
from a local service shop, took off all the elements and as-

sorted junk, and ended up with excellent material for the beam

elements.
Without doubt, the best material for the boom is old

reliable irrigation tubing. The 2" diameter stuff is fine, in a 20

footlength. This gives reasonably wide element spacing. As a

matter of fact, a Selement beam can be mounted on such a

boom if you wish, but I happen to prefer the wider spacing.

Steel TV masting is another common material which can be

used for the boom, but it is quite a bit heavier and you may
have to couple sections together to make up the required
length.

Several methods can be used to mount the elements on

the boom, 
'as 

shown in Fig. 4-10. In both cases, standard

automobile muffler clamps are used to fasten the element
support plates to the boom. Make sure the clamps are given a

couple of coats of rust-proofing first. By using the flat plates,

the elernents can be laid across the long dimension of the plate
and fastened with small U-bolts. On my own model I used

angle iron instead and fastened the elements onto the iron with
stninless steel bolts. Be sure you use nothing but rust-proof
hardware on the beam. There isn't much required, and the

small cost is well worthwhile if and when you try to take it
apart again.

Figure 4-11 shows the arrangement of the elements on

the boom and the spacings used. Antenna handbooks give all

sorts of opinions on which spacing is best, and why, but as a

general rule the optimum spacing should be 0.2, 0.2 andA.Z5
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REFLECTOR
t7'-6"

DRIVEN
ELEMENT

t6'-7"

[ig.4-1 1 . Physical layout of the four-element ten-meter beam. Dimensions given
rue for approximately 28.4 MHz.

wavelength, reading from the reflector to the second director.
I modified this a bit in an effort to get a higher front-to-back
ratio, so feel free to change the spacing if you wish.

Figure 4-12 shows a typical element and how it is put
together. Simple. All you need is a hacksaw, a screwdriver
;rnd two hose clamps per element. Depending upon how the
tubing fits, you may need small shims to tighten up the joints.
Incidentally, if aluminum tubing is not readily available, look up

I ig. 4-12. Construction of a typical element, showing the adjustable end sec-
ltons.
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the nearest electrical contractor and his stock of thin-wall
conduit, either steel or aluminum. This comes in all diameters,
but unfortunately the standard length is only 10 feet, so your
total requirements will be a little different.

The boom-to-mast clamping arrangement shown in Fig.
4-13 is probably in its simplest possible form. Two pieces of
flat steel or iron and four muffler clamps-with a couple of
coats of paint-will do the job very nicely.

With the whole beam assembled, the last problem is
tuning. Since the majority of rigs today use coaxial outputs,
the easiestmethod of feeding the antennais with 52 ohmcoax
and a gamma matctr. This is diagrammed in Fig. 413 and uses
a srnall variable capacitor mounted in a plastic refrigerator dish
or similar weatherproof container. Use a fairly wide-spaced
capacitor, not because of power handling requirements, but to
prevent oxidation from shorting out the plates. The gamma

rod is tapped onto the driven element at a trial position and the
SWR is measured on the transmission line. Use as little power
as possible for this adjustment procedure in order to reduce
QRM. Carefully rotate the capacitor through its range and try
to reduce the SWR as close to 1:1 as possible. It may be
necessary to change the position of the tap several times, but
usually the capacitor will do the trick after one or two trials.
For this procedure the beam should be mounted reasonably
well off the ground and away from trees, guy wires, etc. The
ideal place for it is on top of your tower, but this may not be
possible. The procedure will be infinitely easier if you can
persuade someone to turn the capacitor while you watch the
SWR rneter and the resonance of the final in the rig. It changes

considerably while all this is going on, so make sure you check
it often. Actually, if you get the SWR down under 1.5 you can

be pretty happy with it. It is debatable whether or not the
extra effort of getting down to 1:1 is worthwhile.

The last problem is tuning the elements for best forward
gain-or best F/B ratio. The two factors don't go hand-in-hand.
Several methods can be used, all of which involve test dipoles,
field strength meters, signals which stay steady enough to
made adjustments and of course, the "friendly arnateur a few
miles away" who will dutifully do just what you want him
to-baloney! If you figure out your dimensions properly by
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F19,4-13, Gamma matcfi details for the four_element ten-meter beam.

formulae, measure the lengths exactly, and get the gamma
matc! adusted, you are very likely going to git just ai much
out of the antenna as if you spend a month foofni with it. It,s
your choice-the methods are detailed in the various hand-
books. Personally I don't think it's worth the effort.

The tower and rotating system are up to the individual.
Ho.ever, the light weight construction should allow the use of
a TV type tower and rotator. This beam will give the low or
medium power operator many hours of finJ contacts and
provides a kilowatt type signal at a small fraction of the cost.
Welcome to 10 meters.
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FORTY METER INVERTED VEE BEAM

This antenna consists of two inverted vees, one driven
and the other operating as a parasitic element. The spacing
depends on whether you are using the parasitic as a reflector
or director. It can be both with clip leads to change the
direction of the beam.

When building the antenna, find the length of the driven
element by the formula 492/FMC = Length. For making a
reflector, add 5 percent to the length. A director would be 4
percent shorter. Space the elements at . 15 tr, or about 18 feet.
One important thing to remember when putting up the an-

tenna is to keep the apexes of the inverted vees at the same

height. This is done by using a boom or by using two equal

length poles.
Results should be very satisfying, and this type of an-

tenna can also be constructed for 80 meters.

Fig. 4-14. Two inverted vees make a 40-meter beam.
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AN 80 METER PHASED ARRAY

This 80 meter antenna will offer advantages over a simple
rlipole and will atrso include sufficient flexibility to permit direct
,'xperimental comparison of a number of antenna configura-
tions which are of interest.

Approach

Consideration of space limitations (2/S acre) and other
1 
rractical constraints led to the choice of two parallel dipoles as
the basic elements of the array. Since it was desired to switch
to a unidirectional pattern and also to control the angle of
ruaximum radiation, direct feed, rather than a parasitic array,
was chosen.

Reference to the radiation patterns in the handbooks
shows that a uni-directional cardioid (heart-shaped) pattern
(';rn be obtained in an end-fire array of two parallel elements,
with a spacing of )t/4 and fed with a g0o phase difference. The
r;rdiation pattern in this case is a reversible cardioidal pattern
with maximum gain in the direction of the laggrng dipole ele-
rrrent. This cardioidal affangement was chosen as the basic
Irorizontal directional array with other related options available
lry switching.

It is of interest to provide, in addition to the reversible
crrrdioid, a 45o lag (higher radiation angle), a 0o lag (highest
urdiation angle-90o), and 1800 lag (8 JK configuration-low
;rngle, bi-directional) and, for comparison purposes, each of
lhe two dipoles separately, This is a total of eight different
p:rttern options.

Circuitry

The entire circuitry for the horizontal and vertical phased
,rrrays is shown in the schematic diagram, Fig. 4-15. Instan-
l;rneous switching from one pattern to another is achieved by
,rnly tlree switches: a main selector switch S; the reversing
;witch X, which permits 1800 phase reversal; and the 4pDT
;witch for changing between the horizontal and the verlical
,lrrays.
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For purposes of description, the system will be treated
under the following headings: The Horizontal Dipoles; thc
Verticals; Irnpedance Matching; and the Switching Manifold.

Horizontal Dipoles

The original installation utilized two dipoles. The centers
wire 46 feet above the ground with a horizontal spacing of 61

feet. The RG-8ru feedlines, one wavelength long, were in-
side the masts with the balun action and Iightningprotection as
previously described. This original arrangement gave very
good operation.

However, since it was desirable to have the lowest pos-
sible angle of radiation the centers of the two dipoles were
raised to 61feet (I/4). This was accomplished by lengthening
each steel mast by the addition of a thirty foot length of three
inch diameter aluminum irrigation pipe at the bottom end of the
mast. The steel mast is inside this pipe and the overlapping
portion is bolted securely by use of /a inch plated bolts through
the pipe and mast in perpendicular pairs. (No. 8 self-tapping
screws in the steel mast seryed to space the mast within the
pipe radially before the bolts were put in place.)

No data could be taken for comparison of these two
heights but it is assumed that the 61 foot height yields a

somewhat lower angle of radiation for each pattern option.

Verticals'

The sixty-one foot masts are fed as topJoaded verticals.
The horizontal dipoles are connected to the top of each mast
and the two halves of each dipole are connected together by
shorting the opposite end of the 1), feedline.

Referring to the diagram, all of these connections are
switched by means of the 4 PDT switch. This permits the
selection of all of the vertical phasing options by the selector
switch S just as for the horizontal system.

The resonating and impedance matching of the verticals
is accomplished by the capacitors C and the inductors L. A
noise bridge was used to insure adjustment to 52O resistive
input at 3.955 MHz

The 220 pF fixed mylar capacitor connected across the
feedlines of the verticals during use of the horizontals serve
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to tune out residual reactances for optimum swr to the hori-
zontals.

When fu[ lightning protection is desired the bottoms of
the masts are connected directly to ground by means of
copper jumper cables. With this connection the horizontal
affay can be used with DC paths to ground from both sides of
each dipole, grving full protection against build-up of static
ctnrge.

lmpedance Matching

The feedline input impedances are 52,C1resistive at the
resonant frequency (3.955 MHz). It is necessary to switch-in
phase lag by inserting a length of 52O line in either of these
feed lines, as desired, and to feed equal currents to both
dipoles while maintaining a 52O match at the transmitter
output.

This is accomplished by use of two quarter wave trans-
former sections of RG-ll/U (75O) coax. These serve to
fransform the 52.f) antenna input impedance up to tr 08O by the
relation:

Znput = 22 Line/Zoutput
When these two 108O inputs are connected in parallel the
resulting 54O value is well matched to the transmitter output.

Switching Manifold

The heart of the switching manifold is the $section 12-
position switch, S. The current rating of this switch is suffi-
cient to handle the full power as long as the transmitter power
is removed before the switch position is changed. As the
diagram shows, the system can be switched from the west
antenna alone, at the 9 o'clock position, through the various
angles of radiation to the east antenna alone, at the 3 o'clock
position.

The reversing switch perrnits instantaneous switching of
patterns, for example, from east to west, without having to
turn the selector through the intermediate positions.

Only four of the twelve switch positions are not used: 4,
5, 7 and 8 o'clock. The six o'clock position is used for a dummv
load.

2M

The switches are mounted in the 3 x 4 x 7 inch
;rluminum chassis box with the sixteen coax sockets as shown.
'lhe box is mounted under a projecting top of the operating
rlesk. The four lengths of coax used for matching and delay
lines are wound on a wooden reel and placed inconspiorously
behind the desk.

The connectors 01 and 02 provide inputs to the vertical
and horizontal plates of an oscilloscope for a Ussajous display
of the inputs to the two antennas. Thus, the phasing and the
arnplitude of the rf voltages can be continuously monitored,
allowing any change in either antenna to be immediately
uoticed.

The scope shows a circle for the cardioidal patterns,
diagonal lines for in-phase or out-of-phase, and a flattened
ellipse for either antenna alone. (This pattern is elliptical
rather than a straight line due to the rf energy picked up by the
non-energized antenna.)

Performance

The performance of the array is excellent both for trans-
mission and for reception.

The swr is consistently low (under Wz:l) for all config-
urations. The array shows a broadband behavior typical of
r:oupled resonant circuits. The swr remains low throughout a
bandwidth of some 400 kHz-only the phasing varies.

The measured front-to-back ratio is of the order of 15 dB
and the gain is about 4 dB, for both transmission and recep-
tion. The improved operation for low angles of radiation is
sometimes spectacular.

One of the most pronounced characteristics noted has
been the great reduction of QRM for reception. The combina-
tion of the high front-to-back ratio and the low angle of radia-
tion serves to reduce the level of some signal strengths while
increasing the level of others. Thus, there is often, at night-
time, a sort of single-signal performance which is very gatify-
ing. This single-signal selectivity of the antenna system is
particularly impressive when the station being worked also
has a low-angle directive antenna system. In this case the
directivities complement each other with spectacularly strong
signals at either end.
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This array will be a great boon to stations located on tht:
coasts as the 3 dB of power wasted out over the water coukl
be largely utilized.

The only disappointment thus far has been the consistent
weakness of signals from the vertical antennas. The separate
vertical antennas are typically down about 10 dB comparecl
with the horizontals and this inferiority carries over to the
vertical afiay, regardless of direction or distance. The poor
performance of the verticals is attributed to ground losses,
with attendant high radiation angles, in spite of the fact that a
parallel Sdd of about 3500 feet of ground wire is used.

Gonclusions

A two-element horizontal phased array for 80 meters has
been constructed with a total of eight pattern options availablc
by direct switching. Operating results have confirmed the
expected gains and front-to-back ratios. The performance of
the unidirectional cardioidal patterns has been particularly
effective, especially when the station being worked also has a
directive antenna system.

rWNIEAD PHASEO ARRAV

The ideal answer to many antenna problems would be
, h r cctive, rotatable, have some front to back ratio, and proba-
lrly rnost important, would be inexpensive.

The phased anay to be described here is both simple and
r'lk't;tive. The use of commonly available materials and 

n'elec-

lr r(' rotation" beats the high cost ofrotors and the unavailabil-
rl v of some antenna components. While the antenna described
rv;rs designed for use on forty and fifteen meters, there is no
r('irson why this general design cannot be used on any of the
,rllrr.r bands.

Tlreory

The array consists of a pair of folded dipoles fed 90o out of
lrlurse to provide end-fire directivity. This phase-shift is
r ,urscd by an electrical quarter wavelength of 3000 twinlead.
Ity using a DPDT relay to switch the phasing line, bi-

'lrr 
ct:lional operation can be obtained. Each folded dipole has a

,lurracteristic impedance of 300O. Ideally, the two elements
,rrt' fed at the center with electrical half-wavelength lines of
trvirrlead. This brings the 300O resistive load present to the
',witching relay without inducing any reactive components. Of
r ou r s€ if the length specified is too long for a particular installa-
tr,rr, tr1l whatever length is needed as long as both feedlines
.u (, of equal length. If more length is needed, use any integral
rrrrrltiple of the lengths glven. At the relay the two 300O
rrrrlrr:dances are presented in parallel, transforming the impe-
,l.rnt:e to 1500. This is fed through a 4 to I balun to bring the
t r r r. rl impedance down to 35O. When fed with 50O coax (RG-8,
li( ; 58) it will present an excellent standing wave ratio (SWR)
r, ross ths entire band. This broadness is due to the inherent
,''rrlc bandwidth of the folded dipole itself, plus the use of the 4
i,' I l)alun, which, besides bringing down the impedance, also
, ,'( hrces the change in impedance as the frequency is varied.

t.orrstruction
'['he elements, feedlines, and phasing line are all made of

:t ttX ) twinlead. It is best to weatherproof the relay by mount-
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Fig. 4-16. Two element phased array. lf SWR is unacceptable, interchange lead
A wifr B or A'With B'. With the relay in this position directivity is to the left.

ing it in a plastic refrigerator box and then mounting the box on
a tree or building. From the relay, zipcord can be run to il
control console in the shack. It will be best to wire the relay so
that in its unenergized positon the directivity will be in tll.
most often used direction. This will cut down on wear alrrl
tear. If the SWR of the finished arrayis unacceptable, possibh.
remedies include transposing the A and B leads (see Fig. 4-1{;)
of the feedline, or changing the length of the line from the rel;ry
to the balun. The fact that changing the line length varies thr.
SWR, shows that the line is not "flat," but this is reallv
inconsequential as the loss frorn high SWR in the twinlead i:,

less than that of an equal length of perfectly matched RG-Stl.
The antenna can be supported by towers, buildings or

four convenienfly placed trees.
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Fig' 4-18.This is a schematic of a contror consore that shourd be used where themost used direction is to the west. To use a lower voltage ,;l"tidipri ;
transformer on the 117V AC output. F1_2 amp fuse; 11, iz_llii AC lioht:P1--standard po.wer ptus; St-SpSr switcn (trirni uriiicjn o, ofl; Sz_"S'p'#
switch (selects direciton).

Performance

This tlpe of antenna cannot be expected to beat out a full
size mono-band beam in terms of gain, but it can be very
effective, especially on the lower bands where yagis are pro-
hibitively large for most instailations. On 40 meters, the
front-to-back ratio is sufficient to cut down broadcast interfer-
ence on phone and stateside QRM while working CW into
Europe. It varies from about 20 dB on7.IMHz to about 7 dB
on 7.3 MHz. The gain appears to be 3 to 5 dB with respect to a
dipole. By cutting the antenna for any particular frequency,
performance will be optimized for that frequency.

From the performance of the 40 meter array, similar
results can be expected on the otherbands. All in utt'tti, i. u
very effective antenna system, in both performance and cost.

TO il7VAC
RELAY COIL

THE DIAMOND ARRAY

This efficient little antenna features several popular de-
signs all in one. It is one element of. a 40 meter quad-one full
wave length in a diamond or square, two upright Vee antennas
fed in phase, an upright Vee derived from the design of the
lirmiliar coax dipole, and it has a gain of.3Yz or 4 dB over a
standard dipole. It is rather broad in frequency response, and
rron-directional.

The antenna canbe oriented 90 degrees, thatis, fedfrom
one of the high angles, with no noticeable change in perform-
;rnce. Ho'wever, by using one of the low angles for the feed-

lxrint, it may be possible to keep the feedline away from the
f ield of the antenna, and also even use a more direct feed to the
rig.

,
l-PuSnC nOPe
I (OPFOIIITE ENO SINLAR.'l sEE rErrl

l-ig.4-19. The diamond array.
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Plastic or glass lines are used for support and are run ttru
pulleys for ease of erection and tuning. The iengths of the
single wir"e on the opposite Vee frorn the coax fed half of the
array is not criticai, but the actual tuning for best SWR and
frequency of the antenna is done with the 10 foot ends of this
fust coax half.

The two iow opposite angles are pulled dov,m and out to
supports at each side of the lot, resulting in approximately 20
feet above ground for these angles. The opposite high angles
of the diamond are around 45 to 50 feet high.

The far end of eacli half of ttre dipole coax section is
shorted, with the single wire extending around the diamond
from these points. The 50 ohm coax shielding only is opened
up for 2 to 3 inches and the feedline connected at each section
of shielding. This folded dipole effect gives the design a good
flat SWR throughout the band" To reduce the strain at the
feedpoint, a short bridle or yoke of plastic or glass line is
wrapped around each side of the coax and tightly taped with
the tie-line brought out from ttris spot"

In tuning for the best SWR or for the best center fre-
quency, always use an SWR rneter with an exciter for low
power-100 watts is ample.

If the low frequency end of the band shows the best SWR,
s it results in an increasingly better reading although still far
kam2 to 1 or better, the single wire section is too long, and a

Fig. 4 -20. Antenna supports"
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foot should be cut off from each end of the 10 ft. extensions.
'[he SWR reading then should be checked and if improvement
is noted-continue cutting and testing until satisfaction is
reached or the tuning is correct.

I{ow, should the SWR show improvernent by tuning
towards the high end of the frequency of the 40 meter band,
and still be in excessive of, the antenna is too short. At least a
foot or more should be added to each single wire end for the
next check point on the SWR.

No balun is necessary, just keep the coax feed in the
clear and away from grounds.

The SWR figures were as follows:

7.3 mc-2 to 1

7.2 mc-1.25 to 1

7.1 mc-1.05 to 1

7.1 rnc-1.05 to 1

7.0 mc-I.22 to I
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MUTTIBAND tOG PERIIIDICS

Through the use of computer-aided "mathless" LPD de-
sign, three antennas for use in the amateur bands have been
developed. The dimensions for the three are given in Table
4-3. All three antennas exhibit a forward gain of 13.5 dB with a
front-to-back ratio of better than 15 dB over the specified
frequency range. The swr is better than 1.8:1 over the
specified frequencies.

The first antenna covers the range of.2Ito 55 MHz; the
second antenna covers 50 to 150 MHz; and the third covers
140 to 450 MHz. These antennas are designed vnth a \Vo

frequency overshoot at the low end and a 45Vo overshoot at
the high-frequency end to maintain logarithmic response over
the complete frequency range specified. In log periodic an-
tenna operation, approximately four elements are active at
any one specific frequency, thus the necessity for the low- and
high-frequency extensions. All three antennas are designed
for a feedline impedance of 50O for use with coax such as
RG-8ru. A[ of the antennas are design-rated for IkW, I00Vo

modulated. The alpha, or logarithmic elementtaper, is 28ofor
all three antennas.

Construction

Construction is straightforward, and various means rny
be used as far as fastening the elements to the boom, and in
the choice of dielectric spacer configurations.

Heliarc welding can be used for securing the elements
and fiberglass may be used for the dielectric.

Element lengths for the highest frequency antenna were
calculated for the elements to be inserted completely through
the boom, flush with the far wall. The two lower frequency
antennas have element lengths calculated to butt flush against

the element side of the boom. If the elements are to be
inserted through the boom on these other two (21-55,
50- 150 MHz), add the boom diameter to each element length
shown before cutting the elements.
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CONDUCTOR
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Fig. 4-21 . Typical log periodic antenna. Note that the bottom !s fed from the coax
shield while the top boom is fed from the center conductor.

Two booms must be constructed for each antenna as

shown in the isometric view of Fig. 4-21. Also, in supporting a

log periodic antenna frorn a metal rnast, the two booms must

have a dielectric spacing from the mast of at least twice the

Ftg.4-22. Feeding the log periodic is relatively simple. Just remove the outor
plastic jacket from feedline for the entire length of the boom, so that the corrx
shield is perrnitted to short itself inside the boonr as well as the soiid eleclricttl
connections at each end of the boom.
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00-
MIMUTH RADIATION PATTERN (HORIZONTAL)

1800

ELEVATTON RAD|AT|ON PATTERN (VERT|CAL)

t'i1.4-23. Typical log periodic antenna patterns.

boom-to-boom spacing; otherwise, discontinuities will be in-
lroduced into the feed system.

Feedline insertion and connection are shown in Fi g. 4-22.

Notes

Any change in the listed boom diameters will necessitate
;r change in the boom-to-boom spacing in order to maintain the
It:ed impedance at 50,0.

The location of the support mast is not critical; ideally, it
:;hould be at the array's center of gravity.

The antennas may be oriented either horizontally or
vcrtically, depending on the type of polarization desired. The
lrorizontal beamwidth of a typical log periodic antenna is ap-

lrroximately 600, while the vertical beamwidth is on the order
,rl' 1000. These are the -3 dB points shown in Fig. 4-23.
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TRIANGUTAR t00P BEAM FOR 7-28 MHz

Antenna Design Griteda

The following criteria for an amateur antenna were
taded off in evolution of the triangularJoop-beam:

. Operation on 7 thru 28 MHz bands

. Rotary beam to maximize effectiveness

. 3 to 5 dB gain on7 Mtlz and 8-9 dB gain on 14, 2Lard
2.8lvftlz as compared to a dipole

. KW power capability

. High radiation efficiency

. Withstand 85 mph winds coupled with ice loads

. Turning radius of 17 feet maximum

. Minimum weight and cost commensurate with design
capable of amateur construction.

loop Beam vs Helix

The multiple loop beam antenna is merely a special case
of the axial mode helix antenna in which the helix pitch is zero.
The other extreme of the helix is a straight wire, when the
helix is stretched out until its diameter becomes zero. The
multiple loop parasitic antenna and the axial mode helix when
both of one wavelength in circumference exhibit equivalent
gain when the boom length is less than about /z wavelength.
For longer boom lengths the helix outperforms the parasiti-
cally driven antenna. For the less than )t/2boom length, the
greatest differences apparent between the two antennas are
that the helix has a bandwidth of almost L.7 to 1 of the design
wavelength (much broader than the loop) and the loop has a
better front to back ratio than the helix.

The helix requires a ground plane of 0.8 wavelength
diameter behind it to be really effective. If one considers use of
the helix for 14 MHz a ground plane 56 feet in diameter
becomes a real structural problem for the amatuer. The
parasitic loop beam antenna uses a reflecting loop instead of
the ground plane and is somewhat easier to build.

Research has led to the conclusion that a four-element
parasitic loop antenna using loops of one-wavelength in cir-
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srmference and a boom length of 0.4 wavelength should turn
rut an honest 10. 5 dB gain as compared to an isotropic radiator
or about 8 dB more than a dipole. A boom length of 0.4
wavelength atL4Mf,Iz was therefore adopted as meeting the
design criteria. This boom length is 0.2 wavelength at7 M}lz
and is satisfactory for a two-element folded dipole beam having
a gain of about 3 dB over a dipole.

Element Apertures, Gain and Radiation Resistance

Many amateurs are aware that the gain of an antenna is
proportional to its "capture area," (also called aperture, inter-
cept area, or cross section). Apertures and gain of several
element configurations are tabulated in Table 44 together
with radiation resistance. In comparing antennas or antenna
elements it is well to bear in mind that as the radiation resis-
tance of the antenna increases, the power radiated to a distant
point as opposed to the power stored as a space charge
around the antenna increases. If one Were to select a beam
antenna element from only the data of Table 4-4, the lYz
wavelength loop would be the logical choice; however, thelYz
wavelength loop for U\frlz on a 28 foot boom requires a clear
turning area of 23 feet which is more space than many of us
have available. The turning radius criteria of 17 feet inciden-
tally resulted from consideration of space available on an
average metropolitan area lot to swing a beam without inva&
ing neighboring air space or encountering obstructions when
working with it on the tower.

Square Ys Triangular loop
The question arises: How do the hiangular and square

loops compare in performance? Table 4-4 shows that the
triangular loop of one wavelength periphery has 96.5 per cent
the gain of the square loop. Comparisonof thepatternsand
gain of the two loops on near the DX signal reception over a six
month period of time revealed the following information. The
triangularloop when oriented with one triangle apex downand
fed at the lower apex (horizontal polarization) has two major
lobes concentric with the loop axis in the horizontal plane and
broadside to the loop plane. Since it is a single loop, it radiated
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dt

in two directions Iike a dipole and it has two main lobes in each
of these directions about 20o off the loop axis. When oriented
with one apex of the loop-up and fed either at the to apex or the
center of the lower horizontal leg of the triangle (horizontal
polarization) one broad lobe can be detected at right angles to
the loop plane in two directions. This pattern is similar to a
dipole.

The square loop (horizontally polaized) exhibited two
lobes in the horizontal pattern about like the triangular loop
oriented with one apex down. Stations about 10 rniles away
could be completely nulled with either the single, square or
triangular loop, although the triangular loop seemed to be
slightly better than the square loop in front to side ratio and
also slightly broader in pattern than the square loop. One other
point of interest was noticed; the triangular loop is better than
the square loop on QSB when oriented with one apex straight
up.

The diamond configuration square loop and the triangular
loop were also mounted on a tilting fixture and gain was
measured at various angles of inclination of the plane of the
loop to the vertical. The tilting operation originated from a

desire to see if the one wavelength diamond loop really acted
like a rhombic as has been hypothesized in some diamond quad
articles. It does not from the measurements taken. The effect
of tilting up or down from an initial position with the loop
vertical is to decrease the low angle radiation of the antenna
because the horizontally radiating aperture is decreased.
Also, the one wavelength diamond loop is not a uniform travel-
ing wave antenna like the rhombic or the helix; it is simply a

resonant, standing wave radiator and its gain over a dipole
results from the larger aperture of the one-wavelength of wire
(see Table 4-4).

Wind Loads

The primary structural load on the multiloop beamis wind
force. For practical design purposes the wind force on an
antenna or tower is given by:

F = (a) zCa N39I
Where: F - wind force on structure in lbs
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q

u = wind speed in mph
Ca = drag coefficient which should be taken as 1.7 for

amateur antennas or towers
A = Area in square feet of antenna in a vertical plane (that is at

right angles to a horizontal wind force)

Using an 85 rnph wind criteria for the antenna yields a force per

square foot of vertically disposed antenna area of:

p = (85)2 (1.7) (1)/391 = 31.5 #/sq. ft.
Wind loads for various wind velocities are tabulated on Table

4-7"

Antenna Boom Design

Three commonly used designs for beam antenna booms

are (in their order of increasing complexity of construction):
(1) the seH supporting type fabricated from 6061-T6 aluminum

or mild steel tubing; (2) tubing strengthened with outrigger
tension members consisting of solid rod, steel cable or nylon

rope and (3) the truss. As an example of strength of the tubing
boom and of the wind forces which are exerted on the loop

antenna, a two-element quad on a 10 foot boom of 1.5 diame-

ter x 0.058 wall steel tubing is stressed to the bending point

of the material (elastic limit) in a steady state wind of 60 mph
(calculated).

In section 3.0 it was stated that a 0.4 wavelength long

boom is required for a four-element loop antenna to achieve

the 8.0 dB gain stated in the design criteria of section 2.0. At
LlVftlz the 0.4 wavelength is 28 feet. Applyrng the wind load

of 31.5lbs/sq ft for an 85 mph wind to design of.a28 foot long

steel tubing boom to support four square loops reveals that a 4

inch O.D. x 0.134 wall is required and that the antenna will

weigh 190lbs. While the tubing boom is simple to construct,
190lbs weight is excessive for many towers, including thc
author's home brew tilting tower. Truss construction is at-

ftactive as a means of reducing weight because the truss
places direct axial tension and compression loads on thc
framework members (elimination of bending loads) antl

thereby achieves a maximum strength to weight ratio. If onc

uses the triangular loop to decrease loop weight by 25 per cenl

over a square loop and loop wind forces by 30 percent over it

square loop, a structure such as shown in Fi g. 4-2Lis regriretl
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;

for a 28 foot boom. The complete antenna weighs 65lbs" using

this truss. The Fig. 4-24 structure was built as a first ap-

proach. It required 70 hours to build the boom which was

forftrwith completely ruined by the galvarnzer when handled

with a bundle of heavy tower sections. Time was not im-

mediately available to make a second truss, therefore, the
outrigger construction was utilized at a sacrifice in boom

weight. The design shown in Fig. 4-25 uses three outriggers
attached to the boom ttrree feet from the end so that the boom

carries a conibined bending and colurnn (compression) load.

This boom required 30 hours to build and the resultant antenna

weighs 77lbs.It is designed for 85 rnph wind loads and an 80lb
total ice load.

Element Spacing Trade-0tfs

Any multi-band beam represents a cornpromise between
element spacings for the various bands in terms of antenna
gain and bandwidth. The basic trade-offfactors are as follows:

. An element spacing of 0.12 yields maximum gain for
up to three elements on the beam.

. With a fourth element added a spacing of 0.3
wavelength between first and second directors seems

to yield optimum gain.

' As the element spacing is increased gradually over a
practical range frorn 0.12 to 0.2 wavelength the gain

drops and the antenna bandwidth increases.
. Decreasing director spacing and increasing reflector

spacing from the 0.12 wavelengths optimum will re-
duce gain and increase front to back ratio.

Table 4-5 shows the elernent spacing used for a7, I4,2I
and 28 MHz band compromise; two elements on 7 and four

elements on the other bands.

Table 4-5. Element Spacing.

Spacing {or Aclual SpacinE in Waveleng+hs
Maximum

Gain 7.15 MHZ t4.17 MHZ 2t.25 MtlZ 28.1Gain 7'15 MHZ 14.17 Mtlz 21.25 MHL aa'I Mt
lWavelenqfhs) r=137.5' r=69.4' r=46.2' l=34

Re{lecfor io
tiii""" it'."* o.l 18 a.204 0.1 18 0't77 0'238

Driven lo
Fl,.ibii"*o, o'12 012 0'18 0'243

Firsl Direclor lo
ifi."a Oir""+." 0.3 0.167 O'25 0 338
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Element Wire Lengths

Wire lengths of one wavelength driven elements can be

calculated from 1 = 11,800/f where 1 = length of wire in
inches and f - resonant frequency in MHz.

Suffiient bandwidth for the amateur bands covered by

the antenna is obtained when the reflector wire length is made

5 percent longer than the driven element; the first director is

made 2.5 percent shorter than the driven element and the

second director is made 2.5 percent shorter than the first
director.

Table 4-6 shows wire lengths and frequencies used by

the author. Wire lengths were calculated and strung on the

frames with no attempt made to tune them since the loop at its

resonant frequency has very little inductance and any ex-

traneous capacitance, introduced from measuring equipment

or the human body, is sufficient to throw it off frequency. The

accuracy of the wire length formula had been checked previ-

ously in building the single loops and the wire length variations

for reflector and directors resulted from tabulation of much

data by others. The two 7 MtIz elements are not loops; they

are Vz wavelength wires folded into an equilateral triangular

shape. The 7 MHz antenna uses the two end spiders on the

boorn. The 14 and 21 MHz antennas use one-wavelength

loops and the 28 MHz antenna uses L/z wavelength wires

folded into an equilateral triangular shape with the upper ends

separated. A 6 inch spreader is needed between legs of the 7

and 14 MHz wires on the two end elements to keep them

separated; Y+ :r;rch diameter lucite works well.

Feed Point lmpedances

All driven loops of the antenna are fed at the center of the

bottonn, horizontal wire. Dependent upon height of the an-

terura and proximity to surrounding objects, impedances of tltc
antenna will be found to be close to the following: 7 Mllz4l
ohms; i.4 MHz-50 ohms; 21 MHz-80 ohms and 28 MHz-55

ohms. Many methods of feed have been published and will not

be repeated here. One fact is very pertinent concerning feed"

ing loop antennas; that is, in relation to nearby sources of RI"

interference the loop will respond only to the magnetic com'
ponent of the interfering fieldif i,t is balanced. (That is, it will

286

not respond to the electrostatic field and will therefore pick up
less interference with balanced feed.) The feed system con-
sists of a double shielded 125 ohm twin lead coax from the
transmitter to an antenna switch at the top of the mast. The
switch completely isolates those antennas not in use. The Zb
ohm, twin leadY+ wavelength lines (not shielded) run from the
antenna selector switch to the 7,14 andZ8Nftlz antennas. A
/+ wavelength line from the switch to the ZLMIIz driven loop
is formed fr'om tlree pieces of 300 ohm TV lead in parallel
which yields a 100 ohm section. Lengths of.theYa wavelength
matching sections from the antennas to the switctr arc: T
Ntrlz-Vl.75 ft; 14 MHz-L2.32 ft; 2L Nftlz-8.21ft: 28lfrlz-
6.08 ft.

The above method of antenna feed results in close match-
ing across the bands, a low SWR and the feed to the antenna is
balanced for low noise reception of DX signals. If an antenna
switch is used, it is important that it switch both sides of the
transmission line completely isolating the driven elements not
in use. Switching of one wire, such as the center conductor of
unbalanced coax with all of the shields of the coax antenna feed
lines remaining connected, results in degraded performance
over complete isolation.

Construction llotes

Both the truss boom of Fig. 4-24andthe outriggerboom
of Fig. 4-25 are constructed in three pieces for ease of hand-
ling, galvanizing and assembly of the wire on the frames. The
center post used can be any size suitable to match your rotor
or extension mast. The LYz O.D. x 0.065 wall low carbon
tubing shown in Fig. 4-24 is only strong enough to extend six
inches from the rotor and still meet the 85 mph wind load

Table 4-6. Wire lenghs in Inches.

Frequency.Eand

Elemenr 7.15 MHZ Dipote t4.t7 MHZ Loop 21.28 MHZ toop 3i'ij[i:n
ReJleclor 8.15 883 582 635

Driven 806 833 555 507

lri Dir 8r2 541 586

2nd Dir 792 828 672

2.87
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ORILL 9/32,' DIA FOR

t/4"BOLTS-(4 PLACES)

2ix2"rtl8"STEEL
ANGLE,4" LG
(2 REOO.CUT AS
sr€rvN )

TOP VIEW

SOCKET FOR TOP
OUTRIGGER
l-ll4" O.O. r .065
WALL r 2" LG
(TYPICAL OF 5)

SOCKET FOR
SIDE
OUTRIGGER

ENO VIEW

Fig.4-26. Center post to boom construction'
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l ig. 4-27. Details of spider construction.

rlesign criteria. The spider construction for both types of
lrrnmis shown inFigs. 4-27 & 4-28. The Ir/a O"D. x 0.065

wall tubing used for the spider is cut back for 8 inches along the
lubing center line to receive the fiber glass arms which are

lastened in place with two hose clamps per ann.
The detail of the center post to boom construction of the

outrigger boom is shown in Fig. 4-26. The outriggers are 30

rrrches of 6061-T6 aluminum as shown in Fig. 4-25. T\e
rrutriggers fit loosely in the sockets of Fig. 4-26 so that they
will not be loaded eccentrically. AY+ nch diameter nylon rope
rs used for tension members and it slides through the bushings

in the outriggers. The bushings can be made of nylon, or they

I ig. 4-28. Spider detail.
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Wind
Velociry (MPHI

Horizontal
Force on

Anlonna or
Tower

IPounds psfli

3.9

7.0

r0.9
13.3

15.7

18.,t

2 t.3
24.3

27.8

85 3 r.5

Table 4-7. Power of the Wind.

*Tale area 63 lsqeri crore seclion of member. For
example, tubing crors recfion equalr diametcr r
lenqth.

can be any non-rusting material. One 5/16 inch turnbuckle is
used in each tension member, positioned at one end of the
boom for a tilting tower or the center of the boom for non-
tilting towers. All stainless steel hardware was used except
forthe aluminum turnbuckles. Advantages of this antenna can
be summar#ed as follows:

o It provides a four-band rotary beam capability.
o Directivity and discrimination against rear and side

signals is excellent on all bands. Front-to-side ratio
better than the quad and gain is equivalent.

o It is less susceptible to QSB than the square loop.
o Cost of arms is reduced along with antenna weight and

wind load area over the square loop.
r Appearance is good.
o It will stay up.
o If fed with a balanced line, it is very quiet on reception.

Dsadvantages are:

o It requires 1.3 feet more turning space (radius) than
the square loop (with 28 foot boom).

290

It is more sensitive to interference between ground
and sky waves than a plain wire. (Also true of the
square loop.)

Hams will knock on your door and tell you that part of
your quad has fallen off.
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IONG WIRE AT{TENNA

The radiation pattern of this simple single wire antenna
will generally be as described in all antenna books. So, if it is a
halfwave long, the maximum radiation will be at right angles to
the wire. If it is a full wave in length, and center fed, it becomes
a double Zepp and the maximum radiation is still at right angles
to the wire. The antenna problem is how, by using one wire, to
radiate East and West to cover the United States, and North-
east and Southeast to cover Europe and South America, with
good efficiency. A long wire antenna for twenty meter opera-
tion would be the thing to cover Europe and South America. If
it was made a wave and a half long it could be fed at the center
current loop, be run North and South and have a fine East-
West pattern when used for the forty and eighty meter bands.

When excited with a twenty meter signal, on the East Coast,
one of its main lobes will cover Europe, and another South
America. Don't be concerned about its impedance due to the
use of a tuned ffansmission line (TV twin lead) and an antenna
coupler. Feeding it in the center will make adjustment of the
coupler simple and broad enough to cover a large segment of
each band without retuning. When it is used on twenty met-
ers, a gain of .8 dB over a dipole and 3.8 dB over a vertical is
realized. Also, its cone shaped pattern off the ends makes it
less sensitive to height for low vertical radiation angles. This
antenna was cut and strung North and South at a height of
about 22 feet. Tests proved that it operated just as planned

and out-performed vertical antennas on every occasion. It also

makes a surprisingly neat appearance.
As shown in Fig. 4-29 the antenna is 50 feet 6 inches long

on each side of the feed line. The twin lead can be any length,
and seems to be lossless for all practical purposes. For parallel

tuning on all three bands, it should be 73 feet long. Figure4-29
also shows the construction details of the center insulator and

feed line connector. It is made of circuit board material, pref-
erably fiber glass, because of its strength. The tlree fillers and

two outer plates are cemented together with epoxy to make
sure it is sealed against the weather. The one hole in each
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outer plate is drilled before assembly. The holes for the
antenna wire and solder lugs are drilled after the epoxy ce-

ment has hardened. Before passing the antenna wire through
the insulator, bend it double about ten inches from the end.

After it is through, wrap the doubled portion neatly around
itself for about a inch. This will leave enough of the single

conductor end to loosely bend back and solder to the lug along

with the twin lead wire. The insulators at the extremes should
be at least four inches long.

Details of the antenna coupler adjustments can not be
given, because eactr type will have to be used according to its
own operating instructions. Connect one termirnl of a NE51
neon bulb to one side of the twin lead at the couplet ouSut.
The bulb will glow if the glass part is near the case of the
coupler and grve a good indication of the amount of rf at its

,.
I
I

zzoc-i
\
\
\

Fig.4€0. Free space horizontal pattern.

2gI

output. Keeping one eye on the standing wave indicator and
the other on the bulb will prevent adjustment to a false stand-
ing wave indicator null.

There is no reason why this antenna can not be used for
the ten and fifteen meter bands, in fact, its gain will be im_
proved as the frequency gets higher. If the twenty meter band
is an only interest, it can be fed with zb ohm coaxial cable
instead of rv twin lead eliminating the need for the coupler.
carefi.rlly cut the antenna for the lowest vswR in order to
compensate for its surroundings, but, after completed, its
pattern will be the same as with the twin lead. Figure 4_30
shows the free space antenna pattern when excited with a
twenty meter signal. All kinds of interesting results can be
rbtained by tilting the wire. This will tend to move the top part
<f the main lobe parallel to the ground, giving a very low angle
rf radiation. The lower angle will bounce the signal a little
furttrer.

The materials used for constructing this antenna are very
strong, but light in weight. This permits the assembly to bL
held in temporary positions with heavy fishing line for experi_
rnenting or permanently fastened to withstznd the heaviest
weather.
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Ghapter 5

0uad Antennas

At{ INEXPENSIVE OUAD

This cubical quad antenna is quite directional, has high gain,

and is inexpensive when compared to other beams.
The antenna is mounted with spreaders runninghorizon-

tally and vertically rather then diagonally. This enables the
metal spider brackets to be welded with greater ease and may
also add some strength to the assembly. The spider brackets
should be made of Ya" x Yz" x 2' aluminum angle (4 each
required). Weld each pair on centers and at right angles. Tht,
spider to boom bracket should be made of Ye" x L" x 2'

aluminum angle (2 each required). Weld in the center and at a
right angle to the Yz" vide legs. The metal may be obtained
from a junk yard, some supply houses or any welding shop;
take the materials to a welding school or high sctrool metal
shop to be welded.

The boom to mast support bracket should be made of
Ye" x IYz" x 2' aluminum angle (2 each required). These two
pieces should also be welded to each other at right angles anrl

on centers (see Fie. 5-3).
The boom is made of 2" x 2" lumber. One piece is ll

feet long and the other is 6 feet long. These two pieces shoultl
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lx' nailed together with the shorter piece centered below the
krnger piece.

Center the aluminum boom to mast bracket on the boom,
rlrill at least 8 nail holes through the horizontal leg and nail the
rrssembly together.

Obtain the bamboo from a carpet store as carpets often
(:ome wrapped around bamboo poles. Try to get unsplit,
straight poles 13'long, the thinner the better. You will need 9
lxrles.

Cut up a couple of coat hangers into 3" lengths and form
into wire hooks as shown in Fig. $3 inset.

Lay out the bamboo to the dimensions shown in Fig. FL.
I)rill holes through one side of the bamboo and install the wire
lrrxrks into 3 legs of the spider. On the fourth leg drill the holes

Fig. S1. Complete layout o1 the three band, two element quad; bamboo poles
and a wooden mast provide very economical construction.

LAYOUT @UPUTED FOR:

2OM (l4.2OO l,*lz)
15 M (21.250 MHr)
IOM (28.?OO MHr)
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Number L7 bare stranded copper wire is adequate for a
tJltl' station, but where higher power is used, #\2 copper
wrrc should be employed.

i'r t"x t /8" ANGLE

WELD TO SPIDER BRKT.

I ig. 5-3. Constructional details of the two element, three band quad.

Fig. 5-2. Overall view of the two element quad showing the layout of the boom,
mast and stabilizer.

all the way through the bamboo 1" above and l" below the laid

out dimensions for each spider assembly.
Assemble the bamboo to the spiders using 2 small hose

clamps for each pole. Most auto stores have an ample supply

of hose clamps in assorted sizes.
For each band, attach one end of the wire through the

upper hole on the fourth leg. Wrap the wire around the spider
and attach the end through the bottom hole. Attach the feed

line to the wire ends on the driven element and solder. Short
the wire ends together on the reflector element. Tape over
the wire hooks to make sure the wire stays in place as it has a

tendency to stretch with time.
Assemble the spiders to the boom with'large hose

clamps. (This is the toughest part.) Space the elements as

shown in Fig. 5-3.
The last bamboo pole is the stabilizer. Cut it 9'long, drill a

small hole through two small hose clamps and screw them ttr
each end of the pole" Attach the stabil2er about 8' down on thc
fourth legs between the elements and parallel to the boom
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Feed the array with 52 ohm coaxial cable. It was founrl
that two of the bands could be fed with the same feed linc
without appreciable loss, but the other band had to be fed with
a separate feed line; this array has 10 and 15 meters on thc
same feed line with a separate line for 20 meters. It was also
found that tuning stubs on the reflector were not absolutely
necessary and were omitted from the installation.

The antenna has been mounted on a20 foot tower with
good results, but much better results are obtained when
rnounted on a 40 foot tower.

THE MINIOUAD

The Mniquad has two unusual features. 1) It is of all-
metal construction, thus eliminating the problems of treating
bamboo and welding spiders, only to have the whole antenna
come tumbling down in a year or two, andZ) It is miniaturized,
taking up less tJnnhalf the space of a normal two.element
quad. Added features of the Miniquad are its low cost, ex-
tremely light weight, and general ease of construction. The
Miniquad can be built frorn parts of an old beam, or it can be
fabricated from scrap aluminum. It is light enough to be turned
by a low-priced TV rotator.

Iheory

The antenna illustrated in Fig. 5-4 is essentially a two'
element quad with .12 wavelength spacing. Note that the two
Ioops are insulated from the booms and thus from each other.

Fig. 54. Construction of the rniniquad. For operation at 14250 kHz, element
spacing ls 100 inches, the horizontal supports are 208 inches long and the
vertical distance between the horizontal supports is 104 inches. The upper
supports are insulated from the boom with standofi insulators.
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The horizontal dimension is .25),, while the vertical dimension
has been reduced from the usual .25), to . 125I. The difference
is made up with loading coils at the bottom of each of the two
loops. The Miniqua dis thus rectangular, rather than cubical, in
configuration. The 52-ohm transmission line is inductively
coupled to the loading coil on the driven element.

Gonstruction

The Miniquad lends itself to much flexibility in construc-
tion. The original version was built at almost zero cost from
the parts of an old Telrex beam. Howevero eight tenfoot
sections of tubing of almost any material and any diameter
provide elements. Center mounts can be constructed of
aluminum angle irons with standoffs as insulators. Masts and
booms are made of TV masting. Standard antenna hardware is
used for mounting the booms to the mast.

The vertical portions of each loop are of insulated number
14 solid copper wire, of the type commonly used in electrical
house wiring. The wires may be attached to the ends of the
horizontal elements by any convenient means. The wires
should be tightened so that the top and bottom elements
"bow" slightly toward each other.

Goils

The exact number of turns for the two loading coils and

the coupling link depends on many factors and therefore dif-
fers for each Mniquad. The original twenty meter Miniquad
has coils each made of about three inches of two-inch-diamater
B&W coil stock. The driven element coil should be grid-
dipped for the center of the desired operating band. Be sure to
make this measurement in the absence of stray inductances.

The reflector coil is adjusted, in the usual marurer, for
either maximum front-to-back ratio or best forward gain. Note
that no tuning stub is required on the parasitic element of the
Miniquad, as the element already has a loading coil. Thus the
reflector coil will simply have somewhat more inductance than
that of the driven element.

The 52 ohm coax is coupled to the driven element by
winding about five turns of insulated #14 solid copper wire
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around the loading coil. Since only this link is across the
transmission line, a very low standing wave ratio may be
obtained by proper choice of the number of turns.

Performance

The SWR of the originai twenty meter Miniquad was less
than 1.5:1 for the entire band, and close to 1:1 over much of
the band. Transmitter output tuning is quite broad, with retun-
ing required only for large frequency changes. Front-to-back
and front-to-side ratios seem quite satisfactory.

THE THREE ELEMENT OUAD

The gain of a 2 element is comparable to that of a three
element yagi. The front-to-back ratio ranges from 25 to 30 dB,
with the front-to-side ratio reaching as much as 40 dB. For the
size of the antenna it packs a mighty punch in the roughest of
pile-ups, and amateurs around the world will attest to its
performance. Another favorable aspect of the quad is the
relatively low construction cost. Obviously, a 3 element quad

will provide even greater performance.

Construction

SPreadcrs: Fiberglass poles make excellent, durable spread-
ers, but are quite expensive. Bamboo poles also suffice, but do
not weather well unless they are protected. A few coats of
Spar varnish will last several years, but if the poles are
fiberglassed, they will last indefinitely. Fiberglass resin and
fiberglass cloth are available at most boat centers and sport
shops. The bamboo poles were cut to a length of thirteen feet,
and wrapped from the small end to the butt with three inch
wide fiberglass cloth. About half a quart of resin was mixed at a
time, and applied with a paint brush. About two days are
required for the poles to dry.
Supporting crlssarrns: Three foot sections of one inch angle
aluminum were used to hold the poles to the boom. The
muffler clamps used between the angle stock and the boom are
three inch. The bamboo poles are held.,to the angle aluminum
by one and a half inch hose clamps.
Boom: The boom consists of twenty-one feet of three inch
irrigation tubing. The spacing from the reflector to the driven
element is ten feet, and the distance from the driven element
to the director is eleven feet.
Stringing the elements: Number fourteen wire was stretched
out and marked at 69' I" for the director, 70' LYz" for the
driven element, and 72' Lr/2" for the reflector. After the
crossarms had been assembled, the spreaders were staked
outperpendicular to each other, and each element was strung.
Asswnbly and tuning: Each element was fastened to its re-
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spective position on the boom, and 52 ohm cable was attached
directly to the driven element. Tuning stubs were fashioned
out of #I2 wire and fastened to the director and reflector. The
antenna was raised to approximately twenty feet, and the
stubs were adjusted to give maximum s-meter readings on a
receiver beneath the antenna.

Repeated comparisons with a nearby station, on the long
and short haul DX, seem to indicate that the three element
quad is comparable to a four element yag. The front-to-back
and front-to-side ratios are as good if not better than the two
element quad"
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A LIGHT FOUR ETEMENT OUAD

Most people don't have the room or the money to put up a

six element beam but a four element quad doesn't take too
much space and is considerably cheaper than the beam.

In the past, four element quads have been bulky, very
heavy and parts were hard to come by. Today a four element
quad can weigh under 50lbs. By using light-weight fiberglass
arms (16 of them) each weighing only a pound and by using a
light-weight aluminum boom and using aluminum braces to
mount the arms to the boom all totals up to a lightweight four
element quad that can be supported by most towers capable of
supporting a tri-band beam.

A2" x 30' x .065walltubingspec. 60615T-6boomwill
support the lightweight arms and has a lower wind resistance
than the 4" boom used in the past.

The least expensive arms for a quad are made of wood or
bamboo, but arms can crack, split, war$ and are easily broken
during construction or by the wind after construction.

Commercial fiberglass is now available within the price

range of the average income. This fiberglass is made espe-

cially for quad antennas and is manufactured by several com-
panies. Quad arm mounts are also available.

Boom to mast clamps are available but be sure that they
are big enough to support a four element quad. The support
shouldbe 12" x 2" O.D. forthe boomand $" x LYz" O.D. for
the mast.

The clamp must be capable of supporting both the 2"
boom and the tr/2" mast above and below the boom (Fig. 5-9).

About 50' of r/2" galvaruzed guy wte, 2 heavy duty
turnbuckles and 8 cable clamps are needed to give the boom

additional support (FiS. 5-7).
There is no real difference between a quad shaped like a

diamond and one shaped like a square. The important thing is

the feedpoint (Fig. 5-7). Feeding the antenna at any poinl

marked H results in horizontal pohnzattonand feeding at any
point marked V will result in vertical polarization.

The most widely used polarizatton is horizontal. It is

easier to tune the antenna and the tower will have less effect
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liig. 5-7. Overall view of the four element quad for 20 meters; the total boom
longth is nearly 30 feet. Either diamond or square construction may be used as
shown on the right, but the square model requires insulators-one in each
(,lement.
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on the antenna than if vertical polarization would have been

used.
The diamond quad offers an excellent route for the feed-

line to be run. The feedline can be taped directly to the

fiberglass arm with no ill effects. The square quad requires 4

insulators, one for each element (Fig. SZ).
A quad is not an especially broad-banded antenna; the

S\{R can be tuned to almost 1 to 1 at any one frequencybut t}re

SWR rises more rapidly than does the SWR in many beams'

This is not a serious drawback as the SWR is under 2 to 1 over

most of the band (Fig. F8)
The resonant frequency can be changed easily by

lengthening or shortening the wire or by using coils, shorted

stubs, tuning stubs or other tuning methods.

The length of the wire on each side of the quad can be

calculated by using the formula 248 ot the formula 984 for the

total length of each loop. The approximate total length of ttre

wire for the 20 meter Phone band is:

axn

DOI' sIPFilT

lst director
2nd director

m' 6"
68',3',

Fig. 5€. Standing wave ratio of the four element quad' Although this unit w||
tuiedforminimuri SWR inthephonesection of theband, even atthelowendtht
SWR barely exceeds 2.5:1'
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Fig.5-9. The commercial arm mount and boom support used with the four
ol€ment 20 meter guad. This particular design has withstood winds up to g0
miles per hour.
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driven element
reflector

The above lengths were calculated by increasing the
driven element length 2YzVo for the reflector and by decreas-
ing the directors 2r/zVo from the driven element size.

The radiation resistance of the quad will be close to 50
ohms and the greatest gain will be achieved when the ele-
ments are spaced:

[ONG, CIRCI'LAR OUADS

This discussion is intended to give some insight into new
types of VHF and UHF antennas which are usable on 2
through 7a meters and into the UHF television spectrum.
Frequency considerations of bandwidth, patterns plotted, and
element tapering are discussed with curves from Project
OSCAR tests and observations and UHF television on channel
32. Propagation on channel 32 was limited to a taint forward
scatter signal. The other antennas use parasitic elements cut
to the same dimensions as the driven element (DE). The
round element antennas were tested in the shop as well as in
the field; with precise matching on 432MHz, with the "busi-
ness end" of the array pointed up. It was found to be interest-
ing to note that the quarterwave circular stub presented about
600 (approx. 1 radian) arc-length when unity SWR was ob-
tained on 432Wlz. Use of RG-58ru was preferred for this
band, while 300 ohm line was chosen for use on Charurel32
reception. Reception was so good that about double the signal
strength was observed using the 11 element Long Circular
Quad as compared with 23 element Long Yagi.

The following paragraphs show, without mathematics,
the properties described. Rc-gru is a minimum size coax to
be used, with preference for Foam Heliam as in commercial
installations. Silverplated RG-9/U has about the same rating
as RG-8/U but has a non-contarninating jacket and the
shield-braids (2) remain interwovenly conductive within. Both
RG-8ru and RG-9N are adversely affected by dew, and as
inuch as 20Vo vanatson in reflected power can be expected,
even with a perfect match! For experimental use and testing,
the RG-58/U and an Amphenol coaxial termination are a
necessity, mostly because of element length-to-surroundings
scale, etc. Heliax is the only answer on 100-ft. runs.

On the 18 element Long Circular Quad, RG-58/U was
made exactly /e wavelengthon the outside for proper connec-
tion from the screen (y'ground). Preliminary cornments on the
circular quads show a nearly perfect major lobe whose half-
power-beamwidth gives 15 db gain over a matched half-wave

1st to 2nd director
director to driven
driven to reflector

70' 0"
7r'9"

r0'6"
g',3"
q',9"

This uses all but 6" of the 30'boom.

1. Select a flat place in the yard to lay out the quad arms.
Mount the arms to the arm mount. Do this to each of the 4
mounts.
2. Drill 1/16 holes in the arms approximately 12' I" from the
center of the boom; drill a 2nd hole att2' 3" in the bottom arm
of the driven element. Be sure to drill all holes straight and in a
level plane.
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dipole. This means 18 db over a point source. These calcula-

tions were taken from the pattern itself, plotted t}rough a

research laboratory antenna range. These patterns were
taced by an automatic pen recorder which was apparently
servo-controlled. Some breakdown into vertical and horizon-
tal modes were observed, but this model was not very well
balanced or completely matched when tested. Calculations are
accurate, since the rninimum amplitude for each graph is
shown to be above "zeto" or presents a plotted minimum
value on the same scale factor as the peak pen travel.

Also in this article, construction is detailed thoroughly for
the home craftsman. Air-dried seasoned oak is preferred for
the 18 element antenna Iz-ft.,6-in. boom; however, a sturdy
fiberglass quad arm may be better in the long run. Wth a

heavy round quad arm, a spring brass U-bracket could be
fashioned, similar to an auto radiator hose clamp with tighten-
ing pressure similar to a metal TV stand-off insulator (this

would be from the underside). The other solution is to use

epo{f as described later on.

long Omd Development

First in the discussion of these new antennas is the 8
element long quad of more conventional design. The approach

was this: Make a regular quad with a screen reflector on the
APX-6 transponder and add elements to rnake it "long," mean-

ing in Yagi terms to increase the boom length with extra
elements in excess of a total of 5. Using approximately 984

rfitarf fromthe transponder with a ltreath Tunnel Dipper as an

FS meter (diode position), it was found that maximum gain and

directivity was obtained with the eight elements staggered,
aperiodic and quad-shaped; the directors tapered to 95Vo of
the driven element circumference, combined to product op-

timum results!! All of the directors were the same 957o qr-
curnference of perimeter of the DE. The elements were cut to
W/TMIlz or,at this frequency, 1foot, for convenience. The
reflector screen was moved back-and-forth to match the array
the first time; the second try was to build a /+ wave stub
(shown in the quad development photo) and vary its spacing

from the soldered feedpoint connections. Of course, 984/
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Fig.5-10. I element long quad.

FMHZ is free-space wavelength,and a 47o shofter length was
used for the DE. Unity SWR was not consistent with
maximum forward gain. The six directors were staggered as
shown in Fig. S10 with the closest director spacing being
between D2 and Dl (not between Dl and DE as would be
expected). Two db gain was measured over an equivalent B
element Yagi of the same boom length, or 13 db.

Circular 0uad Development

The next step was to make the elements circular. The
APX-6 was cranked up to about 1160 mhz, where one
wavelength was close to 24 crn. and one-quarter wavelength
was approximately 6 cm. None of the expected characteristics
of the long quad or long Yagi were to be found. Instead, it
turned out that one-quarter waveJength spacing intervals,
and staggering of the dirnensions were of prime importance.
The parasitic directors were cut to g57o of the DE length and
odd-nurnbered groups of director elements, with quarter-
wave inter-group spacing, gave the highest gain for the array.
Also, the staggering of these groups of elements allowed a
"gap" or space between for the DE and Dl reflected image to
appear in phase in the right "place"on the wooden boom for
more gain. Keep in mind that the reflector was untuned and
presenting an electrical "mirror image" of the elements dis-
cussed. See Fig. 5-1L.

Polarization was semi-circular, in an axial mode (end-fue
directivity) and not sideways from the boom. There was
considerable horizontal radiation similar to that obtained by
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feeding a regular quad at its apex. Little vertical radiation was
noted. The conclusion was that some degree of imbalance was
imparted by standing waves on the line or a non-perfect match
at the antenna terminals.

No balun was used. The largest portion of the radiationis
horizontal with an additional "ctculaizrng effect" possible
because of the circular shape of the directors themselves.
Also, the vertical and horizontal components are similar whictr
makes the antenna fine for OSCAR and vhf Moonbounce
work. Incidentally, "Circular Quad" is a misnomer when used
to show how the antenna was derived. With the circular quad
there is no 30 db winding sense loss, a characteristic of the
Helical Beam Antenna. Faraday rotation, which is simply de-
fined as rotation of an incident wave upon passage through (the
Earth's) magnetic fields, should be no problem.

Mechancial Details and Performance

To prove that this antenna has promise for the amateur
and experimenter, as stated in the introduction, a fringe-area
uhf model of the circular quad for Channel32 was constructed,
using 11 elements; and the results were excellent. Working at
579 mhz with the driven element cut to the picture carrier, it
was found that the gain/aperture was at least equal to two
commercial corner reflectors, yielding a snow-free picture of
this elusive signal.

Performance

Two lobes were reported, with gain figures based on
beamwidth plotted from the VHF Handbook, by Orr &
Johnson. Note that gains of 14 db horizontal and 8 db vertical
were calculated. This plot is at 57o below the normalized
frequency of 1,000MHz.At the normalized frequency, only a

single plot was obtained, composed of both lobes equally
yielding 16 db power gain over a dipole. The screen reflector is
about 12 by 15 inches square (not critical) and an N connector
with hood is at the base of the decoupling sleeve, with
RG-gBru inside it. The SWR was high. L-shaped steel corner
braces hold the N connector and base ofthe decoupling sleeve
securely, as well as the screen.
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AtSVo above the normalized frequency for design-center,
lhere is a 16 db power gain over a dipole. The rnajor lobe is
<lean and very little energy went into the others. The effective
:rperature for the array is approximately 6.5 wavelengths
squared. Aperature is an interesting measure. Physical aper-
t ure of the Long Quad is twice that for any other array. Or, it is
like expanding a 2-wire folded dipole into a circle. The physical
:perture is at least 1.4 times that of any Yagr; and perhaps as
rnuch as 2.5 times, taking into account "wavelength factor."
'lhe equipment used consisted of. a 21-watt, 2-meter tran-
t;eiver, a diode varactor and a Cesco Reflectomenter.

Performance and Theory

Assuming a standing wave of current to exist on the
structure looking "do\lm" on the vertical plane of each loop, a
reflection from the irnaginary "screen image plane" gives the
t:xpected 3 db gain over a single dipole. See Fig. $12. Based
rn the assumed stationary wave phase, one of the several
turrent maxima allows the amateur (or professional) to select
his mounting point, depending on mast material. As the travel-
rng wave progresses, with each peak displacing /a wavelength
r nore, gain increases. If it's diffi cult to visualize, simply start at
the 6 db "bar" and follow the standing wave as a "point"
rnoving from the first current negative maxima, up through
zero, then positive maximum, and back to zero. The zero
lnint on the sixth element plane is in the same plane of the bar
rnarked 9 db, below. Observe that it is only displaced 90o
relatiue to the repeating (transcendental) maxima of the as-
sumed standing wave, which does not move. And notice that
the fust negative maxima referred to is positive-going, while
;rt the sixth element the amplitude is negative-going. What's

Y4 -+- A +- y" ---*-lo -'*-l"a

I ig. 5-1 1. Untuned reflector gives mirror image of the elements.
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wrong? Nothing. Both wave motions are still from left-to-
right,and add in time, giving the 9 db circular gain figure which
results. ln the first place, it can be asked why the 6 db current
bar was picked as reference. Well, the dashed-in 0 db bar
could not be used because it exists as a non-reinforced refer-
ence, without physical dimensions; however, t}ns image and
real element above do add to produce 3 db. This leaves the 6
db bar the choice, to eliminate confusion.

Several models of the Long Circular Quad were built.
After much testing and refinement of use of instruments,
starting with an APX-6 on 984MHz,enough data was accumu-
lated from building a uhf reflectometer and the 1000 MHz scale

model to conclude the information presented here. Further
study has led to the conclusion that the parasitic directors
must be shortened a "mystical 5," as some have said, for
maximum gain.

The first group of directors from the end are all spaced

one-quarter wavelength gap; then a three-quarter wavelength
gap; then the next group of three loops, each at one-quarter

"wavelength spacing, with a one-half wavelength gap; and on

the Dl and DE, each at one-quarter wavelength. The reflector
(R) is made of "expanded" aluminum and is made approxi-
mately 5/2 wav elengths, minimum, square. In this model, the
feed-point is at 12 o-clock, with heavy 200 ohm twinlead
feedline. The boom length is 31zs wavelengths at 579 MHz.
Estimated gainis12 db, including a 3 db polarization loss from
transmitted horlzontal to receiving circular. There appears to
be no sense to the antenna, as there are two helices. Please

note that we are looking into groups of 5, then 3,and then 2
physical one-wavelength loops from the opposite end of the
boom on which rests the sheet screen reflector, R. The
staggering is 3/a waveleng th gap b etw e en the groups of 5 and 3,

vithYz wavelengh gap between the next group of 3 and 2; and

/a wavelength from the DE to R. More gain can be obtained by
placing 7 elements with a gap of one wavelength ahead of the 5
shown; and 9 can be added with a gap of LandY+ wavelengths
ahead. The limit is what beamwidth is practical for accuratcr

steering. Matching is not a fficult problem with a DE loop
configuration.
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18 Element long Gircular Ouad Construction

The 18 element Long Circular Quad is mounted on a
piece of IY+ nch steel TV mast with U-bolts and nuts. A front
'hose" brace of wood keeps the array from drooping, and it is
lashed to the seasoned oak boom with filament tape. The
feedline is RG-8/U, with N connectors. The boom length is 12
feet (a little short for all 18 elements); however, allowance
was made for 6 inches "over-length" by crowding the ele-
ments r/s rnch each, with no loss in performance or SWR trike.
The reflector screen is connected to the boom in paddle-wheel
style, using sAby 3/+ inch air-dried seasoned oak as the cross
members. The reflector itself is made of "expanded
aluminum," Z-feet square, which is about 5/4 wavelength on a
side. One very important thing about this tlpe of mounting is
rJ:ntl/+ wavelength ahead of the second group of elements is a
voltage null which permits the use of metallic support. At
other distances on the boom there are nulls that can be used
for U-bolting a vertical conductive support; but this position is
nearest the balance-point of the array. It wouldn't be a bad idea
to use a V fiberglass support arm. Don't forget to balance the
antenna with the coax weight on it. Foam Heliax is heavy.

The elements were glued to the boom with epoxy, but it
was first necessary to coat the rounded No. 6 hard copper with
a thin layer of epoxy diluted with a very small amqunt of
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rubbing alcohol. Of course, the epoxy must be pre-mixed and

the alcohoi should not contain any glycerine" Prior to this, the
element surface should be clean and dry and roughed-up with
cabinet paper" After all lT loops are coated, allow two days for
the undercoat to dry. This rnethod is the only simple way of
gluing that works. Once the undercoat was dry, the No. 6

hard-drawn copper elernents were inserted and a final coat

along with the wooden boom, which was previously drilled for
3/16-inch holes. The No" 6 cannot be bent by hand; take these

elements to a sheet rnetal shop where they have a roiler press
just for this. ^An Amphenol or Andrew coax termination shottld

be used for properly balancing and matching the one-radian
electrical length of the circular stub. Total length of the circu-
lar stub and balun section is 90o, or one-quarter wavelength of
No. 12 tinned copper, with 30o of the 90o, approximately,
being used for balance. Reiterating: Just ahead of the first
group of three parasitic element s is the fust complete null for
mast mounting with metal U-bolts and clamps. With a sturdy
fiberglass rnast, the mount can be made anywhere on the
boom not contained within a group of elements.

Gonclusion

Looking back, there are several points which shottld be

summarized: (1) The Long Quad is semi-circularly polarized

when correctly matched and thoroughly balanced, with some

breakdown into vertical and horizontal lobes which can occur

when the antenna is held less than \7 feet above ground;

approached with less than 50 feet from the measuring site, and

used too far below design-center. With 1.00 to 1.05 on the
reflectometer and no standing waves on the outside of the
feedline, it is semi-circulilr, at least relative to the reflecting
screen. (2) The gain of the array, when considering a boom

length sufficientltothold 27, 38, or 51 elements (which are the
next groupings of elements) places it in the category of a small

dish, but with less physical aperture. (3) Frequency limits of
*1Vo and,-l}Vo rnakett useful over a band of frequencies, and

the loop wavelength can be calculated by Z ,1ADEMHz,with
trengths in centimeters. This formula is for a one-wavelength
lory, physically. (4) There is no winding sense rejection such
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;rs characterizes a Helix, and a single support arm through the
r t'flector screen material rnay be used with a counter-weight
lo aim properly. For an in-the-air mount, use an aluminum y
lrimger from a separate U-bolted clamp with old garden hose
binding the clamp to the upper portion of the mast.
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A FUtt SIZE 7 MHz QUAD

If one takes a simple half wave folded dipole antenna (0dB
gain), stretches it into a square or rectangle in a horizontal
plane, and feeds it at an appropriate place, 3 to 6 dB gain can be
obtained (Fig. 5-134) and F13B). This is similar to taking a 2
element parasitic beam and bending the elements 90o at a
pontr/a, of their own length back from each and joining them.

If two identical antennas are properly spaced, 3 dB addi-
tional gain can be obtained; theoretically, this array has 6 to 9
dB gain. Suppose, however, for convenience in feeding the
elements of Fig. 5-144 a and c and b and d are not connected
medranically as in Fig. 5-13 but are connected inductively and
capacitively. Also, instead of connecting the two feedlines to a
and b together, omit one feedline and connect a and b mechan-

ically by moving the bent tips into a vertical position. Assume
that the same degree of coupling can be obtained regardless of
the type, mechanical or inductive. Do the same with c and d;
the result is shown in Fig. tr14c, the standard cubical quad. It
can be seen that the radiating portions of the antenna have not
beenmoved nor their length changed; only the method of feed
has been changed. Thus, the gain should remain the same,
about6to9dB.

A full size 7 MHz quad requires supports for two squares
of wire that are about 40 feet on a side and spaced 30 feet
apart. A structure of several tons could conceivably be used to
support these two loops of wire but a more practical way is to
build a rotatable support system of minimum weight, bulk, and

cost that will withstand wind, bird and ice loading.
The mast is a six foot length of LYt" solid steel shaft; a

surplus motor system with a gearbox and selsyn are mounted
at the base of the shaft. The shaft is coupled to the motor
through a slotted section of pipe mounted on the rotor. A
greased sleeve mounted in the top of the Tri-Ex tower acts as

a thrust bearing. Just above the top of the tower a

21" x 12" x Yt" steel plate is mounted on the 1/n" shaft by
means of four U bolt muffler clamps. On the back of this plate
four home made 4" U-bolts made from 7e" Redirod were
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Figs. 5-13 & 14. Development of the cubical quad from the folded dipole into the
two elemefi quad.
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installed. The 30' x 4" OD 0.06" wall aluminum boom is
supported at its center by these four clamps. A sleeve of inner
tube rubber around the boom restricts slippage of the boom
during wind vibration and a semicircular sleeve of aluminum
sheeton the outside of the rubber (on the clampside) prevents
tiglrt clamps from kinking the boom. A heavy ground strap
grounds the boom to the tower and to a ground post. A bolt
through the boom could have been used to prevent boom
rotation but there was some possibility that this might weaken
it at a critical point.

Additional boom support is provided by the boom guy

systern. A second steel plate is clamped on the mast just above

the boom support plate (Fig. 5-16). A piece of pipe is clamped
on the backside of this plate and holes were drilled at the ends

to accommodate screw eyes. Guy wires of galvantzed#9 wire
run from these screw eyes to the boom tips where they are
anctrored with inigation tubing clamps. These four guys hold
the boom firmly in the horizontal plane.

Since the 6'steel shaft was too short, an extension of.M'
OD water pipe, 6'long was mounted on top of it with two bolts
going all the way through both sections. To prevent boom sag,
guy wires were connected between screw eyes mounted on
top of the mast and the ends of the boom; turnbuckles permit-
ted adjustnent for minimum sag. The complete assembly is
well balanced and spins on the ball bearing mount with the
twitctr of a finger.

lvlany spider systems were considered, but the one fi-
nally adopted consisted of a piece af 24" x 12" x ye" (10

gauge) steel plate bent 90o at the center. A piece of.4" lD
water pipe was sliced into 1" wide rings; each of these was slit
along one side. Two of these were welded to each plate as

shown in Fig. $16.
On each side of the slits in these clamps an over-size nut

was welded a bolt could be mn through these nuts to tighten
the damp snugly around the boom. Dagonal reinforcing bars

of L" x /a" steel strap were added as shown in Fig. $16. Two
holes drilled at the base of the plate accommodate U-bolts; a

3" length of 1-" wide, Ya" thick angle iron is welded into the top
of each plate flush with the 90o bend. Each section of angle iron

924

(2-rl2"DtA.,ri TUFNS
PER IIICH )

ELEl{ENT

Fig. $15. The full size forty meter quad.

has hbles drilled in it for a U-bolt and was mounted so as to
have one side flush with the other side of the angle plate as
shown in Fig. t16. A thirty foot piece of.2" OD aluminum
inigtion tubing was used for the central section of the support
arms. Five"foot lengths of IT/a" OD tubes are telescoped
inside the ends of this piece. Twelve foot lengths of high
qualitybambooare telescopedinside the ends of the aluminum
to give an overall length of about 56 feet. For maximum
strength these bamboo poles should be wrapped with a layer
of surgical gatne and coated with fiberglass.

The tubing to tubing and tubing to bamboo joints are
made as shown in Fig. $16. Sleeves of sheet aluminum are
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placed over the arms where the U-bolts wiil Snp thern. Good
quality hose clamps may be obtained from an automotivr'
supply house for the joints. About 6 inches from the upper tilr
of eactr piece of bamboo the wood should be wrapped witlr
tape, a hole drilled and a small pulley tied on. These two
pulleys support the upper corners of the wire square anrl
permit it to be lowered for adjustments; nylon cord is used in
the pulleys.

In order to prevent the spider arms from breaking in thr'
wind they must be properly guyed. Holes were drilled in tht'
two 1" straps welded across the bottom of the spider plates
and at the tips of two 5 foot pieces of 3/t" pipe; these pipes

were bolted on as boom extensions. Nylon parachute cord run
from the holes in the end of each boom extension to the tips of
each of the four element arms. Three separate strands shoulcl

be used in parallel for maximum protection. Likewise, four
guys run from the other side of the element arms to an extra
spider on the inner side of the boom (reserved for futurt'
additions). For further support of the arms, particularly when
the wire square is lowered, nylon rope was run in a squarc
around the bamboo arms 6 feet from their tips; the total arnr
guy system is shown in Fig. 5-17.

Assembly requires strategy but this leaves room for
ingenuity. First of all, get something to stand on 15 feet away
from the tower and at least 20 feet high. A large pulley is
placed on top of the mast to haul up parts. Most of the antennlr

can be assernbled by one person but two people make it a lot
simpler.

The items are mounted in the following order: rotor, ball
bearing, gears, thrust bearing, mast, boom support plate,antl

boorn guy plate. Then the spiders, guy extension arms, antl

boom guys with extra lengths of cord attached for manipula-

tion from the ground. The boom is raised into place by pullcy
and then tied down to hang beside the boom support platt'.
The U-bolts, sleeves and rubber are added and the bolts
tightened. The extra lengths of cord on the boom guys art'
used to pull the guys into place for anchoring; then they :rn'
temporarily tightened.

The four element arms are completely fabricated on tlrt'
ground and their guys attached. One man can carry one up tlrt'
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: FROM EACH
TIP TO EOOM

EOOM EXTENSION

Fig. 5-17. Guying system used with the spider arms. Wthout this system the
arms will break in winds of 30 to 40 mph.

ladder and tie it temporarily to the boom while adjusting the
U-bolts and sleeves. However, it may be more convenient to
have an assistant on the ground to hand up one side of the
element arm while another manipulates the other side by
means of a rope (don t use guy ropes tied to the tips of the
barnboo for manipulation). Make sure the pulley tips of the
anns are on the ground side.

The other ends of the guy ropes are nowfastened. At this
point only the square of guy ropes between the individual
bamboo arms will have one or two ropes unfastened 35 feet in
the air. The extra spiders are 7.5 feet out from the center of
the tower, but by wearing a lineman's belt and leaning way out
from the tower, they may be reached to tie the guys on.

The second set of spider arms is now added. If conve-
nient, the boom may be rotated around to put the other boom
end above your ladder; the second set of arms and guys ls then
added in the same manner. The pulley tips of the bamboo are
close to the ground and the guy rope between themis securely
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fastened. This guy carries more weight than the others and if
possible, should be of heavier nylon rope. It should always be
kept tight as it distributes the wind load more equally between
the four diagonal arms.

When these guys have been adjusted and the other guys

have been added to the pulley arms, the 4 boom U-bolts are
loosened and the boom is rotated 1800 on its own axis to put
the pulley tips high in the air. The remaining guys are then
fastened. The wire elements are prefabricated on the ground

and may be pulled up with the pulley ropes and tied down. In
one case it was found convenient to hang a nylon rope from the
boom tip to support the heavy gamma match and RG-8/U
coaxial feedline.

Considerable adjusting and tinkering was done with the
elements after the antenna was mounted on the tower. The
final dimensions include a coil at the bottom center of each

ele..-:nt for length adjustments. Litfle efficiency is sacrificed
byusing coils and they are much more convenient than chang-

ing large lengths of wire.
The resonant frequency was 7.0 MHz when the boom

was 25 feet off the ground; at 56 feet the resonant frequency
was7.2 MHz with the following SWR across the band: 7000

kllz, 1.8; 7l00k}lz, 1.4; 7200kIlz, L.25; and 7300 kIlz,I.4.
The resonant frequency shifted about 50 kHz during rotation
due to proximity of nearby objects, but this was of little
consequence'because of the broadbanded nature of this quad.

The gamma match uses two #12 wires 4.6 feet long and

spaced 6 inches apart with plastic spacers; a series 200 pF
capacitor was used to tune out the inductive reactance of the
gamna match.

The front to back ratio runs from 5 to 40 db depending on
the direction, angle of radiation and skip characteristics.
Numerous observations of 7 MHz broadcast stations and

hams showed average gains of two S-units or better over a

1000 foot long-wire aimed at Europe.
The antenna has stood up well in 50 to 60 mph winds,

snow, and ice as long as all guys were kept tight; if the guys are
not tight the arms will break in winds of 30 to 40 mph. This
antenna is a joy to operate on 40 meters.
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GIVING THE OUAD A NEW I.OOK

The cubical quad antenna has long been popular among
hams because of its inexpensiveness, excellent performance
and light weight. However it suffers from two major
drawbacks-it is cumbersome and not very rugged. The de-
sign described reduces these deficiencies and even further
reduces the quad's weight and perhaps expense.

Fig. 5-18. The cubical quad.

The mechanical structure of the cubical quad serves to
support two square forms of wire a short distance apart. The
traditional method of construction is not particulary efficient,
particularly as large torques are impressed on the boom and
rnast, leading to lack of rigidity, mechanical failure, etc. The
tlesign presented here (Fig. 5-19) overcomes these deleteri-
rus forces to a large degree. A quick examination shows the
rnerits of the latter. First, it uses less support material,
thereby reducing weight, wind loading, and stress on the
r nast. Second, the center of mass of each side of the antenna is
rnuch closer to the mast, resulting in reduced torque in the
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Fig. 5-19. A better mechanical mount for a quad.

center of the antenna, which might otherwise cause it to
break. The electrical specifications are in every way identical
with those of the traditional quad, and any of one's preferrecl
tecturiques for constructing a regular quad can be used for this
one, except of course for the fact that metal cannot be used for
the arms.
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Ghapter 6

VHF-UHF Antennas

A 146 MHz M0B|[E ANTENNA

The most used 2m antenna is the quarter-wave whip. This
antenna leaves a great deal to be desired especially if it is
mounted where shielding reduces its effectiveness. An an-
tenna which has some appeal is the coaxial dipole, an'efficient
radiator, which could be elevated above the car roof to
minimize shielding. However, this antenna usually has prob-
lems with feed lines in its standard form.

The normal coaxial dipole consists of a quarter-wave
whip on top of a metallic supporting pole which is mstallically
and electrically joined to a quarter-wave sleeve. The coaxial
cable center conductor is connected to the bottom of the whip
and the braid to the pole and the sleeve. This sytem produces
a strong ground wave but also produces standing waves on the
supporting pole. By placing radials a quarter-wave below the
bottom of the sleeve they act as an rf choke to reduce the
standing waves on the pole. A secondary effect of these radials
is f6 utilizs the standing waves to reinforce the original
radiated signal. Thus the radials add to the gain of the antenna.

If such an antenna could be used with the car body acting
as the ground plane, it would be a very efficient mobile
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radiator. The feed impedance of a coaxial dipole antenna is a
nominal 75Q and normally it would be necessary to feed the
coaxial cable up the center of the supporting pole to the feed
point. This necessity would make the antenna a rather messy
one to attac.h to a car. On studying the suggested antenna it
was realized that the distance from the ground plane to the
feed point is approximately a half wavelength.

One fact emerges from this discovery. Because impe-
dances are repeated each half wavelength on a transmission
line it is possible that a feed point impedance at the ground
plane could be repeated in impedance at the junction of the
whip and sleeve. However, because of velocity factor effects
on transmission line, it would be impossible to use ordinary
coaxial cable for this purpose. The transmission line must have
a velocity factor close to unity.

A transmission line with a velocity factor of unity is air
spaced coaxial cable. tsy now the reasoning may have become
clear to the more astute. The support pole can become the
sheath of an air spaced coaxial cable so thata wire fed centrally
through its half wavelength will produce the required unity
velocity factor half wavelength transmission line. The impe-
dance of this line is not critical as it will repeat the impedance
seen at one end to the other. This means that the materials
used can be governed by the fittings and facilities of a home
workshop.

In practice the inner conductor will need the support of
two or three beads along its length. These could be pieces of
poly frorn coaxial cable. This will tend to reduce the velocity
factor very slightly. The bottom section of the antenna, due to
end effect, is slightly less than a half wavelength. These two
factors just mentioned tend to cancel each other out.

There are many ways of fabricating the antenna and one
suggested method is shown in the accompanying sketdres.
For economy the PL239 plug assembly was chosen for a base
connector. The half wavelength supporting tube is brazed or
soft soldered to the tailpiece of the connector. Incidentally,
pick a connector with an insulation material that is not suscep-
tible to heat. Also note that the bottom section length should
make due allowance for the length of the connector used. A
brass spacer ring is brazed or soft soldered to the top of the
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support pole. This brass ring is drilled and tapped at three or
four points to allow the brass sleeve to be screwed into
position.

The inner conductor and whip is made from one piece of
material. One end of this material is reduced to fit into the

FiS. 6-.1 . Sub-assemblies for 146 MHz coaxial dipole items shown are not drawn
to scale and most critical dimensions have been left out.
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inner of the connector. Slip the support beads on the inner
conductor, insert it into the support pole and solder the end to
the connector. Next a small fiber, or similar material plug is fed
over the whip end of the inner conductor and pushed to the top
of the support pole. A generous application of an epoxy based
glue at this point will complete the construction.

When installed the SWR may be shifted slightly by vary-
ing the length of the whip section. On the few antennas made,

the whip length was deliberately made long, about 22inches,
and then reduced bit by bit till a minimum SWR was achieved.

In-operation tests were made by comparing against a
standard quarter-wave whip, both mounted on the center of an

automobile roof. In all tests, changing from the quarter-wave
whip to the coaxial type antenna more than doubled the limiter
current of the FM receiver used for signal strength compari-
sons. Some of these antennas with normal quarter wave
radials have been used as home station antennas with excel-
lent results.

TWO METER MOBITE HALO

A 2 Meter mobile installation that is capable of optimum
performance and can be installed or removed in about 2 mi-
nutes was the objective, allowing the same transceiver to be
used for both home and mobile operation. The principd,fea-
ture of this installation is a new halo antenna held in place by a
magnet. This antenna is a Halo designed especially for this
installation which is light in weight and very simple to con-
struct. The aluminum tubing used was 20 inches long (approx.
1A wavelengttr) to allow placing the halo in the center of the
car's metal roof. A surplus magnetron magnet holds the an-
tenna to the car roof at all legal speeds and then some. Thin
mylar type was used on the pole faces of the magnet and a
plastic plug cap was placed on the tubing's lower end toprotect
the car.

The halo antenna's element is made from flat stock of 24
ST aluminum which is the springy variety. This allows bowing
a flat piece into the circular shape. A simple gamma match is
made from a piece of 7s aluminum tubing having a short piece
of wire (inner part of a piece of RG-8/t) inside of it for
capacitive coupling to the tubing. No adjustments are included
for the SWR should be under 2: 1 over the 2 meter band if it is
constructed as shown. The nominal impedance of this halo is
50 ohms. The spacing between the ends of the main element
will increase or decrease the frequency band at which the
optimum SWR is obtained.

The performance exceeds that of the other 2 meter
mobiles tested and has been completely satisfactory in all
respects.
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6 db on 450 MHz

This antenna can be called a stacked collinear; it does a
beautiful job in the 450 MHz band.

Gonstruction

Start by cutting 5 pieces of RG-8 10 inches long. These
will be ther/z wave sections. Strip the braid back until the braid
is 8-11/16 inches long. The braid should be centered in each
section leaving about 3/s" gap between the sections as in the
drawing. Cut another section of RG-8 about one foot long;
strip the rubber insulation back about 6". This will be the
bottom section. Strip some of the braid back and overlap the
center-conductor to the braid as before, placing this section
below the already assembled 5 sections. Solder this piece on.
On this bottom section, from the top edge of the braid, mea-
sure down 4-5/16 inches. Mark this spot. Tin it with solder
and mark it again. This is where the 4 radials will leave the
braid for their drooping 30 degree 5 inch run. Needless to say,
start your radials with about 61/2" lenglhs then bend them,
measure 5" and cut them off. Then solder securely, binding
them with copper wire first. For the radial material., brazng
rod is ideal. It bends with no difficulty but won't accidentally
bend, and it solders very well. Put the coax connector on the
bottom of this section.

For the top section, cutal?inchlength of RG-8. Prepare
one end as before. Remove the rubber insulation. From the
upper end, pull the braid back to the point 4-5/16" from its
bottom edge. Mark this point. About 1/+" further towards the
top, cut the insulator and center conductor off. At the marked
pont,4-5/L6" from the bottom edge of the braid, carefr.rlly cut
the polyethylene offleaving the exposed center conductor and
the retracted braid. Cut the center conductor offleavingabout
1/16" exposed. Fan each strand out to the edge as shownin
Fig. 6-3. Pull the loose braid up over the cut center conductor
and pull down tight as shown. Solder the braid to the fanned
out edges of the center conductor, then solder the braid
making it solid for about another 5/2". Measure up from the
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Fig. 6€. Fan each strand of the center conductor out to the edge.

fanned out center conductor and cut the braid off at 5 inches.
This 5 inches will not compute with the formulas but, for some
reason, it works best.

This completes the construction of the antenna itself.
Buy a 10 foot length of PVC rieid plastic pipe 3/d" dratneter. Lay
the antenna down the floor. Place the PVC pipe beside it witfr
the bottom edge at the top of the radials. Cut the pipe off about
4 inches longer than the antenna from the radials up. At the top
section of the antenna, drill a small hole through the pipe.
Place the antenna inside the pipe and thread a piece of nylon
fishing line through the pipe, through the gap in the antenna

t, ll

CENTER COTOUCTOR
FANNED OUT

5 l/2 WAVES (8 il/t6tn.EACH)

I

--ll
4 5/l6ln.

50'RADIALS
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and out the other side. Tie securely. This will keep the
antenna straight and taut. Seal the upper end of the pipe with
either the cap, plastic wood, fiberglass, epoxy, etc.

Take the rernaining PVC pipe, cut off 12 inches, and take
the rest and place below the antenna, overlapping 12 inches.
Take FVC cement and cement the two pipes together. After
they are dry, take the rernaining 12 inches of pipe, and rip it
lengthwise into 4 pieces. Throw two of them away. Take t}te
other two and place them along the 12 inch overlap in a
concave fashion. Cement thern onto the assembled antenna.

More Yz wavelength sections can be added to this an-
tenna as long as the nurnber of sections is an odd number.
However, going from 5 sections to 11 will only provide about 3
dB of additional gain, and a lot of construction headaches"

A TUNEABTE AhITENNA FOR Z$32 MIIz

A novel and interesting tunable type of UHF antenna has
been developed for indoor test use, antenna range work and
amateur phased array use, on 432 MHz.

Figures 6-4, 6-5, and 6-6 show views of the single unit. It
is particularly suitable for use with large screen reflector
where many would be used, spaced a certain distance apart in
proper phase; with each fed by a separate 50 ohm matched
cable. Note that this is a tunable antenna with a knob and
plenty of gain and front-to-back ratio, also. A one-to-one SWR
can be obtained by juggling the spacing of the radiator from the
reflector using the threaded rod in the center; adjusting the
trimmer in the matching section; the position along the
radiator of the trirnmer; and the tuning or length of the radiator
versus the "penny" tuning of the end capacitor C2"

The tunable feature can be very useful for working diffe-
rent portions of the band, such as on M0 f.or ATV. The
average antenna cannot cover such a range properly. This one
can be cut and tuned as needed and then retuned with a knob.

Fig. 64. Front view; 432MHz test antenna.
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Fig. 6-5. 432MHz test antenna.

Note that the tuning knob and input cable can be tuned
from the back of the antenna. The matching capacitor C1 can

also be turned around and tuned from the back through a hole
in the reflector with a full-insulator screwdriver. These are
useful features and it is quite surprising to see how dead it is in
the back. Of course, a larger reflector will have an even
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greater front-to-back ratio. Note also the resemblance to the
famous low frequency "Windham" antenna, with its single-
wire feed.

For on the air indoor tests, and small antenna range
work, a lamp bulb receiving antenna is shown in Fig. 6-7. The
reflector and radiator assembly are somewhat similar to that of
Fig. 6-4, except that the no. 49, pink bead, 120 milliwatts, is
shunted across a section of the radiator which is a piece of solid
aluminium wire. Both of these antennas can be used to table-
top or on floor stands.

BAKELI TE

RF IN

IT JAC
SPAGHETTI

COPPER STRIP
RADIATOR I" WIDE,
BY ili LoNG

t
R EFLECTOR
2I.,LONG

(NOT CRITICAL AS USED)

Fig. 6-6. Side view, 432 MHz test antenna.
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COPPER - CLAD BAKELITE
2t.t/4" LONG3.r/2" tYtDE BY

I/8O SOLID ALUMINUM WIRE
t3" LONG

BRASS STRAP WITH 2.56
BOLT AND NUT

7-45 TRTMMER (C,)

"PHoNon JAoK

"PHoNo" PLUG

NO. 49 PILOT LIGHT
2 V. 60 Mo.

INSULATOR

Fig.6-7. Top view, 432MHz test antenna.

COttI iI EAR.GAI I{ ANTEN I{A FOR VH F.UH F REPEATERS

One of the most popular antennas in the amateur re-
peater world is the omnidirectional collinear coaxial stack,
although it is seldom called by that name. Versions of this
antenna are manufactured by several firms that build antennas
specifically for the commercial bands.

Two of the reasons the collinear antenna is so popular are
that it can be made to exhibit a great deal of omnidirectional
gain at a very low angle of radiation and it takes up very little
space. In its manufactured form, it resembles a long fishing
pole with a pair of crossed fins at the base.

In spite of the fact that a great deal of painstaking effort is
required to make the antenna and get it just right, the opera-
tion is surprisingly simple. And what makes it even more
attractive to the amateur is its low price. About all that is
needed is a good-sized length of bOO foamdielectric coaxial
cable and some polyvinyl-chloride (PVC) pipe. For 2 meters,
the pipe should be between 20 and 2l ft in length; for 450
lvftIz, wr8 ft length will suffice. The total omnidirectional gain
(as compared with a reference dipole) will be about 6 db.

Building the Antenna

Ignoring the structural aspects, the antenna itselfis no-
thing more than a series of precise lengths of coaxial cable
soldered in an alternate phase-reversal configuration as shown
inFig. 6-8. A quarter-wave whip at the antenna's tip shorts the
inner and outer conductors of the coax and becomes the
terminal radiating element. At the lower end of the antenna,
the last coax section actually becomes the feedline itself,
whose length, incidentally, is not critical as long as the dimen-
sions are followed with religious fanaticism.

A number of amateurs have managed to build antennas of
this type, and diagrams have never been scarce. But few have
handled the project successfully. Gettingthe antenna together
is not fficult. The problems start to happen when it's time to
turn the soldered-together pieces of coax into a structurally
sound antenna. Applyng wet epoxy, as in a fiber-glassing
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SOLDER TO
BRAID

Fig. 6€. The collinear gain antenna is made up of coaxial sections connected in
a phase-reversal configuration. The bottom section (from the radials to the first
joint) and the upper section (which ioins the antenna to the shorted radiator) are
half he size of all other sections.

scheme, doesn't work out. The problems may be attributable
to some chemical interaction between the wet epoxy and the
coax dielectric (changing the dielectric constant of the line) or
because the hardened epoxy doesn't allow any flexing of the
coax braid. Sealing the antenna with epoxy will not work.
When the antenna is rigid and looks gteat, it will measure a
very disappointingly high standing wave ratio.

The commercial antenna use fiber glass, but thef do not
use it to seal the antenna. Instead, they use an inert and
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flexible sealer, then encase the whole assernbly within a pre-
formed fiber-glass tubular envelope. At least one of the com-
mercial suppliers uses beeswax as the inert sealer. Actually,
there is no real need to immobilize the antenna once it has
been placed inside the PVC pipe. The most important point in
the construction process is to make it water-tight. Water
drops inside a length of coax do bad things to antennas and
feedlines.

The dimensional details of the antenna are shown in Fig.
6-9. Lengths have been calculated in the decimal system to the
nearest hundredth of an inch. The 2 meter figures are based
on an operating frequency of.L47 MHz. The antenna is broad-
banded enough to give an swr of close to unity regardless of
the FM channel of operation. The 450 MHz frequency of
operation is 441 MHz, exactly three times the frequenry of
the 2 meter version. The 450 MHz dimensions are just one-
third those shown for the 2 meter version.

The 220 MHz dimensions are calculated for 220.5Nft12
(half the 450 frequency).

To begin construction, cut eight lengths of coax from the
reel. Each piece should be cut about an inch oversize, then
trimmed down later so that all pieces are of exactly the same
length. The dimensions given are end-of-braid to end-of-braid
for any given length. (See closeup detail in Fig. 6-10.) The
braid-to-braid distance should be approximately the same as
the distance between the inner and the outer conductor of the

Fig.6-9. Layout and dimensions of collinear gain antenna. The 2 meter dirnen-
sions are for a frequency of 147 MHz; the 450 MHz dirnensions are for z[42 MHz
exactly. -lhe 

22Q dimensions are tor 22Q.5, just half the 450 frequency. The
antenna is broadbanded enough to yield a low vswr on any frequency within a
megahertz of that shown.
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SHIELD (TIN WITH SOLDER}
l/4 in. EXPOSEO

DIELECTRIC-l/8 in. PAST SHIELO

CONOUCTOR-l/4 in. EXPOSED.
rO SHIELO OF NEXT LENGTH

SOLOER TO SHIELO
OF NEXT LENGTH Jt;

Fig. 6-10. The coaxial lengths should be soldered as shown. Keep the braid
trimmed evenly all the way around and make sure the brad from one section
doesn't make contact with the brid of the next section. lf conductors are well
tinned, problems will be minimized. Coax lengths are measured individually from
braid to braid end.

WRAP RADIAI".s WITH
EARE WIRE AND SOLOER
TO COAX ERAIO

Fig. 6-11. Radials, of narrow-diameter copper tubing, should be cut to slightly
longer than a half wavelength. The center should be bent to conform to the
rounded shape ol the coax braid so that on each radial a quarter-wave length
extends outward from the coaxial braid. Tin the braid first. After wire-wrapping
and soldering, wrap the joint well with electrical tape.
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coax used, or approximately Yz in. This dimension is the only
one that does not change with operating frequency or band.

When all the lengths have been cut and trimmed to the
precise lengths, study Fig. 6-10 carefully, then tin all exposed
braid and conductors. This tinning process is an important
step and should be done as completely as possible.

Solder the lengths together, and use care to avoid handl-
ing the soldered pieces any more than is absolutely necessary.
The braid can pull loose without much encouragement. When
everthing looks correct, wrap the joints with tape. Be very
careful in the handling until the antenna is safely inserted into
its plastic pipe.

The quarter-wave radiator that goes at the top can be any
good conductor, but copper is best. And the easiest way to get

24 in. GALV PIPE-
LARGER I.O. THAN
PVC O.D.

Fig. 6-12. Long slots in the PVC pipe will hold the radials in place with the
antenna inserted. Wrap the bottom well with electrical tape after the antenna is
installed in the fiber tube. Notch four matching places on a 2 ft length of
galvanized pipe to seat, and try for a snug fit.
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a good, stiff copper conductor is to buy some narrow-diameter
(\zs in. is ideal) copper tubing. The same material can be used
for the radials at the base of the antenna.

Ground Radials

There is nothing critical about the manner in which the
radials are attached to the antenna. Figure 6-1,1 shows the
system used.

The slots (Fie. 6-12) are cut lengthwise into the bottom
of the PVC pipe so that the radials can be held in place when
the PVC is inserted into the mounting pipe (made of heavy
metal). The metal pipe is notched gently to seat the radials.

Before inserting the PVC into the larger pipe, the slots on the
PVC should be taped up (after the antenna is installed in the
PVC sheath).

Flg. 6-13. By spacing the antenna the proper number of quarter wavelengths,
some interesting radiation patterns can be obtained. In the pattems shown,lhe
cirdes representthe 5.8 dB omindirectionalgain achieved bytotrmounting. Tho
asymmetrical overlays represent the pattorns obtained by side-mounting. Nots
that even though signal loss occurs in some directions, significant gain im-
provement is realized in other areas.
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If the repeater doesn't give omnidirectional coverage,
more gain than the 5.8 dB discussed may be obtained by
merely spacing the antenna a prescribed number of quarter
wavelengths from the tower. Of course this means that the
antenna will have to be side-mounted rather than top-
mounted. Quarter-wave spacing will result in a major lobe in
the same direction as the antenna is from the tower mass, as

shown in Fig. 6-13A. Each additional quarter-wave essentially
adds a lobe that exceeds the 5.8 dB omnidirectional reference
point.
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RO()F MOUIITED V}IF WHIP ANTENNAS

There are many books and papers published that go into
the theory of antenna performance, but none have been found
that show the actual pattern and gain in addition to valid
comparisons between the different types.

Here are actual test results in three basic mobile VHF
whip antennas. The three antennas are the one-quarter wave
whip, a base loaded one-half wave "gain" antenna that most
two meter FM'ers graduate to, and a balanced end-fed one-
half wave 'J" antenna. Antenna talk among professionals as

well as amateurs is a highly emotional topic, due to all the
different misconceptions that have been proliferated.

By measuring an antenna pattern in a realistic situation,
one gets a realistic pattern and not an ideal pattern. Great care
must be exercised in making antenna measurements to avoid
mistaken results. To make meaningful antenna measure-
ments, certain parameters have to be kept constant, like path
distance, the receiver and transmitter frequency and gain
settings and the losses in the test antenna feedline system. All
of these details and more were taken care of bv months of hard
work, anguish, and finally success.

Test Setup

To simulate the roof of a car or station wagon, a
140 x 250 cm sheet of sixteen gauge brass was attached to
the three-axis antenna positioner. The equipment hook-up is
shown in the block diagram and the photos.

Ihe Coordinate System

The coordinate system is shown in Fig. 6-15. The anten-
nas under test are oriented along the Z axjs when the ground
plane is parallel to the earth. The X Y plane is in the ground
plane when it is parallel to the earth; the X axis is in the
direction of the transmitting antenna.

The azimuth or horizontal angles of rotation, S, is mea-
sured from the X axis in degrees. The elevation on vertical
angles, 0 is measured from the Z axis downward toward the X
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K*r^*,

dipole used was a comrnercially made, tunable, standard an-
tenna used for field strength measurements. Preliminary
rneasurements indicated that the 'J" antenna was the most
sensitive of the three, therefore it was used as the zero dB
reference in the pattern measurements. The receiver and the
polar chart recorder were checked using a calibrated at-
tenuator to ascertain their ability to accurately track the signal
stength.

fiS.-O-t O. Horizontal patterns. 0 is held constant at 90o, while @ varies from 0o to
3600.

Fig. 6-15. Coordinate system.

Y plane. An example of the coordinate system: 0 = 90o and

0 = 0o references the ground plane parallel to the earth with
the received signal arriving along the X axis or perpendicular
to the long side of the gound plane.

Antenna Adjustment

The 'J" antenna is basically an end fed one-half wave
radiator. Only the upper one-half wave length of the antenna
radiates, since the one-quarter wave matching section has

balanced transmission line currents on it. A 4:1 one-half wave
balun made fronn 50,f) coax is used to feed the 200O feed point
inrpedance. The one-quarter wave whip was cut to resonance
and connected direcfly into a bulkhead coax fitting on the
ground plane. The one-half wave base tuned antenna (a Gam
model TU-2) was also trimmed for minimum swr. The swr of
allthree whips was checked over a2Nftlz band centered on
the 146 MHz and found to be less than 1.5:1. The reference
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antenna becomes more and more dependent on the ground
plane.

Next { was kept constant at 0o, 45o, and 90o and a
portion of an elevation plane pattern was obtained by tilting the
ground plane from horizontal. The antennas and the ground
plane were rotated ftom 0o to 90o in the g direction with { held
at 0o. Looking at Fig. 6-17, the 'J" has its maximum lobe
direcfly on the horizon in this direction. The half-wave vertical
has a maximum lobe which is 13o up from the horizon in this
direction. The quarter-wave whip has an almost circular pat-
ternfrom 0 x g0o to 650. The response ofthe quarter-wave
whip varies about 3 dB from maximum to minimum in the d

Fig. 6-18. Vertical cuts. d is constant at 9Oo, 0 varies from 0o to 90o.

Fig. 6-17. vertical cuts. Here o is constant at oo while d is changed from 0o to 90o.

Test Results

First, all the antennas were rotated about the Z a:lis
gwing an azimuth on horizontal plane pattern. Referring to
Fig. &16, it can be seen that the horizontal pattern for the,J',
is within aYz dB of being circular. The one-half wave vertical
had an elliptical pattern. At 0 - 0o and 1800, (along the short
dimension of the ground plane) the one-half wave vertical was
1dB down, but at 90o and 2700, (the long dimension) it was
almost 3 dB down! For the quarter-wave whip, the elliptical
pattern starts to approach a rectangle. At 4 = 0o and 180b,
the pattern of the whip was down 3 dB from the 'J" and the g0o

and 2700 it was down about 7 dB. Notice how each succeeding
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The 0 or vertical patterns in the Q = 45o plane (Fig.
6-1-9) appear half-way between the extremes found in Figs. 4
and 5, and by symmetry can be reasonably reflected through
the Z axis to give an accurate three-dimensional field strength
pattern of these roof mounted antennas.

Since the'J" had the most symmetrical pattern and had
the least dependency on the ground plane, it was compared
with the reference dipole to arrive at a gain figure. The
reference dipole major lobe field strength was compared to the
'J's," using the same cable and connectors. This orientationis
wittt 0 = 90o and 0 = 0o. Negligible differences were found
between the "J" and the dipole. By probing the incident fields

Fig. 6-20. Horizontal pattern for 7+ I whip on a stick whip with radials.

Fig. 6{9. Vertical cuts. Here d = 45o, while d varies from 0o to 90o.

direction, whereas the response of the 'J" varies about 15 dB
from maximurn to minimum in the d x 0 direction.

As would be expected by this time, elevation cuts in the

S = 90o direction show an even more pronounced difference.
I"ooking at Fig. 6-18, where 0 = 90o, it can be seen that the
presence of the ground plane actually degrades the 'J" per-

formance by lifting the major lobe about 17o above the horizon!

The direction of the major lobe of the half-wave vertical re-
mains the same (about 10o - 15o), but the overall response in

that direction is down 2 dB from the maximum. The quarter-

wave whip begins to show a bit more directivity with a lobe up

about 25o from the horizontal.
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over the area in front of the ground plane with the dipole and

the 'J," we for.lnd less than a Yz dB fluctuation in signal

strength, indicating that reflections from surrounding objects

were not sufficient to cause differences in the patterns from
one antenna to the next. This means that the 'J" can be

considered to be a reference vertical dipole.

These results aroused a considerable amount of discus-

sion in our local repeater group! In an attempt to keep from
losing friends who owned half-wave Gams and quarter-wave

Ground Planes, an attempt was made to find a set of condi-

tions where the Gam and quarter-wave Ground Flane ap-
proached "specs." A classic quarter-wave ground plane was

Fig. 6-21. Free space vertical pattern.
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constructed using four drooping wires for the ground plane
and the quarter-wave vertical radiator. This new ground plane
antenna was mounted on a wooden pole well away from othe
metal objects (about L0 ft above the antenna positioner).
Curiosity over the effect of radials on the horizontal pattern
prompted a quick test. Figure 6-20 shows the results of the
horizontal pattern for the ground plane. Delight followed the
completion of such a smooth pattern! Next, the vertical pat-
terns were compared in Fig. 6-21. The gain on the horizon for
all three was essentially the same when they were in a "free
space" condition. At best, all three antennas show the same
gain as a vertical dipole.

Gonclusion

We have shown that the effects of a nonresonant ground
plane, such as a car roof, can be disastrous for antennas that
'heed" a ground plane to operate and can spoil the patterns of
antennas that don't need ground planes for impedance match-
ing. Further speculation is left to the reader as to just exactly
howhigh above the nonresonant groundplane one would need
to place a quarter-wave whip and the half-wave vertical.
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IWO METER MOBILE WHIP

The need for a better two-meter antenna for mobile use

has led many to try both five-eighth and three-quarter wave

base-loaded antennas. From the schematic' it will be noted

that two antennas are tried, one with a series coil' and the

;th;;;th t grounded coil and a tap for impedance matching'

The parts required are:

1. Connector, of atype to be determined by individual need'

Ho*"u"r, in the grounded coil configuration' use a connedor

whictr makes a positive ground connection'

i. Plastic pill vial, size LYa" O'D' and 2s/a" long'

3. #L4 enamel wire
4. 3/s" dia. brass rod stock, 2" in length

S. Z o*.", of casting iesin, catalyst (4 drops per ounce) and

."f"ftg if a"sired. Die will grve a transparent effect' pigment

opuqu"] fft"se items-can be obtained from most hobby shops'

d. t/"" diameter metal rod, 53" long, for series coil antenna'

7. Ys" diameter metal rod, 48" long, for ground coil antenna

(these rods are much longer than necessary)'

Construction

Take the 3/e', diameter brass rod. From one end, drill a 1/s,'

diamefer hole lrA" deep. Meastte s/a" from this end' and at

tigllrt *gf"t to the previous hole, drill and tap for 6/32" bolt'.

fif"t.utilg from th-e same end 1", drill and tap for a secord

6/32" bolt. On the opposite end of the brass rod' drill a hole %"

Jeep, just large enough for #L4 diameter wire'
'Tire 

series coil is-wound on a V+" dtameter form' using

#14 wire, 11 turns. The coil length is lYz" ' At one end of the

coil, bend the #14 wire at a right angle., lhen 
clip off'a3/s" ' At

the'opposite end, bend #14 wire to a right angle' and clip-at a

di;t"t;" of llz".Scrape enamel offboth ends' Solder thb short

end to the brass rod. Take the pill vial, and, starting with-a

small drill, make a hole in the center of the bottom' Slowly

increase this diameter of s/s", being careful not to crack tht:

plastic.

3M

Fig.6-22. Coil encapsulated in plas-

tic pill vial.

Insert the brass rod with the coil attached into the open

end of the pill vial and slip it through the Te" hole so the rod will
protrude from the bottom of the vial for a distance of 17e". Slip

the coaxial fitting over the long end of the wire, and insert

Frg. 6-23. Three quarter wave whiP
with series coil.
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enough of the fittings so that it will be into the vial, making sure
the connector will be clear to operate.

Now, center the brass rod and keep it parallel with the
plastic container and the coaxial fitting. Solder the long wire to
the coaxial connector. Check once again to be sure the fitting,
the plastic vial and brass rod are all vertically in line.

In order to keep the plastic from escaping, and to keep
the brass rod in line, it may be helpful to use either putty or a
fast-drying glue. With the vial upright (coaxial connector up),
pour the casting resin. This container will require two ounces
of resin and eight to ten drops of catalyst. If coloring is desired,
mix eitherpigmented color or dye withthe resinbefore adding
the catalyst. See the manufacturers instmctions for details on
mixing. Carefully pour the resin into the vial, and let it stand
for twenty-four hours.

The second antenna is made in very much the same
firmner, except the coil is wound on a 5/s" form. The total
number of turns is six, and the spacing between turns is the
width of the wire. The end opposite the brass rod is soldered
to the outside material of the coaxial fitting. A piece of flexible
#16 wire is brought up through the connector and is tapped to
the coil two turns from the grounded end.

To prune these antennas to frequency, use a piece of
e:ipendable wire, the same diameter as the whip, inserted into
the opening of the brass rod and secured wittr 6/32" bolts.
Insert a standing wave bridge in the coaxial line, tune the
tansmitter, and check the swr, whictr should be fairly high.
Shut off the transmitter and clip approximately Y+" from the
top end of the antenna. Turn on the transmitter, retune, and
check swr. Keep using this procedure until swr is at a
minimum. After finding the proper length, remove the whip
and use this measurement for the permanent antenna, whictr
will be made of spring metal. For best results, this pruning
procedure should be done at the permanent position of the
antenna on the vehicle.

Test Results

Tests were conducted over as flat a terrain as possible,

trying to preclude the possibility of reflections. Three diffe-
rent test sites were used. The reference antenna was a
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Fig. F24. Five eighths wave whip
wih grounded coil.

quarter-wave 19" whip. All tests conducted showed the long
antennas to gle better signal strength and less mobile flutter
both on transmit and receive.

It would appear that the three-quarter wave antenna has
ahigher angle of radiation ttpn the five-eighths wave antenna.
It would also appear that there was no advantage in one
method of coupling over another. Although $meter readings
in most receivers are rather meaningless, they do give-a
relative indication of strength. The thirty tests made sfowed
an average increase of over one S-unit. The standing wave
ratio of various antennas was as follows:

Quarter-wave, 1.3 to L
Five-eighths wave, 1.1 to L
Three-quarter wave length, l.Z to L

Although it is not always a good idea to encapsulate the
antenna coil' in this case the inductance was so small that no
apparent differences were noted between this type of con-
sfiuction and air-wound coils. It was apparent the mectranical
advantages were well worth any slight degrading.
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THE TWO.METER GROUNDPTANE AS A GAIN ANTENNA

A groundplane is not always a unity-gain, ornnidirectional
anterura. Ykfially any vertically polarized omnidirectional an-

tenna can be used to provide gain and directivity selectiuely-
without modification of the antenna itself.

To many, a true omnidirectional antenna represents the

optimum approach. For the amateur who operates in the

center of a metropolitan area, or the hilltop ham, or the

centrally located net control-what could be better? But-
what about the ham who lives between two cities and wants
good, broad coverage in only two directions? Or the fellow at

the foot of the hill who wastes all the rf by dumping half his

output into it?
An omnidirectional antenna can still be the answer, but

employed to provide gain.

The secret is not in the antenna itself, but rather in the

mounting of the antenna. Don't mount it atop a mast. Place it
near the top of a mast or tower, and adjacent to it so that the

tower or mast itself becomes a part of the antenna system.

Learn two simple rules to design omnidirectional antennas to
give gain in practically any direction or directions chosen. The

first rule is that for each quarter wave-length the vertical
radiator of the antenna 15 spaced from the tower or mast, one

major lobe 15 obtained. And the second rule: The bigger the

mass of the supporting structure, the wider the frontal and

side lobes. Consider the radiation pattern of Fig. 6-25. The

solid round dot at the center represents an antenna supporting

structure as seen from the sky. If an omnidirectional antenna

were mounted at the top of the structure, the pattern would be

roughly circular. The broken line represents this pattern at a

relative field strength of 1.0" If the same antenna were to be

moved from the top to the front of the tower and spaced a

quarter wavelength from it, the pattern becomes more or less

like that of the heavy asymmetrical line. (This is assuming the

tower is between 6 and 8 inches in diameter and adjacent to

where the antenna is mounted.) In the sketch, the antenna is

represented by the small circle above the center dot.
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Fig. 6-25. Radiation pattern.

As shown, the result is an excellent 180-degree signal
with no wasted y'off the back. And the bonus is a 30o increase
in signal strength over 1500 of that half-circle. Naturally, the
amateur who uses this arrangement isn't getting something
for nothing; whatever he gains in one place, he loses in
another. This can be demonstrated by thinking of the broken
line in the sketch as a closed loop of string. Manipulate the
string and change the configuration of it, but for all practical
purposes, the size remains the same.

For the amateur who wants good coverage intwogeneral
areas spaced roughly 1800 apart, the best appraoch would be
to rnount the antenna a full half-wavelength from the support
structure. A typical radiation pattern from this mounting
rnethod is shown in Fig. 6-26.lt should be borne in mind that
the mass of the tower affects the pattern substantially. A mast
would yield a pattern with sharper, thinner lobes-more gain
at the expense of horizontal angle of radiation. The half-wave
pattern shows that the signal is reduced by 20o (from a top-
mounted vertical) in a 90o area off the front of the antenna, and
by about 35o in a 600 area off the back. But it is increased bv as
much as 1500 laterallv.
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Fig. 6-26. Radiation pattern with antenna mounted one-half wavelength from the
support structure.

3/ 4\

Fig.6-2V . Pattern with antenna ihree-quarters of a wavelength from its support.

Fig. 6-2E. Pattern with antenna a full wavelength from support.

A sort of cloverleaf effect can be obtained by spacing the
anterma three quarter-wavelengths from the tower. As shown
in Fig. 6-27, itresults in a very broad fontal lobe with uniform
gain over about 80 degrees. The two nulls slighfly forward of
both sides is compensated for by the gain just rearward of both
sides.

It is probably impractical to consider mounting the an-
tenna more than three quarter-waves from the tower. On two
meters, a full wavelength would be in the neighborhood of six
feet. But the sketch of Fig. 6-28 gives a pretty good idea of
what the pattern would look like.

The important thing is that the theory is not restricted to
any frequency. The patterns remain the same regardless of
whether the operation is on six meters or 420 MHz. And the
radiation patterns gradually shift from one to the other, so by
experimenting with varying spacings, practically any desired
effect can be achieved.
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Whether you are a newcomer to 2 meters, an old-timer

rediscovering t}te band, or a regular repeater user, you must

admit that it. *ia" open spaces are great fun. with virtually no

QRM and small-size antennas, the band is a joy to operate'

Many hams, however, have made the mistake of sinking

all their money into equipment and then, with little or no

money left, fina tnat ttrey are seriously limiting their operating

rangeby using dipoles or whips because they can't afford to

luv a Ueam. The solution to this problem is simple' Build one'

Construction of a beam for 2 meters is easy and cheap' Take a

look at the antenna described below. It can be built for just a

couple of bucks. You might even find that you have all the

"makings" lying around the house.

NJwthatyou knowthat a 2 meterbeamis cheap andeasy

to build, you't" probably wondering if it will work' Well, you

should get about 6 to 8 dB of forward gain out of this antenna.

This is i*oughly equivalent toraising yourpower about4times!

Let's quit talhng and begin to build. Your beam will be finished

in a couple of hours.
You can begin with the boom. Try a piece of L" x 2" rt

you like, but youwill find?" x 2" tobe rigid, light, and not.at

all unwieldy. If you like, put a couple coats of shellac on the

THE TWO DOLLAR AMPLIFIER

ELEMENTS HELD TO 2"X?"WITH.U. SHAPEO BRAOS B EPOXY
GLUE

-PENCIL
LINE

I
54"

T T
35"

T T
36"

I
I

38"34.5" 35.75"

Fig. 6-29. Draw a pencil line across the boom where each element will be

attadred.
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boom. Draw a pencil line longways through the center of the
entire boom. Now measure the boom for the placement of
elements by drawing a line across the boom at each point an

element will be attached as shown in Fig. 6-29.
Next, prepare the driven element. Three methods are

shown in Fig. 6-30. Figure 6-304 is a folded dipole made of one

continuous piece of copper or aluminum tubing (auto gas line is

suitable, but a bit heavy). In Fig. 6-308, the folded dipole is
constructed by attaching heavy wire to a piece of aluminum
tubing, while Fig. 6-30C shows still another feed method
which may require a little experimentation with the taps.

Now cut the reflector and 4 directors from a piece of
aluminum clothes line. If you want to be real fussy about
straightening them, roll them between two boards. After the
elements are cut, and straightened, put a pencil mark at the

f) sooo T*TNLEAD
EXIGLAS OR EOUAL. DRILL

FOR SCREW ATTACHMEN] TO
2',x2, a FoR ELEMENT A
FEEOLINE NUT A BOLT MOUNT.

r65'r -]* 6.54

3OOO TWINLEAD
FLATIEN TUBING ENDS; LL
HOLES AND FASTEN HEAVY
WIRE WITH NUTS A BOLTS

Fig. 6-30. Three methods for preparing the driven element.
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300Jt
TWINLEAO

SOI-DER ALL
BRATDS TOGETIIER

RG"58Ar'U 26,5 in. LONG

R6'58 A/U
ANY SHORT LENGTH

SOLDER ALL CONNECTIONS A
WRAP WITH PLASTIC ELEC.
IRICAL TAPE

Fig. 6^31. Make a simPle balun.

mid-point of each element. Match these pencil rnarks with the

center line on the boorn, so that the elements will be centered

on the boorn, Fasten the elements to the boorn with "U"
shaped brads. Dab on some epoxy glue and the beam is

finished.
Ferhaps your transmitter or transceiver, like many that

are available today, is not designed to work with a 3000
transmission line. Again, this is no problern" Just make and use

the simple balun shown in Fig. 6-31' However, you shoulduse

the best grade of 3000 line that you can afford.
All that's left now is to get your beam up in the air as clear

and as high as possible. You can rnount it vertically or horizon-

tally. If you have arotator, by all rneans, use it.
With nny beam mounted vertically on top of a twenty foot

high two-by-four, I consistently work through a repeater that

is forty miles away, and this is with only L0 watts input. Now,

tune up your transmitter and enjoy the benefits of a really

"cheeD" beam.

TTIE VERTICAI. 

'
The Vertical "J" is nzt a radical new antenna. Its basic

principle has been included in the VHF antenna portion of
rnany antenna handbooks. Here is a case of something being
so old it's new again!

Figure 6-32 shows what it looks like; the long element is
3/+ wave long while the shorter one is l/a wave. ln essence, this
is an end-fed half-wave, using a shorted quarter-wave section
of parallel transmission line (the lower sections) as an impe-
dance transformer. While it's possible to feed it directly with
50 ohm coax by connecting the shield to the grounded stmp
across the bottom and tapping the inner conductor several
inches up either element, the preferred feed methodis shown
in Fig. 6-33-a half-wave "trombone" balun to provide 208
ohm balanced feed, which is then tapped up both elements at
the proper point.

Where is this "proper point?" It will depend to a large
degree onjust how the antenna is put together; best practice
is to deterrnine it with the aid of a SWR bridge as will be
explained later, but it's usually within 6 inches of the bottom.

Fig. 6-32. Example of the Vertical J.
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Fig. 6€3. The preferred method to
feed a Vertical J.

2O8^

r/z wAvE to*o/ 5?^
(RG-8, Etc.)AT 50 MC USING

RG.8)

Before looking at some more-or-less detailed construc-

tion data, let's exarnine the advantages and disadvantages of

this antenna. On the advantage side there is omnidirectional
pattern resulting from the vertical polarization; lack of cross-

polarization loss when working to whip-equipped mobiles;

ease of construction; and positive grounding if recommended

construction practice is followed. On the disadvantage side of
the ledger is the introduction of cross-polarization when work-

ing horizontal stations and lack of any antenna gain (although

this antenna is usually credited with 3 db gain over a ground

plane, for no tenable theoretical reason known).

Construction

Start out with a long supporting mast. Telescoping TV
poles will do. Extend the top end of the mast the required 3/n

uave distance above the upper guylng point. This will be

approximately 15 feet, requiring a 5-foot extension if a tele-

scoping stick is used.
Shape two sffaps similar to Fig. 6-34 from /e inch

alurninurn (a Ls/s inch relay rack panel comes in handy as a

source of raw material at this state), and bracket the
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quarter-wave element to the pole just above the guypoint as
shown in Fig. 6-35. Scrape all metal surhces clean and tighten
screws ftrlly, since this is a high-current point and any resis-
tance will cause power loss.

Form a similar set of straps from Ye inch Plexiglass or
Lucite. To bend the plastic, soak it in boiling water until it
softens and then bend rapidly, holding in place until cool.
Attach this insulating bracket near the top of the quarter-wave
element to maintain spacing and to support the element.

Now prepare the balun as shown in Fig. 6-33 and solder
each center conductor (the 208 ohm connection points) to a
radiator-hose clamp of proper size to slip over the antenna
elements. Slip the clamps over the elements (this may require
partial disassembly of the antenna or may not, depending on
the clamps; when using the "universal" variety, no disassem-
bly should be necessary) and tighten them just enough to hold
inposition but not so tight that they cannot be moved. Using
sfrap braid or salvage shielding from a short chunk of coax,
connect the commongroundpoint of the balunassemblytothe
center of the aluminum bracket holding the quarter-wave
element on. This provides an electrical ground at this point.

Now hoist the antenna to an approximately vertical posi
tion and feed in some rf. If a source of about 5 watts or less is
available adjustrnents can be made with power in the line; with
higher power it's best to turn the rig off. With an SWR bridge
in t}re coax, preferably as closely as possible to the balun, slide
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Fig. 6€4. How lo shqe bracket.
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Fig. 6-35. Bracket the quarter-wave element to the pole iust above the guy
point.

the clamps up and down on the antenna until a reading of 1.0 is

obtained at the desired operating frequency.
The only remaining step is to tighten the clamps down

firmly so they won't slide, and waterproof all connections by
spraying with Krylon or similar plastic. Tape the coax to the
side of the mast as the antenna is raised into position.

PASSIVE REFI.EOTORS FOR AMATEURS

An often overlooked rnethod in amateur circles. and even
in the professional engineering society, of increasing the effec-
tive system gains at rnicrowave frequencies is through the use
of the antenna/reflector system. This systemuses aparabolic
antenna colocated with the transmitter-receiver and a re-
rnotely located plane faced reflector. Figure 6-36 diagramati-
cally illustrates the arrangement.

Depending on various factors, such as operating fre-
quency, antenna/reflector spacing, antenna diameter and re-
flector size, gains upward of 4 db to 5 db are easy to achieve in
a practical affangement. This is gain over and above the
antenna gain available using just the parabola.

Before going into the techniques of calculating antewn/
reflector combinations, there are some other advantages av-
ailable through their use that bear a little discussion.

Suppose the microwave equipment is all peaked for per-
formance. A hill, mountain or other high projection has been
found that provides proper microwave path clearance to a
location with which to communicate. However, power may
not be available at the exact spot to be used. One solution
wouldbe tolocate the microwave gear downlowandrunalong
transmission line up the hill and mount the parabola at the top
of the tower or on the roof of the building on the hill.

This very thing is often done in the common carrier,
public safety, and industrial radio seryices except waveguide
of one type or another is generally used. Even so, the ingeni-
ous microwave engineer often uses the reflector technique
because it offers lower losses, and is generally less expensive.
The reflector technique also allows the active equipment to be
located at just about any point within a wide area. Of course,
the reflector must be optimized for performance each time the
active terminal is moved.

One additional advantage that receives much considera-
tion in the western states, where high mountains and deep
winter snows are not compatible with mountain top mic-
rowave repeater stations, is the fact that the reflector may be
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placed up hlgh while the active equipment may be placed at a

low elevation where it enjoys year around accessibility. This
way, one can enjoy the availability of amateur microwave
propagation testing or communication on a year-round basis.

Transmission Line is Part of Antenna System

The main drawback to direct mounting a parabolic an-

tenna a long distance from the active equipment is the trans-
mission line. The transmission line must be considered a part

of the antenna system since the length of the line will affect the
overall efficiency of the antenna. In Fig. G36, the overall
length of the tranmission line is 205 feet for the remotely
located l0-foot parabola. The gain of the 10-foot parabola at
2.3 gltz is 34.5 db. However, commonly available 7/e" coaria\

transmission line has a loss of 3.3 db per 100 feet. So 205 feet
of this line will have a loss of 6.8 db. This loss must be

subtracted from the antenna gain (34.5 db) to obtain the

antenna system gain which is 27.7 db.

Using the Antenna-Reflector

Converting the direct mounted parabola with its long

transmission line to an antenna-reflector arrangement will
provide a rnore efficient system as can readily be seen by
looking at Fig. 6-36. It is necessary to use only a Gfoot
parabola to achieve equal or greater gains than with the 10-

foot parabola.
A 6-foot parabola has 29.9 db gunat2.3 ghz. With only 20

feet of transmission line there will be only 0.7 db transmission
line loss. Then, if a 10 x 15 reflector, ellipitcally shaped, is

used and if the slant distance between the parabola and reflec-
tor is 121. 7 feet, there will be 1. I db Near Field coupling gain.

So, adding all the gains and losses, an antenna system gain of
31.1 db which is 3.4 db greater than with the direct mounted

l0-foot parabola is obtained. This is better than double the

effective power and well worth the effort.

Calculations

The above comrnents and statements are just that" It
now becomes necessary to provide curves and charts and the
method of their use to prove the numbers just mentioned.
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Frg.6-36.Two methods of radiating a 2.3 ghz signal. "Periscope" system at left
haseffectiveantennasystem gain of 31.1 dB andis lessexpensivethan itsdirect
mrynFd counterpart which requires a 10' parabola and provides only 27.1 dB
gain. The example at left is often called a "Skewed" periscope shot.
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Fig. 6-37. Graphs for calculating requirements of antenna-reflector combina-
tions.

Figures 6-37, 6-38, and 6-39 take most of the work out of
calculating the requirements of antenna-reflector combina-

tions. Figure 6-37 will be used in two basic ways. One way,
using standardized size elliptically shaped reflectors and with
the reflector mounted directly above the parabola (or any

arangement where the angle formed by the two beam paths is

90o t5o, (as shown in Fig. 6-a0) will use the complete chart of
G37. Assuming a 12 x 17 reflector, spaced 190 feet from a
Gfoot parabola, and an operating frequency of 2.3 glu we
proceed as follows: Refer to Fig. 6-38. Determine the value of
p. With a 6-foot parabola andl2 x 17 elliptical reflector there
will be a value of 0.5. Note this number and retain it for a
moment. Going to Fig. 6-37, enter the graph on the bottom
right hand side at 190 feet (the distance between reflector and

parabola). Read up to the reflector siz,e (12 x Ln. At this
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point, read left horizontally to intersect the curve corespond-
ing to the frequency of interest, 2.3 ghz (curves for other
frequencies may be computed using the formulas shown).
Now, read vertically up to intersect the p curve corresponding
to the number noted earlier (0.5). Again, reading horizontally
to the left, read the gain or loss in db. Here, a gain of about 0. 1
is found.

Adding up the gains and losses (remember, a Gfoot
parabola has 29.9 db gain), the antenna system, with 20 feet of
transmission line of the type previously mentioned, will give a
gain of 29.3 db. (29.9 db antenna gain *0.1 db Near Field
Gain-20 feet coax at 2.3 ghz; 0.7 db).

As mentioned before, the above is to be used when the
so-called "periscope" antenna arrangement is used. In offset
affangements, as in Fig. 6-36, it is necessary to perform a few
calculations.

"Skewed" Shot Calculations

Using the parameters of Fig. 6-36 at2.3 ghz there are
three things to determine before performing the necessary
calculations. First, the slant distance from parabola to reflec-
tor. The old (c2 = b2 + a2) method works very well here with
the right triangle. For Fig. 6-36, the distance is 121.7 feet.

With this distance determined we calculate the angle
formed by the two paths (parabola to reflector and reflector to

vALUES roa I =
D
W

REFLECTOR
(w)

ANTENNA SIZE (D)

z', 4', 5' 6', 10' '12'

4x6 0.5 1 1.25 1.5 2 2.5 2

6x8 0.33 0.67 0.83 1 1.33 1.67 2

8x12 0.25 0.5 0.62 0.75 1 't.25 1.5

10x15 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

12x17 0.16 0.33 0.41 0.5 0.67 0.83 1

Fig. &38. Antenna and reflector sizes.
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Fig. 6-39. Gain vs. antenna size.

far terminal). Using the base line of 90 feet and the slant
distance of l2\.7 and working with the cosine function, there
is cos Q b/c = 9A/I21.7 = .740. Referring to a book of
trigonometric tables, .740 is represented by an angle of
42044'. This is called the vertical included angle.

With this angle deternained, we calculate the final item
required before getting into the real calculation of the
antenna-refledtor system.

The effective area of the reflector must now be deter-
mined. The effective area will be something less than the
actual area depending on the angle at which the reflector is
viewed by both terminal parabolas. Since the angle of reflec-
tion is equal to the incident angle, the angles for both paths will
be the same and the effective areas in both directions will be
the same.

To determine the effective area, use one-half the in-
cluded angle. So, 42044'/2 x 21022". Then, referring again to
the book of trig tables, it will be found that the cosine of
2Io22'is .9313.

Now, multiply the long axis of the 10 x 15 elliptical
reflector by .9313 and this will give the effective length of the
l$foot dirnension of the reflector. This is 13.97 feet.
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Then, to determine the area of the ellipse, the followingis
appiied:

(a) (b) (z)
A"-

4

where a is the 10' dimension, b is the 13. 97' dirnension and rr is
a constant value 3.14.

In this case we have:

tu- (10) (13.e7) (3.14)

= 109"9

At this point, determine the value of 1/K. Once this has
been done, enter Fig" 6-37 directly atI/K, rgnoring both the

Fig. 640. Anotherexample of the "Periscope" antennasystem. Aquestion often
asked with regard to using small transmission lines (such as Za', diameter) is,
"Vvhy not go to a larger size coax to cut down on the losses?" There is nothing to
prevent this except the economio consideration. As the transmission line gets
larger in diameter and its loss goes down the cost goes up drastically.
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frequency curve and the Reflector Size-Reflector Separation
curve. Entering atl,/K, read up to the appropriate g curve and

then read left to gain or loss in db.

L/K= 
rr I' d
4F'"

where z is the constant 3.14, ). is the wavelength in feet
(985)/(Freq. in mhz), d is the distance from parabola to reflec-
tor and, A" is the effective area of the reflector at the angle of
interest. In this case:

(e85)
r/K = (3.14)66(121.2)

(4) (i0e.e)

163

438

= .391

Note this value, .381.
Determining the value of g, to intersect the correct

curve, is easy and is done as follows:

9=D

where rr is the constant 3.14, A" is the effective area of the
reflector and D is the diameter of the parabola.

Therefore:

^t
' V (4) (109.9) : 6 \fffi = (6) (.084b)

= .508.

Now, entering the 1/K at .381, read up to where the g
curve is equal to . 508. Then read horizontally left and read 1. 9
db gain.
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Fig.641. What are near field and far field? The classical definition of the
occurrence of nearfield is the point when a radiated wave (the microwave beam)
interc€pts a plane surface (the passive rellector) and the ditference between anv
point along the radiated wave and the plane sudace is 1/16 wavelength or
greater. Note that either moving the passive reflector closer to the souice or
making the passive reflector larger can result in greating a near field situation. lt
will also be found that near field occurs when the computered value of 1/K is
equal to 2.5 or less, i.e., 2.3, 2.3, 0.3, etc.

Add 1.9 db gain to 29.9 db gain available from a Gfoot
parabola and subtract the 0.7 db transmission line loss, and a
31.1 db antenna system gain is arrived at.

Elliptical Reflectors Versus Rectangular Reflectors

There is nothing to prevent use of rectangular reflector.
In fact, a rectangular reflector has about 20Vo more surface
area than the elliptical reflector and will provide about 2 db
more gain accordingly.

However, the elliptical reflector has the advantages of
having lower sidelobe levels and sharper nulls between lobes,
which are important considerations if troubled with co-channel

4A"
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or adjacent channel interference. In addition, the elliptical
reflector offers 207o less surface area for wind loading pur-
poses. Also, there is no reflection of unwanted Second Fres'
nel Zone energy with the ellipitcal reflector as might occur
with the over-projecting corners of the rectangglar reflector.
The keep notch that occurs in Fig. 6-37 where l/K is about . 13

is due to the reflection of Second Fresnetr Zone energy. For
optimum performance, I/K should be designed around 0.3.

Reflector Face Flatness

The reflector face should be essentially flat at microwave
frequencies. The face must be flat to within Ye of the
wavelength over the face of the reflector. If there should be

deviations from flat (not to exceed r/e of a wavelength), the
deviations must be concave rather than convex.

Deviations of about 3/t" avet the entire face of the reflec-

tor can be accornmodated at 2.3 ghz without appreciably

degrading the signal. Various construction methods may be
used with the rnost successful being a cross ribbing technique.

Flat Reflectors and Gain

There is often some confusion, even in engineering cir-
cles, concerning how a flat surface can have "gain." Gain is
usually defined as an inctease (or decrease) over a predeter-
mined level. The predetermined level serves as a reference
point. In microwave antenna work the most common refer-
ence point has been established as the isotropic radiator (a
point source). Sometimes a dipole will be the reference
source, though. The dipole has a gain of" 2.L5 db over the
isotropic source, so if conversions are necessary, that value

should be used.
Any increase in aperture over the isotropic point source

will result in more energy being radiated or redirected. Thus,
the more energy, the more "gain"

Quite probably, the difficulty in realizing how a flat sur-
face can have gain relates back to another poptllar misconcep-

tion concerning parabolic antennas. This misconception is that
it is the focusing effect of the parabolic antenna that provides

"gain." Therefore, goes the faulty conclusion, since there is

no focusing with a reflector that is flat, how can there be gain?
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The simple answer is that it is not focusing, as a charac-
teristic of the parabolic antenna, that provides the gain. The
focusing is merely a convenient means of transistion from a
large aperture (the dish) to a closely spaced small aperture
(the feed device). It is projected aperture of the dish that
provides the gain, not the focusing. Since it is the projected
aperture that provides gain, the flat reflector, with its pro-
jected aperture, will provide gain which can be reliably calcu-
lated and measured.

Plane Reflectors Rather Than Back to Back Parabolas

Plane reflectors are extremely efficient devices. Com-
mercial production line models have an efficiency of. g9%o as
compared withthe 55Vo efficiency of parabolas. So, if a passive
repeater were to be made from a pair of back to back
parabolas, the passive could be made from a plane reflector
that would be about 6 db smaller.

As an example, a single 7 x 8 rectangular reflector will
provide as much gain (with a horizontal included angle of 90o or
less) as two 10'parabolas back to back.

A single reflector may be used where the angle to be
turned is about 1350 - 1400 or less. With angles greater than
that, the effective area is greatly reduced and efficiency of
aperture drops off. Then, the common practice is to use a pair
of reflectors closely spaced to get the "in-line" microwave
beam over a hill or other in line obstruction. Depending on the
aperture of the reflectors, the operating frequency and the
spacing between them, the coupling loss with the double
reflector will be less than 1 db.

Conclusion

Reflector technology has been overlooked in amateur
microwave work. Little emphasis has been given to it. With
the development of microwave nets it would be a simple
matter to interconnect many stations in an area where they
normally would not enjoy line of sight and proper Fresnel Zone
clearance. Use of reflector technology would eliminate the
need for tall towers to provide proper path clearance.

Reflectors may be used at frequencies as low as 420 -
450 nthz. They may be used even at lower frequencies but
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unless the spacing is close and the reflector rather large, the
aperture gains are somewhat low with the reduced frequency.

However, each situation shouldbe mathematically calcu-

lated to determine whether or not it will perform. Use of any

rule of thumb is to be avoided since no rule of thumb can

possibly include all the system design parameters and there-
fore no rule of thumb can possibly be accurate except by
accident.
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Ghapter 7

Accessories

VHF DUMMY LOAD WATTMETER

This unit is similar to some 60 watt modes which may be found
around many conrmercial two-way radio shops. This dummy
load has provision for connection to an external relative output
meter. This external output meter may become an accurate
wattmeter if the following criteria are mel:

1.. Frequency bandwidth of. + l07o of calibration fre-
quency.

2. RF output kept within power dissipation of dummy
load.

3. Accurate initial calibration.

These criteria maybe easily metinamateurvhf operation
if only one band is considered for each set of calibration data.
Since most vhf amateurs operate on 50 mhz, IM mhz or 432
mhz, the + L}Vo frequency limitations may be easily met. This
limitation gives a 10 mhz, bandwidth at 50 mhz, 29 rlr:ir:rz

bandwidth atl44 ntltz, and86 nrhz at432mhz. The limitation
to the power ratings of the dummy load is only common sense,
for if a resistive network is overloaded, the impedance may be
drastically increased, caused by damage to the load resistors.
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The calibration limitation may be overcome if a standard pre-
viously calibrated unit, or commercial unit is used.

The unit may be built for less than six dollars (less meter
movement) if all new parts are purchased. It consists basically
of.16220 ohm resistors in a series parallel arrangement. The
metering circuit consists of a germanium diode pickup with
necessary rf filtenng. The meter movement is generally a

vom, but any 50 p,a meter movement should suffice. Exact
physical layout is not extremely critical, but it is suggested
that the layout be made similar to the unit shown in the
accompanying photographs. This unit is acceptable for 60 watt
output transmitters without modification. The power capabil-

ity may be increased to about 200 watts if the resistive net-
work is uspended in 1 quart of oil. If this is done, care must be
taken to keep the metering circuit out of the oil. The lead from
the diode to the resistive network must, of course, be partly
submerged, but keep the diode itself out of the oil.

Calibration

Calibration is best accomplished by using a Bird
"Thruline" or similar commercial vhf inline wattmeter. Second
choice is a Bird "Termaline" or similar dummy toad-

Fig.7-1. Schematic R1 and R2 consist of eight resistors each, in parallel.
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204 or SMALLER
POTENTIOMETERS OI
FIXED RESISTORS

Fig. 7 -2. Metering shunts.

wattmeter. In both cases, a graph should be created by plot-
ting meter divisions on the horizontal axis, and power on the
vertical axis. The meter shunt should be placed at minimum
resistance and increased to give maximum reading at the
desired power level or, if a vom or vtr,rm is being used the
range switch should be placed on a high voltage setting and
reduced a setting at a time unitl the desired reading is ob-
tained. The transmitter should be adjusted for various power
levels on the standard wattmeter and the voltage or current
reading on the new meter recorded on the Saph. In the case
where the standard meter is of the dummy load-watfineter
type, it will be necessary to switch the coax from one unit to
the other. Do not retune the transmitter. for each unit will
present almost the same load to the transmitter (50 ohms).
Take the reading and record as with an inline type of meter.
The points on the graph should now be connected with a
smooth curve. If multi-band use is expected, the graphs must
be made for each band. Use of the wattrneter now requires
only the connection to the transmitter, setting of range switch
to the proper level, and reading the graph.

The uses of this dummy load-wattmeter are as varied as
the amateur mind can devise. One very important use is
determining the losses of 50 ohm coax. Measure the output of

c0ax
c0r{x E c ToR

(8) 220n 2w
R ESIgTOR 3 IN
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tot t/2w
to%

35X
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730K tl2W
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the transmitter at the transrnitter. Then measure the output

at the end of the length of coax. The losses in the line becorne

apparent. The loss in db may be calculated by the'standard
pb*"t ratio formula, 10 logro Power out of coaxlPower into

cozlx.

Another use is the determination of efficiency of final

amplifier stages. This efficiency may be calculated by Power

out (rneasured by dummy load-wattmeter)/Power in (meal

sured by plate current/platevoltage meter) x L007o. A third

use is determining once and for all which amateur really has

the most ou@ut. This list may be expanded by the builder to

suit his own tastes.

Gonelusion

This durnmy load-wattmeter is not a Bird "Termaline"
nor should it be regarded as a substitute for any other labora-

tory equipment, However, with a little care in calibration,
(assuming a 57o accwacy standard is used for initial calibra-

tion) the acc'racy should be within L07o , and this is not bad for
a wattmeter costing less than $10.

A RUGGED ROTATOR

Whether old-timers or raw beginners, there are probably
very few hams who are not somewhat frmiliar with the old,
reliable prop-pitch motor. Just after World War 2, the surplus
market saw a veritable flood of them, and, along with coaxial
cable, they caused quite a revolution in the construction and
operation of rotary antennas. Many of the motors which were
put into use right after the war have performed faithfully over
the years, and even today there is really nothing which can
approach them for sheer power and ease of operation

Before the prop-pitch motor may be used as a rotator,
the brake assembly and limiting dogs are usually removed and
some sort of coupling or bracket is welded to the output gear.
The motor is then mounted vertically inside the tower and
supplied with 24 volts AC or DC. Refinements such as remote
controls and direction indicators are left up to the imagination
of the owner.

One of the very few faults with his arrangement is the
tendency for moisture to collect inside the motor housing,
especially on the brushes, with the result that the motor turns
very erratically or not at all. It goes without sayrng that this
usually happens in the winter, just when the rig is being used
the most and when the working conditions at the top of the
tower are at their worst.

Another point, particularly in cold climates-the oil in the
gear box congeals putting quite a load on the motor. This
@uses very slow starts and extremely slow rotation of the
antenna. Since the usual rotation speed of the output gear is
only about three quarters of il lpffi, any further decrease is
intolerable. It is possible to open the gear box and pin one set
of planetary gears, which will approximately double the output
speed, but many hams apparently would rather put up with the
slow speed than monkey with the gear tain.

The biggest factor in the rugged rotator was the decision
to mount the motor in the horizontal plane, just as it was in the
aircraft. The ideal approach at this point would be to procure
the mating gear which originally was on the end of the propel-
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ler blade, but this is apparently impossible to find. It seems

equally difficult to find any other suitable gear' so this idea was

soon forgotten. The problem is to find a way to obtain a

right-angle drive, along with a bearing, which will support the

heaviesipossible antenna load. The most commonitemwhich
comes to minA is the differential or automobile "rear-end'"

Certainly it is the most available. In addition to being a right-

angle device, it is extremely sturdy, and if properly set up, it
will provide a step-up speed ratio. The exact ratio will depend

upon th" original design of the associated car, but it will be

somewhere around 2 to L, or a little better. When the prop-

pitch motor is coupled to the axle of the differential, the driae

ihoft a^" at l1/z to 2 rpm, thus solving one of the major

driwbacks of the prop-pitch motor without modifying it'
There is no problem with the differential being able to sugnort

the antenna, and the strength of the internal gears is far in

excess of any torque which the antenrla will exert.

By motmting the motor horizontally, any moisture which

collects inside the housing will run to the bottom and a small

drain hole will take care of it. with the infrequent operation and

very high quality of the gears, it is doubtful if any oil is actually

required for lubrication. It can either be drained out com-

pleiely, or a small amount left inside. Wth the horizontal

*ounting, the gears will pick up some lubrication during each

revolution if a small quantity remains in the box. In any case,

the problem of congealing is eliminated.
Because of the length of- a car rear-end it would be too

ungainly to mount in the average tower. In fact, it must be

undersiood at once that this rotator is quite heavy, but since it
is intended for use with large and heavy alrays it would be

necessary to have a heavy-duty tower. It is ideal, of course,

for the windmill type of tower, or for base mounting with a long

drive shaft.
A quick inspection of the nearest junk yard will provide

the rear-end needed. It is best to look for small cars, since

even the smallest unit will be satisfactory. Make sure the

brake drums are still on the unit. one brake drumis positioned

on the output gear of the prop-pitch and welded to it' Make

sure that this is done carefully and accurately, as it is going to
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provide the coupling between the prop-pitch motor and rear-
end after it is modified. This is also a good time to remove the
brake assembiy and dogs from the molor, and drain out the oil.
Also pull out the motor power leads, and label them-
clockwise, counter-clockwise and common. Hook up 24 volts
temporarily to find out which is which. The motor should also
be fitted with filtering capacitors from each brush holder to
ground. Small micas can be used, but the .002, .001 or even
.01 disc ceramic is more convenient because of its small size.
These steps will complete the modification of the motor itself.

The next step is to cut down the rearend. First of all,
remove both axles and set them aside. Then cut off both axle
housings within one or two inches of the gear housing. If a
power hacksaw is available, the job may seem easier, but the
shape of the unit makes it difficult to hold steady. An ordinary
hand hack-saw is entirely adequate and is actually easier to
use. In order for the unit to transfer power from one axle to
the antenna drive shaft, the other axle must be prevented
from turning. The easiest way to do this is to insert one axle
into its normal gear in the rear-end, then cut it off flush with
the gear housing, and weld it to the housing itself. The axle
housing can be cut off near the brake shoe assembly. The axle
is then inserted through the bearing in the brake assembly and
on into its mating gear. The brake assembly is welded to the
gear housing, the axle is cut off flush with the end of the
brake-assembly bearing, and then welded to the bearing. The
bearing in turn is welded to the brake-assembly.

The end resultis the same, but now the backingplate can
be used to help form a mounting bracket arrangement for the
complete rotator.

The other side of the rear end must be modified with
more care to ensure proper coupling to the motor. The actual
coupling is accomplished by using the wheel mounting studs on
the axle to mate with the corresponding holes in the brake
drum which was welded to the prop-pitch output gear. By
using this affangement, the motor can be quickly removed for
servicing by merely removing the mounting brackets on the
motor itself and sliding it away from the differential.

In order to construct the coupling, both ends of the axle
must be used. The spliced end should be inserted completely
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into its mating gear, and the axle cut off flush with the edge of
the gear housing. Now, note that the remaining piece of axlb

must be cut off about three inches from the round plate on the

end. This piece of axle (with the plate on it) must be welded to
the piece which is inserted into the gear. The result will be a

much shorter version of the original axle. It is best to have the

two pieces welded together. Any reasonably good machine

shopcan do this. When this new axle is inserted in place, the

axle housing must be carefirlly measured and cut offin suctr a

way that it can be inserted through the brake-assembly bear-

ing the plate on the axle can mate properly with the studs on

the brake assembly, and the housing can be welded to the

differential housing. Figure 7-3 will probably make this more

clear than the verbal description. After the axle has beenfitted
and the housings welded to each other, the brake drum can be

slipped over the studs andfastened onto the axle plate with the

two or three original screws. The studs are now in place,

ready for insertion into the holes on the prop-pitch drum-

The entire assembly must now be mounted, and probably

the simplest way is to use two lengths of heavy angle iron or

aluminum to form support rails. The prop-pitch motor is laid

horizontally between the rails, with the gear case housing

providing its own support. Two short pieces of angle are

bolted to the side rails and to the large flange of the motor gear

box. This prevents any rotary movement of the motor' Two
other pieces of angle are used to hold the rails together,

otherwise the weight of the motor tends to force the rails apart

and put the entire weight on the bolts in the side pieces of

angle. See Fig. 7-5.
The differential assembly is coupled to the prop-pitch

motor and carefully adjusted so that the whole affair is level

both end to end, and side to side. Mounting brackets can then

be made out of mild steel strap. The brackets are first fastened

to the housings by stantlard muffler clamps, making sure the

assembly is level. Then the legs of the brackets are bolted to

the side rails. Unless a large unit is used, it's not likely that the

bottom of the differential will be resting on the edges of the

rails. To provide additional support, a piece of channel steel

should be used to support the under-side of the differential,
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with its height being adjusted by washers or sheet-metal
shims. Figures 7-4 and 7-5 show this arrangement.

The top of the differential must now be coupled to the
antenna drive-shaft. As the differential itself will have a heavy
plate attached to the internal gearing, a mating plate or flange
can be cut from stock and welded to the antenna drive-shaft.
Matching holes are drilled in the flange and then the flange is
bolted to the differential plate. A more flexible arrangement
can be made by procuring the universal joint and possibly even
the entire drive shaft of the origin al car . By using the universal
joint, some mis-alignment between rotator and antenna canbe
tolerated, and the shaft can be quickly uncoupled if necessary.
See Fig. 7-4.

The last step in the rotator itself is the direction indicator,
and for this purpose there is really nothing that can do as good
a job as a pair of selsyns. Many units are still available on the
surplus market, though the easiest to use are those designed
for 115 VAC. The hook-up for the selsyns is shown in Fig. 7-6.
Mechanically, the antenna selsyn is mounted on a metal plate

with two home-made U-bolts. The plate is mounted on the
wheel studs of the brake assembly opposite the prop-pitch
motor. The drive system from the antenna shaft to the selsyn
consists of two V-belt pulleys of equal size, and the V-belt
itself. The cheapest suitable pulleys are made for use on
laundromats or dryers, and are available from any appliance
service shop. The correct size V-belt can be obtained at the
same time. The first pulley is drilled to accept the same bolts
which couple the ffierential to the antenna shaft, and the
second is mounted onto the shaft of the selsyn. It willprobably
be necessary to make up some sort of mounting plate and
possibly a set-screw arrangement. This depends upon the
type of pulley used as well as the type of synchro. See Fig. 7-4
for details.

A suitable terminal board should be provided to handle
the three motor-control wires and the five selsyn wires. In
addition, a weather-proof cover should be made up to cover at
least the selsyn and terminal board. The motor and differential
are well able to stand the weather just as they are.

The control method which is used will depend upon the
desires of the individual and the available materials. All that is
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Fig. 7-5. Side view of the raiFmounted differential and prop-pitch motor.

really necessary is a means of getttng2lvolts AC or DC to the
motor, and switching it between the cw and ccw wires. The
selsyn wires are merely connected to the remote selsln, and
the remote unit is fitted with an indicator needle and some sort
of compass scale. The antenna is pointed north, the remote
selsyn housing is loosened and turned until the needle points
north on the scale, and the housing tightened up.

However, a more elaborate control unit is illustrated in
Fig. 7-7. Since the unit is mounted on the tower, the low
voltage, high current leads to the motor should be as short as
possible. A pair of 4-pole double-throw relays handle the
motor switching, with all poles wired in parallel to minimize the
possibility of arcing or burned contacts. The 24volt AC supply
is rectified with a high-current silicon diode, filtered and the
resultant DC used to feed the motor. While not necessary, the
motor seems to run quieter and smoother on DC thanAC. The
24-volt transformers and relays used in this unit were sal-
vaged from pin-setting machines in a defunct bowling alley, but
any similar component will be suitable. Alternatively, a pair of

At'tTEiltitA
UNIT

NEHOTE
UN!I

s2

Fig.7-6. Interconnection forthe selsyn motors. Afour-wire system may be used if
terminals R2 and 33 are run on the same wire.
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Ftg.7-7. The complete rennote'control system for the really rugged rotator. lf
suitrable z4-volt relays cannot be found, two 12-volt automobile horn relays may
be used with a dropping resistor.

12-volt units can be hooked in series, and a couple of au-

tomobile horn relays used for switching.
On this particular unit, a large 2$-volt pilot lamp is

mounted on the side of the control box and is visible from the
ground. It monitors the ou@ut DC imrnediately before it is
applied to the direction relays. This is being modified to two
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lights, which will be connected directly to the rnotor input
leads. Shouid the antenna fail to turn at any time, a quick look
at the tower will show whether or not voltage is getting to the
motor. This will immediately point out motor trouble or con-
&'ol unit trouble and is a handy trouble-shooting aid.

The resultant rotator is very rugged and will provide
suitable for the largest and heaviest stacked arrays.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIOI{ t!NE TUNER

Reducing aggravations around the shack is a job that
keeps the average homebrewer happily scheming and building

throughout his hamming life. At the top of the "bother" list is
the matchbox that must be readjusted after making a large
frequency change within a band, and the box is located a great

distance from the transmitter. Anyone that has put up with
this problem for years, must have wondered as I, why can't
the signal that deflects the SWR meter do the adjusting?

While working on the problem of getting the meter to
twist the knob, it was soon discovered that the mismatch

defying adjustment at the transmitter is the one that causes a

reactive current to appear at the load end of the transmission
line. A resistive mismatch as large as 3: 1 causes little fuss and

can be tuned out with ease. For this reason, the change in the
resistive load presented by the same antenna at different
locations in a given band is not large enough to require an

adjustment, so one setting of the matchbox input loading

capacitor is good for the entire band. This is not true of the
output capacitor. It must be reset to bring the antenrn-
transmission line combination back into resonance, or a large

inductive or capacitive phased current will be reflected back to
the transmitter,along the coaxial cable. It then follows that
only one shaft requires adjustment after a frequency change is

made, andif any change in the phase relationship of the current
to the voltage in the coaxial cable at its load end could be

detected and converted into a DC voltage, this signal could

become the start of the automatic control. Such phase changes

can be detected and converted into rotary motion.
The automatic transmission line tuner, ATLT, is de-

signed as an outboard unit to work in cor{unction with a simple
matchbox of the fundamental type described in most hand-

books. Figure 7-8 shows how it is used in a typical antenna
feed system. The match-box consists of a small input coil that
has a loading capacitor in series with it and ground, inductively
coupled to a large parallel-tuned coil which has the balanced

tansmission line fastened to it bv means of taps. The ATLT
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uses a variable capacitor connected across the matdrbox out-
puttomake any corrections that mightbe required tomaintain
resonance as the transmitter frequency is varied. It will main-

tain the coaxial cable vswr to better than 2: 1 and will operate in

the 80, 40,20, and 15m bands. Transmitter inputs can be as

small as 90W, or as high as its variable capacitor will handle.

The highest power used during tests was 800W. The unit is

battery powered and the desrgn is such that no qrrent of a

magnitude that can be detected on a 50 pA meter will flow
without the presence of an rf signal. This feature allows

unattended operation in remote locations with battery life
going into months. The senro-mechanism is not made in a
mactrine shop. It came out of a battery-powered toy au-

tomobile.
The way the ATLT circuits work could be called clever,

but never complicated. There is an element designed to pick

up the coaxial cable current (L1, Fig. 7-9) and transform it into
a useful signal that can be summed with the cable voltage,

much reduced in amplitude. The resultant of these two sig-

nals, detected by diodes, produces a DC voltage that is posi.

tive, negativ e, ot zeto, depending upon the phase relationship

of the current to the voltage. This circuit is known as a
phase-sensitive demodulator and is the ATLT nerve center.

Current coil Ll is a laterally wound coil that encircles the
coaxial cable inner conductor. When the alternating current
through the cable increases, decreases, and then reverses
direction, an expanding and contracting magnetic field is pro-

duced, inducing a potential across this coil. This voltage is 90

degrees out of phase with the cable current because of the

electrical law stating that magnitude of a voltage induced into a

conductor by an electromagnetic field is directly proportional

to the rate of ctrange of this field. When the current, alternat-
ing from its peak negative to its peak positive value passes

ttrough the zero point, the rate of change is at its maximum

and is displaced by 90 degrees from either current peak.

Without the voltage signal present, the rectified currents

out of the ends of Ll, through CRl and R2, CRz and R1, and

back to its centertap, will be equal in each circuit branctr. Tltis
produces a zero potential difference across the R1-R2 divider.
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The primary voltage signal path is through R3, to the center-

tap of Ll and out its ends, through CRl and CR2 to ground. Cl
provides an AC ground to both ends of the R1-R2 divider, plus

smooths the pulsating DC. The secondary path through R4,

R5, and C2 reduces the voltage applied to Ll and allows small

phase correction to be made to it. When the voltage signal is
present, it will add to or subtract from the current signal,

depending upon their phase relationship. If the voltage and

current signals are directly in phase, then across one coil of Ll
they will add while across the other they will subtract. Unequal

currents will flow through Rl and R2 creating a potential

difference across the divider. If the phase is changed 180

degrees, this potential will be of the same magnitude but of
opposite polarity. When the signals are phased 90 degrees to
each other, right in the center between 0 and 180 degrees,

equal currents again flow and there is no potential difference.

The voltage signal, applied to this phase-sensitive demod-

ulator, is not shifted from its original phase, while the current
produces a signal that is shifted 90 degrees. Therefore, when
the coaxial cable voltage and current are in phase (unity power

factor) there will be no demodulator output measurable across

J3 and J4. Any small change in this phase relationship will

result in an output that will be either positive or negative,

depending upon whether the angular difference is leading or

laggmg.
The demodtrlator output is applied between the base and

the emitter of Ql and Q2. Ql, being an NPN transistor, will be

switched on when the output is positive, and Q2, a PNP, will
turn on when it is negative. Both transistors are operating

class C and require about 0.5V of signal before either will
conduct. Q1 and Q2 are direct coupled to Q3 and Q4. Either
one or the other can be switched on, actuating K1 or K2,

depending upon the state of the demodulator output. K1 and

I{2 are high-resistance, low-coil current relays with their
contacts wired so that a high-current positive or negative, 3V
DC outputis made available to operate the servo motor, which
positions variable capacitor C4. C4 is connected across the
matchbox output and will automatically be repositioned every
time the power factor in the coaxial cable changes from unity,

bringurg the antenna system back into resonance.
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The reversing switch (S2) is used to eliminate the con-
struction problems that would be brought about by trying to
keep all phases and outputs aligned so that the servo motor
will turn in the correct direction when called on to make an
adjustment of C4. A complicated switch of this type is not
needed if C4 does not have stops and will rotate 360 degrees.
This is because C4 can be turned in either direction to its
correct location.

A homemade fixed capacitor (C5) is used during 1bm
operation to prevent "hunting. " Hunting is the oscillating mo-
tion of the servo-mechanism about null that takes place when
variable capacitor C4 coasts through the null point after the
motor power drops to zero, causing the demodulator to pro-
duce an output that drives the motor in the opposite direction,
yhere it coasts past null again repeating the whole process.
Series connected C5 makes it necessary for C4 to move a
reasonable number of degrees to make an effective adjust-
ment.

The ATLT is assembled on a2in chassis of about Sby T
in. area. The front and rear panels are across the narrow ends
of the chassis and are 5 in. high with rounded corners. The
cover is a wrap-around type that snaps inplace by holes in its
lower side picking up the protruding heads of screws mounted
in the chassis. Easy cover removal is necessary unless some
sort of dial is provided to indicate the rotor position of
capacitor C5. The front panel controls are: phase potentiome-
ter R4; am! andseruo switches 51 and 32; demod and,sig gnd
jacks J3 andJ4.

Connections to the fixed and variable capacitors (Cb and
C4) are brought through the rear panel using high-voltage
ceramic feedthrough insulator posts. A shield, run down the
center of the chassis, provides a place to mount the battery
holders. The one for the 9V batteries is made of thin
aluminum, while the 1.5V cells are held in the battery box
removed from the toy auto which also provided the necessary
motor gearbox assembly.

The currentpickup coil details canbe seen onFig. Z-10.
A piece of RG-8/U coaxial cable is cut so that it is long enough
to be soldered between box connectors Jl and J2, located
either side of the chassis at the back. The outer insulating
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jacket is slit lengthwise and peeled off in one undamaged piece,

because it will be used for a form for LL. The braid is also
pushed off undamaged so it can be later replaced. The outer
jacket insulating material is wrapped around the insulated
center conductor and trimmed so that it will fit snugly without
overlapping. Its length is trimmed to 2 in. and ahole is punched

in its end either side of the slit for the coil leads to pass

through. Seventeen bifilar turns of.Z}-gage enamel wire are

wrapped around the jacket material lengthwise. (Seventeen

bifilar turns are equal to thirty-four single turns.) The start of
coil B and the end of coil A are twisted together. These leads

will make the centertap when they are soldered. The other
leads, along with the centertap, are slipped into an insuiating
tube, and the completed L1 is thinly taped around the insulated
coax center conductor. The braid is expanded and slipped back
over L1 and the center conductor, fishing the Ll leads out
through a hole worked into it abaut3/a in. from one end. The
whole thing now looks like a sort piece of RG-8/[J without its
outer jacket, and a small lump where Ll is located under the
braid. The tubing, with the Ll leads in it, will be coming

through the braid at one end of this lump, and when the current
pickup assernbly is soldered to the box connectors, this end

will be near J2. The braid ends are wrapped and soldered to
one turn of bare wire, and these wires are connected to two
ground lugs at each connector shell.

Constructirrg a servomechanism turns out to be a lot less

fightening than first thoughts make it seem. Timer as-

semblies make excellent seryomechanisms for this applica-

tion, but require power sources not readily portable. Luckily,
battery-powered motor-gearbox assemblies abound in any toy
store. There are more snappy battery toys made today than
one who has been away from such things has a right to realize.

There is no reason for not being selective about picking
out a toy that operates rather slowly, and has an easy toget-at
drive assembly.

The electronics is built on a perforated Vector board and

arranged to look neat. The transistor types can be changed to
practically any silicon NPN and PNP type and still work fine.
The balanced 2N35 diodes are rather old-fashioned and canbe
replaced by other types if both have equal conduction The
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Fig. 7-10. L1 construction is on 2 in.
long RG-8/U casing; 17 turns
(lengthwise) of 28-gage enamel
wre.

relays have 8 kO coils and will operate with lSV across them.
The circuit board is mounted on spacers under the chassis and
wired to the switches, jacks, Ll, and signal ground (which is a
point on the coax braid over the center of L1); R3 is connected
to the center conductor ofJl.

C5, the homemade fixed capacitor, is made from a
U-shaped square(LYzin.) of aluminum. The top of the,.LI" end
is trimmed 7n in. deep so only the lower /z in. of itis left. This
portion is drilled and bolted to the 15m (bottom) feedthrough
poff lhe centerplate is a lyz x 2 in right angle shape with a
Yz n. flange. The lower portion of the flangeis trimmed like
the'u" so it will clear the 15m feedthrough post. The tab that
is left is connected to the center post that also feeds the stator
of C5. The plates of the capacitor are bent until they are
spaced /r in. from each other.

Before operating the completed ATLT, a few preanu-
tions should be taken. The plate spacin{of CS is about . 020 in
This makes it necessary that the length of the tuned transmis-
sion line be selected so that a very high voltage will not wind up
at the matchbox output. Remember, a quarterwave line in-
verts the load connected to it, and a half-wave line will repeat
it. Be carefirl that rf does not get into the unit from theiest
meter, or indications will be erratic. check that the transistors
do not have a current flow before an rf signal is present. Keep
in mind that the ATIT will detect and correct only reacfrie
po,wer conditions in the coaxial cable, so the vswr indicator can
be indicating a high vswr of a resistive nature that will not be
seen by theATLT. The resistive mismatch must be tuned out
with the matchbox input capacitor, but only one time for eactr
band.
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After the above checks are made, connect the ATLT in
series with the coaxial cable running to the matchbox input,
along with a vswr indicator ahead of it. Connect C5 across the
matchbox output using a short piece of TV twinlead, and set
the rotor halfway open. Load the matchbox with a lamp so that
its output capacitor will tune rather sharply (coil loaded to a
medium Q). Set all ATLT switches off, and apply a 40 or 80m

signal to the setup. Adjust the matchbox for optirnum output.
Roktephase control R4 to the center of its travel. Mea-

sure the demodulator output between J3 and J4 using a 20

lr,0/V meter, and readjust the phase control for a null indica-

tion. Move the matchbox output capacitor slightly one way and

then the other from the set position and the meter will indicate

a potential, a null when returned to set, and an opposite
polarity potential when on the other side of set. Place theamp

switch S1 on. Kl and KZ will click on and off as the capacitor is

rotated through null.
Placetheseno switch 52 on and the servomechanism will

relocate variable capacitor C4 to compensate for these posi-

tionchanges.Ilf'/- drives againstone of its stops, settheseruo
switch to its other position and the motor will drive in the
correct direction to produce a demodulator null. When the
transmitter frequency is changed, C4 will be driven open or
closed as the frequency is increased or decreased, and the
vswr indicator will indicate a low ratio.

C4 is not a large capacitor and with some matchboxes it
might not be cadable of adjusting throughout the entire spec-

trum of the lower bands, but it most certainly will cover whole

CW or phone portions. Try the setup on the other bands,

using C5 in series with C4 on 15m. If trouble is encountered,

the ATLT may be tested like a vswr indicator by connecting a

dummy load to coaxial box connector J2. Under this condition
the demodulator output should be less than 0.5V.

After these tests are completed, the ATLT is ready to be

corurected to the antenna feed system in Fig. 7-8. It wil
operate just like it did during bench tests, correcting for all

transmitter frequency changes large enough to cause objec-
tionable standing waves along the coaxial cable.

This method of antenna tuning is as reliable as a vswr
indicator. It can tune a center-fed 33 ft antenna with wonderful
results on all bands.
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C5 could have been a roller inductor at the base ofa short
vertical antenna, continuously adjusting it over the whole
band, or the servo-mechanism couldbe rotating the matchbox
capacitor instead of an outboard unit. What may not be obvious
is that this idea can be expanded to include the automatic
tuning of tank circuits by placing L1 in one of the circuit leads
and shifting the voltage signal g0 degrees before it is summed
with the current signal. By using varactors and motors, an
entire transmitter could be automaticallv tuned.
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REMOTELY TUNED, IIUAL-BAND ANTEI.INA OOUPLER

Simplified and inexpensive motor-operated remote con-

trol of tuning and provision for remote reflected power
monitoring are features of this coupler. The ideas presented

can be applied to a variety of situations where remote contol
and band-switching of an antenna coupler unit is desired while
utilizing only a single pair control cable for all remote control
functions.

Instead of running resonant feedlines or the end of a
voltage-feed antenna into the shack, it would be better to have

the coupler used remotely located and controlled. In many
instances, this would avoid most of the problems of rf in the
shack and possibly permit a more optimum placement of the
radiating portion of the antenna system. In apartment sihra-
tions, it may also prevent TVI/BCI fficulties due to being

able to use a coaxial transmission line to the remotely located
coupler.

Many ideas have been discussed for the remote control of
antenna couplers. One can get involved with expensive
motors, special relays, elaborate control circuits and the need

for multi-conductor control cables. The coupler described,

however, uses inexpensive components that make it only
slighfly more expensive than a regular antenna coupler. The
coupler is built for dual band operation, but the ideas used can

be incorporated into more elaborate designs as required to fit a
specific need.

Basic Scheme

The functional units comprising the coupler are shown in
Fig. 7-11. The coupler contains a matching network with
motor controlled tuning. The motor tuning is also arranged to
provide a switching function. The reflected power sensor is

simply half an in-line SWR meter. An SWR meter located at
the transmitter could also be used to indicate the effect of
tuning the coupler but a reflected power indication directly
between the coupler and transmission line is much more
accurate. It is also easier to use than a field-strength indicator
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Fig. 7-1 1 . Basic components of the dual-band remote antenna coupler system.

when tuning. The indicator voltage from the reflected power
sensing unit and the DC control voltage for the motor are both
transferred over a shielded 2 conductor cable which is com-
pletely independent of the transmission line. The motor itself
is a DC type and the direction of rotation is controlled simply
by changing the polarity of the motor voltage supply.

Coupler Unit

The coupler unit circuit shown in Fig. 7-12was designed
for use with a 20 f.oot rod antenna on 80 and 40 meters. The
basic circuit shown can be used with many coupler arrange-
ments, but make certain that the coupler will tune manually
with a given antenna before any attempt is made to control it
remotely.

As shown in Fig. 7-I2, the transmission line is link
coupled to the loading coil. On 80 meters, the variable
capacitor is used to allow tuning of the series resonant
antenna/loading coil circuit across the band.

The reflected power sensor is formed as part of the
tansmission line. The pickup link is made somewhat longer
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than usual in order to develop a reasonable current over the
control cable back to the indicator unit in the shack. The unit is

not designed to read the actual SWR, although this can be done

if the system is calibrated with a dummy load resistor simulat-

ing different SWRs. Assuming that the SWR was ctrecked

initially using a,calibrated SWR meter, the reflected power

indicatoris onlyused to setthe motor drivenvariable capacitor

for minimum reflected power at any given operating frequen-

cy. An SWR meter is also used in the transmission line by the
transmitter; there is a possibility of having a means available to

monitor the condition of the entire transmission line/antenna

system. For any reference setting of the forward power indi-

cator on the SWR meter by the transmitter, the same refer-
ence reading from the reflected power sensor in the coupler

unit should be obtained as long as all components remain in
good condition.

Coupler Unit Gonstruction

There is nothing critical about the construction as long as

the variable capacitor is kept insulated. A small metal enclo-
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sure is used and the capacitor is placed on standoffinsulators.
The motor shaft is connected to the capacitor by an insulated
coupling which mates the Yn" capacitor shaft and the ye,,motor
shaft. A srnall piece of dowel with appropriate sized holes
drilled in each end and epoxy cement will work just as well.
The motor used was a "junk box" item which works on 12V
DC. Internal gearing and the friction provided by the capacitor
results in a very slow tuning rate. Surplus and hobbyist outlets
are sources for suitable motors. Almost any intermittent duty
L2-24V DC type that has been geared down to b0 rpm or less
will work.

The rotor plate nearest the back frame of the capacitor is
bent slightly,'as shown in Fig. 7-L3, to form a sliding switch
contact with one end of a chassis feed-through insulator
mounted on the capacitor back-frame. A miniature chassis
type feed-through is used. Any small piece of plastic may be
used as a stop to prevent further rotation of the rotor plates
once the switch is engaged by placing it across the stator
plates on the same side as the switch (see Fig. Z-13). Epoxy
cement should be used to secure the top.

The reflected power sensor is constructed by carefi.rlly
slitting the jacket away for about 8-L2" at the end of the coaxial
cable to be connected to the link. A length of #20 enamelled
wire is then manipulated under the shield: the ends are con-

LAST ROTOR PLATE

III3ULAT€O
FEEOTHROT,GH

f,S. 7J9. Details of capacitor switch rop view (A) and back view (B). Feed-
throrgh is placcd in capacitor back frame such ttrat rotor plate makbs contaa
wifi plates almost fully disengaged from stator plates.
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of the reflected po\/er sensor was checked to st.t. llurt tlrr.
minimum output corresponded to the mininrunr ri.lk.r'tr.rl
power indication on the SWR meter. Operation o[ llrt. rrrotor
should be checked with a length of cable equal to tlurt ;r.tu;rlly
used for the control cable. This is necessary to insunr tlr:rt llrr.
voltage drop is not enough to affect motor torque.

Operation of the unit is not complicated, but it tkrt.s
require a little practice since its simple design does not provirk'
for automatic motor cutoff or signalling of motor position. lty
observing the speed of motor rotation, one can learn to ;rntit:i
pate when a complete revolution has been made. One p<lsitiorr
of the control switch on the indicator unit should be markt.rl
"40" (or something similar) to indicate one extreme positiort of
the capacitor.Fig.7-14. Diagram of indicator/powersupply unit. Batteries may also be used to

power most small DC motors.

nected as shown in Fig. 7-L2. Thejacket is then replaced and

the length of cable coiled together, if necessary, for compact-

ness to fit the enclosure. The few components for the sensor

are assembled on a terminal striP.

lndicator Unit

The indicator units contain only a microammeter and

potentiometer as a reflected power indictor and a dual polarity

source for the tuning motor. Batteries may be used for the

latter function, although a small AC supply is shown in Fig.

7-14. Some overvoltage from the supply must be available in

order to account for the drop in the control cable.

Adjustment and Operation

Make certain that the coupler operates manually before

an attempt is made to remotely control the unit. In the case of

the unit described, the numbers of turns in the main coil was

establishedby trimming the coil onSOmeters and chechngthe
frequency range of operation possible and the variable

capacitor. On 40 meters, the capacitor switch was engaged

and the top on the main coil established. These tests were

done with a conventional SWR meter connected in the trans-

mission line immediately before the coupler which was

mounted in its operating position. Simultaneously, operation
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Fig. 7-15. Sketch of pafts layout for dual band coupler.
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Summary

The coupler shown is intended for use with low power

equipment-up to about 100/150 watts. For higher power

levels, an increase in the coil wire size, the insulation path

between the motor and capacitor shafts and the spacing of the
capacitor plates will be necessary. A larger capacitor will
probably also require a heavier motor. Nonetheless, the basic

construction can be modified as necessary for any power level.

TRANSMITIER TUNING OF MOBILE ANTENNAS

The usual approach to low-frequency mobile antenna
construction is illustrated in Fig. 7-LGA. A short whip anterura
is used which is either base or center loaded so that the
antenna has an effective electrical length of. %It and can be
directly connected to a non-resonant coaxial transmissionline.
In order to reduce ohmic losses in the loadinginductor, its "Q"
is made as high as possible. The high "Q" results in greater
radiation efficiency due to the reduced I2R
loss but it also results in a very restricted bandwidth for the
antenna- 10 to 20 kHz being typical for many 80 meter mobile
whips. Whenever one wishes to change the transmitter fre-
quency to any great degree, it is necessary to readjust either
the loading inductor on the antenna or the length of the whip
antenna itseH.

It should be recognized that even with high-Q loading
inductors, the radiation efficiency of an 8 ft whip on a low-

Fig. 7-16. Usual base or center loaded whip antenna which utilizes a non-
r€sonant lransmission line (A). Concept of using the high e loading coil drectly
as pail of the transmitter tank circuit.
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frequency band is a matter of a few percent. No manner of

loading inductor is going to make an 8 ft whip radiate like a 60 ft
whip unless the losses in the loading inductor can be reduced

to zero, a condition only possibl erttheresistance of.theloading

inductor can be reduced to absolute zeto" The restricted
bandwidth of low-frequency whip antennas is due to the fact

that it is desired to have them self-resonant and operate into a

nonresonant transmission line. This concept has no real basis

as far as improving the radiation efficiency of an antenna in a

low-frequency mobile installation and simply imposes a severe

bandwidth restriction upon the operation of the mobile installa-

tion.

Itlon-Resonant Loaded Whips

If one considers the loading inductor used either at the
base or center of a whip as necessary to increase the effective

electrical length of the antenna to the point where the antenna

system can resonate at a given frequency, there is no theoret-

ical reason why this resonant circuit cannot simultaneously act

as both the resonant output circuit for a transmitter and as the

radiating mediurn or antenna for the transmitter. This concept

is illustrated in Fig. 7-168. The line section between the whip

and transmitter also becomes part of the radiating antenna.

This idea is not really new and, indeed, in basic concept

goes back to the earliest days of radio. Some readers will
immediately relive some of the nightmares of harmonic radia-

tion and interference that were present using AM transmit-

ters with class C output stages when looking at Fig. 7-168"

However, several factors have changed which make the

scheme much more practical now, mainly the use of linear

output stages and the hish Q of most loading inductors. The

scheme is certainly not recommended for fixed station usage

in a location where TVI is a problem already, since the output

is not filtered and harmonic reduction is mainly a function of
that provided by the single tuned circuit which is involved.

However, for mobile use, the scheme does have particular

appeal. Mobile operation is often conducted remotely from
housing areas and the approximate 30-40 dB second har-

monic attenuation provided by most good loading coils tuned

as shown suffices with low power transmitters to avoid any
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interference problem. This is especially true for mobile op(.ni-
tion on 80 meters.

Practical Gonsiderations

When the scheme of Fig. 7-168 is used, only the variable
capacitor in the transmitter need be adjusted for wide fre-
quency excursions once the loading inductor and capacitor
values have been balanced to provide proper transmitter load-
ing. This adjustment is described in more detail later, but in
most cases, the adjustment range requiredis within the exist-
ing range of the component values of the variable plate tuning
capacitor within the transmitter and of the whip loading induc-
tor. No component morlifications need be made in most cases.

One area that does require some minor modification,
however, is the line between the whip antenna base and the
transmitter. Since the line becomes part of the anterum circuit,
it will radiate and, also, it will carry the greatest portion of the
antenna current. The radiation that takes place from this line
where it runs in the automobile is, of course, shielded by the
automobile body and lost. However, as was mentioned be-

o20

FA.7-17. Simple tank circuit switching connections changes nec€s8ary to
bypass pi-network coil on 80 meters only. Circuit shown is typlcal of a wlde
variety of transceivers.
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situation occurs since the radiating portion of the feedline
which is enclosed within the automobile increases in terms of
wavelength with higher frequency and the losses encountered
with the antenna coupling method of Fig. 7-L6B exceed tiose
of the method illustrated in Fig. 7-16A.

Therefore, it is necessary to provide some modification
to the output circuit of a transceiver or hansmitter such thatit
can be used with the antenna coupling arrangement of Fig.
7-L6B on one or two low-frequency bands and with a conven-
tional unmodified coupling scheme on the higher frequency
bands. Figures 7-LZ to 7-19 show details of various modifica-
tion methods to typical pi-network ou@ut circuits. Ttie only
other switching involved is that concerning the ffansmission
line which can be done manually or with relays,

Adjustment

Initial adjustment should be done at a low power level by
reducing the drive to the output stage of a transceiver. The
output loading capacitor (which is in parallel with the plate
tuning capacitor once the transceiver is modified) is intially Set

PAT!trs

35o ourpur

Fig. 7-19. Although an oxtra component must be used, this moditication to the
ouput circuit provides a far better switching arrangement than that shown in Fig.
7-18.

Fig. 7-18. Pi-network circuits employing continuous shorting type switches nnay

be slightly more difficult to modify.

fore, the radiation efficiency of a loaded low-frequency whip is

only several percent anyway and the additional radiation lost is

not significant in most practical situations. It certainly is a small

price to pay for the ability to tune a mobile rig freely across

major portions of a band. Nonetheless, the line should be kept
as short as possible.

Because oI the heavy current that flows in the line, it
should be made from heavy wire-and not just the inner

conductor of a small coaxial cable. fleavy battery cable of the

type with a thick covering, in order to provide the necessary

voltage insulation, or the inner conductor and dielectric of a

really heavy coaxial cable (shield removed) such as RG 14ru
or a larger cable should be used.

OuSut Circuit Modif ications

If a multiband transceiver is used for mobile operation, it
may be found advantageous to use the method described for
mobile antenna coupling on 80 meters, or both 80 and 40

meters, and a conventional loaded mobile antenna feed by a
coaxial transmission line on the higher frequency bands. This
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at minimum although it can be used later if more capacitance is
required. The drive is increased and the transceiver checked
for the usual meter indications of resonance and proper load-
ing. If resonance is indicated but the loading is not correct, one
can try increasing the value of the plate tuning capacitor by
changing its setting and reducing the value of the antenna
loading inductor (or vice versa) until adequate loading is
achieved.

One must use a wavemeter or some other device to
check the radiated frequency since it is possible to have the
system falsely tuned in some cases. When the system is tuned
correctly, one should also check the harmonic radiation and
interference levels as compared to the usual setup. A check
with a receiver tuned to the various harmonic frequencies will
quickly indicate if the harmonics are at least 30-40 dB down
from the fundamental frequency.

WIDE.RAI{GE ANTENNA TUNER

Most modern ham rigs are designed with single-ended
outputs for direct connection to coax-fed antennas. but there
are still many cases where a good wide-range antenna tuner
can be very valuable. The most obvious are:

1. To couple the transmitter to any one of the wide
variety of antennas which require high impedance
feedlines, such as V-beams, rhombics, Lazy H,s,
Zepps, folded dipoles, etc. This is especially impor-
tant when the QTH will not allow the erection of
several antennas, and the use of a wire antenna and
tuner will permit multiband operation.

2. In moderate to severe cases of TVI, where the high
harmonic attenuation of the tuner will be of consider-
able assistance.

3. To permit optimum coupling between the antenna
feedline and the recehter, an advantage which seems
to get little attention.

The tuner can be built in a variety of ways, using circuits
which have proved to be reliable over the years. However, to
be as useful as possible, the tuner should be capable of either
series or parallel tuning, and should be continuously usefirl
over the entire 3-30 MHz range. All controls should be oper-
ated from the front panel, and no bandswitching, coil changing,
or coil tapping should be required. The tuner described satis-
fies these requirements.

The general circuit arrangement is known as aZ-match
and has been well known for many years. Two coils are used in
conjunction with a split-stator capacitor to cover two fre-
quency ranges at the same time. This allows a smooth transi-
tion from series to parallel tuning and no bandswitch is re-
qured. An SWR bridge is incorporated, and is in the input line
at all times, making tuneup a simple matter.

The tuner is built on a 10 x IT x 3 in. ctrassis, with an
$Yz x L9 in. front panel. Depending upon the power range of
the station transmitter, smaller components could be used and
thus reduce the size of the chassis. However, the unit shown
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will safely handle rnore than the legal limit on all bands and
modes.

A close study of the schematics will reveal most of the
construction features. The input coaxial line is fust routed
through the small shielded enclosure used for the rf connpG
nents of the SWR bridge. This will be described later. From
this enclosure, the line is connected to the variable coupling
capacitor C1, which must be insulated from the chassis and
panel. A small vernier dial drives this capacitor through an
insulated coupling and provides smooth control. (To aid in
setting the tuner to the proper tuning point during rapid band
changing, calibrated vernier dials are used on both capacitors
along with a tuning chart on the front panel.)

The main tuning capacitor, C2A and C2B, is mounted
parallel to Cl, but not insulated from the chassis. A heavy-
duty, two-pole, two-position ceramic switch (S1) is mounted
on the front panel directly under the two large feedthrough
insulators. The two coils are mounted at right angles to each
other between C2 and 51 and are supported by their own
leads. Commercial air-wound coil stock was usedin this mod-
el, whic,h made this method of mounting quite feasible. How-
ever, homebrew coils should be wound on cerarnic forms and
firrnly mounted.

The SWR bridge is built in two sections, one containing
the rf pickup, diqdes, and matching resistors, and enclosed in
the metal shell at the rear of the chassis, underneath. A small
piece of terminal board holds the compnents associated with
the rneter, and the meter itseHis mounted on the front panel,
flanked by the sensitivity control R4 and the FORWARD-
REFLECTED switch (S2).

The construction of the rf section of the bridge can be
seen frorn Fig. 7-2L. The inner line conductor is a 4 in. length
of.% n. copper tubing. The outer line conductor is a flat piece

of copper flashing mounted under the tubing and secured to
small mounting bolts at each end of the enclosure. Small
square pieces of Plexiglas are used to separate the two con-
ductors, with the tubing being inserted in holes drilled in the
center of the squares. Srnall holes are drilled in the outer
edges of the squares to hold the two pieces of #14 copper wire
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used for coupling the rf to the diodes. A matching resista is
connected to one end of each pickup wire, and a diode is
connected to the opposite end. The resistors are connectedto
the outer copper conductor, but the diodes are connected to
the two small feedthrough capacitors mounted on the wall of
the enclosure. Small shielded wires run from these capacitors
to the terminal board, then via S2 and the rf filter (RFCI and

CD to the meter.
Operation of the unit is similar to most tuners: a rnatter of

getting the unit set up on each band, and then marking the
capacitor dial settings on the panel chart for easy reference.

Figure 7-22 shows the setup required. \4(th low power fed
into ttre hmer, adjust R4 for firll-scale deflection on the meter

14 PICKUP
IYIR€S -

PLASTIC
ST'PPORT

-PLIST|C
SUPPORT

cRe

||rtPt T

Ftg.7-2'1, Construction of the SWR bridge,
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Fig.7-22. Proper setup for using the tuner. The coax line to the transmitter may
beany reasonable length, and aseparate SWR bridge may be used if available.

with 52 in the FORWARD position. Switch 52 is RE-
FLECTED and adjust Cl and C2 to obtain minimum reading
on the meter. There is considerable interaction between the
capacitors, so make sure they are both set properly and that
the SWR is as low as possible. There is also a considerable
reaction on the transmitter's plate tuning, so check this often
and make sure it is in resonance at all times.

This can be a slow proceeding the first time. Only a small
amount of power should be fed into the tuner, and a dummy
load should be connected to the output until the settings have
been determined. Then a short final adjustment with the
antenna connected will suffice. Because there are no
bandswitches or coil taps, the setup is very easy to follow and
should result in an SWR of almost 1:1.
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AN EASY, WIDE-BAND BALUN

The desirability of using a network or transformer to feed
a balanced coaxial line is well known and has been widely
discussed. Single-band baluns have been well covered with
this in mind.

A little research can produce a simple, cheap and easily
constructed balun.

It covers the 40, 20, and 15 meter bands, using 20 meters
as the design center.

A number of turns of RG-8/U cable are coiled up using
the diameter of the desired finished balun. The resonant
frequency is then checked with a Snd-dip meter. A litfle
trimming is necessary to obtain resonance in the 20-meter
band. The resultant coil consists of ten feet of cable wound in

Fig.7-23. The 1:1 balun constructed from a length of coaxial cable. When
designed for the center of the desired frequency range, it will cover a 3:1
frequency operating range. The unit described here for 40, 20, and 15 meters
consisted of two 66-inch lengths of RG-8/U.
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five turns. The odd number of turns are purposely worked out
so that the center-tap feed point will come on the opposite side
of the coil from the load point for mechanical reasons. The
five-turn coil is then cut in half, and the inner conductor and the
shield are connected according to the diagram and then re-
coiled. In actual practice, the original coil was scrapped and
two new 66-inch lengths of cable were cut. This allowed for
three inches to be skinned back on each end to make the
connections and still maintain the originat length. The joints
were carefirlly soldered and taped to keep out the moisture.
The coil was then bound with lacing cord, and it was ready for
installation using the shortest possible leads to the antenna.

Measurements on the experimental 1:1 balun using a
50-ohm dummy load gave SWR readings of 1.34:1 on 40,
1.15:1 on20, and 1.43: 1 on 15 meters. This was considered
reasonable so the finished product was installed at the anten-
na. It is still necessary to tune the antenna when using a balun
tansformer as it works better when looking into a nonreactive
load. Its purpose is to take the rf off the shield of the coaxial
feed line when feeding balanced antennas and make the an-
tenna the only radiating device in the system.

Kk )

TO TRANSMITTER
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AII EASY GAMMA MATCH CAPACITOR

The yagi antenna fed with a coaxial feedline is the most
widely used antenna on the HF and VHF bands. It is mechani-

cally simple and quite strong. But the driven element of a yagi

has a very low input impedance (on the order of 15 ohms) and
presents a problem when matching the driven element to a
coaxial feed-line. Many antennas use the fimiliar gamnta

matctr to raise the input impedance to a value compatible with
the coaxial feedline.

Most gamma matches use an air variable capacitor to
trne out the reactance introduced by the gamma rod. This
infoduces both mounting and weatherproofing complications.

Often the garuna matching system is more difficult to con-

struct than the rest of the yagi. Fixed capacitors, such as mica

transmitting capacitors, have been tried as a means to elimi-
nate the need for a weatherproof enclosure, but the added

inconvenience of tuning the antenna with an air variable
capacitor, then substituting a fixed capacitor of the approxi-
mate value, has proven to be more trouble than it is worth.

While searching for a simpler method, coax cable itself
was tried as a substitute. It has a capacitance of from 20 pF to
30 pF per foot depending on the type used. It can be trimmed
to the proper value needed, needs no difficult mounting as-

sembly, is just as weatherproof as the feedline itseH, and is
considerably ctreaper than an air variable.

Figure 7-24 shows the mechanical details of the
capacitor. The details of the gatruna rod are up to the reader.

The first step is to determine the approximate capacitance

needed for a gamma system on the design frequency of the
antenna. The following table shows approximate guide values

for a standard three or four element yagi.

20 meters
15 meters
10 meters
6 meters

100 pF
75 pF
50 pF
30 pF

' coAx
coilxEctED

Fry.7-24. Medranical layout ol the coax-cable gamma capadtor. After it ls
adjusted to the proper length, it is sealed wih plastic tape.

Then determine the capacitance per foot of the coax cable
to be used for the feedline.

RG- 8ru
RG-llru
RG-58ru
RG-59ru

29.5 pF per foot
20.5 pF per foot
28.5 pF per foot
21.5 pF per foot

From this, the length of coax needed to provide the
desired capacitance can be determined. For instance, a ten
meterbeam wouldrequire about twentyinches of RG-8/Ufor
the gamma capacitor. Measure back this distance from the end
of the cable and remove three or four inches of the outer vinvl
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(:over. The braided shield should then be cut in the middle of
the area from which the cover was removed, rnaking sure not
to cut the dielectric between the shield and the inner conduc-
tor. The two lengths of shield shouldbe unbraided and twisted
to form two leads.

The shield lead from the transmitter end of the coax
should be connected to the center of the driven element in the
normal manner. The shield lead from the short section used as
the gamma capacitor is connected to the end of the gamma
matching rod. No connection is made to the center conductor
of the coax.

The gamma rod shorting bar is adjusted for lowest SWR
at the operating frequency, and then the free end of the coax is
trimmed about an inch, and the gamma rod shorting bar is
adjusted again. This procedure of alternatively adjusting the
shorting bar and trimming the coax is continued until the SWR
is reduced to 1:1 at the operating frequency.

After the matching adjustments have been completed,
the free end of the coax and the area from which the outer
jacket and shield have been removed are sealed with a good
grade of plastic tape to keep out moisture. The free end of the
coax is then coiled up and taped to the boom of the yagi,
presenting a neat and simple appearance.

This system has proven to be easy to construct, rugged,
and quite effective.

This article will show how to match any feedline to an
antenna and get an SWR of less than 2 to 1. There is no
restriction on antenna type or feeder length. All that is re-
quired is an SWR meter; however, knowing the approximate
antenna impedance will do.

When a line is hooked up to an antenna and the impedance
of the line is different from that of the antenna, then there is a
reactive component present on the line. The SWRis high and
losses increase. A great deal of power may be lost without
putting much of a signal on the air. To rectify this, put in an
equal amount of reactance, but of the opposite kind. This will
reduce the SWR and power losses.

A transmission line which is a quarter-wavelength long
behaves like a resonant circuit. If it is shorted at onJ end, it
appears as a parallel resonant circuit with high resistance; if

MATCHING STUBS

Fig.7-25. How reactance is inserted.
A shows the distance from the an-
tenna for inserting the stub and B is
the length of the stub.
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open-ended, a series resonant circuit with low resistance.
Lines shorter than a quarter-wavelength will exhibit reactance
as well as resistance. An open end line will have capacitive
reactance. A closed end line will have inductive reactance. A
line less than a quarter-wavelength long may therefore be
used to match antenna and line impedances for low SWR.
Figure 7-25 shows how the reactance is inserted. A is the
distance from the antenna at which the stub is inserted. B is
the length of the stub itself. Figure 7-26 shows another ar-
rangement which performs the same way, but looks a litfle
different.

If either the standing wave ratio or the impedance of the
antenna is known, then lengths A and B can be computed
easily. There are only two requirements. One, the stub and
the feedline must have the same impedance, and two, the
antenna must be resonant at the intended frequency ofopera-
tion- These are easy requirements to fulfill.

The first decision to make is whether to use an open-end
stub or a closed stub. This will depend on the ratio of antenna
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to line impedance. When the antenna impedance is less than
the line impedance, a capacitive or open end stub is used. If the
antenna impedance is greater than the characteristic line im-
pedance, an inductive or closed end stub is needed. When
using 150, 300, 450, or 600 ohm twinlead or ladderline and the
antenna is current-fed, it will probably need an open stub. If
the anterma is voltage-fed, then a closed stub will probably be
needed. There are exceptions"

Figure 7-27 shows the current and voltage distribution
along a half-wavelength of antenna. If the feedline intersects
the antenna at a current loop (maximum) and a voltage node
(minimum) then the antenna is current-fed. The old skndby,
the half-wave dipole, is current-fed. If the antenna is fed at a
voltage loop and current node, then it is voltage-fed. Note that
these terms do not correspond to the terms end feed or center
feed.

Having decided what type of stub to use, the next step is
to measure the standing wave ratio. Hook the feedline directly
to the antenna and tune up" CAUTION: do not load to
maximum. When rnanufacturers say that their transceiver will
deliver 400 watts to a load with an SWR of 2 to 1 or less, they
mean it. These finals will not dissipate the reflected power.
The feedline may not take the extremes caused by mismatch
either. And while measuring, remember that some power is
being radiated despite a monstrous SWR. If, the impedance of

\

I

FEEO HERE

FEED AT
END

FU.7-27. Current and voltage distribution.

Fig. 7-26. This anangement gives
ihe same performance as Fig. 7-25
but is different in appearance.
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thc antcnna is known, then forget about measuring SWR
unless the antenna is not very high or is very near anything
that might affect its impedance value. Divide the anteruri
impedance by the line impedance, or vice versa if the line has
the larger value. Use this or the SWR reading (they should be
about the same).

Due to the different dielectrics used, radio waves travel
along transmission fines at different speeds, always less than
the speed of radio waves in free space. Assuming the
wavelength required, the frequency, and the velocity lactor
are known, the exact lengths needed can be compui"A. Use
the following equation:

length in feet =
985

frequency
x velocity

which means that a distance of six feet and one-harf inch from
the antenna, a stub is inserted one foot two inches tong anO
shorted at the end.

. It'shard to say just how broadband this type of thing will
be. On fifteen meters, by designing around-i frequenly oi
21.050 MHz, the test antenna geis a.t*ding *uve ratio of 1.1
to 1 at ZL}MHz, and 1. b to 1 at 21.350 MHz on a nisquare. 

-
There is no reason why the stubs cannot be made out of

coax. Use a T-connector or splice it and seal the joint with
tape.

This method should eliminate a lot of unnecessary workin tuning the feed system of any antenna that uses stub
matching. No more hit-or-miss adjustments will ever have to
be made.

factor X length in wavelengths. Use it twice; once for A, and
again for B.

Now, merely break into the line at the appropriate point
and connect the stub. If using the arrangement in Fig. i_ZA,
just connect a stub equal in length to A plus B and hook the
feedline onto it at a distance from the antenna equal to A.

Here is a sample problem. Assume that i two half_
waves-in-phase collinear for ten meters has been erected.

$s l99ks like a dipole except each side is a half-wave_length
long. This makes it voltage-fed. Therefore, use a closed stub.
Hookup the 300 ohm twinlead and measure the SWRandget a
reading ofabout 15 to 1. Next, take a look at chart b. From this
comes a value of. .27 wavelengths for A and .04 for B. Using
the velocity factor of. .82 for twinlead and an operating frel
quency of.28.I, comes the following equations:

for A 985m
x.82x "2I - approximately 6.05 feet

985Ior u zgJ

.04 - approximately 1.lb feet

42

x.82x
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A DURABTE GAMMA.MATCH

The subject is a sturdy ganrma match with a one piece
gamma rod. It can be rnade inexpensively from scrap metal
and discarded parts. The gamma rod, labelled A in Fig. 7 -28, is
a piece of 50 ohm foam-flex aluminum shielded coax. No more
than 3 feet is required for 2A, 15, or 10 meter beams, and a
piece this size can usually be picked up gratis from most any
twoway radio store. The SO 239 coax connector, B, is joined

to the center of the driven elernent by an aluminum strap, C.
At an arbitrary length from B a second aluminum strap D was
placed which acts as the shorting bar" The distance, d, bet-
ween the driven element of the beam and the gamma rod
should be at least 3 inches or else the garnma rod will be
inconveniently long.

The following steps were necessary in adjusting the
gamma match:

1. First, the ends of the aluminum shielding next to the
co:x connector end of the gamma rod were bent outward
slighfly, and a coat of good sealer was applied for weather
protection" The inner conductor of the coax was not con-
nected to the SO-239 but was left floating, and a 100 pp,F
variable capacitor wired between the aluminum shielding and
the coax connector as shown in the inset of Fig. 7-28.

2. The beam was taken up the tower to a height near that
to be used in the final installation, as settings made near the
ground will not be valid at nornal operating heights. A signal
was then fed to the beam from the transmitter, and the
shorting bar and variable capacitor varied simultaneously until
the setting with minimum SWR was determined. A Heathkit
Reflected Power Meter and SWR Bridge was used for this
operation. The shorting bar was fixed at this point.

3. The variable capacitor was brought down very care-
fully without disturbing the setting so that the capacitance
could be measured with a capacity meter.

4. At this juncture knowledge of the capacitance per foot
of the foamflex was necessary in order to use the proper
length to gqual the capacitance from the variable capacitor.
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Our material was known to have a capacitance of'29 pp'F /foot,

and an appropriate distance was measured. If the distance falls

beyond tie ihorting bar the coax can be cut at this point as

shown by the diagonal line in Fig. 7-28.If it falls inside the

shortingbar, a hole must be drilled into the foamflex breaking

the inner conductor as shown by the circle-dot on Fig 7-28'

The hole was subsequently filled with sealing compound to

insulate and weatherProof.

A HIGH POWER tOW PASS TILTER

The construction of a low pass filter capable of handling

maximum legal power levels is usually complicated by the

following factors.

1. Most construction articles describe units for 250

watts or less.
2. Filters for higher power levels require special

capacitors which are not readily available (not to
mention cost).

3. The physical size of such capacitors increase the

over-all size of the unit, if variable, require equip-

ment for alignment and usually will not lend them-

selves to following the original layout-

The filter described herein requires no capacitors;

double-sided copperclad board is used as the capacitive ele-

ments. If the dimensions are followed NO alignment is neces-

sary, and the overall size is small 5x5x24.5 crn

The materials needed for construction are, double clad

copper board 1.5mm (L/I6"), #10 solid copper wire and 2

SO-239 connectors.
The circuit for this filter is not new, but the use of copper

clad board for the capacitors is. This filter is designed for use in

52 ohm lines, but any standard filter may be built by applylng

the capacitance value of the board per square inch and calcula-

ting the box size accordingly. The capacitance of 1.5mm (1/

16') double clad board was measured at 14 pf per 6.5 sq. crn
Phenolic or epoxy measured essentially the same. And 2mm
(3/32 in.) board measured 8 pf per 6.5 sq. cm.

A line drawing of the low pass filter is shown in Fig ' 7-29'

There are four shielded compartments. The inside walls of

each section form one plate of the capacitor with the outside of

the box forming the other Plate.
The box ends, dividers and foil track are all at ground

potential. Figure 7-30 shows the electrical circuit of the filter'
The copperclad board parts are all soft soldered in place'

Figure 7-31 is the dimensional drawing of the board which

makes up two sides of the box. The .3cm (/e") cm wide

M6
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Fig.7-30. Schematic of the filter. All coils are #10 copper 1.2 cm (r/2,,) inside
diameter, L1 and L5 are 5T,2cm (%',) long;12 and L+are6T, Z.4cm (i,) l6ng; L3
ts $YzT, 3.8cm (1 7zf') long.

inslllating tracks may be etched or cut using a hobby or carpet
knife and the foil peeled away. The board is then cut in haH, the
cut ends filed to a 45 degree angle and the two halves soldered
together being sure to solder both the inside and outside
surfaces. The method of bonding the inner ground track and
the outer surface together is via a number of holes drilled
through the board with pins or wires passed through and
soldered to each copper sur{ace. The shields can also be made
of copper clad with (.6cm) holes bored through their centers
for coil connections.

The cover may simply be light weight aluminum bent at a
90 degree angle and holes drilled to line up with the mounting
nuts soldered to the inner ground track. Wind the five coils

GROUND TRACK
lsoLATtNG TRACKS .3 CM (CUT OR ETCH).

Fu-. 7-31 . The capacitors are formed by etching isolation tracks around sections
of foil.
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from the table below and solder them into the box using Fig.

7 -29 asa guide to positioning. Install the cover and hook-er up.

COIL TABLE

No. of Turns Length

Ll & L5 5 turns 314 in' 1'9cm

L2 & L4 6 turns 15/16 in' 2'4cm

L3 8% turns 1% in' 3'8cm

All coils #lO solid copper wire 1.1cm {7/16) inside

diameter.

The filter constructed worked fine when 1200 watts were run

ttrough it into a 50O dummy load. No increase in swr was

noticeable. The frequency cut-off is at 300 MHz, with the

attenuation falling sharply to 40 MHz.

Appendix

0ne-Hall Wayclengtil At Common Radio Frequencies.

Conveiling Wavelengh to trequency.

HERTZ l(r0HtRTz MTGAHERTZ

300.000.000 meters
984.250.000 feet
11, 811, 000. 000 inches
3 x 10ro'cenlimeters

300.00OAnelers
984.250ileet
t 1.81 |.ooo/inches
3 / lo:/centimelers

300/meters
984deet
11. 81l/inches
30.000/centimeters

Conveiling Frequoncy To Wavelengh.

MNERS fEEI ll{clrEs CEtlTltrlIXERS

3O1.000,000/herlz
3@.000ikilohorlz
300/megahs.tz

984,250.000/heiz
984.2so/krloherlz
964/megahertz

11 ,8r'r ,000,000/hen,
11.811,0@/kilohertz
1 1, 81 1/m€gah€ttz

3 x loro hert
3 x lot kiloh€rtr
3@,ooo/m€ahortz

FREO (MHz) A/2 (fi) fREO (MHz) v2 (ft)

0.5
1

2
5

10

984
492
245
98.4
49.2

20
50

100
200
300

24.5
9.84
4.92
2.45
1.54

450 451
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Ham 8ands.

BAIID TREOUENCY TIMITS BATID rREouEltcY t.tMtTs

160m
80m
40m
20m
't5m
10m
6m
2m

1800-2000 kHz
3500-4000 kHz
7000-7300 kHz,l4,000-14,350 kHz

21.Q0-21.45 MHz
28.0-29.7 MHz
50.0-54.0 MHz
'144- 148 MHz

1.25m

]0 
cm

:

220-225MHz
420-450 MHz

1215-1300 MHz
2300-2450 MHz
3300-3500 MHz
5650-5925 MHz

10,000-10,500 MHz
24,000-24.050 MHz

ilI
1t:=

(A) VERTTCAL TYPE (B) INVERTED-LWPE

(c) T-TYPE

INSULATOR

INVEFTED.L OR END.FED TYPE

Marconi @nstructional details.

ilalconi Antenna Dimensions.

I[ETERS i,IEGAHERIZ
^/4 

At{IEill{A

160
1.8
1.9
2.0

130'0"
123',2"
117',0"

80
3.5
3.75
4.0

67',10"
62',5"
58'6"

40
7.0
7.15
7.3

33',6"
32'9"
32',O"

20
14.0
14.175
14.35

16',8"
16',6"
16'4"

r5
21.0
21.225
z',t.45

11'2"
11',o"
10'11"

10
28.0
28.85
297

8'4.25"
8'1.25"
7'1n4"

Basic Marconi antennas.
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AlD ratio 103
All-band rotatable dipole antennal 56
Alpha element taper
A new quad antenna
Antenna

274
331

equivalent circuit 14gain 10, 16
height 51parameters 281
reflector system O7g
size 51
testing 199
tuner 216

Apartment dweller's antenna ZO2
Aperture 229

B

Back-toback parabolic reflectors 389
Balanced dipole antenna 158

(without balun) 145Bafuns 162,225,074,494
Basetuned center{oaded

antenna z}sBCt 416
Beginner's 10-meter beam

anlenna
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Bobtail antenna
Bridge

SWR
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181
432

32,228, 432
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Capacitor-FET antenna
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240
111

Capture area 20
City dweller's multiband antenna 212
Cloverleaf effect 971
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cable 334
dipole 33g
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Corona loss 'ls
Cost versus performance 53
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Dlpole antenna
Directive

affay

63,223

gain 16
Directivity 16
DJ4BQ doubledipole antenna 149
Double inverted vee antenna 143
DoubleZepp antenna 'lU
Double log periodic antenna 56, 57
Dual band 7a-wavelength dipole 165
Dummy load, VHF 991

E

Effective height 21

plane antenna
resistiance

17 Grounded antenna

92, 99, 362
94

171

15, 36
221
296
279

356, 375

378

Matching 244,249,264
Matching stubs 439
Maxwell's equations 11 Radiation
Maxwell, James Clerk 1'l efficiency 15

Eighty-meter phased array lmpedance
antenna 261 lndoor antenna

18'all-band antenna 238 Inexpensive quad antenna
Einstein, Albert 25 Intercept area
Electrostatic field 10, 23 Interference
Efectromagnetic speed 12 adjacent channel
Element spacing 284 Co-c{rannel
Elliptical reflectors 987 Intrinsic impedance of spaceEther 24 Inverted vee long periociic

Megahertz 11 pattem 17,265,368
Michefson, Albert A" 24 resistance 16,229,232
Microwave 379 Random-length antenna 171
Miniature antenna 196 Reactance 96
Minimum conductor diameters 236 transfer 206
Miniquad antenna 301 Reciprocity 10
Mini vee-beam 215 Rectangular reflectors 387
Mobile antenna 174 Repeater antenna 347
Morely, Edward 25 Resonance 14, 11S
Mounting beam elements 256 indicator 2'19
Muftiband.indoor antenna 22. Flhombic 66
Multiband log periodic antenna 274 antenna 216
Multiband veilical antenna 129 Floof mounted VHF wtrip
Multiple loop beam antenna 278 antenna 354

Rotary antenna 65
.. Rotator 395N control 403

Nonradiative energy losses 233
Nulls 387 S

Saw tooth long periodic antenna 57

0 Servomechanism 412
Selec{ivity 368

open-cirorit voltage 21 SelsYn drive 401

r/z-wavelength dip-ole antenna rgr :111"^,,-, 17
'f 60-meter antenha 171 Sinusoidal 11

osdiloscope 
^; 

3[?1ff13:*rcurations 
.?3

Sm-alt toop antenna 227
p S-meter readings 64

Spherical divergence 13
parabolic antenna 979 Spider-leg configuration 180
Passive rellectors 379 square versus triangular loop 279
pattern switch Z4g Super loop antenna 165
phase 24,76 Switching manifold 2U
Phasing stub 177 SWR (VSWR) 43,67
Photon 25,29
Planck, Max 25 T

Plane reflectors 389
Pf239 Plug 334 ]qleapart beam antenna 251polarization p79. 968 TCI 06power Terrninal

density 12,18 reactance 105
gain 16 resistiance 104

Prop-pitcfi motor 395 Three'band, two'element quad
PVC plastic pipe S41 _. antenna 297

Three-element quad antenna 305
372 wavelength dipole antenna 194

I q+-wavelength dipole antenna 164
Triangular loop beam antenna 278

Quantum theory 25,28 Transfer function 21
Quick band-change mobile Transformation

antenna 183 Transmission line
11

380

461

H

Half-wave length feedline
Haywire test bridge
Heat
Helix antenna
Horizontal dipole antenna
Horizontal linear dipole

I

antenna
lon
lsotropic antenna

,

J antenna

K

Krylon

43
140

15
278
263
212

387
387
13

69
28
16

r

F/B ratio 259
Feedline 82
Feed point impedances 286
FET source follower 238
Field strength 13
Filter, low-pass 447
96-wave vertical antenna 100
Fixed beam antenna 65
Fixed-direction beam antenna 249
Flat reflectors 388 LF-layer 102
Folded dipole 212 L network 220antenna 153, 379 Lissajous display 265Fortran 4g Loading coil 18,.1'12Four-element Lobes 

- gg7
parasitic loop antenna 278 Logarithmic element taper 274
quad antenna 308 Log periodic
1o-meter beam antenna 2ST antenna (L-p) 55,276

Forty-meter inverted vee VHF antennas ZZ5
beam antenna 260 Long, circular quad antenna 913

1!! lfg 7 MHz quad antenna 922 Lon! John yagi antenna 61
450 MHz antenna 340 Long wire antenna 216,292

u lffs#rcumferences ri?

Gam antenna 962 
Loss resistance 16

Gamma matcfr 2M,436,444 M
GSRV antenna 148
Ground Magnetic field 29efiec{. 102 Match, gamma 496,444
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Trap antenna 212
Trapezoidal zig-zag log periodic

antenna Sz
Trapless multiband antenna 149
Traps 18
Traveling wave 11
Tri-band dipole antenna 223
Tuneable €2 MFlz antenna 343
Tuner 216

antenna 429
transmission line 406

Tuning
capacitan@s
mobile antenna

wl
Twinlead

dipole
phased anay antenna

Twoelement
beam
hodzontal phased anay

antenna 266
Two-meter

beamantenna 2S1,gZ2
halo antenna 337
moule ship antenna 3el
quarter-wave antenna ggg

Z-lzwavelengfih dipole antenna 193

Ultraviolet
Umbrella antenna

v

Variable impedance toroid balun 162
Velocity lactor
Vertftnl

antenna
dipole log periodic antenna
monopole long pedodic

antenna
Velocity factor
Vertical antenna
VSWR bddge

w

Wavemeter 428
Whip 111
\Mdespaced beam antenna 241
Wind loads 280,288,290
Wndom antenna 150, 178, 213,345

35

90
71

63,84
3U
263
43

236
42,
416

135
267,269

247
Wndont antenna
Wre
WWV
WSJK antenna
W4AEO

Yagi antenna
W5DLT

z

Ag-zag configuration
ZL special antenna

179
77,286

240
76
62

18, 66
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181
76

28
124
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